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Thursday, 10 December 1987

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Burkett) took the Chairsa 10.45 am, and read prayers.

SEX SHOPS
Control: Petitions

MR WILLIAMS (Clontarf) [10.48 am]: I have a petition bearing 16 signatures which is
couched in similar terms to many petitions which have been presented to the Parliament over
the last week concerning sex shops and adult video arid book shops. I certify that it conforms
to the Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I direct chat the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No 119.)
Similar petitions were presented by Mr Donovan (33 persons), and Mr MacKinnon (Leader
of the Opposition) (94 persons).

(See petitions Nos 120 and 121.)

VISITOR
Welcome

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER: In the Speaker's Gallery today is Miss Debbie Bennett, who is
an attendant in the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of South Australia. I welcome her
to our Parliament.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AMENDMENT BILL (No 4)

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 12 November.

MR THOMPSON (Kalamunda) [10.52 am]: It is not very often that an Opposition is paid a
compliment such as this Opposition is paid by the presentation of this Bill to the Parliament.
I will explain later why that compliment has been paid.

I want to talk about the processes by which legislation such as this finds its way to the-
Parliament and also to question whether statements made by the Minister are true in every
respect. The Minister's second reading speech stated that this Bill came to Parliament having
received the entire blessing of the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council and employer
organisations. I understand that although some discussion took place with the tripartite
council on some of the principles embodied in the legislation, that body did not have the
opportunity of examining the Bill before the House today. While I am advised that the
council supports the general thrust of the Bill, in some respects the Bill goes fur-ther than
anticipated by council members.
Mr Peter Dowding: The second reading speech said that all of the amendments were
originally proposed as part of the process, and chat the Bill reflects the consensus that
emerged from that. Of course, what you are saying is that the Bill was not passed by the
tripartite council. I never said it was and I do not believe that either you or I would have the
expectation that that is the role of the council.

Mr THOMPSON: But the clear impression the Minister gave on thin occasion -- it is an
impression he has given on other occasions -- is that there was total agreement. Drawing
attention to the matter at this stage will perhaps encourage the Minister to be more careful in
his choice of words when introducing legislation of this nature. He should spell out in more
detail the concern felt by some of the people involved in the consultative process. Perhaps I
am a little more gullible than is good for me as a member of Parliament because when
someone tells me something, I am inclined to believe them unless I have strong reason not to.
On the basis of the Minister's second reading speech I recommended in the Liberal Party
room that the Opposition should support this legislation, and I am happy to tell the Minister
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and the House that the Opposition will do so. However, on dhe basis of some information
which has come to me in the past few hours, we shall look at the legislation very closely
during its passage through both Houses of Parliament.

I said at the outset that in some respects this legislation is a pat on the back for the
Opposition; one of the principal measures contained in the Bill, which is fairly wide-ranging,
relates to an issue that has been before this Parliament previously. Indeed, in August 1984 the
then Minister for Industrial Relations introduced a Bill into the Legislative Council which
was designed to repeal section 45 of the Act. The Opposition in the Legislative Council, on
the first occasion the Bill was debated, amended the Bill to ensure that section 45 remained in
the legislation. It was the Opposition's view that the powers conferred in section 45 were
necessary to enable the commission to handle some of the matters that came before it. When
the Bill came to the Legislative Assembly the Government, for political reasons, insisted that
section 45 should be repealed. In the meantime the Minister was able to tell the House that
the Confederation of Western Australian Industry and other employer organisations had
softened their original attitude to the Government's proposal and, as a result, when the Bill
eventually went back to the Legislative Council, that part of the Bill which would repeal
section 45 was passed.

Since then a major dispute has occurred in Western Australia which has captured the
headlines not only in this State but also across Australia. I refer to the Robe River dispute.
Members will recall that there was a long-running battle between Peko-Wallsend and workers
at Robe River. A problem had arisen because during the time that the iron ore operation had
been in existence a number of major concessions -- generally referred to these days as work
practices -- had been granted to the work force which had been agreed outside the Industrial
Relations Cormmission. In many cases those concessions were granted under threat with a
gun held at the head of the employers. These concessions resulted in a significantly increased
production cost of the iron ore from that operation. Under the old management those work
practices were allowed to evolve. It is not only the people in the work'force who should be
blamed for what occurred at Robe River and, indeed, the old management of Cliffs-Robe
River were, in my view and the view of the Opposition, significantly to blame for the
expansion of costly work practices at that workplace. Members should recognise that not all
costly and unnecessary work practices that develop are necessarily the fault of the trade union
movement.

Mr Peter Dowding: For instance, the member's own party when in Government granted a
leave loading of 27.5 per cent to some of its work force.

Mr THOMPSON: Previous Liberal Party Governments may have been wrong in some of the
things that they did, but I am saying that the work practices at Robe River were a sign of
weakness on the part of the employer, although I must agree that there would have been
extenuating circumstances in the case of each of those issues.

None of the work practices that came into existence at Robe River was of any significance in
itself, but when Peko-Wailsend eventually took over and looked at the range of practices that
were happening and costed each of those practices, they found it ran to a significant cost in
terms of production. Like most of the operations in the Pilbara it is a single line operation,
and if there is a disruption to any one part of that line the whole system fails to operate
effectively. During the years of operation of Cliffs-Robe River the company was confronted
by a situation where a small group of employees asked for particular concessions to be
granted, and rather than pulling at risk the whole of its production operation the company
capitulated; so a situation arose where workers had to have, for instance, so many pints of
milk in the fridge at the start of each shift for the men on the berthing gang for ships.

A situation arose where a choice of two meals had to appear in the tucker boxes of train
drivers who may have wanted steak on one day and fish the next, so on the off chance that
their fancy may have been for something that was not in the tucker box the company was
obliged to supply a range of options, some of which were not consumed on the job; there is a
strong indication that a lot of that food went home to sustain families when workers were not
on the job and not entitled to be provided with meals.
All sorts of silly practices grew up. and when the management considered them it found that
they were costing an arm and a leg. Since the confrontation occurred at Robe River,
production per employee has risen quite dramatically.
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Many people in the wrade union movement saw what was happening at Peko-Wailsend as an
attack on the work force. However, during that timne the company was trying to get its
operations back into a profitable situation so as to enable it to justify committing substantial
sums of money to expanding its operation. Unlike some iron ore operations in the Pilbara,
Peko does not have a single deposit where it just keeps on digging holes in the ground but
depends on moving from place to place as it exhausts the iron ore supply.

The company had reached a point where the next move of its operation was to be one
involving a substantial commitment by way of expenditure and resources, and it could not
justify spending that sort of money if it were to be confronted by those sorts of work
practices. The company was close to the point where it would have had to say that it could
not operate profitably, could not justify spending more money to expand the operation, and
that it would be forced to close. Rather than an attack on the work force, what the company
did was attempt to get its act cleaned up and the ship into shape so that it could justify
extending the life of the operations thereby enhancing the employment opportunities of its
hundreds of workers involved in that operation.

All of that was in jeopardy, not because of the majority of people working on the operation
but because of the entrenched position reached by a number of conveners, The conveners
had got themselves into a position where not only management but also their fellow workers
were scared of them. Workers at that place told me when I went back to Robe River after
Peko-Wall send had got matters cleaned up that it was like a breath of fresh air working in the
operation compared to what it was like before when they had had all those ludicrous rules
and regulations forced on them. A fitter told me that prior to the company getting rid of some
of those work practices, if he were to fit a bearing to a shaft which needed to be heated -- and
as anyone knows, sometimes bearings that are a snug fit have to be heated and expanded to
get them on a shaft -- he was not empowered to light an oxy torch because that was the role
of a boilernmaker; the fitter would have to down tools and wait for a boilermaker to be found,
and to come and light the oxy torch and heat the bearing.

I have had trade training during which I was taught a variety of skills that went beyond the
confines of the actual trade that I was learning. Fitters, and all other tradesmen, receive that
sort of training -- there would not be a fitter in this country who does not have the capacity to
operate an oxy torch. However, that was not accepted in the sorts of situations that occurred
at Robe River where a worker could not pick up an oxy torch, light it, expand the bearing,
and put it on the shaft, because he was not allowed to do so.

To his credit, the present Minister has talked vigorously about multi-skilling the work force.
What was happening at Robe River was the reverse and employees were not permitted to
expand their expertise and multi-skill themselves but were forced to narrow their skills.

Mr Peter Dowding: The member would know that that comes from the demand by
employers to follow the old Henry Ford idea.

Mr THOMPSON: That is not the case.

Mr Peter Dowding: That approach emerged from the fact that people are more productive if
performing a narrow framework of work, and that is historically the reason for that approach,
which was crazy.

Mr THOMPSON: That may be the interpretation of the Minister for Works and Services of
the historic reason for narrow job skills being practised, but the reason we have them is really
because of the proliferation of unions in this country and their endeavours to hang on to their
membership by saying to people, "This is your area of skill; do not let anyone else encroach
on it." That is the reason we have so many demarcation disputes. Really it is because of the
system of trade training and trade organisation that we inherited from the United Kingdom
that these practices grew up. The trade union movement was based on the craft system where
a person was taught to be a carpenter but was not permitted to use a bit of metal because that
was not directly his area -- someone else did that. Then, of course, the trade union movement
based its operations on the old craft system that had evolved but turnd it into an art form and
it reached a situation where we have these crazy demarcation disputes. I think that, if we in
this country do not learn soon that if we do not allow people who work in situations such as
Robe River to expand their skills and undertake tasks that otherwise might be done by other
people, we will find ourselves with a real problem.
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The trip I was privileged to be part of earlier this year took me to Western Europe, to a couple
of the Scandinavian countries, and to the United Kingdom. It is clear that every one of those
countries has got its act together, but this country is going down the chute. Our standard of
living has fallen dramatically and unless we get rid of the waste in our industry the standard
of living in Australia will continue to fall and we will go the way of Argentina. We are
unquestionably the possessors. of tremendous assets; we have the capacity to be the richest
nation on earth but we are sending it down the chute because we allow circumstances like
Robe River to exist, where productivity falls to the point where companies say, "We cannot
afford to run the risk of investing more money because all we will do is incur a loss for our
shareholders." That is the sort of thing that developed at Robe River.

What happened then was that the Industrial Relations Commission was required to take some
action to try to resolve that dispute and the process got under way, but because of the
deficiencies of the legislation -- because the Government, for political reasons, had to repeal
section 45 of the Industrial Relations Act -- the range of options available to the commission
was significantly reduced. So, to try to do something about it, the commission issued orders
under section 44 of the legislation.

A number of orders were issued which impacted on the employers and also on the
employees. There was only one significant condition that related to the employees, and that
was that for a period of time -- I forget the actual duration but it was several weeks, during
which time the commission was going to try to sort out some of the problems -- the work
force would impose no strikes, bans, or limitations. The company was required to do a
number of things, one of which was to pay wages and salaries to the employees for a
considerable period of time when those people were not actually at work. That represented a
significant sumn of money.

The employers adhered in every respect to the order placed on them under section 44
although they were convinced that the commission had no power to impose that order. The
unions simply put their thumbs to their noses and said to the commission, "You can tell us
what you like, but we are not going to do it. Our strike, bans, and limitations will continue in
direct defiance of the order." To my m-ind that highlights a significant weakness in the
system. It is inappropriate, unfair, and unthinkable to have a situation where one party to a
dispute can completely ignore the directions made to it by the Industrial Relations
Commission; but the unions did on that occasion and it was always a mystery to me why the
commission did not take some disciplinary action against the unions. On the other hand,
although the company was aware that the orders issued in some respects bad no authority at
law, it went along with them and complied to the letter with every aspect of the orders.
Subsequently the company appealed to the Industrial Appeals Court, and thre judges of the
Supreme Court, sitting as the Industrial Appeals Court, found that the orders issued under
section 4 were illegal and the company won that round.

It is as a result of all of that that this legislation comes to the Parliament now. This Bill
contains a number of matters that have their origins in the commission itself. I met with the
former chief commissioner, Bruce Collier, some weeks ago, and he told me a Bill was on its
way to the Parliament and that it would include a range of issues the commnission felt were
necessary to make the Act more workable. Of course, he did not discuss wit me -- and I did
not ask him to -- the precise issues to be included in the Bill, but he indicated the commission
felt a range of things were necessary to make the Act more appropriate to the present-day
situation.

I return to the point that this legislation is in fact a recognition that the Opposition was right.
We knew when the Government brought legislation to the Parliament to remove section 45
that it would create a problem, and it did. The Minister has not gone so far as to say, "We
were wrong in taking section 45 out", but by his actions he is saying he was wrong and the
Opposition can take some pride in the fact that it recognised at that time that it was
inappropriate to repeal section 45.

Looking at that which is proposed with respect to section 4, although we concede that the
general powers conferred by this legislation are necessary, we have some reservations about
the extent to which the amendments contained in the Bill have gone so far as section 45 is
concemned. I indicate to the Minister that in the Committee stage we will pursue this point
and will analyse his response, and when the Bill goes to another place there could well be a
different attitude by the Opposition to that part of the Bill which deals with section 45.
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I want to talk about a couple of other aspects of dhe legislation because it is fairly
comprehensive, although most of the amendments contained in the legislation are fairly
minor. They are simply matters that have come to the attention of the commission as being
matters that ought to be corrected to ensure they are not found to be in error in any of the
actions that they take.
Clause 5 amends section 7 of the Act and deals with the definition of employee. The
intention is to make clear that in certain circumstances the commission has jurisdiction aver
employees who are engaged in private homes of citizens. When the legislation came here
initially some of my colleagues were concerned that the intention was simply to apply the
definition of employee to the casual person that all of us from time to time engage to assist
with a social function or work in the garden. I was able to satisfy my colleagues that that was
not the intention. If a private householder engages the services of an employment agency, or
a firm that undertakes work of a nature that is sought by a private householder, that person is
deemed to be an employee. We see nothing wrong with that situation but we would
vigorously defend an individual's right to be able to employ a casual person on a one-to-one
basis.
Mr Peter Dowding: That is not a problem.
Mr THOMPSON: No, it is not; but that is one of the fears my colleagues had and which has
been dispelled. We will be supporting that facet of the Bill.
Section 23 is to be amended and relates to a matter with which I have been dealing over a
long period. The section deals with people who are employees of Parliament House. The
Act has always precluded from its jurisdiction the people on the staff of Parliament House;
the people who are employed by either House -- the clerks and attendants in this Chamber,
and in the other Chamber. These people have been administered by either the Joint Library
Commaittee or the Joint Printing Committee and are outside the jurisdiction of the Industrial
Relations Commission. While I was Speaker I thought that a little untoward, although I can
appreciate there may have been a time when those persons' employment conditions could
probably be better served by the commission not having jurisdiction over them. The situation
has changed from time to time in Parliament House. Members only need to look at the
number of people on the staff now by comparison with that which was the case previously.
The relationship between Presiding Officers and the staff -- although I think the relationship
between Presiding Officers and the individual members of staff is probably closer than in
many other employment situations -- is not as direct and as intimate as it was when fewer
staff were employed.
The time has come when employees at Parliament House should have access to the
commission. While Speaker I went through some rather dramatic times with the employment
situation and would have preferred to simnply leave matters to the Industrial Relations
Commission to sort out. I can remember the case of a former librarian who ultimately left the
employ of this Parliament due to a dispute resulting in his leaving. That individual, rightly or
wrongly, felt he had been wrongfully dismissed. He was powerless to do anything about it
because the Act specifically precluded him as an employee of this place from approaching the
Industrial Relations Commrission. The individual took his case to the Supreme Court and
sued me as Chairman of the Joint Library Committee and each of the members of that
committee, including the now Premier who sat on that committee. The committee
unanimously resolved to rearrange matters in a way which that person saw as his being
wrongfully dismissed. It is totally inappropriate to expect employees of this place not to have
access to the Industrial Relations Commission as employees in every other situation have. I
am pleased that my party has given authority for me to say we will be supporting that aspect
of the legislation.
Returning to the situation with respect to sections 44 and 45, the Opposition recognises the
legitimate role of the Industrial Relations Commission. We see the commission as a very
significant unit within our society which needs the support of this Parliament. This
legislation should be framed in a way that will enable the commission to operate effectively.
Over the years the commission has become the subject of attack by politicians who are
pulling in one direction or another depending on the situation at the time. However, the time
has come for this Parliament to recognise that that institution should be treated with the same
respect with which the Supreme Court and other courts in this State are treated.
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Mr Peter Dowding: I agree entirety. The member for Contesloc and the member for
Nedlands should be told thaz, because they use this House to denigrate the commission in a
way that is quite astonishing given the need for us to give the commission some
independence and respect.
Mr THOMPSON: I cannot speak for the member for Cottesloc or the member for Nedlands
except to say that on the occasions that they have spoken out about matters relating to the
commission they have felt very strongly and have felt that there has been a reason to express
their views.
During the course of the Robe River dispute some of my colleagues were very critical of the
lack of action on the part of the commission, but in hindsight the commission did not have
the tools necessary to do the job. The commission was trying to do it but found that one
action it took by resorting to sectionM4 of the Act -- probably because it had no other section
under the Act to operate within, section 45 having been stripped from the Act for political
reasons -- was overturned in the Industrial Appeals Court. Perhaps if it had not been in a
precarious position it may have taken action to enforce the orders that it had imposed on the
unions. I suspect that Coller and others knew that they were skating on thin ice in using
sections4 to deal with the Robe River dispute. They probably knew that they would get
knocked off if they went to court. The unions probably knew too that the commission did not
have the power that the commission perhaps thought it had under that section; that may have
been the reason they thumbed their noses-at the commission, when the commnission issued an
order to impose no strikes, bans or limitations during the currency of that order. It was
farcical. I think this Parliament needs to give the commission legislation which enables it to
operate effectively. We should stop, grizzling about it whenever it makes a decision with
which we do not agree. I cannot think of any other court in this State which is so undermidned
by politicians as is the Industrial Relations Commission.
Mr Peter Dowding: I don':uwant to jeopardize the bipartisan comments being made by the
member. However, I entirely agree- with hint I believe we have had a huge job to give that
commission some respect after the caning it took from people like the member for Contesloe.
Mr THOMPSON: If we are going to be frank with one another and if!I am to be prepared to
accept that as a legitimate criticism, I believe the Minister has to be prepared also to accept
that legislation has been introduced into this Parliament by this Government that has not been
designed to aid this commnission; it has been designed to favour the trade union movement.
Mr Peter Dowding: I don't accept that.
Mr THOMPSON: The Minister has only to refer to the comments made by Hon Des Dans
that a particular part of the legislation would not be acted upon while he was Minister. That
is an indication of how a Labor Minister in charge of thi legislation was prepared to ignore
the wishes of the Parliament.
I believe the Parliament has to take a broader view of the operations of the Industrial
Relations Commission. It has to clothe it with the powers necessary for it to do its job. It
should get off its back and let it get on with the business of seatling disputes. However, I
believe that politicians will continue to do that which they have done in the past. In the case
of the Labor Party that means catering to the whims of the trade union movement and, in our
case -- I have to say this -- reacting to pressures from our constituency.
Mr Williams: One of the best things that happened with the commission was the day
Commissioner Coller retired, because he was not fair in his judgments.
Mr THOMPSON: I disagree. I had much to do with Bruce Collier before he became a
commissioner. I disagreed with some of his decisions, but I believe it is easy to make
judgments from the outside. I believe some of the decisions the commission is forced to
make are made because of deficiencies in the legislation, and the legislation becomes
deficient because politicians muck around with ht too much. They fiddle with it for political
purposes and do not clothe the commission with the powers necessary to enable it to be
independent as are other courts in this State.
The Opposition supports the legislation. It will question the Minister about certain aspects of
it during the Committee stage and, subject to receiving the appropriate responses and before
being handled in the other place, the Opposition's position may change slightly, at least in
relation to section 45.
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MR COWAN (Merredin -- Leader of the National Party) [11.35 amn]: The National Party
also supports this legislation.
I agree with die provisions giving the commission the right to make interim orders to prevent
disputes while a dispute-settling process is being resolved. However, that provision does
place an increased responsibility on the commission. I hope it can accept that responsibility
because it will enable the dispute-settling process to be dealt wit more easily by the parties,
but will make the task more difficult for the commuission.
The Bill also gives the commission some jurisdiction over domestic service employees
operating in private homes and we have no argument with that. We also have no argument
with the clarification of the position of the commission to be able to deal wit the unfair
dismissal of teachers on allegations of inefficiency. Similarly, we have no argument with the
provision which allows the commission to exercise its jurisdiction over staff of Parliament
House. Why has the Minister made the decision, though, that that jurisdiction should not
come into effect until December 1988? It is quite clear to me that that power needs to be
given to the conmmission fairly quickly. I do not see why Parliament House staff should
languish for an additional 18 months without any capacity to appeal to the commission for
unfair dismissal. I believe that to be a form of discrimination. Other parties under this Bill
will receive that right on the dare of proclamation of the legislation. The Minister should
give an explanation to die staff of Parliament House, if not to me.
I commend the Minister for being prepared to increase the number of staff and facilities
necessary to be able to provide the public with access to updated awards. That is a very
commendable process.
The National Party supports the legislation. Its only concern, as I said, are the provisions
relating to Parliament House statf.
MR GREIG (Darling Range) r11.39 am): This Bill brings the Parliament to the point,
rightly, where it should be seeking modifications to the industrial relations legislation to
ensure that the Industrial Relations Commission in this State serves employers and employees
with fairness.
It is my intention to confine my remarks to three main areas. The first area to which I wish to
refer is the attitude of the parties involved in the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council.
Mr Peter Dowding: It sounds like you are going to break new ground when you say that.
Mr GREIG: I probably will.
Secondly, I intend to address the House on the reason the Government has found it necessary
to seek modifications to the legislation. Thirdly, I Will address clause 10 which deals with
modifications to section 44 of the Act. The Bill also tidies up many inconsistencies within
the Act. As the Leader of the National Parry indicated, the Bill deals with the coverage of
persons in domestic service, but it is not my intention to refer to that aspect of the Bill.
In four places in the Miister's second reading speech he has alluded to the tripartite
industrial relations processes. In fact, one could almost say that the terminology used casts
either a glow or a shadow over the Bill depending on one's perspective of it.
The Minister has indicated in his speech that the industry -- that is, employer representatives
and union representatives -- wholeheartedly supports not only the intent of the Bill, but also
the precise terminology of the Bill. One could be forgiven for not reading it any other way.
Mr Peter Dowding: That was raised by the member for Kalamunda. The second reading
speech is not written by me, it is written by a departmental officer who has his or her view on
the matter. You should be very careful when reading the speech.
Mr GREIG: I am pleased that the Minister has interjected on that point. I recognise that
departmental officers write the second reading speech. The Minister may hav'e been
misinformed or the officer may have misunderstood the true process.
Mr Peter Dowdmng: You misunderstood me. I am not saying that the officer misunderstood.
I am saying that there is no political intention. The speech is written very carefully and the
words are chosen carefully. You cannot argue that the speech is misleading.
Mr GREIG: [ welcome the opportunity to clarify the matter. I will quote from the Minister's
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second reading speech and then clarif the point I am making. I would be pleased if the
Minister would listen to what I have to say.
When we debate matters relating to section 44of the Act I hope that the Minister will listen
very carefully to the issues that I will raise because what the Bill is doing is seeking an
extension of the powers of the commission in a particular way. It is the very thing which
raised the ire of many employers throughout the nation during the Robe River dispute.
The opening line of the Minister's speech reads as follows --

This Bill is a further testimony to the success of the tripartite industrial relations
process.

Further on in that paragraph, and talking about members of the Tripartite Labour
Consultative Council, he states -

It is to the credit of the council members that this Bill reflects the consensus of all
parties involved in the process and has the full endorsement of the Government.

Further on he says -

It was agreed by all parties involved in the tripartite consultations that the commission
must have wide powers in order to be able to deal with the cause while at the same
time controlling the symptoms of disputation. The proposed amendments to section
44 of the Industrial Relations Act will give the commission these necessary powers.

There is another eulogy at the end of the speech which is framed in similar terms. My
understanding is that within the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council there was clear
agreement that section 44 had been found to be wanting in the Robe River dispute. The
commission, in all its wisdom, sought a particular line in dealing with the dispute which was
challenged by the employer. The matter was deadlocked and the commission could not
proceed wick the line it intended to cake. In fact, it was successfully challenged in the courts.
I understand that the parties in the Tripartite Labor Consultative Council agreed that there
should not be a circumstance whereby the contission could be led to a dead end. In terms
of the intent of the Bill there was not such an agreement.
If we refer to the public comments which were made during the Robe River dispute it
becomes clear that it is not the intention of employer bodies to have the commission in a
position where, in its opinion, it can force employers or unions beyond their reasonable intent
and interest. That really is the essence of this Bill and when we are dealing with clause 10 1
will elaborate on it further. I ask the Minister to give serious consideration to the points I
have raised.
It is clearly noted in the Minister's second reading speech that it was the Robe River dispute
which acted as the catalyst for the modification to section 44 of the Act. To that extent, it
will be useful to apprise the House, the Parliament, members and the public of some of the
things than were occurring at that timne.
Mr Peter Dowding: Why?
Mr ORETO: Under the circumstances it will give a proper environment arnd climate in order
that members can understand why the commission, the unions and the company adopted the
points of view they did. When we try to ascertain precisely why the employers would not
wish the commission to have such a dictatorial power as this legislation provides --

Mr Peter Dowding: You do not want to go through the whole history of the Robe River
dispute to get to that.
Mr GREIG: I will nor go through the whole history of it. However, I will refer to it to give
members an opportunity to understand the situation.
At that time there was much public debate on all industrial issues. lust prior to the Robe
River dispute there was the Mudginberri dispute which I will not go into except to state that it
created a certain environment. There was also a significant dispute dealing with a 38-hour
week involving Western Mining Corp Ltd at Kambalda. Much public debate took place and
the Minister for Agriculture was very critical of Western Mining. We had an environment in
which the Government of the day was being critical of employers at the time who were
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seeking to pursue, as was their right, the interest and intent of decisions and rulings by the
arbitration tribunals. In the middle of the Robe River dispute there was the takeover of the
North Rankin platform on the North West Shelf gas project. Again, there was high profile
debate by this Government and Ministers who were pursuing a particular course. In that case
the Minister for industrial development was prepared --

Mr Peter Dowding: There is no such Minister.

Mr GREIG: I am referring to a newspaper article, quoting the Minister for Minerals and
Energy. The headlines read that the Minister was taking a tough line as it was outside the
Industrial Relations Act. [ do not disagree with the course that he took; nevertheless, the
environment was one where change was occurring in the industrial relations area and the
tribunal was under some stress. One of the most telling things about the Robe River dispute
was chat the commissioner who dealt with the matter when it first came up was significantly
inexperienced in industrial relations, particularly in the volatile areas. In that regard a
commnissioner with wide experience would have understood that the dispute would not go
away as a result of taking a traditional line when the employer sought to flex its muscles and
then order the employers to behave themselves. That inexperienced commissioner did not
see the ramifications. This is easy to say in hindsight, but he was not experienced in the
industry.

In the end, the order of the commissioner, which was ill-founded both in intent and at law,
was challenged. The story can be followed in transcripts and decisions of the Western
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. It is easy to understand why Peko at Robe River
was prepared so vehemently to pursue its rights. Members might be interested to know a
couple of the sorts of things which were not so widely known or remembered and which
frustrated production and caused enormous costs. I was at that dispute providing
management training during the time of the stoppage.
Mr Thomas: Is that what caused it?

Mr GRflG: The member would be pleased to know that the training manual was used as an
exhibit in one of the cases. We were providing management training for supervisors so that
when the return to work occurred, there would be no blond-letting or revenge by the
supervisors, who were so clearly dominated by the activities of the trade union convenors,
who were nicknamed the "[.R. Tollahs" of the industry. When a new employee went to Robe
River he was issued with a hard hat and safety boots. I do not know if the Minister has ever
seen of one of these things I am holding up, but it is called a "what'l" bag.

Mr MacKinnon: Is that because it is yellow?

Mr GREIG: No, it is a "what will I take home today?" bag. That was the solution to an
industrial dispute at Robe River by these "I.R. Tollahs". Workers were taking company
equipment, and one of them was challenged by his supervisor. He took affront to his honesty
being questioned, and he went to his convenor, one of the "I.R. ToUahs". A stoppage of work
occurred, and under the usual practice there were negotiations with the "I.R. Tollahs" of the
company. These management people were later sacked, but the solution was that each person
would be issued with a bag. It is supposed to be a lunch bag, but it is a pretty big lunch, even
by Parliament House standards. Because the company made and issued the bags, the idea
was that the supervisors would be able to look into them and inspect anything in there. That
lasted for 12 hours until a supervisor who asked to look into one was told that he could not. I
understand the dimensions are big enough to take a good-sized leg of ham or a three-quarter
inch impact drill. Pilfering occurred on a great scale. Within two months of the issue of
these yellow "what'l" bags, the supervisors on the site said, '"What about us?" so they
received a different coloured bag of the same volume.

One must understand the environment which Mr Copeman found. The mess at Cape Lambert
dropped from 8 000 meals a week to 2 000 meals. People were caking 6 000 meals to which
they were not entitled. It was not just the unionists; it was everybody. The Minister would
be pleased to know that in the proces of those training courses I was running. I had to tell the
supervisors that they would have to live within their salaries, so they may not be able to
afford their boats. This great big mess at Cape Lambert had hardly anyone in it. After the
workers had eaten their breakfasts they went round the other side where salads and cold
meats were laid out. They were packing their lunches and taking them to work, eating them
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in the crib rooms on site, rather than coming back to the mess and having the amount of down
time involved in that. In the past, the time taken to remove an engine from a locomotive and
repair it was something of the order of four weeks.
I understand that in tham hiatus period between withdrawing the work practices and before the
stoppages occurred, an engine was pulled out and repaired in 30 hours. That must be
appreciated in tenns of its effect on production. That was the environment which Mr
Coleman found. What then occurred -- we all recall the headlines -- was an enormous level
of vilification of the company, led by the Minister for Labour, Productivity and Employment,
by the Premier and by the Minister for Minerals and Energy. Mr Parker got the brush-off a
little later when he tried to do a Kissinger. That seemed to damage his leadership prospects,
or enhance them, whichever way one looks at it. The end result was that the Industrial
Relations Commission found itself with an enormously difficult dispute on its plate, and at
the same time there was this crescendo of vilification and criticism of the company. The
whole dispute was being caried on in a way which frustrated the commission because it
could not pursue the objectives it saw as legitimate.

Point of Order
Dr LAWRENCE: I have been listening to several speakers, but I find that on a third occasion
the member is not keeping to the Bill. I draw your attention to Standing Orders No 255.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: During a second reading address the member on his or her feet is
allowed to discuss all aspects relative to that item. I believe that the two speakers to date
have done that, and I disallow the point of order.

Debate Resumed

Mr GREIG: I was about to wind up, to save the embarrassment of the Government. I want
to get to the detail. What we had then was the tribunal attempting to pursue what the then
chief commissioner -- recently retired -- and fellow commissioners saw as their primary
objective, which was to solve an industrial dispute, and it was not their concern if that meant
the continuation of an unprofitable circumstance which put the company and its operations in
great peril.
I mentioned those mattens because this Bill gives the commission precisely the power it
wanted. The commission wanted to be in a position to be able to direct any party, in this case
Robe River Iron Associates, to continue with those enormously inefficient, expensive
operations and practices -- operations and practices which the company conceded and had
tolerated in the past, and which were rightly the responsibility of management, which was
terminated. As a result of this legislation, a commissioner, experienced or otherwise, will be
empowered to go in and dictate to the company that certain practices shall take place, to the
point where the company will take one look at the economics of the proposition and say, "I
have a commissioner directing me to do those things. If I follow his direction, I will go
broke. The best thing I can do is go broke now and act to salvage something from the
wreck."
I would ask the Minister for Labour, Productivity and Employment to be concerned about
this and to listen attentively, particularly in the Committee stage, and recognise what the
member for Kalaniunda has said about our hope that there might be some change in the
emphasis of the legislation when it goes before the Legislative Council. The nation came to
support the stand taken by Robe River against the work practices which occurred at the
company, and which led to the dispute which commenced in June 1986. At the end of the
dispute, the Minister was quoted in the newspapers as agreeing that certain work practices
had to change; he agreed with what had occurred. We had a Prime Minister who turned
around and actually grabbed the dispute and produced finally out of the Prices and Incomes
Accord with the ACTU a change of direction in the form of the four per cent productivity
claim which was designed to get rid of all those sorts of work practices.
I will not go into too much mechanical detail -- I will leave that to the Committee stage - but
quite simply there are provisions in two areas in t Bill that can be easily accommodated.
The first is the amendment to section 32 of the Act, which contains the broad powers of dhe
commission to pursue the principle of conciliation. There is nothing wrong wit that. The
whole history of Australia's industrial relations has been, wherever possible, to pursue
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conciliation. That has its own protections that are available to both parties, which we will
bring out in the Committee stage. In other words, the commission is there as a servant of the
parties, not the dictator to the parties. The commissioners are there not to beat heads a little
bit here and there but to try to get the two parties to resolve their differences; it is arbitration,
not dictation.

Section 4 has always enabled the convening of what is called a compulsory conference to
deal with those panties who are reluctant to come to the table. In fact, when I was an
advocate in the Federal jurisdiction and representing a particular employer, I was criticised by
a commissioner because I did not notify a dispute -- and the Act provided that I notify a
dispute -- and the union did not notify the dispute either. That was quite simply a test of
strength in the field. What can happen is that one party -- and I guess the dispute which
involved Mr Buckridge was a classic example -- does not want to come to the tribunal. The
compulsory conference provisions of the Act are clearly understood, but the intent of this Bill
is to include in that section an enormous extension of power and discretion to the
commissioner, in whatever way he perceives it, to direct the parties, and the parties do not
have recourse. Under the section 32 provisions relating to conciliation, a party has the right
to say to the commissioner, "Look, I have conciliated as far as I want to go and if you try to
force me further, I have protection. Give me your direction and I can go off in whatever way
I want to go." The Minister for Labour, Productivity and Employment has taken that out --
perhaps unintentionally -- in the way the Bill deals with section 4.

There are probably two ways this can be fairly and equitably dealt with in the light of what
happened at Robe River. We could -- as I suspect the member for Kalamunda was
suggesting -- leave section 44 as it is and reintroduce section 45. However, as one of those
who seeks to reduce regulations, I would prefer the second option, which would be to take
the convening of compulsory conference powers out of section 4 and amalgamate sections
32 and 44 so that the compulsory conference provisions will be in theme but still with the
protection that is available to either party.

Mr Peter Dowding: The protection being what?

Mr& GREIG: Under section 32, if the commission is going to give a direction it must put it in
writing, which will give the parties the opportunity to appeal.
Mr Peter Dowding: So you say it has the ability to put it in writing?

Mr& GREIG: Yes, to put the reasons in writing.
Mr Peter Dowding: We will look at that in Commnittee.

Mr GREIG: It would seem to me that would be an appropriate way for the matter to be
considered. I would have expected that would be canvassed in the Western Australian
Tripartite Labour Consultative Council as a way that the mailer might be dealt with.

Mr Peter Dowding: I would not know. You had better ask some of the people who were
there. I was not there.

Mr GREIG: That really is the nub of my concern. If we go down the track of this Bill we
will end up with another Robe River. We have nearly got that now at Hamersley and
Newman, where the companies are still faced with practices that they cannot negotiate away.
We could end up with a contest and with the commission being put in a position of saying, "I
am going to direct you to continue what is clearly an infamous practice which is putting the
economic viability of the project in jeopardy." We could end up with commissioners -- and
they come from all walks of life and all sides of the political spectrum -- putting industrial
relations in this State in a position where everybody will be seeking to opt out of the system.

(The member's time expired.)

MR PETER DOWDING (Maylands -- Minister for Labour, Productivity and Employment)
[12.10 pm]: It is clear that we need to deal with much of what has been said in the
Committee stage.

I hope the member for Darling Range will take the opportunity to participate in the work with
which I am involved and which I am encouraging in the area of changed structure and
attitudes in industrial relations with the broad objective of increasing productivity in this
State. The member for Kalamunda and one or two other members have participated, at least
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to some extent, in the discussions and conferences which have been arranged.
Mr Thompson: He accepts the same programme I have.

Mr PETER DOWDING: He can go off to Europe for a few weeks; grab his Imprest Account
and do that but I hope he will not do any gold dealing while he is over there.

The member for Darling Range should know that this Government is at the forefront of
making practical changes to the environment he described in the course of his remarks. I say,
without any equivocation, that we are further down that track and doing more about it than
any Government in Australia. The unfortunate habit each side has of blaming the other has
made it difficult to move both panies down that path. The truth is that the Robe River Iron
Associates management before the industrial dispute was poor and that after that dispute the
management of the company was also poor, but for different reasons. The objectives of
management after the change may ntot have been bad any more than the objectives of
management before the change were bad. Management objective before the change was
production and reliability; management objective after the change was a massive
improvement in efficiency, but they both deserve censure because each of them --

Mr Greig intetjected.
Mr PETER DOWDINJG: The company absolutely lacked any sort of management skills in
termis of human relations; human relations management is as important an element in
management skills as the ability to be cost conscious. Both Robe River managements were
inadequate and inefficient. The important thing for members, as parliamentarians, and for
me, as a Minister in the Government with the strong and clear objective of improving
productivity, to ensure is that both sides recognise the need for change. It is important that
we do not fall back into the traditional political gobbledygook of, on the one hand, union
bashing anid, on the other hand, management bashing.

I would also make it clear to anyone who reads Hansard in the future that the Government's
reaction to the refusal of a group of workers who would not leave a rig in the course of an
industrial dispute was met extremely effectively and efficiently by the Government. The
Minister for Minerals and Energy and I left those workers in no doubt about where we stood
on this matter and it was through the very intensive work we put into the situation over a
period of some hours that the workers left the rig and there was no damage or loss arising
from those circumstances. Do not let us have a myth develop in this House that the
Government has a softness which is unrelated to its general objective of improving
productivity. The employer organisation from which the member for Darling Range comes
and the peak union organisations both suffer from an inability to recognise the broad
objectives and the need to compromise on each side, and from a willingness to blame
someone else for the problems that emerge in their industrial relations. I think we wil deal
with the rest of that matter in Committee.
In relation to the comments of the Leader of the National Party, the December 198 8 date was
chosen because of the nature of the work of Parliament, and the important constitutional
nature of its organisation and role. Given the importance of parliamentary sittings, it has
always been the view that Parliament House staff should not have particular rights identified
for other workers. I have accepted departmental advice that we should move slowly and
cautiously to ensure that there is an adequate dispute settling mechanism and other safeguards
of the operation of the Parliament before proclamation. I am willing to discuss that matter
again in the light of developments going on at the moment. I would say to the Parliament
House staff and to the Leader of the National Party that, subject to all the matters being
negotiated at an earlier date, I do not see any objection in principle to an earlier proclamation
of that clause. We can look at that after the Bill is passed through this place. There may be
an amendment later on which I will introduce in relation to the issue of proclamation.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Thomas) in the Chair; Mr Peter Dowding
(Minister for Labour, Productivity and Employment) in charge of the Bill.
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Clause I put and passed.
Clause 2: Commencement --

Mr COWAN: In the second reading debate I outlinted the reasons for my point of view on
Parliament House staff being denied any access to the jurisdiction of the commission until 18
December 1988. For some reason the Minister did not give his version of those reasons.
Mr Peter Dowding: I am prepared to agree to an amendment that recasts clause 2 and enables
us to proclaim it at an earlier date.
Mr COWAN: We would prefer that there be a change. In his response, perhaps the Minister
could put forward some change and I will determine whether that change satisfies the
changes the National Party would like to see incorporated in this clause. I an' as aware as
anybody that Parliament House staff have not had any access to appeal against unfair
dismissal for quite a long time. I have not famtiliarised myself with any instances where staff
members have been dismidssed and where such dismissal could be considered to be unfair. As
the Minister said, we have come out of that age and there is no reason to prolong it. I anm
pleased to bear him say he is prepared to make some change to this clause which stipulates
rigidly that no effect will be given to the clause which allows staff members to appeal against
unfair dismissal.
I have just had placed in front of me an amendment proposed by the Minister which would
give him some flexibility rather than leave the date as rigid as it is in the Bill. Nevertheless,
there is still no guarantee that he will expedite the situation.
Mr Peter Dowding: I do not think that is fair. I have no reason to hold it up.
Mr COWAN: The Minister made the comment that he would not like to see it proclaimed
until a dispute settling procedure was in place. I understand those procedures have to be
negotiated between the presiding officers and the CSA, for example. What happens if any of
the parties involved in trying to resolve the dispute settling procedures becomes totally
uncooperative? What happens if there is unwillingness to establish these procedures? Under
the amendment the Minister has outlined it may still take until beyond December 1988.
Mr Peter Dowding: Why would 1. want to do that?
Mr COWAN: I want some indication, in the event of there being no cooperation, of what the
Minister will do and what assurance he can give the Chamber that having made the decision
to bring Parliament House staff under the jurisdiction of the commission in respect of unfair
dismissal they will not be left in. limbo for longer than necessary. It is absolutely important
that that assurance be given.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I give the member that assurance. I ask members to vote against
the clause so that I can move to insert a new clause 2, as follows --

Page I -- Add after clause I the following new clause to stand as clause 2 --

The provisions of this Act shall come into operation on such day or days as is,
or are respectively, fixed by proclamation.

Mr COWAN: The amendment goes halfway and takes out the rigid date, but it still does not
give us any indication as to what will happen. I would like to see some real incentive given
to the Minister to ensure that action is taken to resolve all the problems which might delay
him in getting this process through. That is why we came up with the idea of proclaiming the
whole of the legislation at one time. That gives the Minister a great incentive because the
Bill contains many other things which he wants, and if he wants them badly enough he will
ensure that everything is resolved as quickly as possible and the proclamation date will be set
very quickly indeed.
Mr PETER DOWDING: That is a very unfair statement to make and it really is a bit absurd.
I ant not holding up the process; there are processes to go through which involve other
people, and the Leader of the National Party knows that full well. It is an absurd proposition
to hold a gun at the head of a whole range of other administrative changes in order to hurry
up other people and achieve a certain objective. I will not accept that comment at all. I have
sought to accommodate the Leader of the National Party by giving an assurance that the
matter in which he is interested will be proclaimed as soon as is practicable. I will ensure that
my staff and, to the extent I can, the powers that be in Parliament House, work to
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achieve all the safeguards which need to be in place before die section is proclaimed. It is a
bit insulting to suggest that the process will be hastened by holding out a carrot of some other
benefits, because it implies there is some hindrance to the process. There is absolutely no
hindrance.
Mr Cowan: You cannot control the parties which are required to meet the conditions.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Precisely, and if I cannot control them do not suggest that --

Mr Cowan interjected..

Mr PETER DOWDING: That is easy; just get on with it. r do not think that is a fair
assertion at all, and I am not prepared to accept any changes other than the one I have moved.
Clause put and negatived.
New clause 2 -
Mir PETER DOWDING: I move -

Page 1 -- To insert after clause I the following new clause to stand as clause 2 --

Commencement
The provisions of this Act shall come into operation on such day as is, or days
as are respectively, fixed by proclamation.

New clause put and passed.
Clauses 3 to 9 put andpassed.
Clause 10: Section 44 amended-
Mlr THOMPSON: This is the principal provision of this Bill. During the second reading
debate both my colleague, the member for Darling Range, and I raised certain issues
pertaining to this matter. I would like the Mnkister to explain why he is not simply reinstating
section 45 because that section clearly gave the commission the necessary power to deal with
things. It seems to me that amending section 4 is perhaps something of a face-saving
measure. Can the Minister enunciate the reasons why it has been structured in this way? It
seems to me the power sought is perhaps not appropriate, bearing in mind the reason the
legislation has come to the Parliament. How does the Minister see this amendment to section
44impacting on a situation such as that which prevailed in the Robe River dispute?

(Quorum formed.]
Mr GREIG: Clause 10 provides for the insertion of proposed new section 44(5a) which
reads --

In endeavouring to resolve any matter by conciliation the Commission shall do all
such things as appear to it to be right and proper to assist the parties to a conference
under this section to reach an agreement on terms for the resolution of a matter.

That is fine, but it is also proposed to insert subsection (6)(ba) which states --

with respect to industrial matters, give such directions and make such orders as will in
the opinion of the Commission --

(i) prevent the deterioration of industrial relations...

The commission will be placed in a position to make a very subjective decision regarding
what good industrial relations is about. It could be said by some officers of Robe River that
prior to that dispute the company had good industrial relations and that there had never been
a stoppage. It is a subjective judgment. Proposed subparagraph (iii) reads --

encourage the parties to exchange or divulge attitudes or information which in the
opinion of the Commission would assist in the resolution of the matter in question;

The type of disputes in which this will be used w ill be volatile disputes. The Robe River
company went through three years of participatory management before the dispute. It
divulged information and everything put on the table was taken away by the union
representatives. It was somewhat naive.
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The existing power will be increased as a result of proposed subparagraph (bb) which reads
as follows --

with respect to industrial matters, give any direction or make any order or declaration
which the Commuission is otherwise authorised to give or make under this Act;

We will have a process that will put people right down the chute. Their rights will not be
protected and to that extent the various parties will be straightjacketed. This legislation
compels them to attend the conference and in the next breath, by presuming to look after their
interests, it determnines their interests.

That is the concern that I have with this clause. Proposed subsection (6a) reads as follows --

An order made under subsection (6)(ba) or (bb) -

(a) binds only the parties ...

That is right and proper. However, paragraph (b) states -

may vary the operation of an existing award or industrial agreement in respect of the
parties referred to in paragraph (a).

With respect to the Robe River dispute all those customs and practices which had been
adhered to. the commissioner, under these circumstances, could have immediately inserted
them into the award. That would have left us with a dichotomy of interest which I mentioned
in the second reading speech. So it is in that area that my concern lies. We would be far
better to perhaps consider that the convening of the compulsory conference sections, which
are 44(1), (2) and (3), be amalgamated into section 32. In that way it would provide the
general protections which are available in section 32 without having the slippery dip chute
which could lead to enormous unforeseen circumstances and consequences.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The member for Darling Range may not have heard me say this,
because I do not recall him being at any of the meetings; however, I have said it to his former
employers, who have been represented in the gallery on a number of occasions, that no-one
need feel that the Industrial Relations Act is set in stone. I am not an industrial relations
practitioner, but anyone who is has a funny view of the world because they always want
someone else to solve their problems. That someone else is either the Government, the
commnission, or the union. They will always want someone else to solve their problems and
when the Government says that it will give the commission the power to solve the problems
they say, "We did not plan it like that."

Mr Gre ig: That is what is wrong with the IR system.

Mr PETER DOWDING: That may be what is wrong with the IR system. I am a believer in
people solving their own problems. I hope that the member for Darling Range can persuade
the member for Cottesloe and others not to jump up every time there is --

Mr Hassell: Are you encouraging me to become involved in this debate? I believe in people
solving their own problems.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I thought I would encourage the member for Cottesloe.

Mr H-assell: One of the greatest problems with industrial relations is that people do not do
that.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It encourages people to complain. I hope this has put an end to
members opposite leaping to their feet and asking when I will solve a dispute, which is the
pattern in this place.

Mr Hassell: That happens because the system is totally interventionist.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The system is that the parties ask for the system to be
interventionist. The difficulty is that if one asks for intervention and then one does not enable
the party whose intervention is being sought to do the things that are needed, an
unsatisfactory situation arises.

I advise the member for Darling Range that if clause 10 -- if and when passed and when
proclaimed -- does not work and I receive regular representations from the confederation and
other employer bodies, we will continue to keep it under review. If it is necessary, the
tripartite process will be called together and anyone who wants, may discuss it. We will
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certainly look at it at that stage. It is a fair compromise of the position which does enable the
commission to do something and not sit there and do noting while one party escalates a
dispute. With regard to the Robe River dispute, the company made a conscious decision to
go in boots and all and have a sort of Armageddon in order to achieve that objective.

Mr Greig: I agree.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It is to the member's credit that he agrees with me.

Mr Cireig: They did not have much alternative.

Mr PETER DOWDING: They then also put enormous pressure on the commission by
finding the areas where the comumission was powerless. Effectively, Robe River, having
participated in a system when one party or the other could seek intervention, then sought to
neutralise the effectiveness of the commission. I think the member knows that that is correct.

Mr Greig: That is not correct. The commission was trying to force Robe into reinstating
those restrictive and expensive work practices.

Mr PETER DOWDING: They were not doing that in this particular case and under this
clause it is not proposed that they should. Subclause (b)(ii) actually limits the period during
which these things are intended to operate. It has been carefully drafted to give the
commission power to resolve things for a particular objective but not necessarily, as the
member suggested, to leave in place a whole lot of unsatisfactory work or management
practices.

Mr Greig: But that is the whole point. The commission has a primary objective to find a
solution and this Bill gives them absolute discretion to definie industrial relations
considerations regardless of the economic impact on the employer.
Mr PETER DOWDING: Not to keep industrial peace. It is given power to make orders to
hold the situation in order to enable it to go on wit what it should be doing; that is, seeking
to resolve matters. I do not read it the way the member for Darling Range does. I hope my
comments ate used to circumscribe the use of the clause and I certainly would not want to
achieve an objective where what is essentially intended as an interim arrangement should be
seen as forcing a permanent unsatisfactory arrangement on an employer or employee.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses I I to 24 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Peter Dowding (Minister for Labour, Productivity and
Employment), and transmitted to the Council.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT BILL (No 2)
1Second Reading

Debate resumed from 3 December.

MR HASSELL (Cotteslee) [12.45 pmn]: The Criminal Code Amendment Bill (No 2) seeks
to put into effect a number of recommendations in relation to the updating and revision of our
Criminal Code, flowing from the report of Mr Murray, QC. The amendments have been fully
explained and discussed in the upper House. They are important amendments but are not the
subject of any political controversy between one side and the other. Amendments to the
amendments were made in the upper House to satisfy some technical matters of drafting and
procedure, and I have no reason to believe there is a need for a rerun of the upper House
debate in this place. I have satisfied myself that my colleagues in the upper House accepted
the basis upon which the amendments were put forward, the appropriateness of those
amendments, and the objective in including them in the Criminal Code.
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I wish to record only one brief comment; that is, increasingly the Criminal Code of Western
Australia is diverging from the Criminal Codes of Queensland and Tasmania. Three States in
Australia have a Criminal. Code which was originally drafted by one man, and which became
a comnmon code. It was originally hoped that it would be a Criminal Code for all States of
Australia. However, these codes are increasingly diverging from each other and that is an
unfortunate development because crimdial law is a very important law in the community. It
is the subject of the nicest and the finiest levels of interpretation because it relates to the
liberty of the subject. Itis, therefore, important that the three Criminal Codes in Australia
remain as nearly as possible exactly the same. There will always be procedural differences
but there are now emerging substantial substantive differences.
The Government in a very quiet way, without any political fuss at all, could serve Australia
well by initiating discussions with those other States with a view to re-establishing the
uniform-ity of the Criminal Codes of Western Australia, Tasmania and Queensland.
However, having said that, the amendments before us originate in Western Australia. They
have been put forward to meet current conditions in this State and they are considered by
those who have studied them in great detail -- I am not one of those -- to be appropriate
amendments. The Opposition accepts them without a rerun of debate that has already taken
place.
MR PETER DOWDING (Maylands -- Minister for Works and Services) [12.50 pm]: I
thank the Opposition for its support. I will make sure the Attorney has the comments of the
member for Cottesloe drawn co his attention.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in committee

The Deputy Chairman of Conrunittees (Mr Thomas) in the Chair; Mr Peter Dowding
(Minister for Works and Services) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses I to 8 put and passed.
Clause 9: Sections 558 to 560 repealed and sections substituted --
Mr TRENORDEN: The National Party is concerned about clause 9, particularly proposed
section 560. That section deals with conspiracy to commit simrple offences. Although we
have no argument with the offence of conspiracy, this Bill takes the matter too far so that, for
example, a husband and wife may be found to have conspired to commit a simple offence
Over a period. There is no time limit in the clause. To take another example, two individuals
may do something spontaneously but may be found to have conspired to have commnitted a
simple offence. I am not a gung-ho lawyer who can come up with several instances, but a
poor example would be two people driving around town for over an hour looking for a
parking spot and deciding to park illegally. They would have conspired to commit an offence
according to this Act. Surely in the enlightened society of 1987, which we hear so much
about, out laws should not go that far. Theoretically, this is taking us nearer to a police state.
We oppose this clause and ask how far is it intended to go and, in terms of the law, does it
matter? Can the Minister tell me where simple offences start?
Mr Peter Dowding: They fall within the definition of simple offences in the Code.
Mr TRENORDEN: That is right, but we say that conspiracy to commnit simple offences does
not have to go that far,
Mr Peter Dowding: Why not?
Mr TRENORDEN: I have just given an example why not. A husband and wife may be
found to have conspired to commit a simple offence over a timeless period. Surely that is not
the intention of the law? Surely that is not positive action within the law?
Mr PETER DOWDING: One of the great difficulties with legislation of this kind is that it is
complex. This legislation has been the subject of an extensive inquiry and report by a senior
Crown Law officer who has a great deal of experience in criminal law. The code contains a
provision definting the charge of conspiracy. It may be in respect of a wide range of matters
including, I think I am right in saying, non-indictable offences. Proposed section 560 says --
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Any person who conspires with another to effect any of the purposes following, that is
to say --

(1) To prevent or defeat the execution or enforcement of any Statute law.

(5) To prevent or obstruct, by means of any act or acts which, if done by
an individual person would constitute an offence on his part, the free
and lawful exercise by any person of his trade, profession or
occupation; or

(6) To effect any unlawful purpose;

This rationalised proposal in relation to conspiracy creates a more understandable provision
which deals with offences already covered by conspiracy. The member for Avon is not
suggesting the current laws about conspiracy are wrong, is he?

Mr Trenorden: No. What I am suggesting is that we do not have to go that far down the
scale.
Mr PETER DOWDING: It is already here in the Act. The member for Avon, with all due
respect to him, is making theoretical comments about a piece of legislation which has
probably existed since the code was written, and no-one has had the slightest problem with it.

Mr Wiese: Why are we changing it?

Mr PETER DOWDING: Because we are talking about rationalising section 560 so that it is
more understandable, and deals with changes which are consistent with the modernisation of
the code. Is the member suggesting that the current offence of conspiracy ought no longer to
be a matter within the code?

Mr Titnorden: But there is a change. The action between husband and wife is now
conspiracy, whereas --

Mvr PETER DOWDING: That does not matter.

Mr Trenorden: It is a change. Can you tell me there is no change --

Mr PETER DOWDING: What is the difference between "parties to conspiracy' --

Mr Trenorden: It also takes away the time limit, does it not?

Mr PETER DOWDING: I do not know that it does.

Mr Trenorden: My understanding is that it does. I am no lawyer.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Perhaps it does. I would like to make it clear that these are changes
to the law intended to allow the code not only to adapt these offences to modem days, but
also to make clearer what is there now. Nothing I have heard suggested shows that this
proposed section 560 -- except in respect of the parties to a conspiracy -- takes further the
basis on which there might be a charge of conspiracy. I hear no suggestion that the current
law is inadequate or working adversely in the interests of people.

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.15 pm
Mr TRENORDEN: I have been making the point that the National Party has a concern in
relation to offences involving conspiracy to commit a simple offence, even though the
Minister has indicated that this is an amendment to the code primarily moving similar
functions, because there have been changes which will make a difference to the legislation.
Our concern is that the legislation now goes too far to the extent that very petty offences can
be dealt with.

Mr Peter Dowding: That is where the member is wrong; it has not changed, but goes in the
other direction.

Mr TRLENORDEN: It gets greater.

Mr Peter Dowding: It does not, and I will tell the member why when he sits down.

Mr TRBNORDEN: Under this legislation there could now be a conspiracy to commidt a
similar offence. If two neighbours decided to bum off the vacant block between them outside
the burning-off season, would that be a conspiracy to commit an offence? The definition
goes too far.
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Mr PETER DOWDINJG: What seems to have started this debate is the fact that the National
Party read the clause and saw the word "simple". The present situation is that a conspiracy to
commuit a simple offence is an indictable offence; in other words, there is a long histoty of
law that this should be the case and it is not appropriate for there to be a rearrangement of the
criminal law, or to start attacking that when there is no justification for doing so.
This provision actually provides that a conspiracy to commit a single offence can in itself be
a simple offence that does not have to be dealt with as an indictable offence; in other words,
instead of having a serious mechanism to deal with what might be a trivial offence, there is a
more rapid, expeditious, and less serious mechanism for dealing with such matters. What the
member is really arguing about is the appropriate limits to the sorts of offences caught by
conspiracy. That is not a mailer for us to deal with in the code now and is a very different
issue. In any event, there is a discretion for prosecutors as to whether or not they prosecute.
There are discretions in the courts in relation to how to deal with matters where there is an
unfair or unnecessary charge laid, and a whole range of checks and balances exist in the
system which presently apply and which will continue to apply.

What has struck a chord with the National Party is seeing the word "simple" in the legislation,
which is already caught by sections of the Criminal Code and which is now being rationalised
to ensure that people against whom a decision to prosecute for conspiracy is taken in relation
to a simple offence do not have to face a procedure as difficult, serious, and complex as the
procedure of dealing with indictable offences. The National Party will not persuade the
Government that it is appropriate to. on the hop, start discussing the appropriate ambit of
conspiracy charges, which is the subject of treatises as long as one's arm. There is no way
that the code says it is appropriate to go this far and no further. The code already
incorporates similar offences.

The second point raised by the member for Avon is that this expands into the area of husband
and wife conspiracies. Crown Law advice to me during the luncheon adjournment was to
point out how much publicity has been given recently to offences under the Misuse of Drugs
Act and to how frequently a conspiracy in relation to that Act actually occurs between
husbands and wives. That is very important, and for the National Party to want to start
arguing about that --

Mr Trenorden: We do not want to argue about that, but we are talking about simple offences.
Mr PETER DOWDING: Simple offenices are not committed by simple people or about
simple things -- a Rubick's cube as opposed to a chess set. The code defines what are simple
offences.

Mr Trenorden: You mention as an example an indictment for drug offences.
Mr PETER DOWDING: That is not true. Some of those offences are simple offences.

Mr Trenorden: Some of them may be.

Mr PETER DOWDING: No, some of them are, but "simple' does not mean what the
member is saying it means.

Mr Trenorden: The case that was in the paper a couple of weeks ago was a major case, and
that is what the Minister was talking about.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I am talking about all sorts of things. The definition of "simple" in
the Criminal Code does not give that word its ordinary meeting.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 10 and t1I put and passed.

Clause 12: Section 595 repealed and a section substituted --

Mr TRENORDEN: This clause deals with alternative convictions upon indictment for
unlawful homicide, and clause 13 talks about similar matters. Our concern is that, under the
current Act, if a person is indicted for murder he can be charged with manslaughter, but not
the other way around. Clauses 12 and 13 change that situation so that if a person is charged
with manslaughter, he can be found guilty of murder.

Mr Peter Dowding: No, he cannot.
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Mr TRENORDEN: Clause 13, line 25, says he shall not be liable --

Mr Peter Dowding: Let us deal with clause 12.

Mr TRENORDEN: I was trying to talk about those two clauses. I rose to my feet on clause
12 because it talks about alternative convictions upon indictment for unlawful homicide, and
the table lists wilful murder, murder, manslaughter and infanticide. We are mainly concerned
about clause 13, and I thought we could discuss both clauses.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 13: Sections 5"9A to 599D inserted --

Mr TRENORDEN: The clause says in line 24 --
... he shall not be liable to a punishment greater than the greatest punishment to
which he would have been liable if he had been convicted on the indictment of
conspiring to commit the principal offence.

This means that a person cannot be given a greater sentence than he is liable for, but may be
found guilty of the greater crime. We are concerned about this because this will result in a
difference in the attitude of the police and is also wrong in principle because a person should
know what he is being charged with. If a person is charged with manslaughter, the charge
should not be able to be increased to a greater charge.

Mr Peter Dowding: Where does it say it can be?
Mr TRENORDEN: The Bill says he shall not be liable to a punishment greater than the
greatest punishment. Is the Minister telling me that if someone is indicted for manslaughter,
he cannot be found guilty of a greater crime?

Mr Peter Dowding: I think you will have to make your point.
Mr TRENORDEN: I am asking the Minister a question, and I will sit down and let the
Minister answer it. If I am wrong I am prepared to let the clause proceed.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I think the member is wrong.

Mr Trenorden interjected.
Mr PETER DOWDINCG: I will put it more brutally: The member is wrong. 1 was trying to
be less offensive. The member is absolutely, utterly and categorically inaccurate and
completely out of order and wrong, and what the member is saying has nothing whatsoever to
do with the proposed section 599C. We have here a situation where, upon indictment, a
person who is charged with conspiracy to commit an offence can be convicted of the offence
of attempting to commit the offence, or of incitement in relation to the offence, but cannot be
liable to a punishment greater than the punishment he was liable for if he had been convicted
of conspiracy to commnit the offence. If he is convicted he may be convicted of offences of
perhaps greater seriousness, or at least, more appropriately, offences carrying a greater
penalty, but the charge -- the indictment -- actually limits the penalty. The penalty cannot be
greater than the penalty for the charge on which he was indicted; so the member for Avon is
absolutely wrong. The original indictment for which a person is commuitted limits the penalty
and, although it does not say that, if the evidence emerges that the person not only was
conspiring but also actually committed the offence, the penalty is limited to the conspiracy
level.
Mr TRENORDEN: In that case, does not that suggest that there might be some cases where a
person might be inclined to plead guilty because of the change? The Minister is saying the
charge will not be changed, but the conviction through the court might change.
Mr PETER DOWDING: Nb.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 14 and 15 put and passed.
Clause 16: Section 378A inserted --

Mr TRENORDEN: The National Party agrees with this clause but I ask the Minister why it
was not expanded into some other areas to help speed up the system. For example, the time
lost in the court system with cases involving dud cheques under $400 is of great concern to
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the community. Has any consideration been given to bringing char within the ambit of this
clause?
Mr PETER DOWDING: The position is that I think there are offences like stealing under
ocher Statutes -- I think the Police Act has a provision in which it would be cried as a
summnary offence -- but under the code as it stands, on a charge of stealing there is an option
for the accused person to have the charge tried by judge and jury. This provision effectively
says that option does not exist where the value of the property is not more than $400. In
ocher words, where a relatively small sum or value is involved in a stealing charge the
accused person cannot elect a trial by judge and jury and bog the system down.
Mr Trenorden: Why not do that, to that same value, for dud cheques? They cause a great
deal of time to be wasted.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Thomas): Order! Order! It is becoming difficult for the
Hansard reporter to follow the conversation. If the member for Avon has a question he
should put it clearly and the Minister should answer it clearly.
Mr TRENORDEN: Mr Chairman, all I did was ask the Minister whether char had been
considered and whether it will be considered. That is all I want to know.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I am not aware of its being considered but I will make sure the
Attorney General considers it.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 17 to 26 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Peter Dowding (Minister for Works and Services),
and passed.

ACTS AMENDMENT (IMPRISONMENT AND PAROLE) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 26 November.
MR CASH (Mt Lawley) [2.37 pmJ: This Bill seeks to amend a number of Acts and has
many machinery provisions which basically change the imprisonment provisions in the
system as we have known it for some rime, especially in respect of the area of parole.
The present system of sentencing people in this State relies on a maximum and minimum
sentence being set in most cases, and in general terms at the end of the minimum term it is
almost -- and I emphasise the word "almost" -- automatic that a person is released on parole.
I say "almost" because obviously there are occasions when a person has served a minimum
term but, because of the type of offence for which he was convicted, or his general
demeanour, or threats that he may have made while in prison, the Parole Board, having some
consideration both for the victim of the original crime and for the standards char the
community has set, may decide that a person should not be granted parole.
While in the past there has been some criticism of the Parole Board and the way in which it
has made decisions in some cases, it is fair to say that the Opposition has been very satisfied
with the way the Parole Board has worked in recent times, although there have been some
occasions on which we have not necessarily questioned but have been somewhat puzzled by
the decisions that that board has made in respect of the release of some prisoners.
This Bill will change the pattern of sentencing in that there will not be a minimum or
maximum term in future. There will be only maximum terms to which the second reading
speech refers as a head sentence.
It will be a requirement under these amendments for a judge to nominate whether a convicted
person would be entitled to parole. If the judge nominated, in pronouncing sentence, that a
offender will be entitled to parole, the amendments before us today will take effect. If no
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nomination is made, it will be assumed that the judge did not intend that the offender be
paroled and he will be required to serve the whole of the sentence passed on him. I have also
noted that parole will not be granted for sentences of less than 12 months. For sentences of
between one and six years, the Bill provides for a custodial period of one-third of the term of
the sentence, followed by parole which would equal the time spent in custody or six months,
whichever is the greater. The second reading speech states why it has been determnined that
parole should be of at least a six-month period and discusses the arguments on whether there
is any value in having parole terms of less than six months and longer than two years. At
present the Act provides that a prisoner sentenced to life imprisonment for wilful murder may
be released after 10 years as if that were the minimum sentence in respect of that sentence.
For offences other than wilful murder, a prisoner may be released after five years although it
should be recognised in respect of strict security life imprisonment that parole cannot be
granted until 20 years has been served.

Discussions have been held many times in this House on the value of minimum and
maximum sentences. The shadow Attorney General, the member for Floreat, has suggested
for many years that a future Liberal Government would abandon the idea of minimumn and
maximum sentences. In a question directed to the Attorney General some time ago he asked,
in relation to the Bill now before the House, whether the Attorney General and/or any
Government adviser had researched current Liberal policy in respect of the judicial system in
general, and, in particular, in respect of the Government's sentencing policy because it was
very clear to the member for Floreat and other menribers of the Opposition that the
propositions now contained in this Bill appears to be almost a direct lifting of the policy that
the member for Floreat put before this House on an earlier occasion. A document entitled
'Justice for all', part of the Liberal Party's policy statement for 1986, was originally
compiled by the shadow Attorney General and others. That document indicates the very frm
policy proposals that the member for Floreat put forward at that time. He spoke about
tougher penalties for crimes involving physical violence, which we still stand by and which,
in some respects, are recognised in this Bill. We believe, however, that the Bill does not go
far enough, but we are not complaining because the Government has recognised -- the
community demanded it -- that there is a need for tougher penalties for those who commit
crimes of physical violence.

The member for Floreat suggested also that we should introduce one fixed-term sentence
instead of having the current maximum and minimumt ternms. He also proposed an end to the
early release on parole of dangerous prisoners. He suggested in that document that parole
should not be granted in the case of short-term sentences and suggested a change to the
remission system so that any remissions should be earned by good behaviour and not given
on a semiautomatic basis. The member for Floreat also suggested in that document that
consideration should be given to the ending of remnissions for repeat offenders and, in another
important area with which I worked closely with him, he suggested that various alternatives
should be explored to imprisoning offenders convicted of various crimes. It was suggested
also by the member for Floreat that a Liberal Government would ensure that a parole board
consider the potential risk of a prisoner to individuals and to society.

I assume that the Attorney General and his advisers, perhaps with the help of the Minister for
Labour, Productivity and Employment, formulated this Bill. It appears, though, that they
read the Liberal Party document which was written before the 1987 State election because the
Government recognised the good points raised in it and decided to incorporate them in the
Bill. Some members would probably be upset if the Government stole or lifted their good
ideas. After speaking at length with the member for Floreat, I believe he should accept it as a
compliment for his very good and enterprising initiatives. The member for Floreat did a lot
of work in the area of sentences. It is a pity that he is not in the House today to participate in
this debate. However, there is no doubt that the Minister's second reading speech and the
amendments contained in the Bill closely reflect the comments made by the member for
Floreat from time to time. I guess it is almost a case of the Government's becoming very
tired and is now having to live on the good ideas put forward by Opposition members rather
than initiating them itself.

I note that the Bill does not give provide guidance on uniform or equivalent terms of
sentences. I ask the Minister to comment on the possibility of uniform sentences throughout
this State. I hope that, in due course, it will be a feasible proposition throughout Australia. I
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am interested to hear whether, because of his legal background, he is prepared to support that
proposition. I understand a scheme operates within the judicial system in Western Australia
whereby sentences are monitored by the various courts and an informal situation exists to try
to maintain some consistency in sentencing. I would be pleased to hear the Minister's
comments, in that regard.
The Opposition supports the Bill before the House. As I said, it contains many machinery
provisions. However, in general termns, it will enable prisoners to he paroled at an earlier
stage than at present and allows the Parole Board to retain its right to determine whether
prisoners should be paroled.
M4R WIESE (Narrogi) [2.50 pm]l: The National Party basically agrees with the initiatives
contained in this Bill, which is an attempt to come to grips with the problems of parole. We
commend the Govemnment for attempting to arrive at solutions to the problems involved in
the parole system. We share the Government's belief that the basic system of parole has to
be retained as it is an important part of our system of punishment, imprisonment and
rehabilitation of persons convicted by the courts. The parole period is an important part of
the sentence period which basically allows pant of the sentence to be served in the community
under the supervision of a parole officer. If a person on parole breaches the conditions of that
parole he or she will return to prison.
T'his B ill will substantially alter sentence procedures within the court system. The courts will
now impose a single sentence which is considered appropriate for the offence. No minimum
terms will apply and unless the court specifically makes an order to that effect, parole will not
be automatically available.
The current system of remission of one-thaird of the head sentence will still apply. The effect
is that, in a majority of cases, single maximum sentences will be imposed by courts at the
time of sentencing. A proposed statutory formula will apply: Firstly, to sentences of less
than six years; and, secondly, on determinant sentences of more than six years, where the
court has ordered that parole shall apply. In practice, if a person is sentenced to three years
and parole is applied, the prisoner will have to serve one year in custody and then another
period of one year on parole. If that person completes that term he is a free person. If the
sentence were nine years, a person would serve four years in custody without parole; that is,
two years less than two-thirds of the sentence; he would then face a parole period of two
years.
The situation as it applies to short-term sentences of less than one year is an interesting one.
Under the provisions of this Bill there will be no parole periods for sentences of less than 12
months, in contrast to the present situation where provision is made for exceptions in
exceptional circumstances. I believe the situation will develop where persons sentenced to
periods of, say, 12 to 1.8 months may be out in the community on parole in six months.
Where a person is sentenced to less than 12 months he will not be able to be released in less
than eight months; that is, he can only have one-third of the sentence on remission. It appears
to me that creates an anomaly, where a person sentenced to a larger sentence -- obviously for
a more severe crime -- will be able to be released from prison on parole in a shorter period
than a person sentenced to a considerably lesser sentence. I would appreciate the Minister's
comments on whether I am interpreting it correctly.
I wish now to comment on that part of the Bill which deals with persons sentenced for the
most serious of crimes to strict security life imprisonment. This is the type of crime which in
the past would have attracted the death penalty. The law has changed since then as has
sentencing. We do not now have a death penalty as it has been replaced with strict security
life imprisonment.
This B ill reinforces the situation where a person sentenced to strict security life imprisonment
will remain in prison for a minimum term of 20 years and then be considered for parole. We
are talking about crimes which society and the courts have judged to be the most serious and
the persons convicted have received the maximum penalty which the courts are able to
impose. A person sentenced to strict security life imprisonment will serve a 20 year period
before being eligible for parole. Following that time having been served, a report is
submitted by the Parole Board to the Governor who may then issue an order to direct a
person's release on parole -- the parole period laid out in this Bill is five years. If the
Governor so orders, the person will then be released. The Minister is also directed that he
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shall table in the Rouse a copy of that order together with an explanatory note as to why it
has been tabled. This action will take place within 15 sitting days after the making of the
order.

I ask the Minister to state the reason for this tabling. I know a requirement exists under
section 679 which deals with the extension of Royal mercy to persons who serve a similar
sentence but which has been commuted from a death sentence. My original presumption was
that Parliament would have the final say as to whether the Governor could order the release
of a prisoner. I have since been told that that is not the case and that these orders and
extensions are for the informnation of the House and the commnity and for nothing else.
Could the Minister clarif the reason for the tabling, and whether the intention was that we
should have a say in the release on parole of a person serving strict security life
imprisonment?

Mr Peter Dowding: The answer to that is no.

Mr WIESE: The Opposition is happy to see the inclusion in the em of the section which
deals with amendments to the Criminal Code and which will allow juvenile offenders to be
kept within a Department of Community Services' institution rather than an adult prison;, in
other words, that provision which will allow part of the sentence to be served in a juvenile
institution.

I repeat that the National Party is happy with the eml and commends the Government for its
efforts.

MR PETER DOWDING (Maylands -- Minister for Works and Services) [3.00 pm]: I thank
the Opposition for its support. It is appropriate to deal in Commnittee with some of the points
raised. The anomaly to which the member for Narrogin referred may well be regarded as
such, but there needs to be a cut-off point, which always gives rise to the problem to which
he referred. It is not intended that Parliament should interfere with the action taken in the
tabling of certain information.

Question put and passed.

Bim read a second time.
In Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Thomas) in the Chair; Mr Peter Dowding
(Minister for Works and Services) in charge of the eml.
Clauses I to 4 put and passed.

Clause 5: Section 2OR amended and transitional provision --

Mr CASH: I ask the Minister how many community service advisory committees are in
operation at the moment and what general qualifications are needed by the people who sit on
those committees. Section ZOR of the Act requires that one member of the committee be a
person nominated by the Trades and Labor Council. I ask the Minister to explain the
significance of that and the reason behind the proposition. Also existing section 20R does
not specify the time for which a member may be appointed and I ask the Minister to explain
why it is now proposed to limit that appointment to three years. Also, will the people who
are already members of these committees, who may or may not have served a period in
excess of three years, be reappointed to the committees? If not, will the Minister explain
why.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I am not in a position to give the member the answer to a detailed
question such as how many committees are in operation. I do not have command of that
information.

Mr Cash: What about the qualifications?

Mr PETER DOWDING: If the member really needs that information, there is no barrier to
his asking the question in the normal way and I am sure the information will be supplied. If
he has particular need for the information, I will ask the Attorney General to supply it to him
in due course.

The conditions for existing membership are not the subject of this clause and I am not in this
place to debate why Parliament passed a law in the frame that it did. In reply to the
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member's question about why three years was chosen as an appropriate period, I understand
that the Attorney General thought it was appropriate to have a rime limit and there is no
power in the existing law to appoint for a finite time. I suppose there is pressure to ensure
that people recognise that these committees must be relevant and attuned to the current
environment and the best way to do that is to keep them under regular review, which the
appointment for a finite time would achieve. It does not mean that existing members would
be reappointed; that would be a matter for the Attorney General.
Mr CASH: Again the Minister has come into this Chamber and is unable to answer
reasonable questions put to him. I do not know whether that is as a result of his lack of
knowledge of this B ill or generally about the system to which we are referring. I ask the
Minister to ensure that the questions I put to him axe relayed to the Attorney General with the
request that he advise me in due course of the answers which the Minister was unable to
supply.
Mr PETER DOWDING: In view of the undoubted charm of the member for Mt Lawley,!I
will certainly refer the questions to the Attorney General for his tonsiderauion.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 6 and 7 put and passed.
Clause 8: Section 34 amended --

Mr CASH: It is intended under this clause to repeal subsections (2) and (3) of section 34 and
insert new subsections (2) to (8). It deals with the reporting of prisoners who are serving life
and indeterminate sentences, and I ask the Minister to explain in simple terms -- nothing
complicated or technical -- the difference between the requirements in the existing Act and
the proposed amendment in the Bill.
Mr PETER DOWDING: This amendment to section 34 of the Act will widen the duty to
report on prisoners in strict custody: In the case ~of life imprisonment the date of the first
report is increased to 12 years or seven years, depending on the nature of the offence, and
after sentencing from 10 years or five years respectively. In case of recommendations to
release a prisoner serving a sentence of life or strict security, the board must express new
considerations;, that is, considerations about risks that mnight be relevant. Otherwise the
provisions are substantially unchanged.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 9 to I I put and passed.
Clause 12: Sections 37 to 40 repealed and headings and sections 37 to 4OD substituted --

Mr PETER DOWDING: I move an amendment -

Page 13, line 16 -- To delete "(3)" and substitute the following --

(5)
Mr CASH: I seek advice from the Minister on the reason behind this amendment.
Mr PETER DOWDING: The member for Mt Lawley will see, if he reads the amendment,
that it makes significant changes and makes reference to subsection 5 of section 29 of the
Prisons Act instead of subsection (3)-
Amend ment put and passed.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I move an amendment -

Page 15, lines 15 and 16 -- To delete "an order shall not be" and substitute the
following -

the prisoner shall not be released under an order
The amendment will enable a Parole Board to make an order under- proposed section 40A( I).
Without this amendment such an order could not be made until after a period of 16 months
had expired. The amendment ensures that prisoners in such circumstances can be released on
parole without delay.
Mr WIESE: My point relates in particular to new section 37A which provides that where a
court sentences a person convicted of an offence to a term of imprisonment it may, if it
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considers that the making of an order is appropriate, order that the convicted person be
eligible for parole. This is the key clause dealing with parole and enables a court, if it so
wishes, to not make an order for parole, the result of which would be that the person
convicted would have to serve the full sentence imposed by the court. I have no problem
with that. Will the Minister say whether, if a person is sentenced to a period for which the
court fails to make an order for parole, they will be able to appeal against that sentence, thus
resulting in a large number of appeals against sentences being lodged in the higher courts.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It is not expected to be. The position at present is that a minimum
term can be appealed, so it is not dissimilar; so, yes, it is appealable.

Mr CASH: Clause 12 is critical to the whole Bill because it determines eligibility for parole
of a prisoner after serving part of their sentence. New section 40B of the Act makes
reference to 'special terms". It then refers to various sections of the Crintinal Code that will
apply to "special term' prisoners. Will the Minister indicate the general areas covered by
those sections of the Criminal Code referred to in new section 40B, and generally outline the
reasons for the special term situation.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The member has been involved in a debate about the Criminal
Code and would have seen during his research the nature of the offences. By and large, they
are offences against --

Mr Cash: Will the Minister outline them or is there some difficulty?

Mr PETER DOWDING: There is no difficulty. I was about to assist the member by giving
him a generic description, but I will deal with the matter in greater detail. Chapter 28 refers
to homicides, suicides and concealment of birth; chapter 29, offences endangering life or
health; chapter 30, assaults; chapter 3 1, assaults punishable on sumnmary conviction; chapter
32, assaults on females and abductions; chapter 33, offences against liberty; chapter 38,
stealing with violence and extortion by threat; and, section 197 of the Criminal Code refers to
incest by man.

Mr Cash: What about the situation in respect of section 31A of the Criminal Code?

Mr PETER DOWDING: That refers to sexual assault, indecent assault, aggravated indecent
assault, sexual assault, aggravated sexual assault, the means of sexually penetrating, the
meaning of "contempt," and the competency and compellability of spouses.

Mr WIESE: I ask the Minister to clarify his answer to the previous question. Did I hear him
say that there would be a right of appeal against an order, or non-making of an order under
new section 37A?
Mr Peter Dowding: I said it would be appealable.

Mr WIESE: I turn to new section 37A(5), and the situation I see arising of a person being
sentenced to a period of 18 months' imprisonment being able to be released into the
community within six months, yet a person sentenced to 12 months' imprisonment being
stuck in prison for eight months and not being able to get out earlier. I believe the Minister
said that that is not the situation. Is he happy with that situation, or will he try to have it
altered?
I do not believe it does anything for the general public's concept of justice being seen to be
done if a person who receives a sentence that is one-third higher than another person gets out
of gaol in considerably less time. Is the Minister happy that that situation will arise, and will
he address himself to trying to ensure that it is rectified?

I also ask the Minister to clarify the application of proposed new section 39(2), which reads --

(2) Regulations under this Act may provide for the reduction of minimum terms and
non-parole periods as an incentive to good conduct or industry and where a prisoner is
entitled to such a reduction the term or period as so reduced shall be the minimum
term or non-parole period for the purposes of this Act.

Would the Minister clarify whether under that proposed section, regulations can be passed
which will in fact overrule the basic concept that we would appear to be trying to build into
this Act; that is, that there shall be a parole period or, if the court so decides, a non-parole
period when the sentence is passed. If the Minister could enlighten me I would be grateful.
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Mr PETER DOWDING: The answer to the firs: question is that the whole thesis being
pursued in this legislation is that shorter terms of parole are inappropriate, costly, and
unnecessary, whatever view one takes of it, and chat of necessity gives rise to the sort of
things the member has reflected. That will be taken into account by sentencing officers and
no doubt kept under review by the Attorney General.
The second point the member raised was in relation to proposed new section 39 which really
retains what is already in present section 39; that is, the provisions for remission which are
very important to the present regime and which will be continued. The question of the
proportion of remission to sentence is something which the Attorney General would normally
keep under review, so what is intended by that clause is really a preservation of an existing
system, not the establishment of a new one.
Mr WIESE: I accept what the Minister says and certainly [ agree that the remission period as
provided for in the present Act is an essential part of the system. This proposed new section
is headed "Remission of sentences", but 39(l)(b) refers to an order that is made under
proposed section 37A, which governs the ability of a court either to order that a parole period
will apply or to no: so order. So we are not just taling about remissions but about the whole
parole system when we talk about section 37A.
Proposed new section 39(2) talks about regulations under this Bill, which presumably may be
passed, but it refers only to the regulation of minimum terms and non-parole periods as an
incentive to good conduct or industry. My question is whether that proposed subsection
allows regulations to be passed which will overrule the judge's exercise of his sentencing
powers under proposed section 37A. As I read it the judge, using his powers under proposed
section 37A, may pass a sentence and not apply a parole period, and then regulations could
be passed under proposed new section 39(2) which would allow that judge's decision -- that
there not be a parole period -- to be overruled. I believe that point must be clarified.
Mr PETER DOWDING: That is not the effect of the section. It is very difficult to
understand how that situation could even appear to be the case, but it is not the case.
Proposed new section 39(2) preserves what is the current arrangement in respect of
remissions and goes no further than that.
Mr Wiese: But --

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Thomas): Order! It is very difficult to have this constant
backchat. The member for Narrogin has asked a question. If he wants to ask another, he
may, but he must stand and ask the question clearly. We cannot have this continual backchat
because it is difficult for the Hansard reporter.
Mr CASH: I understand the frustration of the member for Narrogin. I heard his question
very clearly and I think I understood what he intended by it. I will ask it of the Minister in a
different and perhaps more simple way. I ask the Minister whether, once a court has
determined a sentence and has determined that no parole period should apply, any appeal
provisions are available to the convicted person to challenge that sentence.
Mr Peter Dowding: We have answered that.
Mr CASH: The Minister can get to his feet in a moment -- he has just been told about
interjections. I return to my question. That is not for the normal appeal provisions against
court sentences, but whether, at some later stage during the period of a sentence, a person has
any rights whatsoever to appeal against the fact that no parole period was granted by the
original judge. I would like dhe Minister to comment on that.
As well, the Government has for some time been claiming that too many people are presently
imprisoned in gaols in Western Australia. Should this Bill be agreed to, will there be a
significant drop in the number of prisoners kept in custody? If not, can the Minister give
some indication of the number of people who may be admitted to parole as a result of this
Bill? The transitional clauses are there and I would be pleased if the Minister would address
the questions.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The answer to the first question is still the same; that is, the
granting of a non-parole period is appealable. The answer to the second question is that that
is a matter which should be referred to the Attorney General for some detailed comment
because it is not for me, as the Minister handling this Bill, to be able to provide that sort of
detailed informaion.
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Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 13: Section 41 amended
Mr PETER DOWDING: I move an amendment --

Page 23, line 5 -- To delete "If' and substitute the following --

Notwithstanding section 40A( 1) or (2), if

This amendment is intended to clarify the interrelationship between proposed section 41(2b)
and proposed section 40A(1) and (2); that is, proposed section 41(2b) which permits
cumulative parole periods is not to be overridden by proposed section 40A( I) which might, in
the absence of this amendment, be construed as indicating that a parolee could upon release
from prison begin serving each parole period concurrently. That is not intended.

Mr CASH: The Opposition supports this amendment. The Minister sat down a few minutes
ago when I asked him a question and I would place on the record my request that the Minister
seek answers to the various questions raised in this debate by myself and the member for
Narrogin, which have not been answered to date, from the Minister for Corrective Services.
Further, I ask that the answers supplied by the Minister for Corrective Services or his officers
should be sent to the respective members as soon as possible.

Amendment put and passed.
The clause was further amended, on motion by Mr Peter Dowding, as follows --

Page 23, line 8 -- To insert after "other" the following --

and, where it is necessary in order to resolve any doubt, the relevant parole
orders may specify the sequence in which any cumulative parole periods shall
have effect

Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 14 to 16 put and passed.
Clause 17: Section 44 amended --

Mr PETER DOWDING: I move --

Page 27, after line 31 -- To insert the following lines -

(3h) Where a prisoner's parole is cancelled or suspended under subsection (1)
or cancelled by operation of subsection (2) that cancellation or suspension
applies to the parole orders in respect of --

(a) the parole period or periods being served by the prisoner at the time
of the cancellation or suspension; and
(b) any parole period which was to have had effect cumulatively upon
the parole period or periods referred to in paragraph (a) and which has
not commenced at the time of the cancellation or suspension.

(3i) Where, after the cancellation of a prisoner's parole, a parole order is
restored under subsection (3b)(aa) any other parole order to which the
cancellation applied i s also restored.

(3j) Where, after the suspension of a prisoner's parole, a parole order is
revived by subsection (1c) any other parole order to which the suspension
applied is also revived.

Under section 44, which is amended by this Bill, the view could be taken that the cancellation
or suspension of a prisoner's parole would apply only to the orders relating to the parole
period he was currently serving at the time of the cancellation or suspension. On that view
any cumulative parole periods that had not commenced at the time of the cancellation or
suspension would not be affected by that. This was not the intended effect of the Bill, so this
amendment will achieve that. Proposed section 44(3i) would apply the cancellation or
suspension to all of the outstanding parole orders. It would apply the restoration of a
cancelled or suspended parole order to all the parole orders affected by the cancellation or
suspension.
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Amendment put and passed.
The clause was further amended, on motion by Mr Peter Dowding, as follows --

Page 28, line 6 -- To insert after "prisoner" the following --

in respect of the termi of imprisonment
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 18 10 42 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Peter Dowding (Minister for Works and Services),
and returned to the Council with amendments.

CHILD WELFARE AMENDMENT BILL (No 2)

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Thomas) in the Chair; Mr Wilson (Minister for
Housing) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 11to 7 put and passed.
Clause 8 put and negalived.
New clause 8 --

Mr WILSON: I move --

Page 3 -- To insert after clause 7 the following new clause to stand as clause 8 --
Section 23A, 23B and 23C inserted
8. After section 23 of the principal Act the following sections are inserted --

Interpretation
23A. In this section and sections 23B and 23C --

"alternative procedure" means the procedure to be adopted
under section 23C;
"child " means a child who has not attained the age of 16 years;
"proceedings" means --

(a) a trial for an offence in which the accused is an adult
and a child is a witness; or
(b) the hearing of an application for a declaration that a
child is in need of care and protection.

at which the respondent is represented by counsel;
"respondent", in relation to -

(a) a trial for an offence, means the defendant;
(b) a hearing of an application for a declaration that a
child is in need of care and protection, means any
person who, under section 30 (3) (b), is deemed to be a
party to the proceedings.

Declaration by Attorney General.
23B. (1) Subject to this section, the Attorney General may by notice
published in the Government Gazette declare that a court held at any
place in the State specified in the notice is a court in which the
alternative procedure specified in section 23C applies in proceedings.
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(2) A declaration under subsection (1) may be revoked or amended by
the Attorney General by notice published in the Government Gazelle.
The Attorney General shall not declare a court at any place to be a
court in which the alternative procedure applies unless the Attorney
General is satisfied upon a report furnished by the Permanent Head
that --

(a) there is in the vicinity of the court held at that place
a room or place set apart from the court in which the
respondent can be held during the trial; and

(b) the respondent in the proceedings can --

(i) view the proceedings on a closed circuit
television screen.

(ii) hear the proceedings;

(iii) conmmicate with his counsel by some
efficient means of telecommuunication; and
(iv) be viewed by the means of the closed circuit
television system by the court,

but so that the respondent is not seen or heard by a
witness.

(4) Production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing a
notice under subsection (1) is conclusive proof that the court held at a
place specified in the notice is a court in which the alternative
procedure applies in proceedings.
Alternative Procedure
23C. (1) Where proceedings are conducted in any court in respect of
which a declaration under section 233 is in force the respondent shall
be held in a room that is set apart from the court and in which the
facilities referred to in section 233 (3) (b) are provided during the
taking of evidence given by a child and before that evidence is taken
the court shall explain to the child in simple terms that the proceedings
will be observed and heard by the respondent on a closed circuit
television screen;

(2) Nothing in subsection (1) prevents the respondent being present in
the court for the purpose of identification by a child, but for that
purpose only, if in the opinion of the court it is necessary for the child
to identify the respondent.

(3) Notwithstanding any law or rule of practice where the alternative
procedure is adopted under subsection (1) in any proceedings the
proceedings shall be deemed to have been held in the presence of the
respondent.

The amendment recasts the provisions in the original Bill dealing with the protection of child
witnesses. The Opposition introduced an amendment in the Legislative Council which would
give the Children's Court a discretion to decide whether to use the closed-circuit television
procedure to protect the child witness. The Government cannot accept this amendment for
two reasons. Firstly, before the Children's Court could exercise its discretion, it would have
to hear evidence. The evidence which would be relevant would be the respondent's prior
history of child abuse or conduct indicating that he or she might frighten the child witness
while he or she was giving evidence.

Also relevant would be any history of interfering with or threatening witnesses in other cases.
Generally, in a criminal trial, the court does not receive any infornation about the accused
person's criminal history until after a finding of guilty. In the Children's Court, a magistrate
hearing evidence relating to the history of an offender before deciding whether closed-circuit
television should be used may well influence him in deciding guilt or
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innocence. Even if the trial were heard by a different magistrate from the one who decided
on whether closed-circuit television should be used, a decision to use the procedure would
imply that the respondent had a prior history of child abuse.

It is most important that the use of the closed-circuit television should not result in an inferior
form of trial. We are well aware that false allegations can be made. The Bill has been
framed to ensure that the respondent has a fair trial when the closed-circuit television
procedure is used. Provision already exists for the accused to be removed from the court
during the hearing if he or she misconducts themselves in a way which prevents the trial from
proceeding.

After the Bill was amended in the Legislative Council, further advice was sought. The major
concern with the original proposal was that it gave discretion to the prosecution to decide
whether closed-circuit television should be used. That was the substance of the debate in the
other place. Although there are some practical advantages to the prosecution's having this
discretion, it is now accepted that neither side should have the discretion.

There was also some criticism of the term 'segregated proceedings" to describe the use of the
closed-circuit television procedure. This amendment has been prepared in the light of those
comments.

Specific details of the amendment are as follows: The term "segregated proceedings" has
been replaced by "alternative procedure"; "child" has been defined to make it clear that the
procedure only applies in the case of children under 16; "proceedings" now refers only to
criminal proceedings in which the accused is an adult. In the original Bill, the closed-circuit
television facility would have been available in cases where the accused was a child.
Because the concern is with an adult's influence on a child witness, this has not been
proceeded with in the amendment. The definition of "respondent" remains unchanged.

Proposed section 23B has been changed only to allow for the new definitions to which I
referred previously. Proposed section 23C(l) has been amended to require the use of the
closed-circuit television procedure in all cases where a child under 16 is called to give
evidence in the Children's Court in criminal proceedings against an adult or in a care and
protection application where the adult is represented by counsel.
Proposed section 23C(2) gives the magistrate the discretion to allow the child to see the
respondent for the purposes of identification only. In the original Bill, the prosecution could
have used its discretion not to apply for the procedure to be used in a case where
identification was an issue. Now that the prosecution discretion has been removed, it is
necessary to provide specifically for identification.

Proposed section 23C(3) has been changed only to allow for the use of the new terms referred
to in my previous comments.

I comnmend the amendment to the Committee.

Mr HASSELL: It is a pity that the member for Subiaco is not here because yesterday, not for
the first time, she took a point of order about an Opposition member reading a speech. It was
quite clear that the Minister for Housing was reading from notes and it was entirely
appropriate that he should do so. I think the member for Subiaco should be informed by her
colleagues that she should not take such points of order. I did not interrupt the Minister to
take a point of order.

Mr Wilson: I think it is a slightly different case. I was introducing new material.

Mr HASSELL: It is not a slightly different case, at all; it contravenes the rules of this place
and the member for Subiaco needs to be a little more flexible in these matters.

In dealing with this very important matter, I believe it is important that I run back over the
basics of it. First, we are not dealing with a change of criminal law, but with a change to the
procedure in certain courts on certain occasions. Secondly, even though it is a procedural
change, it is one of substantial importance because it affects the very long-standing and very
well-established and hallowed principle of our system of justice which is that an accused in
court should be able to face his accuser in that court. Therefore, although we are not dealing
with the substance of criminal law, we are dealing with a matter of considerable substance in
terms of procedure.
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The next paint for me to make is that this procedure is something which we approach
positively. We are not opposed to the idea of its happening. It is, in its nature, experimental,
but it is, nevertheless, a desirable experiment and, as far as we are concerned, we are arguing
only about the way in which it is done.

The next point to be made is that the procedure will apply in a quite haphazard way; it will
not apply uniformly to all trials involving child witnesses. All trials of the type defined
involving child witnesses will not be caught by these procedures for two reasons. Firstly, if
the trial takes place in a court that does not have the equipment, it will not happen. If it takes
place in Albany, for example, it is less likely to happen in the foreseeable future than in Perth.
Secondly, it will never happen if the respondent is not represented by counsel. This
procedure will come into play only if the respondent has a lawyer.

I refer now to the original proposal, the current proposal, and the changes that have been
made in the middle. We are up to the third option and that perhaps underlines the importance
and significance of what has been done. Even on the Governmnent's side some rethinking has
been necessary. As the Bill was introduced by the Government in the Legislative Council,
the matter of segregated proceedings -- which is now to be called alternative procedure -- was
to be decided by the prosecution and there was no room for argument by the respondent.
That was an unusual approach and it is prima facie undesirable for the prosecution, in what is
in many cases a criminal trial, to determine how the procedure is conducted. My colleagues
in the Legislative Council very rightly drew attention to the fact that the proceedings of
courts are universally governed by the courts themselves because the courts are the arbiters of
what is right. The Opposition moved an amendment, the effect of which was that an
application for an order for segregated proceedings would be acceded to unless the court was
of the opinion that the interests of justice generally, or those of the respondent in particular,
would be prejudiced. So, the Opposition introduced a minor discretion but it was with the
court, and the onus of establishing that the discretion should be exercised rested very squarely
with the respondent.

That is an important point because the opening comtments of the Minister, and indeed the
comments of the Crown Law officer who gave the opinion which was tabled yesterday, are in
my view clearly wrong; they suggest that the matter would have to be dealt with under the
Bill as it is before the Conunittee. unamended; that is, the Bill as amended in the upper House
would require that the history of the respondent be brought out by the prosecution. That is
not the case. Under the provisions of the Bill as presented to the Committee, if the
respondent did not wish to go into a separate room, the respondent would have to tell the
court why he or she thought that the interests of justice generally, or those of the respondent
in particular, would be prejudiced. It would be up to the respondent and, indeed, the
respondent's counsel would bring up what material he wished. It would not be the case that
the trial or the respondent were prejudged.

I vigorously disagree with that line of argument used by the Minister and the Crown Law
officer named Wheeler who wrote the notes tabled yesterday. However, the Opposition
accepts the proposition that there may be some difficulty for perhaps both parties, but
particularly for the prosecution, if it is not known in advance of the trial whether there will be
segregated or alternative proceedings. Indeed, that argument stands up to suggest that some
alternative solution may be required. The alternative solution proposed by the Government is
quite wrong and I will come back to that. In the meantime I believe the correct solution to
this issue, which the Government should even now seriously consider, is the one I mentioned
yesterday in passing: The issue should be put very firmly in the discretion of the court but an
officer of the courts other than the magistrate or judge dealing with the case should be
required to decide it in advance of the case. Perhaps three weeks would be required so that
everybody knew where they stood and the prosecutor could make a proper decision.

Mr Wilson: What do you mean by an officer of the court?

Mr HASSELL: It could mean one of the quasi-judicial officers involved with the court
making a decision -- a magistrate or someone like that.

Mr Wilson: Would it not rake it out of the jurisdiction of the court?

Mr HASSELL: No, there are lots of judicial procedures where a different judge or magistrate
decides an issue apart from the main issue. I suggest that is the conrect solution and it is
important that it be considered by the Government.
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Nfr Stephens: What is the good of knowing in advance of the situation?

Mr HASSELL: This is the positive alternative I want to emphasise. We are not objecting to
the Government's idea. The prosecutor would apply to the court and give notice to the
representative of the respondent in advance of the trial that the issue is to be determined by
the court. Both parties would appear in chambers, the prosecutor would say that he wanted
the alternative procedure applied, and the respondent would either acquiesce or give
arguments for that procedure not to apply. The issue would be decided and everyone would
know the situation. The argument about the prosecutor's knowing how the proceedings will
be held relates to the question of whether to go on with the prosecution. The member for
Stiring will understand that one of the arguments put up by Crown Law is that a prosecutor
rightly has to make a judgment about whether a prosecution should proceed. If a prosecution
case hangs on the evidence of a person of tender years, who might be put off from giving the
necessary evidence for the case to succeed in the event that he or she had to confront the
respondent, and the proceedings are not to be alternative or segregated, the prosecutor might
decide not to go on with the case.

Mr Wilson: That is the point I made in the second reading debate.

Mr HASSELL: [ am not disagreeing with that and that is why this alternative procedure
needs to be decided in advance of the actual trial so that the prosecutor wil know where he
stands and can make a proper judgment about whether to go on with the case. I am
conceding that this is an argument that Crown Law puts forward. The amendment which the
Minister is putting forward is that there should be no discretion in any way.

Mr Stephens: As a procedural matter, Mr Deputy Chairnan, perhaps we could allow the
member for Cottesloe to complete his argument, which I find very interesting.

Mr H-ASSELL: The amendment the Minister now proposes says that if the Attorney General
has made a declaration in respect of premises where an alternative proceeding can take place,
and the proceedings are of a kind to which the section is to apply, the respondent shall be
held in a room set apart from the court and the facilities referred to in section 23B(3) are
provided during the taking of evidence given by a child.

It is now proposed not to be a matter for application by the prosecution, nor a matter for any
discretion in the court, but a regular requirement that the respondent be separately held. I
believe there is a technical deficiency in the way in which this clause is drafted in that there is
no provision for a court to deal with the situation in which there is an alternative place; there
is a declaration by the Attorney General, and yet the equipment is either unsatisfactory or not
working at all. If there is a room in a court in which there is equipment, and the Attorney
General has made a declaration, the respondent is to be held in that room. The magistrate
may be confronted with the situation where a respondent could say, "I cannot see or hear the
proceedings because the equipment is not working". The magistrate is not given discretion to
deal with that situation, because the clause goes on to refer to the respondent's being held in a
room set apart from the court, in which the facilities referred to in section 23B(3X(b) are
provided. The clause does not say the facilities are provided and working, are provided and
operative, are provided and satisfactory, and give him the right to be heard.

Mr Donovan interjected-

Mr HASSELL: The difficulty with saying that is that the application of section 23C does not
depend on those things applying in fact; it depends on the Attorney General having given a
certificate that they apply. Clearly this is not going to be dealt with case by case; we will set
up courts with an alternative room with television, and the Attorney General will give a
declaration that this facility exists. Once he gives that declaration we then turn to section 23
which says, "where proceedings are conducted in any court in respect of which a declaration
is in force." It does not say "a declaration is in force and the equipment is working."

If my point is correct, this is a serious technical matter because we are denying a magistrate
discretion.

Mr Donovan interjected.

Mr HASSELL: The Act says that the respondent has to be held in that alternative place.

Mr Donovan: Yes, to do certain things provided by section 23B.
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Mr HASSELL: Sure, the magistrate could say he will adjourn the case but sometimes cases
cannot be adjourned for various reasons. I draw attention to that point because the
Government should sort out the situation as we are talking about trying people for their
liberty.
It must be clearly understood that some of the people who will be subjected to this procedure
are not guilty of any offence and are not alleged to be guilty of any offence. That is a matter
of some substance and one which was brought home to me by the Crown Solicitor's Office's
advice which says --

In relation to care and protection applications the position is a little more complex.
While I would expect application for segregation to be made in most crim-inal matters,
it may be that in a very great number of care and protection applications, such
proceedings would be quite unnecessary, and may even be traumatic for the child, the
subject of the proceedings. For example the parents may be loving and have a
reasonably good relationship with the child, but be simply unable for some reason to
cope with the child's everyday care.

In care and protection applications, therefore, although the same considerations may
arise - that is it might be thought that the mere fact of application for segregation is
prejudicial - there is an argument for leaving a discretion in some person not to
segregate.

As I read the amendment all such proceedings will be subject to the inflexible fixed
provisions of section 23C because the definition of proceedings is a trial for an offence, or the
hearing of an application for a declaration that a child is in need of care and protection.

Mr Donovan: You are suggesting the other party will somehow be disadvantaged or
prejudiced?
Mr HASSELL: The Minister tabled this advice; it is Government advice which I have read
out. The Government points out it may be traumatic for the child to have his or her parent
shoved off in a room. The Bill before us gives the court no discretion to prevent that. It is a
crazy situation where people before a court who are not guilty of an offence will be locked
away in a room away from their own children.
Mr Donovan interjected.

Mr HASSELL: The member can get up later and demonstrate where it is a
niunderstanding, because I am reading the Minister's amendment and the Minister's advice,
and it is a pretty important issue which again points to a deficiency in the drafting of the
amendment before the Chamber. There are many issues that we have not even touched on, in
addition to those which I raised, which suggest that the Governmnent would be most unwise to
go on with this amendment before the Chamber.

(The member's rime expired.)

Mr WILSON: In response to the member for Contesloe I say, first, that in the member's
pursuit of the need to preserve the entitlement to absolute justice for the respondent, he
continues to apparently disregard the inevitable consequences of what virtually is a double
trial. The member has made the point in his argument that the onus in terms of any discretion
being exercised rests with the respondent to convince the magistrate that the alternative
procedure should not apply.

Mlr Hassell: That is under the amendment Bill before the Chamber.

Mr WILSON: That is right, but presumably the member would argue that way in any case.

Mr Hassell: I am not sure what you mean by asking if!I would argue that way in any case.

Mr WILSON: The member would argue that way in respect of discretion being exercised by
the court. If discretion were being exercised by the court, the member is saying in any case
the onus would be on the respondent to convince --

Mr Hassell: I am not saying that. I am saying that the onus is on the respondent because of
the way the Bill before us has been drafted.

Mr WILSON: But on the other hand the member is implying that if the amendment moved in
the upper House was to prevail and the court was to have discretion, the onus would still
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rest on the respondent to convince the court that the alternative procedure should not apply.
That is surely the member's point.
Mr Hassell: That is what it says.
Mr WILSON: That must be the member's point anyway because he has already argued in
that way.
Mr Hassell: That is not my position anyway. My comment related to what we have before
US.
Mr WILSON: It may relate to what we have before us, but surely it would still be the case, if
the magistrate had the discretion, that the onus would still be on the respondent.
Mr Hasseli: Not necessarily.
Mr WILSON: On whom would the onus be?
Mr Hassell: The onus may be on the prosecution to persuade the magistrate that they should
be segregated.
Mr WIDLSON: I am glad the member said that.
Mr Hasseli: That is if the Bill was drafted differently, but it was quite deliberately drafted the
way it is.
Mr WILSON: I am glad the member said that because if we are going to now broach the
situation in which -- and I think this is inevitable, or would be assumed to be -- the court has
to listen to both sides in weighing up the issue in deciding whether the alternative procedure
should not apply, then it is the case that prejudicial material will be brought before the
magistrate prior to the trial and that the magistrate will have to make a decision about
whether the trial should proceed using the alternative procedure, having heard evidence that
could well be prejudicial to a fair trial taking place uinder this procedure. I think that is the
weakness of the amendment moved by the Opposition in the upper House. That is the issue
we are actually dealing with, and that is why when the upper House insisted in its amendment
that the discretion should rest with the court rather than with the prosecution, the Government
was faced with the need to look further at the situation to overcome the weakness that
amendment uncovered and that the Opposition's position appears to represent.
Mr Hassell: That completely mnisrepresents the position because, as I tried to explain, my
position was the view that the best solution is to have the matter decided in advance by a
judicial officer other than the one conducting the trial.
Mr WILSON: What is then going to happen, if we have the position decided by another
magistrate in advance of the trial, if the other magistrate says no? Will that not mean that by
virtue of the decision of the first magistrate, the respondent is going to be labelled in advance
anyway?
Mr Hassell: I do not think so atall.
Mr WILSON: The member says he does not think so, but there is very serious doubt about
that. That is a serious issue, and I do not think the member has grappled with its
consequences. Certainly, it was part of the issue with which we had to grapple.
Mr Hassell: I do not see the force of what you ate arguing about.
Mr WILSON: Whether the member can see it or wants to see it, the point is that it represents
a weakness in his position and it is one of the difficulties with which we are dealing.
Therefore, while the situation is one where we are now faced with no discretion on the part of
the court, we have been forced into that position because of the considerations that have been
addressed so far in response to what the member has said.
The member has drawn attention to what he says could be a technical deficiency in proposed
clause 23C where because discretion has been removed completely, there is going to be a
problem where an alternative place is available, there has been a declaration by the Attorney
General, yet the equipment may prove faulty. However, that can happen in any case
anywhere. Lights can fail and all sorts of circumstances can occur which create technical
difficulties that have to be responded to. I do not think the member can say this is a technical
difficulty which overcomes the intention of this provision. It is a technical difficulty per se
but it is not a technical difficulty that cannot be overcome by the procedures to be put into
place, used and accepted.
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So I cannot accept the arguments that have been presented and I am not convinced by them.
In particular, if the position is now, as the member says it is, that the desirable solution is to
have another court officer, another magistrate, decide prior to the trial magistrate considering
the case, I think that has weaknesses attached to it and could weli undo the member's
intention of preserving the just rights of the respondent. For those reasons, I wish to again
endorse the amendment before the Chamber.
Mr STEPHENS: [ have listened carefully to both arguments which have been advanced. We
in the National Party are very conscious of what we see as a fundamental principle of British
justice which is that a guilty person should go free rather than an innocent person be
convicted. There are four alternatives. The original proposition was that discretion should be
given to the prosecution to decide whether the new situation we are considering should be
invoked. The Legislative Council's proposition is that the court should have that
discretionary power.
Mr Hassell: Very limited.
Mr STEPHENS: It is, but it would have the discretionary power. The amendment currently
before the Chamber virtually means that it is automatic, and a division will take place. Then
we have the argument advanced by the member for Cottesloe. The problem is that each
argument has a flaw or weakness. The proposition advanced by the member for Cottesloe,
whereby a magistrate or court officer other than the one who is to hear the case holds a
preliminary hearing to prejudge the situation, at first sounded very fair. However, after one
or two cases it would become apparent the type of judgments that were being made and
respondents could be prejudiced.
If a respondent is placed outside the court, in the videoscreen situation, I cannot see that he
would be particularly disadvantaged. Certainly it may be the case that a child in the court
with the accused adult present may be disadvantaged. I am prepared to accept that if that
adult is outside the court, and the child is precocious or advanced in its thinking and has
learnt the art of lying, the respondent may be disadvantaged. In that situation the child would
no doubt be challenged by legal counsel, and it would be very testing for even a precocious
child to continue with dishonesty under cross-examination.
Whichever way we go, there is a risk. The National Party is prepared to accept the
amendment which is currently before us, provided the Government guarantees that the
situation will be monitored and the results of that monitoring brought back to Parliament
within a fixed period. I suggest 12 months, but the Minister may think it should be longer. 1
am open as to the length of time, but my first option would be 1.2 months. If the Minister is
prepared to give that commitment, the National Party will support the amendment before the
Chair.
Mr WILSON: I thank the member for his comments. He has put the situation very well.
The Government believes it is very important to move ahead with this provision in the
interests of bringing cases to court where young children may have been abused, and assuring
the children and their parents that the hearing will be held in a way which is not frightening to
the children so as to deter them from attending. Therefore, we are prepared for this to be
implemented for a fixed period, and returned to Parliament for review. It will take some time
to implement, and then see how it works. A period of 12 months would be insufficient. I am
prepared, however, to put to the Minister in another place the proposition that there should be
a firm undertaking -- and I assume that the member for Stirling means it should be written
into the legislation?
Mr Stephens: Preferably written into it, yes.
Mr WILSON: I am prepared to say at this stage that the Government will give a guarantee
that this matter will be monitored over a two-year period, and brought back to Parliament for
review after that period. The Minister may well be prepared to write that guarantee into the
legislation, but I am not prepared to give that undertaking now. I am prepared, on behalf of
the Government, to give the undertaking that the review period will be adhered to in terms of
parliamentary supervision of the progress of this provision. The important thing is, as the
member for Cortesloe said, that we get this experiment under way and allow children and
their parents. to bring such cases before the courts without fear or hindrance.
The child sexual abuse task force, when it consulted with criminal lawyers on this issue, had
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an overwhelming response from those lawyers that tis procedure should be adopted in all
cases or in none. There is a need for certainty, on the part of parents and children, that if a
case is brought to court the child will not experience trauma and fear and, possibly, withdraw
from contesting the case. I miust that assurance will be satisfactory for the member for
Stirling and allow him to support the amendment.
Mr HASSELL: I discussed with the member for Mt Marshall the proposition that the issue
could be resolved by the provision of a sunset clause or review clause. However, as I pointed
out to him, we are not dealing wit legislation governing car salesmen or anything else of a
commercial nature which comes and goes. We are dealing with a situation in which people
are to be put on trial with their liberty at stake, or in which they are judged as to their
suitability or capacity to retain custody of their own children. This cannot be dealt with by
way of an experiment where we try it out and if it does not work we change it. Of course the
law has grown up by experience, and many mistakes have been made, but the criminal law
must always be seen to be correct and certain in its operation from the outset. I put it to the
member for Stirling that these matters cannot simply be resolved, however convenient it may
be, by saying, "We will try it out for a while." In the meantime, some wrong things may have
been done.
I wish to make two points in conclusion.The first is that the Minister did not respond at all to
the point I put about care and protection applications. As I read the amendment the Minister
is proposing it will be a requirement that care and protection applications result in the parent
being separated from the child. The Crown Law Department itself, not me or some outside
lawyer but the very body which advised the Government on this matter and which the
Government quoted in support of its position, advised against having care and protection
applications result in all cases in the separation of the parent and child. I remind the Minister
that the parents in those cases are often people who have committed no offence.
This matter should not need to go to the adviser because Mr Woodford is a lawyer of long
experience, and if the Minister took him outside and asked whether what I have said is not
correct and whether he did not believe the Minister should think twice before going ahead
with this inflexible amendment in its present form, I am confident that Mr Woodford would
advise the Minister that at least it would be preferable to think again. It is very unwise for the
Government to proceed with this sort of legislation without being certain of what it is doing.
We are up to the third version, and two of the three have been Government versions. 1 think
the Government would be sensible to take a little more time to work out what is the correct
solution.
The point about all this is that we must go back to why we are considering the issue at all. It
is not because we are opposed to the idea of giving protection to young children or because
we believe that they should in these circumstances as witnesses have to face the person who
is alleged to have done some wrong to them. The reality is that quite a number of children of
tender years, but certainly those of 13, 14 and 15, who are all to be accorded the benefits of
the legislation, are capable of inventing stories, for good reason or bad. They may be getting
a bad time at home and the invention of the story may be a let-out. They may be
disadvantaged or delinquent children.
Mr Donovan: And they may be the victims of a power relationship you do not understand.
Mr HASSELL: If the member wants to make a speech he should get up and make it. It is an
important debate, but I do not intend to deal with that sort of interjection because I do not
think that is a bona fide interjection.
The point is we are dealing with criminal prosecutions in which we seek to give the accused
person the benefit of the doubt and the protection of the judicial system. This is not to
suggest that we are soft on criminals in any way, but an essential and important element of
the judicial system, and one that is long-established, is that an accused faces his accuser in
court. If the accuser happens to be a child we say in this legislation we are going to make an
exception to the general rule. We want to give that child some protection because the mere
fact of facing each other may result in the child being unable to give the vital evidence which
puts away in gaol, where he or she should be, a child molester or some monster of that kind.
We certainly would want to protect that child. I am suggesting that in addition to that sort of
child there are children who are quite capable for purposes of their own of dealing with
parents or strangers by making accusations which are easily made and hard to disprove. The
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making of those accusations can result in innocent people being put on trial for their liberty.
We should think long and hard before doing anything which prejudices that.

For those reasons and many others which I have not fuly gone into because of the time factor
and the clear situation that the Government is totally inflexible, it is necessary to warn the
Government that it goes on with this at its own real risk.

Mr STEPHENS: The member for Cottesloc referred to the member for Mt Marshall who was
handling this Bill, and this is one of the difficulties when we race towards the end of the
session. He has had unavoidably to absent himself, and in his absence I have taken over the
role of spokesman on this matter. That is why I listened intently to the member for Cottesice
and gave him the opportunity of continuing his argument by my getting up on a technical
procedure. I also listened to the Minister. I was involved only peripherally in the discussions
the member for Mt Marshall had with the Leader of the National Party, so I had a vague idea
of the party's point of view.

The member for Mt Marshall left some notes behind, and his opening comments were, 1.1
support the amendments as presented by the Government as the most workable alternative,
although not without shortcomings". That is important. We recognise that all the alternatives
have weaknesses and it is a question of the National Party choosing the line which it thinks is
least objectionable, or the alternative which is most workable.

I hope the member for Cottesloc did not mean that we are making an experiment because it is
not an experiment in the normally accepted sense of the word. We have acknowledged that
all the alternatives have some problems, but we believe this one has the least and that is
why --

Mr Hassell: What do you think about the care and protection order situation and separating
parents from their children when the application before the court is to take the child away
from its parents and the parent is not alleged to be a wrongdoer?

Mr STEPHENS: I accept that is a problem.

Mr Hassell: It is fairly readily solvable.

Mr STEPHENS: As I pointed out earlier, if one allows for an officer of the court or another
magistrate one could build up a situation where a series of cases all go the same way and one
then immediately says, "AI, that is the situation", and the man is automatically prejudged
again. There are problems whichever way we go. We are not supporting this on the basis of
its being an experiment but because it is possibly the best of all the alternatives.

I am prepared to accept the Minister's commitment in this House, but we cannot control the
thinking of members in the Council, certainly not in our party. I will suggest to our members
in the Council that they follow it through with the Minister when the message goes back to
that House.

Mr HASSELL: I observe that now on the second or third opportunity the Minister has still
not responded to the point I made; that is, that in the care and protection applications, where
parents are not even alleged to have done something wrong, the effect of this legislation will
be to separate those parents from their children. I cannot believe that the Minister can let that
pass without even giving me a response of any kind. I know that the Government does not
intend that, yet it is putting through this legislation.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Dr Lawrence): The question is that new clause 8 be agreed to.

Mr Hassell: What an absolute disgrace. Divide.

-. Point of Order
Mr TAYLOR: With regard to the division that has been called, I heard only one "No" when
you, Madam Deputy Chairman, put the question. It was from the member for Cottesloe and
under the Standing Orders that is no basis for a division.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! I must say that I heard only one voice. I am advised
that it does not comply with Standing Orders so I insist that there be no division and we
proceed to the next clause.

Committee Resumed
New clause put and passed.
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Clauses 9 and 10 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

As to Report

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The question is that I do now report to the House.

Mr Hassell: Divide.

Mr Rushton: I said "No" that time.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMvAN: Order! I beg the pardon of members on the Opposition side of
the House. On the previous occasion I consulted the Clerks to determine whether there was
more than one voice. The agreement was chat no-one else had heard another voice apart from
that of the member for Cottesloe. On this occasion, I will take the member's word for it and
a division is called. Ring the bells.
I take this opportunity, since there was some confusion in this matter, to say that if in calling
a division there is only one voice when the question is put and it is drawn to my attention by
another member, according to the Standing Orders I have no choice but to insist that there is
no division. It is incumbent on members to allow the Chairman to hear the voices otherwise
it is impossible for the Chair to determine otherwise than I have done. The question is that I
do now report to the House.

Question put and a division taken with the following result --

Ayes (29)
Dr Alexander Mr Donovan Mr Pearce Mrs Watkins
Mrs Beggs Mr Peter Dowding Mvr Read Dr Watson
Mr Bertram Mr Evans Mr D.L. Smith Mr Wiese
Mr Bridge Mr Grill Mr Stephens Mr Wilson
Mr Bryce Mrs Henderson Mr Taylor Mrs Buchmnan (Teller)
Mr Brian Burke Mr Hodge Mr Thomas
Mr Burkett Mr House Mr Trenorden
Mr Cart Mr Marlborough Mr Troy

Noes (14)
Mr Blaikie Mr Grayden Mr MacKinnon Mr Want
Mr Bradshaw Mr Greig Mr Rushton Mr Williams (Teller)
Mr Cash Mr Hassell Mr Thompson
Mr Cowrt Mr Light foot Mr Tubby

Pairs

Ayes Noes
Mr Parker MrClarko
Dr Gallop MrLewis
Mr Gordon Hill Mr Mensaros
Mr Tom Jones Mr Maslen
Mr PJ. Smith Mr Crane

Question thus passed.

Report

Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

MR WILSON (Nollamara -- Minister for Housing) [4.48 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a third time.

MR HASSELL (Cottesloe) [4.49 pm]: The Opposition divided on the issue of reporting to
the House because the Committee had not completed its work and, therefore, the report
should not have been made. The Committee had not completed its work because the Minister
had wilfully refused to deal with an important issue relating to an important piece of
legislation.
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The House accords to Ministers the privilege of bringing into the Chamber advisers to assist
in Committee debates. The reason that is done is to assist the Minister, such as the Minister
in this case who is dealing with a Bill from another place and with a portfolio for which he is
not responsible. it is also to enable the adviser to assist the Minister to better inform the
House so that the Committee debate can be more effective. I cannot believe the monumental
arrogance displayed by this Minister in the debate just concluded.

Mr Brian Burke: He never is arrogant,

Mr HASSELL: He was on this occasion, and the Premier should have been here to observe
it. On two occasions a very serious point relating to the Minister's own amendment was
raised, and a very senior officer was beside him, yet he deliberately chose to give no
response; to give no answer; not even to say, "I will refer it to the Minister."

The SPEAKER: Order! I ani going to allow a little more flexibility because of what you are
saying but not a lot. It is my view that the points you are raising now should have been raised
in the motion before this motion, and that is that the Committee's report be received. We are
now dealing with the third reading. What you are complaining about is whether the
Committee's report should have been adopted. You should have made your remarks then,
but I am prepared to allow you to continue for a short time, although you should get on to the
third reading, which is a fairly tight version of the second reading.

Mr HASSELL: I thought I was complaining about the conduct of the Minister during the
Committee stage of the debate, but I will not take that any further. It does not trouble me to
leave that point because I think the conduct of the Minister has been put on the record very
clearly by his own behaviour, and it does not need to be laboured because it is obvious. I
think the Minister himself will be embarrassed --

Mr Wilson: I am not worried.

Mlr H-ASSELL. -- when, on Tuesday week, we are again sitting in this Chamber, and he is in
the position of having to move an amendment to his amendment to put right the mess which
has resulted from his arrogance.

Let me go back to the substantive point and refer to the letter dated 12 November 1987 to the
Director General, Department for Community Services, from the Crown Solicitor's office, a
letter from which the Minister quoted yesterday in support of his argument in the second
reading debate; a letter bearing the signature, on this copy, of the Assistant Crown Solicitor
(Policy Law Reform); someone of the name of Mrs Wheeler. I think the signature is the
same as the inquiries reference at the top of the letter. This is what the letter says --

In relation to care and protection applications the position is a little more complex.
While I would expect application for segregation to be made in most criminal matters,
it may be that in a very great number of care and protection applications, such
proceedings would be quite unnecessary, and may even be traumatic for the child, the
subject of the proceedings.

It must be borne in mind that this legislation is founded on the protection of children, yet the
Minister has persisted with an amendment which appears to me to provide that children will
be traumnatised, in the words of the Assistant Crown Solicitor, by the operations of these
provisions. Naturally, there has been some criticism of the Minister when he has failed to
respond to that point. He will, of course, have another opportunity to do so in this third
reading debate.

The letter goes on to say --

For example, the parents may be loving and have a reasonably good relationship with
the child, but be simply unable for some reason to cope with the child's everyday
care.

In care and protection applications therefore, although the same considerations may
arise -- that is it might be thought that the mere fact of application for segregation is
prejudicial -- there is an argument for leaving discretion in some persons not to
segregate.

In the light of that advice it is frightening to refer to the amendment which was debated in
this Chamber at the insistence of the Minister. The first part of that amendment to which I
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refer is the definition of proceedings which, amongst other things, says that it means the
hearing of an application for a declaration that a child is in need of care and protection. So
we have that clear; that the proceedings referred to in this Bill and upon which the Minister
has insisted include the care and protection proceedings -- exactly and precisely the kind
referred to by the Assistant Crown Solicitor.
We then go on to the substantive provision contained in proposed section 23C, which says
that where proceedings -- we have already had a definition of that -- are conducted in any
court in respect of which a declaration under section 23B is in force, the respondent shall be
held in a room that is set apart from the court and in which the facilities referred to are
provided.

One might say that the Governiment would not fly in the face of its own advice, which is
clearly well founded in this case, and therefore it must be that a respondent does not include a
parent in respect of whom a care and protection application is in progress under these
provisions. We must then tur to the definition of "respondent" contained in the Minister's
amendment, and we find this --

"respondent", in relation to --

(b) a hearing of an application for a declaration that a child is in need of care
and protection, means any person who, under section 30(3)(b) is deemed to be
a party to the proceedings.

So it appears that the Minister has deliberately proceeded to pass through this Chamber of the
Parliament a piece of legislation which requires that a parent, against whom no charge has
been laid, against whom no allegation of the commission of an offence has been made,
should be treated like a criminal and separated from his or her child when care and protection
proceedings take place.

That is the way it appears. If that is wrong, I wish the Minister would say so. I wish he had
said so some time ago, because it is possible to misread these things on occasions and I have
done it on occasions. But if what I say is not wrong, then the Minister should explain why he
is ignoring the advice of the Crown Solicitor's office, and indeed, more importantly than that,
why he is ignoring what we assume to be the right way to treat parents and children.
MR WILSON (Nollarnara -- Minister for Housing) [5.00 pm]j: I would hate to think that I
was going to be branded for all time by the searing words of the member for Cottesloe as
being arrogant, and while to him my failure to respond earlier could have appeared to be
arrogant, it really was simply a response which -- if I can put it into words -- was meant to
show that the member for Conesloe appeared to me to be conducting his debate by putting
forward one argument and, having lost on that, was dead set on finding something else he
could nibble away at.

Mr Hassell: I raised that argument in my opening remarks.

Mr WILSON: The member puts noble connotations on his argument and makes derogatory
statements about other people to get his way, with some abandon, and then expects always to
be treated with the ultimate respect. I assure the member it is not my intention to treat the
matter arrogantly or without advice or due concern for the situation which will be faced by
people involved under the provisions of this legislation. This is obviously a matter to which
the Minister in the other place will need to pay attention, and if the member wants me to so
do I will draw this matter to the Minister's attention and discuss it with her. I am not averse
to so doing, and I would have done that anyway.

The member who spoke for the National Party appeared to take a very reasonable view about
this legislation, and I do not know why the member for Cottesloe could not have taken an
equally reasonable view. Having said that, I trust that the member for Cottesloe will accept
my remarks as a genuine undertaking, and I again commend the Bill to the House.

Question put and a division taken with the following result --
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Ayes (29)

Dr Alexanler Mr Donovan Mr Marlborough Mr Troy
Mrs Beggs Mr Peter Dowding Mr Pearce Mrs Watkins
Mr Bert MrEvans Mr Read Or Watson
Mr Bridge Mr Grill Mr D.L. Smith Mr Wilson
Mr Bryce Mrs Hendenson Mr Stephens Mrs Buchanan (Teller)
MrBrian Burke Mr Hodge MrTaylor
Mr Budelt Mr House Mr Thomas
Mr Cari Dr Lawrence Mr Trenorden

Noes (15)
Mr Blaikie Mr Crane Mr MacKinnon Mr Tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr Greig Mr Maslen Mr Want
Mr Cash Mr HasseUl Mr Rushton Mr William (Teller)
Mr Court Mr Lightfoot Mr Thompson

pain

Ayes Noes

Mr Parker Mr Clarko
Dr Gallop MrLewis
Mr Gordon Hill Mr Mensaros
Mr Tom Jones Mr Grayden
Mr P.1. Smith Mr Covan

Question thus passed.
Bill read a third time and returned to the Council with amendments.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL
In Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Mr Burkett) in the Chair; Mr Brian Burke (Treasurer) in
charge of the Bill.
Division 2: Parliament, $5 433 000 --

Mr MacKINNON: I want to rake this opportunity to make some comments about Parliament.
My first comment relates to the operations of this Chamber. It seems to me that we are
getting to absurd lengths in Western Australia where we have been sitting for I am not sure
how many hours over the last two Weeks until one o'clock, two o'clock or three o'clock in
the morning ontregular days to try to get through the business. It is time we came to a more
sensible arrangement about debating the business of the Chamber, particularly when we look
back toward the earlier part of this parliamentary session when we were finishing relatively
early, the Notice Paper was pretty bare, and we did not have much to debate at all unless we
wanted to get onto Opposition business.
The time has come for the Government to look seriously at the operations of Parliament and
particularly at how we can address the management of the Chamber in a better way. It does
not make arty sense at all for members to be sitting here hour after hour trying to debate very
important pieces of legislation as well as we can under that pressure and those constraints.
For example, the other night we dealt with the Residential Tenancies Bill, a very important
piece of legislation that both of the'Opposition parties wanted to debate in a proper manner;
yet we were here until 3.15 in the morning dealing with that very complex piece of
legislation. If I am not wrong we will have that Bill back here on 22 December because once
it reaches the Council they will find that, because of the pressure we were under and the way
in which we had to deal with that legislation, some errors have been made. I wil be surprised
if they have not.
it is not good enough for members to say that this always happens towards the end of the
session. It seems to me that it is happening more frequently now than it did in the past. Just
because it has happened in the past is no reason for it to continue along those lines. I think all
members on both sides of the Chamber would agree that it is getting to absurd lengths when
we have to sit after midnight for three nights in a row, and until what time tonight I do not
know.
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I call on the Government and especially the Premier to give some sensible attention to this
matter next year. I do not accept any argument along the lines that, "We have problems with
our parliamentary draftsman." I have heard chat argument over arid over again. If they can
get the legislation here cowards the end of the session, they can get it here at the beginning of
the session if that is the wont of the Government of the day which, after all, is charged with
the management of the Chamber. I repeat that we are reaching absurd lengths in this
Parliament when we debate important legislation under the sort of pressures we have been
experiencing; not that we in the Opposition are going to shirk our duty, as we showed the
other night. We do not want to waste time but we do want to address important legislation
properly and will do so, but I do not believe it is sensible for us to do so under the pressures
we have been faced with in recent times.
The second point I want to make relates to the conduct of members of this Chamber. We
know that last week the Premier made some comments in this Chamber that were widely
reported throughout the community and universally condemned. It reminded me of some
comments he made in July 1986 both in this Chamber and in a letter to all members of the
Parliament. On 2 July 1986 he wrote to all members expressing his concern at the conduct of
members in this Chamber and the way in which they, through their activities, were not
improving the impression that the general public have of politicians. In fact, as he has done
cons istently -- and I give credit where it is due -- the Premier repeated that he believed
members of Parliament were not properly rewarded for their efforts. He went on to say that
he did not believe we would improve our lot in terms of getting that financial reward unless
we could l ift our perfonnance.

I will quote part of the Premier's letter to all members of the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Council dated 2 July 1986. He said --

Members of Parliament generally, work very hard and their financial rewards do not
compare to many middle management people in the private sector or in the public
service.
At the same time, I am convinced that nothing will change unless Members of
Parliament generally stop 'cheer gathering' at their own expense. An important
element of the process is to raise the dignity, decorum and quality of debates in
Parliament.

I could not agree more. The letter continues --

The public perception of debates is derived from media reports of name-calling,
rudeness and disruptive behaviour by Members. There is a responsibility on
Members to exert self-discipline in relation to our behaviour in Parliament, not only
in our own interest, but in the interests of our colleagues arid the general standing of
Members of Parliament.

It makes interesting reading after the comments of the Premier last week. I will not repeat
those comments; I think that has been done adequately throughout the media and it does not
serve any great purpose to repeat them. But after reading that letter sent by the Premier to
members it serves a useful purpose to remind ourselves of the letter he sent on the same date
to the then Opposition leader -- my colleague, the member for Cottesloe -- and the Leader of
the National Party. In that letter the Premier indicated that the Government would be looking
to establish a senior inter-party commnittee to produce a white paper on the Western
Australian Parliament and the status, imrage, and reputation of its members.

I remind the Premier that this letter was dated 2 July 1986, but I would also ask him to recall
for me the workings of that committee. To my knowledge nothing has ever occurred. I do
not believe the Premier seriously expected anything to occur. The Opposition responded to
that letter -- admittedly a few months later -- indicating what our attitude would be to that
approach. I quote from the letter forwarded in response, under my signature, on 2 April
1987 --

1 We favour an 'ad hoc' rather than a formal committee of the Parliament to
consider the question of Parliamentary Standards.

2 The existing standing orders should be adequate (if not, then ths is a matter
for the Standing Orders Comnmittee). The members felt that it is really up to
the presiding officers to ensure that the standing orders are adhered to.
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I think that is the root cause of the problem, but we are prepared to sit down and discuss the
matter, as we said. My letter continued --

3 Even an 'ad hoc' committee should have its role and powers clearly defined.

It is no good having a committee working unless it knows what it is doing and what it has to
address. My letter concluded --

4 As a Party we are prepared to discuss these matters further with the other
political parties.

Bearing in mind the comments the Premier made in this Parliament last week, if he was
dinkum in July 1986 it is time that he addressed the issue in terms of his letter at that time.
Otherwise I do not believe his letter has any credibility and that letter could be rightfully
described as no more nor less than a stunt designed to grab some attention but not really
address the issue. If we are to deal with that issue his conventing of that committee is now
essential.

Secondly, and more importantly in these sorts of issues, it is the Premier himself who must
bear quite a deal of responsibility for those standards to which he referred in July 1986 and
the concerns he expressed at that time, because of his actions. Of course, he also bears quite
a deal of responsibility -- as do 1, as Leader of the Opposition -- in his own conduct if he
wants members to aspire to the standards which he required in his letter.

It is also interesting to note and reflect on the comments of two other people made at about
the same time -- in July 1986 and a little earlier. The former member for Perth made
comments about both of these matters, and a week after the Premier's letter of 2 July 1986
the Speaker made a statement to the Parliament about parliamentary privilege. That is what
we are talking about -- the privilege under which the Premier made his comnments last week.

On 9 July 1986 the Speaker said --

Treating parliamentary privilege as a licence for casual, unfounded, and unjustified
insult can only bring damage to the very institution which provides the protection in
the first place.

I agree with the Speaker's comments in that regard. I repeat that if we are to protect this
institution and its good name then the leaders of this Chamber -- the Speaker, the Premier,
and I -- must try as best we can under the pressures placed upon us to ensure those standards
are maintained.

Finailly, the comments of the former member for Perth in Hansard also bear reading. He said
on 18 June 1986 --

Finally, but most importantly, there is no room in what should be an example of
civilisation in this community for personal attacks on each other or the integrity of
any person, particularly those outside this House who do not have the right or the
opportunity to defend themselves. By all means use the debating skills at our disposal
to tear down the arguments of the other side, but make a determined effort not to
attack personalities. We will all then contribute to a better and more productive
representation of the people of Western Australia, which is the real reason we are
here.

Again lest the Treasurer get up and say, "Who are you to call the pot black?", I point out that
every member on this side of the Chamber at one time or another has committed some
indiscretion in terms of the maniner in which they have addressed the Parliament. However, it
was the Treasurer's letter of July 1986 which drew our attention to these concerns, and at the
rime he approached the leaders of each political party to suggest we should start talking about
reaching some conclusion on this matter, and therefore it is surprising that nothing has been
done to date to address the problem. In the light of the Treasurer's comments last week, it is
probably time that we did.

Mr BRIA.N BURKE: Firstly, I am sure the Leader of the Opposition knows that when I
contacted the parties they each had different views about the committee ranging from its
being a formal committee --

Mr MacKinnon: What were the views of the National Party?
(1.2)
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Mr BRIALN BURKE I cannot remember'immediately.
Mr MacKinnon: How can you say they were different?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I really do try. One expression was that it should be a formal
committee and the ocher said it should be an .ad hoc committee. I cannot recall whether the
Liberal Party wanted a formal committee or an ad hoc committee.
Mr MacKinnon: We said we wanted'an ad hoc committee.
Ms BRIAN BURKE: Well, the National Party said it wanted 'a formal committee.
Ms MacKinnon: We also said we were prepared to sit down and talk about it.

Ms BRIAN BURKE:, The ,Liberal Party may have said tha. When we approached the
parties, we got different points of view. One wanted a formal committee and the other an ad
hoc committee. The then member for Gascoyne said a number of things at the time, as did
the member for Murchison-Eyre, and I formed the view that their statements tended to make
the whole exercise pointless. If the Leader of the Opposition thinks it is worthwhile pursuing
it, I am prepared to pursue it. As I said then, I believe it is worthwhile pursuing, but the
comments made by the two members and the different points of view expressed by the two
Opposition parties -

Mr MacKinnon: Perhaps it is your comments which now make it fruitless?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Opposition can say what he likes. I do not say
anything without having thought about it..
Mr MacKinnon: You thought about those comments, did you?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Yes.
Mr MacKinnon: What was the basis of making them?
Mr BRIALN BURKE: I do not writ to get into. that now. I do not generally say things which
are not thought out, and I do not generally seek to say things to different members unless I
believe they need to be said for one reason or another. That is my view, and I do not want to
get into a slanging match today and list all the people who might feel aggrieved about some
of the things the Leader of the Opposition and his members have had to say from time to time
which impact upon their integrity. I-do not think that is very useful, but it is sufficient for me
to say that the things I have had to say from time to, dine are generally more Ilimited in their
extent than those which the Leader of the Opposition has said, but no-one is perfect. They
are not things I say without thinking;. and they are not generally things members opposite
stampede me into saying.
Ms MacKinnon: I do not think i have ever said anything in here that I am not prepared to say
outside.

Ms BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Opposition may not. I do not know.
Mr MacKinnon: I do not think you would be prepared to say what you said last week outside
this Chamber.
Ms BRIAN BURKE: I do not know that it is profitable to get into that sort of debate
backwards and forwards. [ understand the pressure on the Leader of the Oppositicn.
Ms MacKinnon: There is no pressure on me.
Mr BRIALN BURKE: I understand the Leader of the Opposition's need to hiss backwards
and forwards. I am trying to answer the points he has raised as directly as I can. If he wants
to raise other points, he will have to do. so additionally or during some other contribution. In
some ways I think the deportment in the Parliament has improved abit in the last few
months.

As far as the time being taken to deal with'debate and matters before the Chamber is
concerned. I do not know whether extending parliamentary sittings for another three weeks
would change the late night sittings we always seem to have at the end of a session.
Mr MacKinnon: That is not what I suggested.
Ms BRIAN BURKE: I do not know whether it is what the Leader of the Opposition
suggested, but he seemed to me to be concerned about the scheduling which made the sitting
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dines inappropriate for proper consideration of the legislation. If that is not his point, I am
sorry. If it is, I am simply saying thar whenever we come towards the end of the session we
seem to have late sitting hours; that has always been the case. What happened on this
occasion was that we were of the view that we should finish around the end of November. It
became clear that the Opposition wanted to debate at length a number of Bills on the Notice
Paper. I do not object 10 that. I cancelled Ministers' nravel and indicated by saying we would
come back on 22 December that we would sit. That is my view about the progress of the
Parliament. We are sitting much more sensibly these days wit a restriction on the late nights
until the end of the session. That seems to me to be sensible. I do not believe we will
eliminate late nights regardless of how long we extend the session. People want to talk, and
they will seek some political advantage by sitting late or doing things like that towards the
end of the session.
I do not have any objection to organising things sensibly, but I would have some reservation
about whether any organisation would see the end of late night sittings. That is my view
about the problems I thought the Leader of the Opposition referred to.
Mr Court: On the point you raised last week -- and I have a close connection with that -- you
said you were not pressured into that sort of situation. Do you have any regrets about the
comments you made in view of the fact that your Government has been trying to restore
confidence in financial institutions?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Absolutely not, because the Deputy Leader of the Opposition fails to
realise that if he looks at this Government's performance whether during the times when he
attacked the Smith Corporation for its role with Homeswest, when the Leader of the
Opposition attacked Town and Country WA Building Society and named people and
organisations in respect of the subdivision of property belonging to Homeswest, through to.
the Swan Building Society and Teachers Credit Society, Rothwells Ltd and the Bell Group,
he will see that. the Government's position has been consistent. We have tried to ensure
confidence was retained. If the Opposition considers its performance, even back to 1985
when the Deputy Leader of the Opposition said the mismanagement of funds by dealers
employed by WADC --
Mr Court: Our attacks have been against the Government, and that is a legitimate role for us
in Opposition.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not agree that they have been attacks on the Government. That is
where we come to a parting of the ways.
Mr Court: The WADC is a part of the Government.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not agree, but if the Deputy Leader of the Opposition wants to
start at that point in September 1985 when he referred -- and I am paraphrasing his remarks --
to the money market dealers working for the WADC having cost the taxpayers money --

Mr Court: We attacked the Government and WADC, and WADC saw fit to take out a
defamation suit. Don't you think last week was a different exercise?
Mr BRIA.N BURKE: No, I do not. If the Deputy Leader of the Opposition looks at the
Notice Paper he will see questions that parallel those he has asked, only they are about
another institution. What I am trying to say without antagonising the member unnecessarily
is that for the first time after five years someone has said, 'Hang on, we have seen you as the
assassin of the integrity of all these people" --

Mr Court: That is not correct; we have attacked Government departments.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not agree with that at all. I do not think the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is right, and if he looks at all the examples to which I am refening --

Mrt Court: If you want to get out of it that way --

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition can accuse me of getting out of
it, but I am making a point. It is interesting to see how aggrieved he is when for the first time
someone has said to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, "Here is a steadier; have a think
about this."
Mr Court: I have been restrained, but you have made a dill of yourself.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE:' If I have made such a dill of myself, the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition should encourage me to continue. His integrity is no more valuable to him than is
the integrity to them of the money market dealers, the Town and Country organisation, the
Smidth Corporation, aiid Ron Smith.
Mr Court: You have it all wrong.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I may have; I am not a genius. I do not think the people who
complained to me and to Ministers about the way in which the Opposition has attempted to
viify them have any different complaint from the people on whose behalf members of the
Opposition now complain..- I have tried to say it as gently as I can, but there is no doubt that,
for the first time, someone has said that the Opposition is going hell for leather assassinating
all sorts of characters..

Point of Order
Mr HASSELL: Was the Treasurer replying to the debate on the Division? If so, he closed
the general debate.
The CHAIRMAN: He was replying to the general debate, which means the debate is
finished. However, the member for Cottesloe can speak to any or all of the five items in the
Division.

Committee Resumed
Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Mr
Brian Burke (Treasurer).

(Continued on p 7793.)

(Questions taken.]
Sitting suspend ed from 6.00 t 7.15 pm

BILLS (2): RETURNED
1. Acts Amendment (Parliamentary Superannuation) Bill.
2. Fisheries Amendment Bill (No 2).

Bills returned from the Council without amendment.

ACTS AMENDMENT (LAND ADMINISTRATION) BILL

- Returned
Bill returned from the Council with amendments.

Council's Amendments: In Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Dr Lawrence) in the Chair; Mr Wilson (Minister for
Lands) in charge of the Bill.

The amendments made by the Council were as follows -

.No 1.

Clause 36:
Page 9, line 20 -- To insert before ".make regulations providing" the
following -

- and after consultation with the Land Surveyors Licensing
Board constituted under the Licensed Surveyors Act 1901

No 2.

Clause 38:
Page 10, lines 13 and 14 -- To delete "Gazette delegate to any other
Minister of the Crown any of his powers or duties under this Act." and
substitute the following --
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Gazette delegate to -

(a) any officer of the Public Service of the State under the
administrative control of the Minister and assisting him
in the administration of this Act;

(b) the Minister of the Crown to whom the administration
of the Land Act 1933.is for the time being committed by
the Governor;

(c) die Minister of the Crown to whom the administration
of the Main Roads Act 1930 is for the time being
committed by the Governor;.

(d) the Minister of the Crown to whom the administration
of the State Energy Commission Act 1979 is for the time
being committed by the Governor, or

(e) the Minister of the Crown to whom the administration
of the Water Authority Act 1984 is for the time being
committed by the Governor,

any of his powers or duties under this Act, except this power of
delegation.

No 3.

Clause 38:
Page 10, lines 19 io 21 -- To delete "the Gazette. delegate to any officer
of the Public Service of the State assisting that Minister of the Crown
in the administration of an Act the whole or any part of the power or
duty." and substitute the following --

the Gazette delegate --

(a) in the case of the Minister of !he Crown referred to in
section SA(b), to the Permanent Head of the
Department principally assisting that Minister of the
Crown in the administration of the Land Act 1933 or to
any other officer of that Deparment;

(b) in the case of the Minister of the Crown referred to in
section 5A(c), to the Conmnissioner within the meaning
of the Main Roads Act 1930 or to any officer of that
Commissioner;

(c) mn the case of the Minister of the Crown referred to in
section 5A(d), to the Commnission within the meaning
of the State Energy Commission Act 1979 or to any
officer of that Commission; or

(d) in the case of the Minister of the Crown referred to in
section SA(e). to the Authority within the meaning of
the Water Authority Act 1984 or to any officer, of the
Authority within the meaning of that Act,

the whole or any part of the power or duty.

No 4.

Clause 39:
Page 10, line 29 -To insert after "Minister for Works" the
following -

or by a State agency or instrumentality or other public authority
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No 5.

Cause 39:-
Page 11, lines I to -3,- To delete ",other than an officer of the

*-Department -of. the Public Service of the State through which the
Minister for Works administered die principal Act" and substitute the

* following--,,

-or by A-State agenicy at instrumentality or other public authority

No6

Clause 39:
Page 11, line 8 -- To insert after "Minister of the Crown' the
following -

or the State agency or instrumentality or other public authority

No 7.

Clause 39:

Page 11, line 9 -. To isert before ", as the case' requires.' the
following -

or by the State agency or instrumentality or other public
- authority

NoB8.

Clause 54:
Page 17, lines 7 to 16 -. To delete the clause.'

No 9.
Clause 35:

Page 17, lines 19 to 21 -To delete paragraph (a).

No 10. . .

Clause 35:
Page 17, line 22 -- To delete paragraph (b) and substitute the following
paragraph -

-(b) by repealing subsection (4) and substituting the following
subsection Miitrsal-ftrcnutto-wt h aur

(4) The iieshl,'fecoslainwtthVlur
General, determine the value of --
(a) any land to be purchased under this section; or

(b) any land to be acquired by exchange under this
sec tion, and the value, of the Crown land to be
granted in exchange for the land to be so
acquired."

No 11.

Clause 56:
Page 17, lines 23 to 26 -To delete die clause.

No 12.

Clause 57:
Page 18, lines I to 4 -To delete the clause.
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No 13.
Clause 58:

Page 18, lines 5 and 6 -- To delete the clause.
No 14.

Clause 59:
Page 18, lines 7 to 16--To delete the clause.

No 15.
Clause 63:

Page 20, line 11 -- To delete the full stop at the end of the clause and
substitute the following --

and substituting tlicfollowing --

by notice published in a newspaper circulating in the
area in which that land is situated,

No 16.

Clause 64:
Page 20, lines 12 to 16 -- To delete the clause and substitute the
following clause --

Section 32 amended'

64. Section 32 of the principal Act is amended --
(a) by deleting "Governor" wherever it occurs and

substituting in each case the following --

"Minister "; and

(b) - in the proviso to subsection (1) by deleting 'in the
Gazette" and substituting the following --

7published in a newspaper circulating in the area in
which the reserve is situated

No 17.

Clause 65:
Page 21, lines 19 to 21 -To delete subparagraph (i).

No 18.

Clause 65:
Page 2 1, lines 25 to 30 -To delete subparagraphs (iii) and (iv).

No 19.

Clause 65:
Page 22, lines 2 to 4 -To delete subparagraph (i).

No 20.

Clause 65:
Page 22, lines 18 to 20 -- To* delete subparagraph (vi) and substitute
the following subparagraph --

(vi) inserting after "sublet, for the" in paragraph (b)(i) the following
"designated";

No 21.

Clause 65:
Page 22, lines 24 to 30 - To delete subparagraphis (viii) and (ix) and
substitute the following subparagraph --
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(vIii) inserting after "may be given" in paragraph (b)(ii) the
following --

under subsection (3)(a); and"

No 22.
Clause 65:

Page 23, lines 1 to 10 -- To delete subparagraphs (i), (ii) and (iii).
No 23.

Clause 65:
Page 23 lines 14 to 20 -- To delete subparagraphs (v) and (vi).

No 24.
Clause 65:

Page 23 lines 26 and 27 -- To delete subparagraph (i).
No 25.

Clause 65:
Page 24 lines 1 to 7 -- To delete subclause (2).

No 26.
Clause 66:

Page 24 lines 9 to 34 -- To delete the clause.
No 27.

Clause 67:
Page 25 lines 1 to 28 -- To delete the clause.

No 28.
Clause 68:

Page 25, lines 31 and 32 -- To delete paragraph (a) and substitute the
following paragraph --

(a) in subsection (L) by deleting "the Gazette" and substituting the
following --

" a newspaper circulating in the area in which that land
is situated';

No 29.
Clause 73:

Page 27, lines 18 to 21 -- To delete paragraph (b) arnd substitute the
following paragraph --

(b) in subsection (2) by deleting --

(i) "subject to this section" and substituting the
foMowing --

",by notice published in a newspaper
circulating in the area in which that land
is situated and subject to this section, "

and

(ii) ":Provided that the notification in the Gazette
therein referred to shall include particulars of
the conditions and price or rental as the case
may be referred to in subsection (1)".
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No 30:
Clause 74:

Page 27, line 25 -- To delete paragraph (a) and substitute the
following --

(a) "the Gazette" and substituting the following --

1.a newspaper circulating in the area in which the
suburban or town land concerned is situated "

No 31.
Clause 83:

Page 30 lines 12 to 16 -- To delete the clause.
No 32.

Clause 84:
Page 30 lines 20 and 21 -- To delete subparagraph (i).

No 33:
Clause 10L:

Page 39, line 7 -- To delete paragraph (b) and substitute the following
paragraph --

(b) "notified in the Gazette" in the second proviso and substituting
the following --

"so notified"
No 34.

Clause 109:
Page 41, line 6 -- To insert after "officer of the Department" the
following --

.who is a licensed surveyor within the meaning of the
Licensed Surveyors Act 1909.

On motion by Mr Wilson (Minister for Lands), resolved --

That the amendments made by the Council be agreed to.
Report

Resolution reported, the report adopted, and a message accordingly retutned to the Council.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL
In Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Dr
Lawrence) in the Chair; Mr Brian Burke (Treasurer) in charge of the Bill.
Division 2: Parliament, $5 433 000 --
Progress was reported after the Division had been partly considered.
Item 4: Joint Printing Committee --
Mr MacKINNON: There has been a significant increase in the estimate for this item. In fact
I put question 1800 to the Treasurer about this matter on 22 September. The question I
would like the Treasurer to answer now is the one couched in that question, which read --

Why has the vote for Item 4, Joint Printing Committee, in Division 2 of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund Estimates for the year ending 30 June 1988, increased in
expenditure from $936 148 in 1986-87 to the estimate of $1 802 000 in 1987-88?

The Treasurer's response to that question was to see the reply to question 1796, which says
that in line with previous practice this information will be available when the Estimates are
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debated in Committee. The Treasurer will probably recall. that last year in the debate I asked
the same sort of question of him. I put a series of questions to him about matters and I got
the answer, "Wait until the Estimates debate and then you will get the answer." I hope we do
get an answer now.
I put it to the Treasurer that it is a ludicrous practice that has gone ont in this Chamber for
many years. If the information can be provided tonight, it could just as easily have been
provided in answer to a question. It is not as though it is a practice that is universal. In fact,
in this Chamber the Minister for The South West and the Minister for Works and Services
have answered other questions. In questions 1857 and 2195 to those Ministers, when!I asked
for similar detailed breakdowns of expenditure in items which came under their portfolios,
surprise, surprise, I got the answers and the breakdowns.
The paint is that from the breakdowns further questions arise which I will pursue with those
Ministers tonight. Staff expenditures is an area I want to pursue further with the Minister for
Works and Services. But how can I deternine that if I do not get an answer? What can I get
out of an answer which may well be given tonight? If it were given in this instance, the
Minister would have had to read out nine line items and give me the comparative figures for
1986-87 and 1987-88; I would have then had to write them down to sensibly address that
item.
It does not make any sense for the Treasurer to continue this year with the practice of saying,
'Wait until the Committee stage and you can get that information." I ask him if he could -
not reconsider this year, which is what he said he would do last year -- but give a
commitment that in future years we will not have any more of these silly gamnes in relation to
the Estimates. The information there is public information. All we are asking for is further
examination and explanation of the detail, and it would be a damned sight easier to do it via a
question than via debate in the Parliament. It would save an awful lot of time to give the
information available, and I cannot see why the Treasurer continues with that practice when
other Ministers do not.
I ask the Treasurer, firstly, to give the commitment that in future years we will have answers
to the questions which will save an awful lot of time 'and effort and give a better supply of
information to this Parliament; and secondly, to give us a derailed breakdown of why it is that
the Joint Printing Committee's estimate has increased so dramatically, or in fact doubled,
over the 1986-87 estimate.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Firstly, the answer to the question is that the increased allocation
mainly reflects provision for costs associated with the printing of Hansard previously met
directly by the Deparment of Services and now being charged and accounted for by
Parliament. That amounts to $730 000. The full-year cost of awards granted in 1986-87,
increments, and appointments amounts to $38 000; provision to covet expected award
increases during 1987-88, $16 000; -increase in the workers' compensation premium,
$44 000; the replacement of a photocopier, $8 000; and sundry other increases, $29 852, to
make up an increase of $865 852.
Mr MacKinnon: But what does the $730 000 represent? What are those casts? Is that first
one in relation to Mansard".
Mr BRIAN BURKE: They are just the normal costs of Mansard which are now being
charged to Parliament and not to the Deparment of Services.
Mr MacKinnon: But what sort of costs?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The printing costs of Hansard are now being done directly from
Parliament. It is being keyed in here, there is a new system, and we are saving more than
$1 million on Hansard each year.
Mr MacKinnon: And it is a significantly improved set-vice.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: That is right. 'The Leader of the Opposition will notice the change in
the format of Mansard. That is due to the fact that the people who are actually doing the
setting for the printing are doing it on machines here, so we are. absorbing the cost of that part
of the production.
In respect of the other point raised by the Leader of the Opposition, in future we will provide
answers rather than ask the Parliament to wait for the Budget debates. I am not saying we
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will do chat uniformly, because there may be some occasions when we cannot, but I will ask
Treasury to make sure that in future when we ame asked questions about the Estimates we
provide the answers as we can during the time they are asked.
Mr MacKinnon: Thank you.,
Mr COURT: Does the computer system used for the Council and for Hansard come under
this particular item?
Mr Brian Burke: Yes.
Mr COURT: What stage is it at? Is it a large one-off cost to get the system up and nunning?
Will it be introduced into the Legislative Assembly?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I cannot answer that question. I think I may have misled the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition to some extent because the computerisacion programme has been
the subject of appropriations in these Estimates for three or four years and is progressing
well. However, char is a different system ffrm the one which facilitates the printing of
Hansard. That system is now complete and in operation. The computerisation of the
business of the Legislative Assembly -and the Legislative Council has reached a stage that is
reflected in the appropriations of each of the last three years, but I do not know the stage it is
at. I understand it is a separate system from Hansard. I understand that the system is now
being used to prepare the Notice Paper and Votes and Proceedings for the Assembly, so
progress is being made on it, although I do not know how far along that is.
Division 2 put and passed.
Division 3: Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations, $574 000 -
put and passed.
Division 4: Premier and Cabinet - $10 969 000 -

Mr MacKINNON: Under this Division I wanted to take the opportunity to discuss the
question of the Government's investment in the State Government Insurance Commission,
bearing in mind that the Treasurer'is the Minister responsible for the conduct, control, and
administration of that legislation. There has been a major change in direction undertaken by
the SOIC. Until recently the commission had .10 per &int of its investments in property.
Following a recent decision to purchase property from dhe Bell Group, it now has an
mnvestment portfolio in property of approximately 30 per cent. In shams, the commission
until recently had 5 per cent of its portfolio invested in shares --

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I ask the Leader of the Opposition to point mue to the item that
refers to the SOIC in this Division.
Mr MacKENNON: There is no item in this Div ision referring to the SGIC. but the control of
the SOIC comes under the Department of the Premier and Cabinet. There would be many
areas -- the policy secretariat, staff, and sb on:- One could debate it under this Division or
alternatively under the Treasury Division, bearing in mind that Treasury officers provided
advice to the Government on those -investments.. 1 would have thought it would come
completely under the control of the Premier ahd his staff, and he would have the supervisory
capacity in his office to do just that.
Thfe DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I do not wish to prevent. the Leader of the Opposition from
raising the matter, but it would be more appropriate to discuss it under Treasury, Division 10.
Mr HASSELL: I refer to a new Government institution called the "Overseas Relations
Office". On 25 November 1 asked a question of the Minister for Economic Development in
respect of the Overseas Relations Office. I was told it was provided administrative support
by the Department of the Premier and Cabinet. Although the Minister for Economic
Development is responsible for its policy functions, there do not appear to be any items under
this Division which cover the cost of the Office of Qverseas Relations. Why has this office
been developed?
Although I am questioning this item, it is no; because I think we- do not need it. I am
concemned about what appears to be a growing practice of the Government in duplicating
functions. The Department of the Premier and Cabinet has a protocol function, which it has
had for many years. The Western Australian Development Corporation is involved in
overseas activities, as is the Exim Corporation, which was combined with the Western
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Australian Overseas Projects Authority and which is involved in a lot of overseas activity.
The South West Development Authority is also involved in overseas activities, The State has
offices in Tokyo and London, which are of considerable cost to it; the office in New York
was closed recently. The Tourism Commission is involved in overseas activity, as is the
Department of Industrial Development. The Commonwealth Department of Trade and
Ausurade are likewise duplicating functions. Many other agencies and departments are
becoming involved in overseas activities.
Part of the Minister for Economic Development's answer to my question was that the
Overseas Relations Office was established to coordinate the State's efforts to gain maximum
advantage comrmercial opportunities from all overseas operations involving Western
Australia. That is a worthy objective when one considers lust how many departments of this
Government are running little trips to South East Asia and other places. We have
Government-sponsored trade missions, which are a good thing, and we have displays
overseas; but officers of at least two of these authorities are often in South East Asia at the
same time. I see the Minister for Transport sitting in the Speaker's Gallery; he is involved in
overseas activities and was recently in Papua New Guinea with the Private Enterprise Trade
Mission, which was a good thing to happen.
Mr Brian Burke: Someone in the Opposition called it a junket.
Mir HASSELL: I called it a junket because eight Government people went along. The
Confederation of Western Australian Industry, which put the tour together originally.
expressed some surprise that four Government people were going, only to be subsequently
told that six were going in addition to the Minister. A Western Australian Meat Marketing
Corporation guy, who was not listed to go, also went along.
Mr Troy: How many State trading agencies were represented in that group:?
Mr HASSELL: One or two.
Mr Troy: You really like to twist things.
Mr Bridge: He is a specialist at that.
Mr HASSELL: I am not twisting anything. I am talking about the desirability of that office
doing that which the Minister said it would do, and that is to coordinate the State's efforts.
From my question I also discovered that a gentleman by the name of Roger Brown was in
charge of the office. Will the Treasurer advise me where he came from, what his
qualifications are, and what his background is in relation to the Overseas Relations Office?
I was told that the objectives of the office placed a heavy emphasis on commercial activities.
I think the private sector has a legitimate gripe in pointing to, as it does quite frequently, the
duplication of governmental activities in Australia. As far as private enterprise is concerned,
it does not matter whether it is a State activity or a Federal activity; it is all taxpayers' money.
It sees State bodies duplicating work done by Federal bodies, and State bodies duplicating the
work of other State bodies. For instance, the South West Development Authority believes it
has a role to market products which extend beyond the south west. It looks towards product
marketing, and not just regional marketing. Its members travel frequently to South East Asia
and other places. Is the Overseas Relations Office coordinating the South West Development
Authority, the Great Southern Development Authority, and other authorities put in place by
this Government?
These issues are important from a financial point of view and from the point of view of
effectiveness of the trading effort. There is a measure of dissatisfaction with Austrade. I
have not heard a consistent view expressed in the private sector about Austrade. Some
people seem to do well out of it, and others find it unhelpful in giving them guidance. I do
not believe we should duplicate Austrade, but I believe that it is of such importance to this
State -- some of the answers given by the Deputy Premier the other day about our trading
figures illustrated tha* importance -- that if we do not feel we are getting as much as we
should out of the efforts of Austrade, maybe we should take our own steps to do something
about it.
The State has alwvays believed that there is a need for a London office and, in later years, a
Tokyo office. What is the Government's overall policy in relation to these things? Are we
duplicating policy and direction? I assume the Treasurer does not believe the State should
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have its own foreign affairs departnent, but the tide 'Overseas Relations Office" is getting a
bit close to foreign affairs.
Will the Treasurer advise me whether the Overseas Relations Office has any involvement in
our sister-State relationships? Although they are commercially based, they have a significant
diplomatic involvement in Australia's relations with a number of countries.

One of the defined objectives of the office listed in die answer is that it should act as a point
of contact for foreign interests who wish to approach the Western Australian Government. It
is not intended, however, that the office should serve as a protocol department. Its thrust is
intended to be primarily commercial. I assume that means that, when somebody wants to
invest in the State, they are referred by that office to a commercial interest, which I can only
guess is either the WADC or Exim.

The creation of the Overseas Relations Office was not featured by this Government, which is
unusual; it seemed to slip into existence. What did it replace?

I was informed in the answer that an overseas relations committee which will have an
advisory role is to be set up. However, on the date that the answer was given, I was advised
that membership of the commurittee had not been finalised. I asked questions about its budget
for 1987-88 and was told -- this is remarkable -- that its budget was yet to be finalised and
approved. The 1987-88 Budget is in front of us, yet the budget for this office has not been
finalised or approved.

I was advised that, in addition to Roger Brown, there are also three senior officers, a
stenographer, and a receptionist in the office. What do they do?

At this stage I am not being critical of its establishment. I do not know enough about it to
criticise it. I have always been keen to recognise that Western Australia has a unique
international position because it is, in many senses, a more outward-looking State than the
others. It has more direct relationships with its neighbours in South East Asia than some of
the other States have with foreign countries because of the nature of our export industries.
All of that is good. If the Western Australian Government sees .a genuine need for these
matters to be supported in a sensible way, I will not criticise it.

The introduction of the imprest-type system for the acquisition of office equipment by
members in their offices and giving members the discretion to decide which equipment, what
make, and so on, is a very good approach and one which gives recognition to the status of
members in the way the Treasurer has described. Members do lots of different things in their
electorate offices, and some of those things are hard to describe, but they seem to be part of
the rather strange job of being a member of Parliament. In dealing with the Treasurer's
Estimates I wanted to comment on this subject because he ultimately bears responsibility for
these sorts of things. It is a worthwhile development and one which I appreciate. Some
questions will need to be resolved as the Treasurer will appreciate. It is one thing to give
members the capacity to buy a fax machine or a computer, but it is another thing to train
people to use that machinery, to have an extra telephone line for the fax, and so on.
Questions will arise and will add to the burden the Government has undertaken. I do not
think the Government would have granted the new arrangements without having, in the back
of its mind, the belief that it would, not be long before there were consequential requests. I
would be surprised if it has not already received requests.

Western Australian members of Parliament are badly off in terms of their staff and research
capacity compared with members of the Federal Parliament. I do not know much about
members in other States, but they are poorly off compared with Federal members. Members
need only look at the work we have done in this Parliament over the last few weeks to realise
what a burden it is if they do not have a department behind them and they want to do a
certain job on a piece of legislation.

Each year, regardless of whether a Liberal or Labor-Govemnment is in office, I send a copy of
that part of the Treasurer's Budget Speech which relates to education to schools. I also send
a copy of both the Consolidated Revenue Fund £nd 'the General Loan and Capital Works
Fund section that relates to education. It is of interest to schools, but those sorts of jobs are a
burden and this equipment ensures that the job is done more efficiently. I have only
mentioned this in passing, but I thought it appropriate to advise the Treasurer of this because
it is something that he has done and I think it should be acknowledged.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: I would like to thank the member for Cottesloc for his generous
comments in respect of the allocation of funds to assist members to improve the facilities
with which they work in their offices. When we made the decision to allocate these extra
funds we were naturally aware that there would be consequential demands upon us for, in
some cases, additional telephone line charges that were recurrent and, in other cases, the need
for service contracts mn respect of machines that were purchased. We will consider those as
they come to us. We will obviously adopt a realistic attitude towards the provision of the
funding for the requests.
In respect of the Overseas Relations Office, it is true that the office is not represented by an
item in these papers and that, as the member for Cottesloc explained, the Budget had not been
settled when he asked a question of the Minister for Economic Development. The reason is
quite simple. The office was being established during and beyond the period that the Budget
was being framed. Since the Budget has been introduced into the Parliament I can recollect
that the Minister for Economic Development has had discussions, through me, with the
Treasury and that the Budget has been settled. I think, from memory, that something in the
region of $450 000 or $460 000 is estimated to be the cost of running the Overseas Relations
Office. The member for Cottesloe asked about the identity of Roger Brown.
Mr Hassell: What was that figure?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: In the region of $450 000 or $460 000.
Mr Hassell: It is a substantial figure.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I will explain something of the operation to the member for Cottesloc.
As was indicated in the answer the member received provision is made in the Budget for
salaries for six or seven people. Some of the people employed are quite highly-paid and
well-qualified professional people.

The member asked about Roger Brown. He was formerly the Consul General for the
Australian Government in Shanghai and had previously spent time in the Soviet Union and, I
think, in Japan. He has several languages, including Mandarin and Russian, and is very
highly regarded by all those people with whom he has come in contact, particularly in China.
He played a major role in the very successful and exciting establishment of the sister-State
relationship with the Zhejiang Province. I think that Roger Brown is an acquisition to the
Government service in this State. His efforts have been commented upon very favourably,
even at this early stage, by many of our senior Chinese visitors. He is joined by a number of
senior officers including, from memory, Mr Mark Stansall who was previously employed on
sister-State relationships and other overseas relations matters in the ceremonial and
hospitality section of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet.
We are naturally conscious of the challenge that there is a duplication of Government effort,
particularly as that effort is expended in travel expenses and overseas-related matters. While
the Overseas Relations Office will obviously not be playing the role that is played by some
parts of the Tourism Commission, with its specialist knowledge, by some parts of the
Industrial Development Department or the Resources Development Department, with their
specialist knowledge, or in some other areas of Government, it is true that in the most direct
or primary sense a big area of Government will be the responsibility of the Overseas
Relations Office. That area includes all of the sister-State relationships and other sister-city
relationships that might, from time to time, demand the attention of Government.
In addition to that, the Overseas Relations Office will play a general conduit role as it refers
to the private sector and other parts of Government approaches which are made to
Government, which approaches are, in the first instance, dealt with by the Overseas Relations
Office.
As I said earlier, I accept that there is dissatisfaction from time to time with some of the
duplication that is obvious to all of us. I suppose that there is always a tendency for people in
Government to try to protect their territory. Some public servants and Ministers are very
anxious not to give up any areas of responsibility or authority and that includes areas that, on
occasions, involve some overseas authority or relationship. We are conscious of the
problems and we are trying to tackle them: This is one of the ways in which we are trying to
tackle them with some sensible coordination.
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I cannot comment on the Commonwealth Government's efforts. Austrade has had a mixed
reception. I have heard some very good things ibout it and have had personal experiences in
Europe where Austrade was of great advantage and benefit to the people who were travelling
in fairly different circumstances and who were rappling with economies and the system of
Government in countries with which they were nbt familiar. Austrade was of great benefit in
that situation.

In respect of the Overseas Relations Office,'the Government can be pleased with its efforts to
date, but at the same time it will take a year or two before it has established itself as either a
valuable pan of Government, or a part of Government that has not fulfilled the expectations
of it or die functions assigned to it. [ believe that the former of those two judgments will be
die one appropriately made, but the time has niot yet passed to render it authentic.

Item 1: Salaries, Wages and Allowances-

M MacKflNNON: Under this item the director general has received a significant salary
increase for the year of $15 000 on a saary of $80 000. What was the basis upon which that
salary increase was arrived at?

Mr COURT: I seek clarification from the Treasurer on whether the salaries referred to in
connection with the Overseas Relations Office are part of this item.

Mr Brian Burke: No, they are not. There is no item for them because the item was drawn up
after the Budget was framed. It did not exist when the Budget was introduced into the
Parliament.

Mr COURT: The Government announced when it first came into office that it would set up a
trade office, and I anticipated that it would play a role such as the Roger Browns of this world
can play. It is closer to the mark to have people with hisexperience in different countries.
That role is important in a State which is trying to expand trade relationships. The
Opposition has been severely critical of the Government's tendency to become involved in
the business side. Government has a role to play in helping the private sector to go about its
business but the Opposition is not in favour of the Government becoming involved in
business.

If this had been the initial concept of the Government, -it, would have been acceptable to the
Opposition; but it has proliferated.. When the member read the list of the various
organisations, I thought he would never stop; so many are trying to get into this field, which
of course has some glamour. The Government should rationalise this area quickly. We went
through the same exercise with the industry and technology field, and duplication built up
over the years. We do not have the professional image in our overseas representation that we
should have and a smaller, tighter team concentrating on the areas which could be carried out
by qualified people, such as Roger Brown, should be aimed for.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The increase in the salary paid to the director general followed a
review by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal. That review was directed particularly at the
remuneration paid to senior officers in the Government service, and it originated in concern
expressed by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal, the Public Service, and the Government
about the way in which senior officers in Government had lost parity with their counterparts
in the private sector. As a result the increase, which is significant, was awarded by the
tribunal; it is a function of the tribunal and it is probably not appropr'iate for me to comment
upon that decision, except to say that I support it.

In the case of the director general, I know that the Leader of the Opposition was not being
critical of the person. Digby'Blight is an outstanding public servant who has done an
excellent job. He has been a public servant for more than 40 years, and has now assumed a
senior role in the service which he fulfils admirably.
I take on board the points made by the member for Nedlands; I agree with some and disagree
with others.
Mr HASSELL: I wonder why there are individual items relating to the Government media
staff, the Government motor car service, cereiiib nial and hospitality, and the Women's
Information and Referral Exchange, when the same items are mentioned in items 9 to 14.
One is for salaries and the other is for contingencies.
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I also want to know whether the establishment of the Overseas Relations Office will result in
a significant reduction in the ceremonial and hospitality items in this division.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: It is anticipated that there will be some reductions, and the member for
Cottesice will note that ceremonial and hospitality shows an almost zero increase in the
allocation for staff.

Mr MacKinnon: There is not in mine.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: No, although as I have indicated, I am not sure that the transfer of the
staff also means the transfer of the contingencies. I can check that but it seems to me that in
terms of staff -- I am not sure how many are involved -- there is a substantial real reduction in
the allocation for the ceremonial and hospitality item.

In reply to the other query, salaries and contingencies are two different items and that is the
difference.

Mr MacKIN4NON: With regard to the ceremonial and hospitality item, 10 people were
allocated in last year's Budget and 15 are allocated in this Budget. It does not jell with the
Treasurer's comments.

Item 2: Other Staffing Costs --

Mr MacKINNON: I would appreciate an explanation from the Treasurer for the substantial
increase in expenditure this year over the expenditure level of last year.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am informed that significant factors contributing to the increased
allocations are, firstly, increases in workers' compensation premiums of roundly $ 100 000,
fringe benefits tax previously met from the Miscellaneous Services Division of $97 000, and
cost escalation of $23 000. That adds up to almost $220 000 in those three areas.

Item 4: Services and Contracts --

Mr MacKINNON: Almost every item contains a line item for services and contracts. When
added up, that shows an increase of 18 per cent on services and contracts throughout the
Budget. That is a significant increase in terms of that expenditure item. When I have asked
previous questions about services and contracts, I have been told to raise the issue during the
Budget debate. Therefore, each time we come to this item I shall seek an explanation for the
increase, in the hope of finding out why this expenditure item has increased significantly, not
just this year but over the life of this Government. I would appreciate an explanation firstly,
for the increase and, secondly, for the break-up of the items covered.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am not sure about other departments, but in this department the
increase is only $4 295, which represents something less than 3 per cent.

Mr MacKinnon: Are you looking at the right line? It is item 4, Division 4.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am sorry. In that case the increase is $62 000 on a new amount of
$548 000. The increase is represented by $16 000, which is required by the Financial
Administration and Audit Act to cover the annual report; the full year impact of office
equipment and maintenance costs of $40 000; and other inor increases, including cost
escalation of $37 336, making a total of $93 336. In general terms the item provides for
leasing, rental and hire of office equipment, consultant costs, professional and specialist
service fees, computer time and services, printing and legal Crown Law charges. I do not
know why it is up by that amount, but that is what it pays for.

Mr MacKinnon: Is it possible to obtain a breakdown of the figure of $548 000 under item
headings?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not have that here; I am sorry. I will ask Treasury, but that is just
a breakdown of the leasing rental and hire of office equipment, consulting costs, professional
and specialist services -- those sorts of things.
Mr MacKinnon: I just want a general breakdown.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I will refer it to Treasury to see if I can get an answer, probably in
writing.

Item 7: Purchase of Plant, Equipment, etc --
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Mr MacKINNON: Again the figure is up fairly considerably on last year, and I would
appreciate an explanation not so much of the increase in this area but exactly what will be
purchased for the $780 000.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The major items being purchased under this heading are motor
vehicles, $712 000; computing equipment, $56 000; general office equipment, $12 000.
Mr MacKinn on: Motor vehicles; what are included there?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Ministerial, parliamentary, VIP and departmental.

Item 9: Ceremonial and Hospitality --

Mr MacKiNNON: If the Treasurer will look at the Budget papers for 1985-86, the
expenditure was $305 729. This year's estimate is $773 000. In two years that has more than
doubled. I would appreciate an explanation from the Treasurer for this increase, and a
breakdown if possible of the $773 000.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: There are a number of reasons why the increase is included in the
Budget, and they include some of the costs associated with the Bicentrenary and the visits we
will be having as pant of those celebrations. I am informed that there will be visits by royal
and viceregal parties and by heads of Governments. In addition, normally under this heading
visits of other Governments, ambassadors and high commissioners, trade missions and other
guests of Government and distinguished visitors are catered for; also Government hospitality
functions for official visitors, national and international conferences, ministerial, industry
groups and ceremonial events.
In L986-87, 58 visit programmes had to be drawn up and funded from Government resources.
They included such distinguished visitors as Her Royal Highness Princess Anne and Pope
John Paul U1. In general terms, other matters included here are brochures and promotional
material used on behalf of the State, gifts to visitors, and all the demands upon Government
to provide services for distinguished visitors or Western Australians.

Mr MacKinnon: Are the costs of the lunches held at Parliament House included under that
section?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not have them listed here; they may be, but I do not know.

Item 11: Royal and Other Commissions or Inquiry --

Mr CASH: An amount of $5 000 is provided in the vote this year. The Treasurer would be
aware of a Commonwealth Royal Commission inquiring into deaths of Aboriginal people in
custody. As a result of that Royal Cormmission, prison officers, police officers and other
interested people, including members of the Aboriginal community, will want to make legal
submissions and be represented by legal counsel. Is it the intention of the Government to
assist, say, the Prison Officers Union and the Police Union, in costs which they will1 incur to
be represented at those inquiries, considering it would surely be in the public interest that
they be properly represented? Perhaps this is not the item; it may come under a departmental
one.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: There are two things about that request for information. Firstly, to the
best of my recollection, the Royal Comm-ission into deaths in custody was not decided upon
until after the Budget was framed, and that is probably why there is no provision. Secondly, I
am not aware of any requests we have received of a spcific nature, We have been
approached to determine our general attitude, and my understanding is that we have not yet
made any decision. I cannot recall the matter being decided.

Mr Cash: What about prisons and police?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I think we had an approach from the Police Union, but I cannot recall
its exact nature. In the past we have not been ungenerous in assisting with legal costs -- and
these are legal costs -- including the employment of counsel. However, we have an
obligation to ensure that we do not have endless ranks of Queen's Counsel using taxpayers'
money, with due deference to the member for Corresloe.

Mr Hassell:. It might be a better use, even if it went beyond Queen's Counsel.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: In due course we will address the matter, and the Minister for Budget
Management has explained to the Cabinet that he is of the view that if we make an allocation
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it should be a global amount, nor an open-ended cheque which will let people continue to
employ beyond what we think is reasonable.
Mr Cash: Is that in respect of the Police Union and the Prison Union?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I think in respect of any commitment.
Mr Cash. Have you made any payments to date to Aboriginal groups?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: No; I do not think we have received a request for ass istance even. I
may stand corrected, but I cannot recall one.

Point of Order
Mr MacKINNON: I would like an explanation regarding the item American Liaison
Activities. There is no item number, so how do I ask a question about that matter? There
was a vote last year but none this year. This happens elsewhere in the Budget, so I would
like an explanation.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Dr Lawrence): My advice is, no vote, no debate, but in the
third reading of the Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue Fund) Bill you may raise it.
Mr MacKINNON: May I do so at the beginning, under the general debate?
Mr Brian Burke: Arthur finished his contract.
Mr MacKINNON: I know what has happened there, but I may want explanations later on in
die debate.
The DEPUTY CH-AIRMvAN: That debate would be acceptable at the beginning, under the
general debate on the appropriate division.

Committee Resumed
Itern 15: Ministerial Travel and Incidentals --

Mr MacKINN1ON: I would like to know which.nministerial travel and incidentals are covered
by this section. Is it die Premier's travel, other Ministers' travel or what? What is the nature
of that travel expenditure?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: This item provides for the cost of air fares and travel allowances for
the Premier for travel within Australia and overseas, the Premier and his wife on official
visits within Australia -- it is very hard to get the Premier's wife to make any visits in
Australia, or outside either -- air fares- and travel for the Parliamentary Secretary of the
Cabinet. The Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet is entitled to the same travel allowances
as a Minister with the proviso that prior approval should be obtained in each case from the
Premier or Deputy Premier. T"he costs of the Premier's home telephone, official postage
outside the department, and entertainment and travel costs for members of Parliament
nominated by the Premier to represent him at specific official functions; so the answer really
is the Premier's travel plus a limited expansion of that to the Parliamentary Secretary of the
Cabinet and other members of the Premier's family, and members of Parliament who
represent the Premier from time to time.
Item 17: Travel Entitlements for Members of Parliament --

Mr MacKINNON: As the Treasurer knows, there has been debate this year about the imprest
account and what is happening in relation to it. The Treasurer has made a series of comments
in relation to this matter, the last I could find being made on I1I November when he said that
members of Parliament using the imprest system for travel would only be able to do so if the
travel would benefit them in the performance of their duty. He went on to say later that as a
result the Government would seek an all parry meeting to discuss the proposals, which
included a requirement for a report to Parliament following overseas travel.
I have not heard further comment from the Treasuirer, and members have not received any
advice from the Government as to what are the rules, so I assume that the current rules
relating to mpet travel are those that have applied all along. Will the Treasurer say what is
happening inti area? Are we likely to receive a definite statement on this matter? If these
are the rules and regulations to apply to members of Parliament, will they also apply to
Ministers and, if not, why not?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: [ was under the impression that members had been circulated about
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changes that have been made. If they have not, I will ask that a note be made of that fact and
that circularisation occur.
The one substantial change decided upon prior to the convening of any meeting of an all
parry committee was that there be a declaration that no private business interests are involved
in the travel for which the imprest. system is used. I know, that there has been a public
statement to that effect reported in the Press, but as I have said previously, [ was not aware
that there had been a failure to circularise members.
I will ensure that the Leader of the Opposition is circulaiised in relation to ministerial travel.
I do not think that it is fair that the sanrie guidelines be imposed in relation to ministerial
travel, but I give an undertaking to the Leader of the Opposition that we will attempt to
budget for ministerial travel differently in the future so that discrete accounts are provided in
the Budget, to which attention can be turned and about which questions can be asked.
When ministerial travel is approved by the Prermier, it is done so in a similar fashion to the
way in which the imprest system is approved. In fact, Ministers submit greater detail about
travel they are undertaking and must seek the Premier's approval for it. Members seek the
same sort of approval upon submission of an itinerary that is sometimes very skimpy.
Invariably, Ministers are not permitted to undertake travel connected with any private
business arrangements unless that travel is at their own expense. I do not know of any cases
in which there have been complaints of private business being conducted by Ministers while
travelling at public expense, so there is not much difference between the way in which
ministerial travel is approved and the way in which members' travel is approved under the
imprest system.
The other reason why I say that Ministers are different from members is that the travel that
they undertake is invariably associated with their ministerial responsibilities, and very often
Ministers use the imprest system, in which case that part of their trip funded by that system is
applied for and approved of in the same way. It is like for like, Membe;'s ar compl ing with
the procedures when they. use the imprest system -in the same way 'that Ministers are
complying wit the system when they use it in the way that members do.
Mr MacK1NNON: I return to what was said on I1I November, that members of Pafliament
using the imprest system for travel will only be able todo so if the travel will benefit the m in
the performance of their duties as W~s. Who makes that determination as to whether it will
benefit them and what are the parameters that have been set in. relation to that matter? Will
we be provided with that information? Is it still the Treasurer's intention that following. this
iinprest allowance allocation it will be a requirement that members -report to the Parliament
following overseas travel?
I do not agree with the Treasurer that n tavel .for Ministers is different, whether it is related to
their ministerial responsibilities or otherwise; if they are travelling'they are doing so at
taxpayers' expense and I see noting for them to hide in terms of what they are doing, or for
members to hide for that matter, if that is required. I cannot see why there are two sets of
rules, one for Ministers and one for members. So my questions are: Who makes the
assessment of whether or not travel will benifit Ministers, because that is a 'nebulous
statement? What are the parameters under which that judgment'is made? Is it the Treasurer's
intention to pursue the matter of members' tibling reports of their'travels? If so, I see littie
difference between members of Parliament, as their travel is undertaken at taxpayers'
expense, and if there is a rule applying to one lot of members it should apply uniforml~y.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The declaration is made by the member who completes the application
and declares that the proposed -travel is in his interests as a member 'of Parliament and will
serve to expand his ability, to 5erve as a member of Parliament. TFhe Prem-ier then approves
the travel, obviously on the basis of that declaration. That is the only way in which it can be
done, unless the Premier travels with the member, or somehow or other checks up on him.
Mr MacKinnon: So there am eno scheduled parameters, just the question,. "Whit are you
doing?"
Mr BRIAN BURKE: There is the itinerary and the stated purpose of the trip.
Mr MacKinnon: That has always been the case.'
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Mr BRL4AN BURKE: There is a declaration, or whatever is the word that the Leader of the
Opposition used. It is beyond me to work out how one can second guess members of
Parliament if they fill in an itinerary telling one what they are doing and make a declaration.
One has to rely on them to tell the truth about what they are intending to do.
Mr MacKinnon: Then the only real difference between what used to be and what happens
now is that the members have to stare that they are not conducting private commercial
business?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Yes. In terms of the reports, that is one of the things that will be
referred to the committee, and if die parties decide that it is appropriate, or something else is
appropriate, that will be done.

Mr MacKinnon. When is it the intention that the commuittee will get on with the job?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: It is a matter of getting it done. I thought that everyone had been
circularised about the changes.

Mr MacKinnon: I cannot recall that happening. The second part relates to the committee.
Mr BRIAN BURKE. [ do not think anyone has been circularised about the commnittee. I
take on board the comments of the Leader of the Opposition about ministerial travel, but
when Ministers use the imprest system they are bound in the same way, and my contention is
that the same sort of procedure is not appropriate, although it is similar to the one that sees
ministerial travel approved. I cannot say that I have been persuaded by the comments of the
Leader of the Opposition.
Mr CASH: I thought I heard the Treasurer say that he intends implementing a system of
discrete accounting in respect of ministerial tr avel. It seems that that already exists in respect
of ordinary members of Parliament, as one has only to ring the Department of the Prem-ier
and Cabinet where an obliging officer will advise a member how much is left in his iniprest
account and, if questioned further, the officer will advise what amounts have been drawn to
date and what they were used for. Does the Treasurer foresee any difficulty in implementing
these discrete accounts for ministerial travel in that the Budget has already been framed
around a set of recommendations to arrive at the specific figures that are included in the
1987-88 vote? If he does not foresee any problems in setting up these discrete ministerial
accounts, can they be recorded on a quarterly basis? If the Treasurer believes that they
should not be made public on a quarterly basis, is it possible that the Leader of the Opposition
and the Leader of the National Party can be given access to those accounts throughout the
year so they can judge for themselves the expenditure that has been made on taxpayers'
money?

Mr BRI.AN BURKE: I have referred this matter to the Under Treasurer and am awaiting his
advice. I am not sure that the situation is exactly as the member for Mt Lawley says because
the imprest system is not recorded discretely for each member in the Budget Papers.

Mr Cash: I did not say that. I said if someone phones an officer in the Treasurer's
department, that officer is able to advise on the balance of the account and amounts expended
to date.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am proposing to ask the Under Treasurer to have included in the
Budget Papers the discrete amounts allocated to each Minister so those amounts can be
questioned, but I would be very surprised at, and would not agree with, any officer of my
department releasing details about the imprest system to anyone other than the member
making the inquiry.

Mr Cash: I remind you that you released some months ago information about my unprest
account, which is something I have not yet had the opportunity to reply to, but I am sure that
opportunity will rise.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The member may remind me of that.

Mr Court: That became public on a selective basis, did it?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not want to get into a slanging match about it but I think the
member made certain public statements which in my view could not be left undisturbed.
Mr Cash: In political terms, especially when I was in the middle of China and unable to
respond.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: As I said, I do not think it is appropriate for any officer of my
department to release details of someone else's imprest system to the member or to myself,
and I will ensure that does nor happen. People are entitled to seek details about their own
imprest account but not about other people's imprest account.
Mr MacKinnon: Except the Treasurer!
Mr BRIAN BURKE- I tried to make the point that!I thought the member for Mt Lawley had
said certain things that were not, exactly accurate, and I -was not prepared to let tern lie
undisturbed.
Mr Cash: It was also a matter of political convenience at the time.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am not sure about that.
Mr Court: He was in the middle of China. How could he defend himself?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The member for Mt T1awley did not sem to have much trouble getting
into the Press; he was mentioned in the paper every day. I thought he was in Hong Kong. I
did not think he was in the middle of China at the time.
Mr Cask: These things happen, and we all get in the end what is coming to us.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The vaguely threatening demeanour of the member for Mt Lawley is
something I will have to square my shoulders to and face up to, and I will try to weather the
storm so that when he chooses to exract his revenge from me, I will in true Catholic fashion
see my role to be that of a supplicant sufferer, arid the member for Mt Lawley can extract
satisfaction.
I have referred the question ofT ministerial travel to the Under Treasurer, on the basis of
whether further information could be provided in the Budget Papers.
Mr Court: In the Federal system they publicly disclose once or twice a year all the
information as to who has travelled, and where. Would there be any problem about doing
that?
Mr BRIAN B URKE: There is under the way in which we presently frame our Budget.
Mr Cash: You have said you are going to atteirpt to change it.
Mr BRIAkN BURKE: The travel alldcation for most Ministers -- and even for me, although it
is not so intertwined -- includes their departmental travel allocation. The 'member is
obviously not interested in the travel allocation of middle or senior management in a political
sense -- although he may from time to time think those people have done something wrong;
he is interested mostly to see that Ministets --

Mr Court: if you make it open, everyone can see what it is and there will not be any
problems. If the Minister for Tourism travels, a lot of the members of the public accept that.
Mr MacKinnon: Unless his name is John Brown and he is spending something like $80 000
or $100 00W in a couple of weeks. Heshould be accountable.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The trouble is that members opposite now have lots of time to reflect
about the situation because these things could not be made open in the 1970s.
Mr Cash: Maybe they did not occur in the 1970s; maybe it is something new.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Ministers have travelled from the time I have been here.
Mr Court: But there were no excesses then.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: As I sa t o my wife sometimes, "This is the only job in the world
where every day you can go to work and there is a full-tirne, paid crew sitting opposite you,
trying to criticise and pull you down."
Mr Hassell: You are not referring to us?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am referring to all members opposite. Members of the National Party
are usually not doing that by the end of the week; they are usually back on their farms.
In any case, the structural problems that prevent us presently doing what the Leader of the
Opposition has asked have been referred to the Under Treasurer, and hopefully we will be
able to undertake that. We can then have a fight about how much information we should
release, what it all means and how often it should be released.
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Mr MacKinnon: It is not the Under Treasurer's decision; it is your decision.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: No, it is not, because obviously the reference to the Under Tzeasurer
indicates that we have a certain view about what we want to do, and I have told him to tell
me, if it is possible, how we could do it. I cannot make a final commaitment until I get his
advice, but I am disposed towards trying to change the accounting procedures or the framing
of the Budget procedures to accommodate the request. That does not mean that members
opposite will get all the information they want, but it means they will probably succeed in
getting a bit more than they have up to date.

Mr MacKinnon: That would not be hard; anything is better than nothing.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: If the member had been here during some of the tines when John
Tonkin and Sir Charles Court were Premiers -- and Ray O'Connor, although not to the same
degree -- he will know they gave absolutely nothing.

Mr Blaikie: They were the hard days.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Why do I always have to be superintending what the member would
think are the easier days? I suspect that they were good politicians who thought that to give
the Opposition lots of information was probably unwise.

Mr Blaikie: They did give information.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: If we gave members opposite all ti s information they would be
distracted from their electorates.
Mr Cash: You gave us fax machines but no paper!

Mr BRIAN B URKE: I would not have thought that was unintelligent.

Mr Blaikie: One of the problems we have is that in 1983 you were elected on a policy of
open Govemment, yet it is a closed shop as far as your own ministerial travel is concerned.
You will not tell us anything.

Mr Hassell: Your 1983 policy actually included a proposal for freedom of information
legislation.

Mr Court: What happened to that?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The member has commented on something that is quite factual. We
have worked our way through our policies at an amazing rate, but there are one or two items
we have yet to get to.

Mr Blaikie: You are pushing for all Aborigines out of Rudall River. That was one of your
more interesting policies.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Is the Opposition prepared to give me a commitment that it will
introduce freedom of information legislation when it gets into Government?

Mr MacKinnon. We have certainly commnitted ourselves to releasing information about
ministerial travel.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Members opposite will get that information, but the public wants to
know that if they kick us out and put into Government members opposite, they will have
freedom of information legislation.

Mr Court: It is not our policy but we will give them damned good Government.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Well, it was our policy and we are giving them damned good
government. They will only boot us out, if freedom of informnation is important to them, on
the basis that the Opposition will give it to them. It is really Hobson's choice.

Mr Court: They will get a lot more information from us.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am sure they will, but will it be accurate?

Mr Court: It will be a lot more accurate.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I discern a reluctance on the part of the Opposition to commit itself to
freedom of information.

Mr Court: It is not our policy.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: It was our policy, but why does it have to be our policy now?
Mr MacKinnon: I thought when you got into Government you would implement your
policies.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: We did. We are making our way through them.
Division 4 put and passed.
Division 5: Governor's Establishment, $1 019 000 --
Mr COURT: I want to make a very brief comment on the general debate. During the year I
have often attended functions and observed the Governor and his wife going about their
duties, and I believe they are doing the job in a very commendable manner. We think
members of Parliament have a pretty heavy burden with going to functions, but they seem to
go to more than their fair share; not only that, but the Governor seems to have the ability to
give very long, well-prepared speeches which are very interesting to listen to. Obviously a
lot of work goes into the preparation of those speeches.
Dr Gallop: He had a good academ-ic training.
Mr COURT: Yes, he had a good academic training in the world of politics. I think we
should all be very thankful for the tremendous job the Governor and his wife do in a very
happy and friendly manner.
As for the money that has been set aside for the maintenance of Government House, it seems
perhaps not an adequate amount to maintain that fine building. I see that the ballroom has
been allocated a very small amount of $4 000 for maintenance. How we can maintain a
building like that for that price, I do not know. I would like to think that the building and the
whole area is maintained in a worthy fashion because it is an important part of our heritage.
That is one area we do not need to skimp on. I return to my initial comment. The Governor
and his wife are doing a tremendous job and we are lucky to have themn the re.
Mr BLAIIE: I, too, would like to join the member for Nedlands in the commnents he has
made. I have had contact with the Governor but, more particularly, the response of the
Governor and Mrs Reid to the people of Western Australia has been quite exceptional. As
the member for Nedlands said, they fit in very easily and have a very positive regard for
people. At the functions I have been to people have judged them a very popular choice and I
agree with the member for Nedlands that when the Governor gives an address it is
meaningful purposeful and extremely well thought out. I believe, and hope, that
conmnendations of this nature ultimately filter through to Government House.
Item 4: Services and Contracts --

Mr MacKINNON: In line with my earlier comment I would appreciate an explanation of
what the expenditure will be under this item.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am informed that reasonable needs have been assessed at $28 000 to
provide for the cost of lease, rental, and hire of facilities, printing, advertising, cleaning of
Government House, and vehicle licensing.
Division 5 put and passed.
Division 6: Executive Council, $10 -- put and passed.
Division 7: Tokyo Agency, $837 990 -
Mr MacKINNON: As to the Tokyo Agency and the Agent General's office in London,
which is the subject of the next division, when the Government came to power it reviewed
the London Agency and indicated that it would probably set up a similar office in South East
Asia and beef up the Tokyo Agency. That does not appear to have happened and I would
appreciate a comment from the Treasurer as to why the Agent General's office still retains a
sizeable vote of $1.5 million as opposed to the Tokyo Agency's vote of $800 000. One
would have thought that in straight trade terms the Tokyo Agency would have warranted a
greater input and expenditure: as the Government indicated prior to coming to office. Perhaps
it is a function of Oppositions that they do not have access to information to explain that
away. I ask the Treasurer to explain why there is still a significant presence in London of 18
officers, as opposed to four in Tokyo.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Opposition is accurate in respect of the staff
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numbers but that 18 is a reduction from about 34 or 36, so there has been a significant
reduction and I am sure that both Ron Douglas and his successor, Ron Davies, as Agents
General, have done a very good job to tumn the office into a commercial office rather than, as
it was previously, an office more accented towards protocol and other historical functions.
The Tokyo Agency certainly does play an important commuercial role but at the same time
there are demands that additional funding be made available and we will as we are able make
that funding available. At the present time we are making as much as we can available to the
Tokyo Agency.

Item 4: Services and Contracts --

Mr MacK2NNON: I would appreciate an explanation as to the reasons forthe increase in this
item to $217 000 in this year's Estimates, and details of the items that will comprise that
expenditure.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The increased allocation is mainly attributable to Tokyo rental
expenses. A combination of rent increases and revised rent payment schedules has
necessitated the additional funding. The accounting treatment was varied to have 1987-88
charges incurred in 1987-88 with commensurate savings effected in 1986-87.
This item provides for the renting of the Tokyo Agency office and apartment for the official
representative, car hire, general insurance, translators, fees to trade and business associates,
freight services, customs, office cleaning, and so on.
Item 7: Purchase of Plant, Equipment, etc --
Mr MacIUNNON: This item has been allocated a reasonably significant figure this year. It
has been a minor item in other years. I would appreciate some explanation as to the reasons
for the expenditure increase.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The reason is essentially because this is the year in which the official
vehicle is to be replaced, at a net cost after trade-in of $52 000.
Division 7 put and passed.

Division 8: London Agency, $1 547 000 --
Item 1: Agent General -
Mr MacKINNON: I would like an explanation of the Services and Contracts item on the
expenditure estimate of $24 000 for 1987-88.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I will have to refer that question to Treasury because I do not have an
indication of the services and contracts; the amount required for services for the year appears
to be allocated for the whole London Agency. I will ask Treasury to advise the Leader of the
Opposition.

Mr COURT: The same item refers to other services, including a sum of $350 000 for the
WA House and Official Residence. I understood that money was spent last year in turning
the top floor into the official residence. Is that the money spent theme, and if it is, what is the
$350 000 for this year?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not know the answer to that in specific terms. The residence at
Wimbledon was sold for $500 000 and subsequently an amount was spent on upgrading the
living areas in the London Agency. I cannot answer the specific question about whether or
not that money was incurred and is reflecting some provision in this Budget or whether it was
incurred and paid in another Budget. I will ask Treasury to inform the member.
Mr BLAIKIE: I refer to the salaries paid to the Agent General, Director of Administration
and Director of Marketing. The Director of Marketing is paid $51 000, hut when one looks at
the salary paid to the marketing officer at the Tokyo Agency, one sees it is $85 000. Is there
some explanation of the difference between the two salaries? What is the reason for the
lower salary at the London office? Secondly, although the Treasurer has of recent weeks
referred to the salaries paid to members of Parliament, I would have thought that the salary
paid to the Agent General in London, by 1987 standards, should have been appreciably
higher. Does that compare reasonably with London standards? What is the Government's
intention in respect of the role of the Agent General and his salary, and will the matter be
reviewed?
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: The difference in the wages is really a reflection of the differences in
functions. The marketing officer in Tokyo is one of four officers while in London the
marketing officer is one of 18. As far as the Agent General's salary is concerned, I do not
disagree with the member's comments but I will refer them to the bead of my department and
ask for his advice.

Division 8 put and passed.
Division 9: Public Service Board, $10 796 000 -

Item 4: Services and Contracts -

Mr MacKINNON: In 1986-87 expenditure for this item was $138 000, while actual
expenditure was $133 065. However, the estimate for next year is $456 000. What is the
reason for dhe increase and could I have a break-up of that $456 000?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The item makes provision, as in items of a similar nature, for the lease,
rental and hire of equipment, legal fees, consultancy services, printing and other minor
services. The provision to cover the costs of senior executive searches for service-wide
positions was $180 000. That is the mraj .or increase.

Mr Maci~innon: What is meant by that?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: We employ head-hunters.

[tern 8: Development and Training Services --

Mr MacKINNON: This item shows a significant increase. I would appreciate an explanation
for that and also what is covered under that particular expenditure item.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The item provides for service-wide training organised by the board and
the increased provision mainly reflects an allocation of $150 000 approved by Cabinet to
establish a Senior Executive Service in 1987-88, for which legislation has just passed through
the Parliament. It has been partly offset by a reprioritisation of training programmes but
nevertheless the extra is the result of the establishment of the Senior Executive Service.

Item 9: Management Advisory Services --

Mr CASH: The vote for this last year was $90 000 and although not expended, $90 000 is
again put aside this year. What is the purpose of the management advisory service and is it
paid to a private organisation?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not have any advice about whether or not it is paid to a private
organisation but I am informed that the increase provides for the MIl-year costs of the
"implementation of change" programme, following recomnmendations of the Functional
Review Committee. This item provides for the delivery of services in the areas of corporate
planning, organisation design and operator's review. The Budget allocation provided is to
cover costs associated with travel, printing and minor consumnables and the use of outside
consultants. So some must be paid.

Mr Cash: Would you be able to advise how much is outside consultants?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I will ask Treasury to provide information about how much is outside
consultants under this item.

Item 10: Information Services --

Mr MacKIn-NON: This year this item has an allocation of $2 562 000, an increase from
$600 000-odd last year. What is the reason for the increase and I would like a breakdown of
the vote?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The reason for the increase is almost entirely the additional funding of
$1 863 000 required for operating expenses associated with the implementation of the
personnel information management system -- PIMS -- in the public sector during 1987-88.
Provision has also been made for additional consultancies to assist in the modification of
PIMS to meet the diverse needs of users and the purchase of additional terminals.

The item generally provides for the costs associated with the running and development of
PIMS, the board's record management system -- RMS -- and the office automation system.
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Item 11: Personnel and Industrial Services --
Mr MacKINNON: Once again I would like a reason for the increase under tis item and a
breakdown of it. What is the $28 000 covering this year?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The increased allocation mainly reflects the cost of hearing over 2 000
appeals lodged late in 1986-87 following broadbanding -- there were a great many more
appeals than is normally the case -- and the full-year cost of multi-skilling and job design was
introduced in 1986-87.

Division 9 put and passed.
Division 10: Treasury, $11 776 000 --
Mr MacKINNON: Firstly I pay tribute to Bob Boylen, who is soon to retire. He has been a
public servant of many years' standing and has served in many roles. Over the last eight to
10 years he has been a Treasury officer. He has served loyally and well Governments of all
political persuasions and I have no doubt that my comments would be shared by members on
both sides of the Chamber who have had any dealings with Mr Boylen, who is a public
servant of the highest quality. I would like to thank him on behalf of the Opposition for the
job he has done so well. He has served his State well and can justifiably look forward to a
long and happy retirement secure in the knowledge that he did his duty to the State and to
Governments of all political persuasions during his time as a public servant.

The State Government Insurance Commission has radically changed direction in its
investment portfolio. Previously, 10 per cent of its portfolio was in property. That increased
to 30 per cent in 24 hours and over the next few days its share portfolio increased from five
per cent to 30 per cent. The important point about that increase is that previously the share
portfolio comprised many shares to make up the five per cent. However, the increase
involved a share purchase in one company, the investment in BHP.
The Treasurer said that he believed that in both cases the investments were good and had the
approval of the Government. In fact, the share purchase was approved by the Government
before the SQIC proceeded to make it. I do not believe that anybody could make such a
judgment on the information which has been provided to date to the Opposition by either the
SOIC or the Government. We have received no break-up of the values of the properties.
They were purchased by the Government for, I think, $206 million. We have also received
no information on the borrowings which would have been secured against those properties.
Some general detail would suffice on the total amount borrowed and the interest to be paid. I
do not think that would breach any commercial confidentiality provisions. Not one skerrick
of information of that nature has been forthcoming. The share purchase is being funded by a
20 per cent deposit with the balance to be paid at the end of January or February. Is all of the
money to be borrowed or only part of it?

The Opposition has received no information on which it can make a sensible judgment about
whether those investments were good or bad investments. On the face of it, one would have
to say the purchase of the BHP shares was of doubtful value. I have said all along that the
decision by the SGIC to purchase that number of shares was a bad decision because it placed
the lion's share of its investment portfolio in one property. That is not good management by
anybody's standards.

A total of 39.3 million shares were purchased at a cost of $289 million. We can reasonably
expect that BHP will continue its dividend policy of previous years and pay a dividend of 33c
per share or a dividend to the SOIC of $12.5 million. That would give the SGIC a return of
less that 4.5 per cent assumring that the SGIC did not borrow any money to purchase the
shares. If it borrowed the money, the loss should be deducted from that amount.

In considering the investment, the SCIC could have looked at a reasonable rate of return of
13.5 per cent on its investment, which anybody would agree is a modest return, bearing in
mind that the Treasury Department receives an average return of 15 per cent on its short-term
money market investments, If it received that return, the SCIC would end up with an extra
$13 million. Assuming the SOIC had to borrow the funds for the purchase, the cash loss
would total $25.5 million. In cash-flow terms, the amount the SCIC will receive this year
will be down and therefore the return on that investment is not very healthy.

The Treasurer and the SGIC have said that the investment in BHP was a long-term
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investment. Even then, one would have to be a real optimist to think that the capital gain
would get the SGIC anywhere near a reasonable return on the money. The return it will
receive this year in cash will be less than 4.5 per cent, assuming that there were no
borrowings involved and thacit was totally funded. We have to assume, therefore, that it will
receive a capital gain to make up the difference.
On today's figures, the share price is about $6.25 or a dollar less than it was when the SQIC
bought tern, so the SOIC has lost a dollar per share -- in other words, another $39 million.
Not only has the SGIC lost in the order of $20 million to $25 million in cash flow, but, if it
were required to sell those shares today, it would also lose another $40 million.
If we look at the figure for cash plus capital, the share price the SOIC would have to look at
at the end of this year to maintain a return of between 13.5 per cent and 15 per cent would be
in excess of $8 a share. The shares would have to be sold for that price to allow the SQIC to
mark time with its investment. Only a very brave person would predict that BHIP shares will
go above $8, bearing in mind that they are currently $6.25. Every year thereafter, the share
price of BHIP shares will have to advance quite considerably for the Government to mark
time with its investment. To make money the Government is going to have to see a
substantial turnaround in the share market in the next two or three years, and not too many
people expect that.
I think the SGIC will have to face up to a significant cash loss in the foreseeable future. I
have consistendly said that the share purchase from the SOIC's point of view was not a
sensitble purchase. It has roughly 20 per cent of its investment funds riding on one
investment decision. At least the property investment is spread between several central city
properties and it is not relying on the performance of only one company. I do not believe that
the State Government Insurance Comm-ission has made a good investment. The Government
made a bad error of judgment in approving such a massive share purchase by SGIC.
I would be interested to know whether the Goverrnent sought advice in relation to the
purchase of the BHP shares. If it did, I would like to know from where that advice came. I
cannot believe that it would have received Treasury advice to the effect that it should invest
20 per cent -- at the time of investment it was nearly 30 per cent, assuming the $1~.4 million
investment -- considering that it had to borrow a large amount of the money. The
Government did not receive sensible advice to invest a significant amount of funds in one
stock. The SGIC has now exposed its policyholders and the taxpayers of this State to an
unacceptable and unnecessary risk. At the end of the day it will cost the SGIC and the
taxpayers a considerable amount of money. Of course, the loss will have to be funded by the
taxpayers, or as the Deputy Leader of the Opposition said, the premiums will be increased to
cover that loss. There is no alternative but for that to occur.
I have made my point that the SOIC did not made a good investment. It is not a sensible way
to go. I believe that for many years to come we will all pay the price because of the
Government's bad judgment.
Mr COURT: We could debate this Division all night because it has been an exciting year for
Treasury matters in this State. The Opposition has been concerned for some time -- since the
Government came into office -- about the direction in which this Government was going in
regard to the whole question of financial management, or one could say, mismanagement.
This year, particularly in recent months, we have seen this Govemnment make some major
decisions which have committed taxpayers' funds to a couple of very important deals. We
are aware of the problems associated with Swan Building Society and the Teachers Credit
Society. We have also seen what occurred with Rothwells Ltd and more recently the SGIC
bought Holmes a Court's assets of property and BHP shares.
It is very important that the Treasurer explains a number of things connected with the major
deals that have taken place. As the Treasurer is aware, the Opposition has asked many
questions about why these situations have occurred.
What will the total cost of the Swan Building Society be and will it be appropriated through
the Budget? The same thing applies to the Teachers Credit Society. I found the statement
about a third party becoming involved in the Teachers Credit Society quite confusing.
Perhaps the Treasurer could advise whether, when the R & I Bank releases its report on
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Teachers Credit Society at Christmas, it will separate the corporate loan part of Teachers
Credit Society from the retail side of the business. Win it then put the retail side of the
business up for sale? If the Government takes over the corporate loan side of the operations,
will it have to make appropriations this financial year to finance it?

The Leader of the Opposition went through the SOIC exercise and expressed the concerns
that the Opposition has. He also spoke about the Rothwells' guarantee. If it did come to pass
that the guarantee was called up, how would the necessary appropriations be made?

All in all a lot of money has been commnitted on these few deals and that has caused the
Opposition a great deal of concern; and that is the reason it has been using the term,
"financial cowboys". It believes that to be the case.

It disturbs me that an institution such as the SGIC which has always been seen to be a rock
solid type of insurance company has, in this exercise, put so much of its investment assets
into these two purchases that everyone is querying it, including the people in the industry and
the professionals in the insurance game. People are asking why this has been allowed to
occur and why the Government has put all its eggs in one basket.

The growth of the Western Australian Development Corporation's FundsCorp is unhealthy.
Surplus funds from many Government and semi-Government bodies are being centralised
and managed by the one organisation. The Treasurer knows only too well that I have been
critical of the fact that the Treasury has lost its role in managing the State's short-term cash
surpluses. It is completely unnecessary for those funds to be handled by WADC.

One of the things which the Financial Administration and Audit Act, which was introduced a
couple of years ago, did allow was for surplus funds in many Governiment and semi-
Government bodies to be brought into a central bickie jar. Those funds are not going to
Treasury but are being managed by.FundsCorp. It is unhealthy that such a large amount of
funds is being centralised. In its report it proudly stated that it will be managing $2 bilion
worth of assets and that worries the Opposition.

The Treasury has an important role to play and it should be managing this State's short-termi
cash surpluses. I am of the opinion that there are other ways in which the cash surpluses in
Government and semi-Government bodies can be managed apart from centralising them in
one area; that is, FundsCorp. I will not deal with that matter tonight.

I am worried about the trend towards more and more of the State's financial activities being
handled by organisations which do not come under the scrutiny of this Parliament. It is a
silly way to go. The Government should bring matters of this kind before the Parliament so
that they can be closely scmutinised. In the long term, it would make the Government's
position more comfortable.

The Government is causing more and more questions to be asked because of the deals it has
undertaken this year and eventually the answers will come out. It concerns me that the
Treasury's role has been allowed to change, and it should revert to the situation where it
looks after its investments and funds. I would like to know what sort of input the Treasury
had in the 24-hour deals which took place in which hundreds of millions of dollars of
taxpayers' money was involved.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: A lot of the comments made by the Leader of the Opposition and the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition really amount to a restatement, refined in some cases, of
their positions on some of the actions taken by the Government, with some blurring into
some of the actions taken by the State Government Insurance Commission. It is difficult to
know how to answer that political challenge; for example, the ideological proposition that it
is more efficient for Government to disperse the management of its cash and other resources
throughout its different agencies responsible for different functions. I do not bold to that
view and I do not know of any private sector organisation which holds to that view. Most
private sector managers attempt to maximise their authority and to coordinate and rationaLise
their investment policies by concentrating those functions in particular parts of their
organisations.

Mr Court: On the contrary, they put it out to a number of different fund managers. They put
competition into the system rather than put all their eggs in one basket.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Yes, that is right, but FundsCorp will put it out to a number of different
organisations.
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Mr Court: Who knows what FundsCozp is doing?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not agree than it is more efficient to disperse in the way that the
member for Nedlands. seemns to think it is. I have been very pleased and the Treasury has
been very pleased with the returns earned by the WADC on the investment of the short-term
cash balance. Consistently those returns have exceeded the criteria set by Treasury.
Mr Court: When you first put those funds across to the WADC you said the conditions were
than it would pay the Treasury the top market rate going on that day for the fund and then the
WADC would work those funds harder and would be able to keep the profits. That is fair
enough, if it perform well it can keep the profits. Than did not last long, after that legal
action took place it changed to a system where all the WADC does is charge a fee to the
Treasury. It cannot go wrong.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am not sure that is the case.
Mr Court: That is how you explained it in your answer.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not believe the member has understood the answer.
Mr Court: It is paid a fee for its cash management fund. It cannot go wrong.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not think the member understands the totality of the arrangement
that the WADC has wit the Treasury.
Mrt MacKinnon: Which is what?
Mr BRI~fl BURKE: I cannot detail it completely but I understand there are two
components: One is a fee and the other is earnings reflecting the success with which it runs
the funds above the rates set by Treasury.
Mr MacKinnon: Can we get details?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I anm not sure.
Mr MacKinnon: All you have told me is that a fee is payable.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not think I have said exclusively that that is the situation. I do not
know that it is appropriate than all of the details be released. That is one of the problems with
the SGIC. The Opposition demands information that the SQIC says no other insurance
company is required to provide.
Mr MacKinnon: No other insurance company is owned by the Government.
Mr BRIALN BURKE: Than is true, but the Opposition insisted on the SGIC's being given the
same commercial advantages and disadvantages as its colleagues and competitors.
Mr MacKinnon: Which it does not have. It is clearly an advantaged corporation.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: If it is, that is one fault, but installing another fault would create the
commercial disadvantage of having paraded publicly its business affairs.
Mr MacKinnon: What commercial disadvantage is there in revealing information about its
operation? How can that damage its competitiveness?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The SGIC is the best judge of what it should be required to provide or
not provide in terms of commercial disadvantage. I do not know how it would advantage or
disadvantage SGIC commnercially, except the judgment I make is whether other companies
with which it competes are required to provide the same information.
Mr MacKinnon: Most insurance companies are happy when they buy a shopping centre for
example, and they are proud to announce the return they make on that investment. They
boast about it. If the SGIC made a good investment, why not tell us the return on that
investment?
Mr BRIANBURKE: I do not know that it isthe case but in any event -
Mr MacKinnon: You should read some of the annual reports of these companies or the miust
manager's report.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Opposition is not fair in that regard. Many of the
questions he has asked will be answered in the annual report of the SQIC which will be
available in the next week or so as a result of the question asked by the member for
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Cottesine. The Opposition was saying that it wanted the information today and quoting all
sorts of things that said other companies had to provide that information. They did and so
will the SOIC on an annual basis. I do not think other insurance companies provide one-off
the kind of specific intonmation thie Leader of the Opposition is talking about.
Mr MacKinnon: But they are not owned by'the State in the first place. Secondly, when they
make an investment they indicate the details and the return.
Mr BRI AN BURKE:' They do not provide thi sort of information the Opposition has been
demanding. It is no good saying that the SOIC is owned by the State; the R & I Bank is
owned by the State but some details -of its operation cannot be released. The Opposition
members have been the guarantors of the bank's commercial integrity by saying that not only
should it not have any advantage but also it should not have any disadvantage.
Mr MacKinnon: We do not know, for example, how much the SGIC has borrowed to fund
any of its investment programmnes.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: But the Leader of the Opposition does not know how much the Royal
Insurance Australia Ltd borrows to fund its trojects.
Mr MacKinnon: I am not interested because I do not own a share in that company. I happen
to own many shares in the SGIC.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Opposition' should be entitled to the same
information as he has about Royal Insurance.
Mr MacKinnon: I can go to the annual general meeting of Royal Insurance and ask questions
about its operations just as people asked questions of Holmes a Court yesterday. I cannot go
to the SOIC and ask questions, I have to come to this place and ask the chairman, who is the
Treasurer of this State, who will not provide the answers.
Ms BRIAN BURKE: The member will get an annual report but he wants an everyday report
on the company's activities.
Mr MacKinnon: I want a report on why it has lost on dne investment.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Oppcisition has now changed his ground. Also,
going to Royal Insurance:'s annual general meetin g is no guarafutee that he will get an answer
to every question he asks."
Mi MacKinnon: If I do noi like the answerlIcan. sell the shares but I cannot sell the shares in
SCIC. We all own it.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: In the next election the Leader of the Opposition can vote against the
Government, which will be like selling his shares.
Mr Court: You cannot quibble about disclosing details, in relation to what the Treasury does
with short-term funds.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Why?
Mr Court: Because the taxpayers should have open knowledge of it. It is their money in the
hands of the Treasury, which is putting it across to .WADC. Taxpayers have every right to
know what WADC is paid for handling that money.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: In the terms of the WADC's Statute, that is not as clear cut as the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition says.
Mr Court: From the taxpayers' point of view, this Parliament should know what the cost is.
Wr BRIAN BURKE: I do not know that I agree with the member but I will refer the point he

made to the Under Treasurer and the chairman of -the WADC.
Mr Hassell: What about the consortium of borrowers that the SOIC has, these people who
are lending it the money? What is the secret about that? Companies announce every day
where their money comes ftom- This is fuelling speculation that it has come from funny
places
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I thought it announced that it was from a consortium of five trading
banks.
Mr HasseU: They were not specific about it.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: According to the newspaper report and the Press release it obtained the
hinds from five trading banks.
Mr MacKinnon: Did you have to approve those loans? The legislation stares that you do.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Yes, I think I did.

Mr MacKinnon: So you have approved the loans from five banks?.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not recall approving the names. I give the authority to raise the
money but not to go to a certain bank..

Mr Cash: Before you sit down, could you tell me whether any commission was spent in the
purchase of those BHP shares by the SC IC? Did the sale go through a broker?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not think it went through a broker. I will ask the member for
Clontarf.
Mr Court: So no costs were charged?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Not to my knowledge, but the member for Clontarf, who is a business
man, may well be able to enlighten us.
Mr MacKinnon: From whom did you seek advice about the BHiP share purchase?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The advice was sought by the SOIC.
Mr MacKinnon: It asked you to approve?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Yes, but it told us

Mr MacKinnon: From whom did you seek a dvice?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: On the basi's of its commercial advice it told .us it was a good
investment.

Mr MacKinnon: You did not seek any advice?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: No, no commercial advice whatsoever.

Mr MacKinnon: No Treasury advice?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: No. The Leader of the Opposition may find that amazing, but we were
not asked by die SCIC, which had sought its own commercial advice.

Mr MacKinnon: It felt that the share purchase was of far greater importance than the
property purchase?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Not in a commercial sense.

Mr MacKinnon: That is why it referred it to you.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Not in a commercial sense at all.

Mr MacKinnon: Why did it not ask you to approve the property purchase, yet it asked you to
approve the BHIP share purchase?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I suppose because it did not think it had the same political sensitivities.

Mr MacKinnon: Why is it poliically sensitive?

Mr BRIALN BURKE: I suppose because purchasing 2.5 per cent of BHIP is a different
decision from purchasing property, and also it is politically sensitive in that some people may
say that it reflected some concern about Mr Holmes a Court's position or some other thing.

Mr MacKinnon: All you looked at were the politics of the decision?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: All we looked at was the question asked of us by the SCIIC. It would
be silly for the SCIC to come to us and say, 'We are a body which is responsible for
investing 51.4 billion; can you advise us on the commercial aspects of this decision?" It did
not ask us to comment on the commercial aspects; it said, "This decision may be
contentious."

Mr Court: Your Minister made a phone call and the deal was put together.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I did not hear him say that.

Mr Court: He rang on a Wednesday night.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: I will refer all the comments from members opposite -- the substantial
ones -- for an answer. The political ones have all been mentioned before.
Mr Court: They were told what to do.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: That is unfair, because Mr Rees was on the radio. The member is
calling him a Liar.

Mr Cowrt: I am not calling him a liar. Your Minister said he happened to be talking on the
phone.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Mr Rees is chairman of commissioners --

Mr Court: There is nothing complicated about it; your Minister initiated it and that was it.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The chairman of commissioners has said publicly, not once but two or
three times, that what the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has said is untrue.

Mr Court: Your Minister was quoted in the paper.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: You are saying he is not teLling the truth?

Mr Court: Your Minister outlined in detail the steps which took place.

Item 1: Salaries, Wages and Allowances -
Mr MacKINNON: Not one of the 258 people listed as being employed under item 1 was
consulted in any way by the Government about the purchase of the shares, and neither was
any outside advice sought. When the Treasurer underwrote Rothwells, which was only a
$150 million commitment by the State, he sought advice not only from Treasury, but also
from Tony Lloyd, Robert Holmes a Court, and other people. In this instance it was not an
underwriting, but an investment of $285 milion with no advice given to Government
whatsoever other than by the SGIC. That clearly indicates the nature of this astounding
decision. From the Government's point of view it had very little to do with commerciality.

Item 3: Management Services --

Mr MacKINrNON: Again, this sum of $740 000 is considerably up on last year. I would
appreciate an explanation as to why it has increased so significantly, and also a breakdown of
the $740 000.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The increase is mainly attributable to the following: Increases in
workers' compensation premiums, maintenance agreements for word processors and
photocopiers, travel, advertising and removal expenses for staff and equipment, fringe
benefits tax provision, staff training, actuarial fees, replacement of six motor vehicles,
purchase of office equipment and computing software. In general, the item provides for staff
training, travel, staff insurance, consumables, plant, maintenance of plant and equipment, and
replacement costs of motor vehicles.

Mr MacKinnon: While you are there, you mentioned fringe benefits tax. Can you recall
what the contribution in the Budget is for that in total?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: In total, I do not know. I will find out and let the Leader of the
Opposition know.

Item 4: Government Accounting --

Mr MacKflNNON: This figure is down on last year, but I would appreciate an explanation of
what is meant by this item.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: This item includes the accouniting costs of the Government accounting
system, the Governiment payroll system in servicing external users. Provision is also made
for professional fees payable to the Western Australian Development Corporation in respect
of investment of short-term cash. The increase mainly reflects a reduction in data processing
fees.

Mr MacKinnon: You mentioned professional fees for the WADC. What was that?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: That is the part of the contract cost which the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition referred to previously, which is the fixed cost pant of the payment.

Mr MacKinnon: How much was that?
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Mr BRIA]N BURKE: I am sorry, I have no information on that.
Division 10 put and passed.
Division I t: Western Australian Treasury Corporation, $512 000 --

Mr MacKINJNON: This item has no item number, so as a result of guidance from the Deputy
Chairman of Committees, I want to ask two questions. Firstly, under Services and Contracts,
why did the expenditure increase? Why was it $392 443 last year and this year $684 000 -- a
significant increase? Further down, under Operational Expenses, we see Financial Expenses
and Interest on Borrowings. Those figures have increased almost four times on last year. I
would appreciate an explanation of those financial expenses and the reason for this massive
increase.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: This has got me a bit bushed; I will have to get the answers and
provide them to the Leader of the Opposition. It is not really a question of services and
contracts; it is for services listed in a similar way to the London Agency. I cannot find
quickly the paragraph which deals with those things the Leader of the Opposition has
mentioned. I will ask Treasury to look at Mansard and provide the answers. I can see the big
ticket items like interest on borrowings and the additional income from borrowings. That
amnounits in the first place to $43 million and in the second to $47 million as revenue items. I
cannot locate quickly nor understand the other things.
Mr MacKinnon: We will get that in due course?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I will have the Mansard looked at.
Division 11I put and passed.
Division 12: Office of the Auditor General, $4 034 000 --

Mr COURT: The office of the Auditor General will be a very important office in the next
couple of years as it always has been. It will have an enlarged role to play and I support all
the money going into it because this office will need to be a strong one.
Item 4:- Services and Contracts
Mr MacKIhJNON: Services and contracts show a significant increase, and I would appreciate
an explanation and a breakdown of the $142 000.
Mr BRIALN BURKE: The increase is largely due to the engagement of an EDP consultant,
data processing charges payable, DOCIT, and for the engagement of further private sector
auditors. The increases are partially offset by savings on printing costs due to the acquisition
of a laser printer. It provides for the cost of professional services, computer software
charges, and printing, with the major printing item being the report of the Auditor General.

Division l2 put and passed.

Division 13: Equal Opportunity Commission, $1 020 000 --

Mr MacKIN4NON: An amount of $218 000 is shown for services and contracts. What is the
breakdown, and why has there been an increase?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The increased provision is mainly attributable to the cost of printing
the outcome of reviews for general distribution, and advertising costs to public ise scheduled
visits to country areas related to the community education programme.
Division 13 put and passed.

Division 14: Directorate of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment, $519 000 --
Mr MacKINNON: We have come from discussing the Equal Opportunity Commission to the
Directorate of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment. Why is it necessary to have two
offices, and why is there a Directorate of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment? If there
is a need for a separate division, why does that not come under the Public Service Board,
which I would have thought has the job of examining such nmters?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It is considered that the separate office is presently needed but there is
a growing view that reflects the stance taken by the Leader of the Opposition in that some
people say that the Public Service Board should absorb the Directorate of Equal Opportunity
in Public Employment. My present view, which might not persist for a long time, is that
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until that office is properly established and operating it should be allowed to operate either
independently or semi-autonomously from the Public Service Board. In due course I think
that it will be absorbed, but I would like to see it grow and develop its own skills before that
happens. I would hate to see it absorbed too early into the Public Service Board. I must say,
while the Deputy Premier is making his way to his seat, that the Government is pleased --

Mr Hassell: It may well be for the last time.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Yes, it may well be for the last time.

Mr Hassell: Is it for the last time?

Mr Court: He has a pleasant smile on his face.

Mr Bryce: I am touched.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Opposition members perceive that the political acumen of the Deputy
Premier is one of the biggest stumbling blocks that interposes itself in their path to political
success. A very fonmidable duo confronts the Opposition, not extremely hirsute, it is true,
but certainly a formidable duo; and while I can see myself soldiering on for, I suppose,
generation after generation, I am not sure about the Deputy Premier, who I suspect will be
here for a bit longer than some people speculate.

Mr Stephens: But whether or not it is the existing member is another matter.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I think that once this Deputy Premier leaves we will change the tidle,
because I do not think one could recast from the same mould a person who will reach the
heights achieved by this Deputy Premier.

Item 2: Other Staffing Costs .-
Mr CASH: In most of the Divisions to date there has been mention of other staffing costs.
Will the Treasurer explain the general parameters in relation to those costs, and I am not
particularly wonried about the amounts of money involved?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The item provides for payroll tax, staff training, conferences,
advertising staff vacancies, and travel.

Mr MacKIN*NON: How can that apply to payroll tax when the Treasurer took it out of the
Budget last year? Government agencies do not pay payroll tax.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I did not think that we had done that. Mr Hazel, who is almost in
charge of Treasury, is here and says that we did not do that.

Item 4: Services and Contracts --

Mr CASH: What is the amount in relation to services and contracts expended on?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: This item provides for licensing and insurance of the directorate's
vehicles, printing, legal services, and consultancy costs; and the increased provision is
necessary to meet the cost of running programmes to provide advice and assistance to
additional organisations recently identified as required to submit equal opportuity
employment management plans in accordance with the Act.

ItemS5: Consumable Supplies --
Mr CASH: What is the reason for the increase in relation to consumable supplies?

Mlr BRIAN BURKE: The increase reflects the full year contingency cost for an additional
2.5 full-time equivalent staff and additional supplies to service seminars. The item provides
for stationery, newspapers, periodicals, petrol, oil, entertainment, and petty cash and other
miscellaneous consumnables.

I have been informed that two Budgets ago we exempted departments, but authorities still
pay tax, and this is an authority.

Division 14 put and passed.
Division IS: Deputy Premier's Office, $395 000 --
Mr HASSELL: Apart from the Deputy Premier's office and Electoral, will the Deputy
Premier, during the general part of the debate, paint a picture of what his departments are
doing? I ask him to di this because we have seen an absolute explosion of the employment
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of senior personnel in the areas of Goverrnent related to business, If one goes back through
history, and I do not want to be hung on, the details of what I say, there used to be a
Department of Industrial Development, which was about the only department of the State
Government that dealt with business. It was the powerhouse department of State
Government, which came into its own under Mr Court in the Brand Government -- later Sir
Charles Court -- because although it had had a history before that, one would acknowledge
that it was made famous by Sir Charles Court.

That carried through for -over a decade -- in fact for about 16 or 17 years. When Sir Charles
Court was Premier, we began to see the splitting up of these departments and we saw
eventually the creation of a small business corporation or company, or whatever its original
name was. We moved from having a"Department of Industrial Development into having a
Department of Industrial Development and a Department of Resources Development. The
distinction was pretty clear: The resources people were negotiating the big resource
development deals; and industrial development and small business -- although there was no
Ministry of small business -- were handled by the Department of Industrial Development.

That broad division has continued, with quite a number of structural changes, in the five
years of this Government; and we had the creation of bodies such as the Western Australian
Technology Directorate, the Western Australian Technology Development Authority, and the
Department of Industrial Development -- or it may be the Department of Resources
Development; we still have that somewhere along the line. We have now the Department of
Computing and Information Technology, which brought together some other departments of
Government which have dealt with Government computers.

We have also this new beast called the Technology and Industry Development Authority.
There was a raft of very senior positions advertised earlier this year when TIDA was created.
The Deputy Premier will remember that I asked him a number of questions about who was
going to fill the new positions and what those people were going to do. I am sure all these
different people have a lot of information, and I was pleased to test that out the other day by
asking some questions about Australia's overseas debt and Western Australia's proportion of
that debt, and about our trade, and I received very good answers, for which I thank the
Deputy Premier.

However, the actual industrial developments of this State, other than the resources
developments, are being handled by the Deputy Premier's colleague, the Minister for
Economic Development. The silicon plant, the sodium cyanide plant, and the chlor-aikali
plant are being handled by that Minister, and so on. T1hey are all internal industrial
developments which are processing at quite a high level, and they do have an actual flow-on
from some of the resources developments, but they are not traditional resources
developments like the iron ore industry where we are developing a natural resource with a
massive capital and infrastructur development, followed by an export industry, which is
what the concept of resources development was about.

In addition to that, the Government departments do not have under their wing small business,
because when I became Leader of the Opposition I appointed a shadow Minister for Small
Business, and not long after that the Government decided to have a Minister for Small
Business. I think we moved before the Government on that. So apart from the Deputy
Premier and the Minister for Economic Development, we have a Minister for Small Business,
and he in turn obviously has a department in addition to the Small Business Development
Corporation-

Mr Bryce: He does not have a department; the Minister for Small Business has as a
supporting agency only one body, the Small Business Development Corporation.
Mr HASSELL: The issue I have raised goes back to the duplication of Government
involvement in business, in relation to which questions have been raised with the Deputy
Premier in relation to overseas activities. I can tell members that the business comnmunity is
really looking at all those areas and is asking when the Government is going to start cutting
the cloth because there is such a proliferation of Government activity. I have no doubt the
Government has a g90d team of people, and I have met some of them:. I have ydV togo down
to have a briefingj from them, which the Deputy Premier is going to mrange for me, as we
discussed.
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Mr DL. Smith: What percentage of the total State Budget is expended on this area?

Mr HASSELL: We will leave out the Deputy Premier's Office, but for the Department of
Computing and Information Technology we have $8.7 million; for the Technology and
Industry Development Authority we have $15.6 million; and we have then the Department of
Resources Development and the Small Business Development Corporation, and the member
can look up what the amounts there are. These are all business activities. In addition, we
have the Western Australian Tourism Commission, the South West Development Authority,
the Great Southern Development Authority, the Western Australian Development
Corporation, and Exim,
Mlr D.L. Smith: That is a lot less than five per cent of the total Budget.

MW HASSELL: I do not know about, that but it is a lot of millions of dollars. I do not care
whether it is $1 million or $50 million; if it is unnecessary duplication this is the time when
something should be done about it.

I think the Deputy Premier understands the basis on which I have approached this debate. I
have asked him to explain in this general part of the debate -- which is appropriate -- what his
different areas of responsibility are really up to. I know about the promotion of Technology
Park and agree with what the Deputy Pretmier is doing, but I am not so much asking about the
technology side -- although I have some doubts about how far the Government can go in the
technology area -- but when we get into the other 515 million and we realise what is being
done by the other areas of Government and by the various corporations, I wonder if we are
not developing a simply gigantic team of very well-qualified people who are not producing
identifiable material results, not because they are not working, do not have good people, or
are inefficient, but we have simply got so much Government in business that there is not any
more for them to do.

However, the Deputy Premier may be able to convince me, after having raised the issue in
this way, what the people do in every one of these top positions -- I think it was 15 -- that
were advertised in one hit, and why we do not seem to see much coming out of this
department. The Government is very assiduously promoting itself and all the things that
happen under it, and I watch out for these things and have done so for some months,
particularly since I asked those questions, and I do not think I have been very much
enlightened.

Mr COURT: There has been a lot of speculation recently -- and I do not know who fuelled it;
and the Deputy Premier made a lot of comments -- that he might consider retiring.
Mr Gordon Hill: What does that have to do with this debate?

Wr COURT: I was talking about the Deputy Premier's position. There seem to be a lot of
people on the other side of the Chamber who take a lot of interest in what is going on in that
area, and I wonder if the Deputy Premier is going to make a decision. It has been publicised
during this sitting of Parliament.

Mr BRYCE: Perhaps I could deal with the last question first and indicate that I will make a
decision and an announcement prior to the conclusion of this session of the Parliament.

Mr Court: Thank you.

Mlr BRYCE: With respect to the points raised by the member for Cottesloe, I will take the
two issues relating to the Department of Computing and Information Technology -

DOCIT -- on one hand and the Technology and Industry Development Authority -- TIDA
on the other. DOCIT, as it is called -- the public servants have finally got me thinking and
talking in terms of acronyms -- does not have a great deal to do with the business community
as such, except for the work that it does in respect of offsets, because we as a Government are
spending large sums of money on computing equipment and informiation technology. That
department was established three or four years ago and was composed of basic elements of
the computing division of the Treasury in the first instance. Its function is actually to oversee
the expenditur of money in the public sector on information technology.

There is an explosion in interest and desire to spend tens of millions of dollars on information
technology. In fact we confidently expect now that in the next five years something like
$1t.2 billion will be spent on information technology by Western Australian Government
departments and agencies. That figure is probably not understood in any other
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Government in Australia because they do not have a department of information technology
that is doing the sort of work that this department is doing. To be reasonably confident that
that magnitude of expenditure is correctly supervised and spent, and to minimise the waste
and the empires that tend to spring up with that sort of money being spent on computing and
information technology, we established the department; and it does a very solid task.
Maybe I ought to explain to the member for Cottesloe that prior to the Budget's being
fonmalised in June-July each year, most of the decisions are wrapped up by about March-
April, and prior to that being done every department and agency has to submit its own
information technology proposals and plan to DOCIT so that proposed expenditures on a vast
array of equipment in those departments can be vetted by experts and recommnendations in
respect of the priorities for that sort of expenditure are then fed into the Budget
Subcommittee of Cabinet. So, when we are looking at every individual department and
authority of Government which has attaching to it a significant amount of money being
requested for computing and information technology, there is a set of expert
recommendations saying, "This is necessary; this is appropriate; this is timely; this ought to
wait; this can wait several years; this is long term", and so on. That, fundamentally, is the
role of DOCIT, and it is primarily concerned with public sector expenditure and the control
and supervision of that expenditure.
Mr Court: Does it work?
Mr BRYCE: Yes, we believe it is working extremely well. It did take quite some time to get
a handle on people in all of those agencies of Government that were dead-set keen to spend
large sumns of money on computing equipment in respect of which any reasonable
professional would question the value1 and posing those questions and arranging for tender
decisions has been a very important part of DOCIT's task, I might say that there are quite a
number of small Western Australian companies, especially in the.software industry, that also
have benefited enormously from the global contracts we have let. Instead of having 27
different Government departments going into the marketplace to tender, we have actually
gone out to the marketplace looking for a guaranteed lump of equipment. The last time we
did that it involved a total of somewhere between $40 million and $50 million-worth of gear.
It was possible for the small companies in Western Australia -- and there are about five or six
software companies in this State -- to benefit directly from that because when we went out to
tender with such a large and specific tender we were able to say to the companies interested
in supplying that gear, "If you are interested, tell us what you can do and what you want to do
with local software companies in terms of orders you will give them over the next year or
so.' That is the sort of extent of the contact with the business community that DOCIT has
had.
So far as TIDA is concerned, I really think it is appropriate that the member for Coutesloe
accept my invitation to come on down to the department and see for himself. I can give him
a five-minute sketch now, or however long he wants it, but I am absolutely certain that the
most effective way of doing this is to sit himn down and give himn the opportunity to see very
competent professionals break up the elements of the department's work.
Let me summarise it with a real thumbnail sketch. I have been very conscious of the
fragmentation that started in 1980 in this State, but I beg the member for Cortesloe to accept
my basic thesis that the 1980s have been, and certainly will be seen to have been;, a decade of
transition in terms of what was our traditional economy as we grew out of the 1 960s and
I1970s. The division of the Department of Industrial Development into two departments -- the
DID and the Department of Resources Development -- was the first step; the creation of an
agency of Government to focus specifically on small business was the second. When our
Government came into office in 1983 we transformed that agency of Government
concentrating on small business from a services company into a corporation, and we injected
considerably more resources into it-
From our point of view and my portfolio, the next time that we decided to tackle something
very specific was in 1983-84 when we 'actually decided that, so far as technology in this State
was concerned, technological development warranted die employment of some very
specialist and specific people to handle particular programmes to begin laying the
foundations in that area for the technological development of the State.
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I came back to the question. I think t have a copy in my office of the four basic objectives of
TWDA, which I will pass across to the member for Cottesloe. The basic objectives are no
State secret, and I summarise them in essenc 'e by pointing out to the member that it means
concentration upon the manufactur-ing and secondary industries as opposed to the primary
and resource-based industries.* I suppose we could identify 50 or 60 secondary
manufacturing companies that comprise that industry in this State, many of which are badly
in need of leadership, support, and encouragement for programmes to modernise if in fact
they are to survive within the context of the Australian economy as well as the international
economy.

In fact the department has had a series of nine strategic studies for the shipbuilding, heavy
engineering, mining machine tools, agricultural machine tools, and foundry industries to
determine where those industries require support, effort, and resources to modemise. The
department works with those companies on an industry basis, with an individual and
dedicated set of programmes for each industry. I suggest the member looks at the
shipbuilding industry because that is a good example. It is a small industry that requires
support from an organisation like our department. We funded and supported the installation
of a new breakwater, we rationalised and reorganised the ownership and access to waterfront
land, and put between $8 million and $9 million into a ship lift facility --

Pr Hassell: What was the breakwater?

Nr BRYCE: The new breakwater at Jervoise Bay, which was funded by ILDA.
Mr Hassell: That was a Job Bank project.

Wr BRYCE: With the greatest respect, it was not a Job Bank project.

Mrt Hassell: We got the money from Canberra as part of the employment generation project.
A& BRYCE: The money basically came from America's Cup funding.

Mr HasseU: You must be talking about a different one.

Mr BRYCE: Yes. That breakwater and the millions of dollars put into the marine support
facility and the rationalisation of that waterfront land,, as well as the actual subsidy through
the department of some of those companies, has enabled them to win certain contracts and to
compete with Japanese, Norwegian, and Korean companies. That is the sort of specific
activity aimed at a small local industry that has growth potential. The shipbuilding industry
is one of eight or nine industries that required support from the Government at a critical stage
in the early 1980s to modernist. It will not seek to imitate Glasgow or Belfast and become
another old-fashioned shipyard; they know that the industry must concentrate on vessels
smaller than 2 000 or 3 000 tonnes, very modem and specialised boats ranging from offshore
vessels to fishing trawlers and high speed surface craft of all sorts. That is probably the best
tangible example, but there are others throughout the eight or nine industries. That is, the
traditional industries of manufacturing, secondary -- basically engineering -- and food
processing industries.

On the other hand there is the question of the agencies and the funding support programmes
set up to assist and encourage the vast mray of small companies in this State that comprise
the new high technology sector. Those companies range from information technology to
biotechnology and a whole series of others.

I suggest thai the member for Cottesloe accepts my invitation, rings Jim Crawford, the head
of the department, and asks for a time slot, because I am sure they will be only too happy to
talk the member through it.

Item 4: Services and Contracts --

Mr CASH: The Leader of th& Opposition wanted services and contracts checked. He asked
the Treasurer whether he would read the notes in respect of services and contracts for the
various Divisions. He also wants information in relation to item 7.

Mr BRYCE: I am not sure that I can oblige the member in that sense. If there were anything
outstandingly different, I could go through the departments generally as they come up as an
issue. I am sure my Budget notes do not outline the individual services and contracts that
will be let. The figure revealed there is a fairly stable one.
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Mr Cash: I thought the Minister was here earlier when the Leader of the Opposition said that
he wanted services and contracts checked as a matter of principle. The Treasurer read out
notes in respect of every Division.

Mr BRYCE: I will just have to supply the information to the Leader of the Opposition. As
to item 7, that is a very small item that might even be accounted for by something as minor as
a word processor. In fact, two motor vehicles are due for replacement in 1978-88. This item
provides for purchase of general office equipment and motor vehicles.

Division IS put and passed.
Division 16: Computing and Information Technology, $8 740 000 --

Mr COURT: I would like to ask a question in relation to the communications section of this
Division. Item 5 -- Communications Policy -- has been allocated $2 558 000. Is that the
subsidy paid to the Golden West Network for the satellite? If that is the subsidy the
Government pays to enable GWN to buy or rent its satellite capacity, does the Government
get any return from that or does it have the option to use it? This is the second year this item
has been paid, and I think the Government is dragging its feet in utilising some of the
capacity it can access on that particular satellite. We are hearing a lot about Telecom's
operations. In other parts of Australia we have seen the establishment of private networks,
and I would have thought that in a State as large as Western Australia the Government would
have taken some initiatives much sooner than it has done. Why has the item increased and
why has the Government not done anything to implement a better communmications network
throughout the remote parts of the State? What is the Deputy Premier's attitude to recent
comments by Telecom Australia that it intends charging for the amount of time people spend
making local telephone calls?
The Department of Computing and Information Technology comes under this Division. It
employs a lot of staff and is allocated large amounts of money. I hope, therefore, that the
different Government departments are receiving the advice they require from that department
and that the Government is keeping an open mind on all facets of new technology. We hear
many complaints from people in the computing software and hardware business about the
different systems, and I believe all of the complaints should be investigated.

Mr BRYCE: The member should be aware that we can never satisfy everyone. We have 600
or 700 technology information companies in this city and about 7 000 people employed in
those companies supplying hardware, software, and office information bits and pieces. It has,
become a fairly fundamental part of my task to listen to the grumbles that occur in the
industry from time to time. I assure the Deputy Leader of the Opposition that we keep a very
open mind on the alternatives available. However, he should appreciate that a vast amount of
money is being spent currently and will be spent every year on information technology
equipment. Most people do not realise that the amount of money in comparative terms
approaches the amount Governments spend on the railways.
Mr Court: I know that only too well. That is why there has to be a pretty tight control on
what is spent.
Mr BRYCE: And on the training of staff. I made the point last year that at any given time in
the department between 20 and 30 per cent of positions are vacant because of the rapid
turnover of employees. Their skills are highly sought after by the private sector. One of our
functions seems to be to train people for the private sector where they can easily get two or
three times their salaries.

Item 5 includes funds for the Office of Comunimcations and the remote commercial
television subsidy, together with Fitzroy Crossing and Kununurra Broadcasting Services
previously provided in the Miscellaneous Services item. That is for the year 1986-87. That
is the reason the item has been transferred in a bookkeeping sense. It is now in this section of
the Budget.
Mr Court: I realise that. It was $1.8 million last year, and it is $2.5 million this year.

Mr BRYCE: This year is a full year. An increase of $689 000 has been provided for the
RCTS subsidy in 1987-88 to reflect the full-year costs of providing the service which
comnmenced on 18 October 1986. The amount budgeted for in 1986-87 was $1.7 million with
an actual expenditure of $1.68 million.
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I was a little surprised to hear the Deputy Leader of the Opposition say the Government is not
doing enough. This is the only Government in the country that has addressed the use of
satellites and thrown its resources behind the technology in the sky and the needs of the
remote communities on the ground, and said that it will bring the benefit of that technology to
the most remote parts of the world. We did it through this scheme and funding.
Mr Court: I am talking about the establishment of a private network for the Government. It
is a different issue altogether.

Mr BRYCE: About $10O million is to be spent over three years, and some of that may well be
shared in a joint venture with interested companies to set up a Western Australian public
sector telecommunications system. That is on the Cabinet table right now.

The most interesting thing about information technology is that the two fundamental strands
of development, one in computing and the other in communications, are converging to
actually comprise information technology. In Western Australia we have put a great deal of
energy and many of our eggs into the basket of computing activities. Western Australia is a
mile ahead of any other State in that respect. The Queenslanders. put a great deal of their
resources into communications systems, hence the Q-net. We are about to enter that area and
they are about to enter our area. We often exchange expertise to assist in the development.

Division 16 put and passed.

Division 17: Technology and Industry Development Authority, $15 614 000 --
Mrt COURT: The first matter I wish to raise under this Division relates to school cadet units.
Last week I had the privilege of attending the marching-out parade of the Annradale cadet
unit. I was extremely pleased with the unit and the dedication of the many volunteers who
worked to make it a strong unit. However, it is extremely starved of funds. It was explained
to me how it has struggled over the years to get equipment and uniforms, etc, and how this is
the first year that the Army has been able to assist with uniforms. Since the Federal
Government moved out of this area and has not provided a lot of funding for the different
type of cadet units, there is a role for the State Government to assist. When we talk about the
whole area of defence and defence liaison I would like to think that these cadet units could be
given more support because, on a voluntary basis, there is a big demand for both male and
female cadets. In the unit to which I have referred there are 118 cadets aged between 13 and
18 years. It may riot be a high priority, but it is an important area.
The next area of defence liaison to which I will refer concerns the new satellite
communications defence facility which is to be built in the Geraldton region. Senator Jo
Vallentine seems to want to have two bob each way. She does not mind attacking Australian
Governments when they are involved with allied forces, yet she also attacks the Governiment
when it wants to build a facility of its own, as it is in Geraldton. In other words, it does not
matter whether Governments are dealing with their allies or their own people, she does not
seem to like anything to do with defence.

I am strongly commnitted to the view that we need proper defences in this country. The
facility which is going to be built at Geraldton is going to be an important part of this State's
defences. However, there is one thing with which I do not agree and I think the Government
has been silly in the way it has gone about purchasing the property on which the base will be
built. I would have thought that instead of quibbling about what price it will pay for part of
the farm it will purchase it would pay a fair price to allow the farmer to relocate his family.
The purchase of the land will be the cheapest part of the whole facility. The farmer and his
family are going through traumas because once that part of the land has been taken from
them, the land will no longer be economical.

The State Government has been far too silent on this matter while Senator Vallentine has
been having her say, and it is a good time for the State Government to say that it fully
supports the establishment of the base. It should help the farmer with the problems he has
regarding the land. More importantly I would like to think that in the long term our industry
can be involved in supplying the equipment that will be required for what is obviously to be a
very sophisticated communications base. I urge the State Government to be more outspoken
on this subject and to show its true support for the facility. I hope also that it will make sure
that local industry will be involved, not just in the construction of the buildings, but also in
the type of equipment that will be used at the base.
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While we are talking about communications and satellite technology, I was most impressed to
have a briefing in Beijing recently on the new joint venture involving the Parry company and
China coloured television. It struck me as being very unusual that a Western company was
going into a joint venture to build a communications facility in a country which has such
centralised control over everything. It was explained to me that they believed this Western
Australian company had the technical and managerial expertise to build that type of facility
which was basically a super large media centre with attached accommodation.
[ would appreciate the Minister's comments on the facility that is being built at Geraldton.
The Minister explained how the Technology and Industry Development Authority operates
and how his bureaucracy has changed over the time he has been involved with it. There was
a lot of talk about the submarine project. Over the years we were given briefings about it and
there were plenty of newspaper reports that Western Australia would be given the contract
and that it would be the submarine king. In actual fact, we did not win any of the large parts
of that contract which, I am told, is the largest defence contract we will see in the next 10 or
more years.
Mr Bryce: What about the surface combatant replacement ships?
Mr COURT: I will come to that. South Australia did a good job in winning a large part of
the contract. The Govemnment has tried to say that other States have shared parts of that
contract, but it has been a coup for the Labor Government.
After we lost the submarine contract and there was talk about the surface combatant
replacement ships, the Minister for Defence Liaison said that we had missed out on the
submarine contract, but that we would be successful with the next contract. Initially, I
believed him.
Mr Cash: The Federal Government seems to be supporting these future contracts.
Mr COURT: The submarine contract is a fact and I presume that the next contract will
become a fact. The more one reads about this contract the more one realises that the Federal
Government has no intention of giving it to Western Australia. There is talk about facilities
at the Willianmstown dockyard. I do not have the details of the other proposals that have been
mooted, but the long and short of it is that we will not be part of that exercise.
Mr Bryce: Before you can be found guilty of knocking your own State -- you are getting
perilously close to doing that in the way you are phrasing your approach -- do you understand
the difference between lead yard and follow yard status in the surface combatant programnme?
That is the difference. The prospect of Western Australia -- in the context of its industrial
capacity -- having a follow yard status is exactly on target.
Mr COURT: Let us not refer to lead yards and follow yards. I ask the Minister to tell us in
simple terms whether the frigates will be built in Western Australia.
Mr Bryce: It is my view that they will, but a decision has not been made by the Federal
Government.
Mr COURT: I went through the exercise of the submarine project and up until the last week
I was told that we had the contract.
Mr Bryce: The member does not understand the time involved in the decision-making
process of the biggest bureaucracy in this country, called the Defence Department, based in
Canberra, and he is being a touch unrealistic.
Mr COURT: I would like to think that I have a reasonable knowledge of the process
involved in the Defence Department and one of the things it prided itself in was that the
frigate contract would be a much quicker exercise than the long-winded process we went
through for the submarine contract. The Minister cannot have it both ways. The Opposition
was patient and fully supportive on the submarine contract. Let us have the facts. The
Minister has said that that it is a long process and the department is slow to move, yet it has
gone to great lengths to say that it is making a far quicker decision on the next contract.
Instead of resigning ourselves to this -- and a lot of the industry talk is that these facilities will
be built at Williamstown or some other place -- perhaps we should think bigger and provide
the facilities for that type of ship to be built in ts State. The Minister said chat they would
be built here but I have heard chat before and the trade is saying differently. We want to
know where these things will happen, we do not want a lot of gobbledegook.
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This leads me to the question of the ship lifter. The South Australian Government took the
initiative of building ship lifter facilities -- whether or not it had the help of the private sector.
I understand that the company which built the facility did not eventually get the contract to
build the submarine. No doubt some arrangement was made on the use of the facilities. A
number of propositions were put up. I can recall attending a function when the ASI was
handing over a vessel to one of the Pacific [sland nations. No State Minister was present on
that occasion. The Prime Minister and the Federal Minister for Defence attended and said
they would buy a floating dock for the State. Some people in the industry thought it was a
good idea but others did not. A dinner was held that evening, attended by the heavies from
the defence department and other visiting dignitaries, and in conversation I said that Western
Australia had missed out on the submarine contract but we were told we would get the frigate
contract. A naval person, obviously not tied up on the political side, said he did not think we
would get that contract because a lot of work had been done by different States and two
Ministers from other States were overseas talking to companies involved in that type of
surface combat vessel. T'he other States had been chasing that business. I shall watch very
closely to see what this Government does in an attempt to win that contract.
With regard to the ship lifter, a number of proposals were made but a decision has now been
made to build a proper ship lifter facility instead of a floating dock. That is a sensible way to
go. If the Minister had some involvement in changing that decision, I congratulate him.
However, I ask him to explain the sums. Initially, different companies proposed that they
would construct the ship lifting facility. I understand that the State contribution to this is $8
or $9 mill ion.
Mr Bryce: Yes.
Mr COURT: What is the Federal Government contribution?
Mr Bryce: It is identical.
Mr COURT: Over how many years?
Mr Bryce: It will be funded over a few years. In addition, between $4 and $6 million will be
contributed by the Federal Government to finish it off.
Mr COURT: That is approximately $22 million, which is a lot of money.
That facility should have been provided a few years ago and had that happened the
Government would be in a better position to win the contracts about which we are talking, I
ask the Minister to explain whether a feasibility study has been carried out on the facility,
how the money will come back, who will pay and where it will be located.
My last point on defence liaison relates to the establishment of patrol boat facilities in the
north and south of this State. One of the issues raised in the Gascoyne by-election was the
construction of suitable facilities in the Exmouth region, whether for tourism, defence, or the
fishing industry. One of those alone would not justify that facility but if the three parties
were involved such a facility could be justified. The people at Port Hedland would like patrol
boats based there and people in many areas around the State would lie that facility. It is a
good idea. I do not mind where the boats are based precisely as long as it is up north
somewhere with easy access to different places. The State Government should work with the
Federal Government and take the opportunity of constructing those facilities for the fishing
and tourism industries in those areas, whether it is at Exmouth, Karratha, Port Hedland,
Broome, Derby or some other place around the coast. I ask the Minister to consider that
matter. We have heard a great deal of talk about it and even that more submarines would be
based on the west coast so that we had a far better defence presence in the northern area.
I now ask the Minister to tell me the latest position with Ralph Sarich's efforts to get a
manufacturing operation under way in this State for some of the techniques he has developed.
In recent months this Government has spent a lot of money baling out large companies
around the town. I read a letter from Mr Sarich in the newspaper in which he said he was
annoyed that he was baffling to get to first base when the Government had baled out
Rothwelis, whose first investment was in a project in Queensland to turn sugar cane pulp into
paper. I noticed in the loans paper an item relating to Sarich development. I ask the Minister
what the Government is doing to encourage Mr Sarich to get that plant operating in Western
Australia.
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My last point relates to the State Government's purchasing wherever possible Western
Australian goods. I am often approached by different companies which are upset because
they make a product in this State and the State Government has purchased a similar product
from overseas. There has been talk lately about counter trade and barter trade where certain
goods could be brought into the State.
One of the people who has written to me is involved in building transport -- buses and that
type of thing. This person was concerned to read that the Minister for Transport and his team
were overseas looking at different options to buy equipment when some of those items could
be manufactured here. State Governments should support local industry, provided it is
efficient and competitive. We have this inferiority complex where people tend to want to buy
from another country when the item can be made here.
I have an example to do with a company manufacturing steel products. There were problems
in purchasing Australian steel for some of the products. I will bring this matter up a little
later because I cannot sumnmarise the facts right now. The Government was conducting a big
"Buy Australian" campaign, but was not encouraging companies such as this to buy
Australian-made products. Because this company could not buy the Australian-made steel, it
was forced to import it. State Governments are the largest purchasers in the country.
Wherever possible I would like to think that they are supporting local industry.
Mr BRYCE: In reply to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, the Government never
intended that the portfolio of Defence Liaison should duplicate or replicate the Department of
Defence. One of the real problems with many of the defence-related issues which become
the focus for attention and discussion is that the State Government is not the Government
which provides the resources for the defence inifrastructure; it is really a lobbying agency
with a very small complement of people.-
Mr Court: As I see it, it has two prime- roles. One is to make sure that we get our fair share
of defence presence in the State, and the other is. to. make sure that we -get our fair share of
defence expenditure in the State.
Mr BRYCE: Contract work.
Mr Court: Yes.
Mr BRYCE: That is why it is located in this department. In respect of school cadets, I intend
to say very little. I personally think there is a valuable role for the concept of school cadets,
but the Department of Defence in this country rearranged its priorities and assessed the
expenditure of the defence dollar.
Mr Court: It was a big mistake. It was a short-term saving but a long-term big mistake.
Mr BRYCE: That is arguable. I do not think the Depaiimerit of Defence nationally is likely
to allocate funds in the near to medium future for the restoration of that concept. I do not see
the State Government being able to pick up the tab either.
In respect of the supply base, do not expect me to start rattling a sabre every time a single-
issue zealot like Senator Vallentine makes a statement. The State Government of Western
Australia supported the Federal Government wholeheartedly when it made that decision in
the interests of the national defence system and in the inteitsrss of Geraldton. It will provide a
very significant number of jobs and a very valuable form of activity.
Some people will argue that they do not want that sont of communications facility in their
neighbourhood. That is their point of view. Senator Vallentine is one of the State's best-
known high-level single-issue zealots, and I tend to agree with the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition; she would find it quite comfortable to see the State relatively defenceless. We
fundamentally disagree with her, but I do not have to pick up a sabre and rattle it every time
somebody like that makes a Press statement to indicate the State Government's support for
that facility on the outskirts of Geraldton.
Mr Crane: But you do not agree with her. You would agree that wi th one more brain she
would be a halfwit!
Mr BRYCE: That is not what I said; those are the member's words. I call her a single-issue
zealot. 'There are always dangers to a political system. Members opposite tend to succumb to
the criticisms of political parties. They should never forget the Syd Neguses and Senator
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Vallentines of this world who are elected to Parliament as independents on the basis of single
issues.
Mr Court: Syd Negus got rid of probate; there is nothing wrong with that!
Mr BRYCE: Syd Negus cut short my career in the Senate by one vote, and I thank him very
much.

Mr Court: If you do not speak up and support the base when it comes under attack, there is a
chance that the base might go.
Mr BRYCE: There is no chance of that at all. It was a strategic defence-related decision
which caused it to be placed where it is to be placed in relation to the Indian Ocean. There is
absolutely no chance of somebody like Senator Vallentine generating the sort of reaction that
she would seek to do to make the Department of Defence change its mind.

Mr Court: Have you liaised with Kim Beazley to try to obtain compensation for the land? A
local Western Australian farmer is involved.

Mr BRYCE: No, as a matter of fact I have not.

Mr Carr: There is a process for that anyway.

Mr Court: I know what the process is. It seems such a small harrier I would have thought the
problem could have been solved.

Mr Carr: It is not a problem. They gave them some money to undertake their legal
requirements.

Mr BRYCE: Referring to Sarich Technology, it is a pity that Oppositions find it difficult to
congratulate Governments. I would have thought that the Opposition would congratulate the
Government. I understand the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is not the spokesman, the
member for Cortesloe is, but he could not understand the portfolio. He asked me to give him
an outline, but he has left the Chamber. If he had been here and listened to the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition he would have had a rough idea of what we are working on.

Mr Cash: That is unfair; the member for Cortesloe said he was going to the library to do
some research on what you have just said.

Mr BRYCE: The member for Mt Lawley will have a nickname, Make-it-up Mt Lawley.
That will be his nickname as long as he remains in this Chamber. Somebody should go up to
the library now to make sure that the member for Cottesloe has never gone within a bull's
roar of that library, let alone to check on anything that I have said.

Mr Brian Burke: The member for Corresloe is in the dining room earing his supper.

Mr Cash: He must have been raking what you said in jest.

Mr BRYCE: That is precisely what Make-it-up Mt Lawley does in this Chamber, whether by
way of interjection or making his speeches. We know the member's style; his modus
operandi is clearly understood. Every time he opens his mouth, members on this side of the
Chamber, and an increasing number on his own side, treat him with derision because nobody
is prepared to believe anything he says.

Mr Court: The Leader of the House wants you to tell us about research.

Mr BRYCE: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition can go to hell. I am telling the member
for Mt Lawley a few home truths and he has one hell of a reputation.

Agreements are about to be signed in relation 'to the ship lift that deal with issues of
management, ownership, control and operation. I will not spell them out here tonight as
many have not been finalised. The numbers that the member mentioned are quite right. This
is an important $22 million facility. I am proud of the fact that after the Prime Minister said
we could have a floating -dry dock on the west coast we said that we did not want it and were
not prepared to put our money into a floating dry dock unless there was an up-to-date marine
support facility such as the best ship lift money could buy; we hung out for the nearly 12
months that it took us to convince the Federal Government that. a marine ship lif should be
built there and not just a dry dock installed.

Mr Court: Does it pay for itself?
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Mr BRYCE: Those sorts of facilities cannot pay- for themselves. We have had feasibility
studies done involving the private sector not only here but also in Singapore and have found
that it is virtually impossible to make these things run at a profit; hence the $8 million from
the Federal Government because it has a strategic interest in it, $8 million or $9 million from
the State Government because we want to see it as pant of the infrastructure for the ship
building industry, and a minor number of millions coming from private companies to be
involved in running it.
The task force in the department has been working single mnindedly in relation to Sarich
technology for a couple of years -- that is only two years in the context of the 17 years since
Ralph Sarich started down that particular track. We are getting to a stage where the pre-
production study, which has cost nearly $500 000 and which has been jointly funded by the
Federal Government and our State Government, is nearing completion. I believe that within
the next few months some exciting and important details will be released. I sincerely hope
that the final decisions will mean that a major production facility producing Sarich
technology will be built.

Item 1: Amount required for Services for the year -
Mr CASH: The amounts are all listed under item 1. Can the Minister advise what has caused
the cost of technology and investment to increase from. $1.7 million to $4.1I million; why the
costs in relation to national industry extension service has increased from $500 000 to
$2.1 million; and why losses on assisted industries has decreased from $3.9 million to
$275 000? I see that there is probably a contra-entry in respect of the National Industry
Extension Service, so can the Minister explain what that is all about?

Mr BRYCE: We are proud of our record in relation to losses on industry. This is the end of
the road for losses that have to be written off on Bunbury Foods and the Manjimup Cannery.
The reason for the substantial reduction is a direct reflection of the reduced sums of money
that the Government has to put aside to write off those losses. The National Industry
Extension Service is a joint Commonwealth-State programnme which commenced in 1986-87
and consequently the expenditure for that year did not reflect the costs of that programme for
a full year. Commonwealth recoups for the programme were held in ledger for 1986-87.
Mr CASH: What comprises technology and investment?

Mr BRYCE: The technology and investment part of the new department is basically what
was the Technology Development Authority and comprises those people and their
programmes. They run Technology Park and the technology fund handles business planning
grants and product refinement loans for all companies involved in new and emerging
technologies that are seeking to commercialise new products; that is the division of the
department that does it.

Division 17 put and passed.

Division 18: Electoral, $1 658 000 --

Item 4: Services and contracts --

Mr MacKINNON: Can the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform advise the
Committee the reason for the increase in this item and what comes under it.

Mr BRYCE: The reason for the increase is that the allowance for the habitation review has
been stepped out. This is where people go out to door knock. I think that there is an
arrangement with the Commonwealth Electoral Department where we share some of the costs
for the habitation review process. The rest is for their information technology plan. In the
next 12 months or so the Electoral Commission will require a good deal of new computing
equipment, and the services and contract item reflects the preparation of a fairly sophisticated
information technology plan for the acquisition of that gear in the next year or so.

Item 8: Other services -

Mr MacK]NNON: Was the amount for Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly
general and by-elections estimated on the Minister's retirement or is he expecting other
retirements? How was the figure of $100 000 arrived at?
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Mr BRYCE: I have felt somewhat victimised during the course of this debate because of the
number of times this issue has been raised, admittedly the last time by the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition. If members apply a rule of thumb to the number of by-elections normally
held in each Parliament -- and in my first term in this Parliament there were five or six by-
elections and we have already had seven during this Parliament -- I guess an average figure
could be arrived at. The allocation can be broken down on art annual basis. [ have no idea
how that figure is arrived at. There is an estimate that there would be half a dozen by-
elections in the life of the Parliament.

Division I8 put and passed.

Division 19: Crown Law, $30 062 000 -

Mr MacKINNON: Can the Leader of the House give reasons in relation to increases in this
Division and explain what the expenditure of $374 000 for other staffing costs comprises?

Mr PEARCE: The higher provision is mainly attibutable to increased workers'
compensation insurance, $86 000; provision for fringe benefits tax, $60 000; and provision
for the Attorney General to attend an international conference on the reform of criminal law,
$13 000. This item provides mainly for workers' compensation insurance, fringe benefits
tax, travel allowances, staff training costs and other related staffing costs.

Mr MacKinnon: Do you have a total figure for workers' compensation insurance?

Mr PEARCE: It is $86 000.

Mr MacKinnon: What is the increase?

Mr PEARCE: I do not know.

Item 41: Services and Contracts -

Mr MacKINNON: What is the reason for the increase and what is the breakdown of the
figure?

Mr PEARCE: The increased allocation mainly provides for the hosting of the Australian
Legal Convention, $25 000; provision for a meeting of the Standing Committee of Attorneys
General, $5 000; provision for costs associated with the Victims of Crime Working Parry,
$6 000; and consultancy fees associated with the implementation of the efficiency
improvement programme, $114 000.
Item 7: Purchase of Plant, Equipment, etc -

Mr CASK: Could the Minister advise the reason for the proposed increase from $24 574 to
$207 000 this year?

Mr PEARCE: The increased allocation is necessary to provide for a higher level of
equipment purchases: Replacement and new dictation equipment, $25 000; equipment
associated with the implementation of the records management system, $6 000; replacement
of general office equipment, $1t3 000; word processing equipment for head office, $78 000;
equipment associated with the efficiency improvement programme, $71 000; and computer
equipment for the Victims of Crime Working Party and the personal information
management system, $14 000. The total amount is $207 000.

Item 8: Grants, Subsidies and Transfer Payments --

Mr CASH: I ask the Minister the reason for the increase.

Mr PEARCE: The increase here is $161 487. The higher allocation mainly reflects an
approved increase in the scale of costs prescribed under the Official Prosecutions
(Defendants' Costs) Act, effective from 1 July 1987 resulting in estimated additional costs in
1987-88 of $109 000. In addition, provision has been made for higher refunds of revenue --
$30 000 -- and provision for payment of legal costs which were collected and paid into the
CRF in previous years -- $20 000.
Item 10: Legal Services..

Mr MacKINNON: This increase is quite considerable, and I ask the Minister for an
explanation of that increase and what "legal services" represents.
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Mr PEARCE: The increase is $296 122. The higher provision mainly provides for the
computerisation of the legal information retrieval system containing the Stare's Statutes and
regulations, $104 000; provision for the replacement of departmental motor vehicles and
general office equipment, $93 000; provision for the acquisition of computer equipment to
implement the Crown Solicitor's opinion system, $21 000; and provision for increased
advising fees, $50 000. This item provides for the contingency costs for the various legal
sections including Solicitor General, Crown Solicitor, Crown Prosecutor, Parliamentary
Counsel and Crown Counsel which advise and represent Government departments and
authorities.

Division 19 put and passed.
Division 20: Corporate Affairs, $6 649 000 --
Item 1: Salaries, Wages and Allowances -

Mr CASH: Prior to the stock market crash, complaints were often made by people who were
submitting prospectuses to the Corporate Affairs Department on the amount of time it was
taking for prospectuses to be studied and cleared. I would expect that, since the crash,
prospectuses have been either withdrawn or have not gone forward. Can the Minister advise
whether he understands there is pressure on the staff of that department and whether 29
investigators are sufficient to do the work that is currently pushed towards that department?

Mr PEARCE: We have here an increase of $325 704 and a total of $4 675 000. The 1987-8
estimate is based on an average operative staffing level of 169 expressed as full-time
equivalent staff in the estimates. The higher provision mainly provides for the full-year cost
of award increases granted last year, $89 000; the full-year cost of new staff appointed during
1986-87, $64 000; provision for salary adjustments during 1987-88, $84 000; and provision
for annual increments, $48 000. This basically means there is no significant increase in
staffing.
Division 20 put and passed.
Division 2 1: Public Trust Office, $3 980 000 --

[tern 4: Services and Contracts --
Mr MacKINNON: I would like the Minister to explain this item.

Mr PEARCE: This is only a very small increase of $14 214 in the total of $401 000. The
increased allocation reflects the provision for one-off actuarial costs, $5 000; higher audit
fees, $6 000; and microfilm charges, $4 000.
Mr MacKinnon: What about the total breakdown?

Mr PEARCE: The item generally provides for data processing costs, printing, advertising,
rent for office accommodation and audit fees, but I do not have a breakdown for each of
those items.

Division 21 put and passed.
Division 22: Registrar G eneral's Office, $1 356 000-
Item 4: Services and Contracts --

Mr MacINNON: I again ask the Minister for a breakdown of the increases and an
explanation of what the expense is for.

Mr PEARCE: This item generally provides for legal fees, security services, operating
contracts, mnicrofilming charges and other miscellaneous expenses. The increase totals
$57 656 and reflects the additional costs associated with the State Microfilm Bureau
introducing charges for its services from I July 1987.
Division 22 put and passed.
Divisions 23 and 24: Law Reform Commission, $719000; Legal Aid Commission,
$1 846 000 -- put and passed.
Division 25: Miscellaneous Services, $128 149 000 --
Item 10: Australian Vietnam Veterans --

Mr MacKJNNON: I would like to place on the record my congratulations to the Government
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for recognising the Australian Vietnam veterans in this way. I am sture all members of
Parliament and the majority of Australian people welcomed the long overdue recognition of
those men and women who served on our behalf in Australia's Armed Forces in Vietnam.
The Government has the Opposition's total support for providing these funds to assist
veterans from this State to participate in the remembrance celebrations in Sydney earlier this
year.

Item 29: Japanese Studies Scholarship --
Mr MacKINNON: I notice that the estimate for this year is significantly down on last year,
and I would appreciate a comment from the Minister why that is so. I would have thought we
would want to keep that sort of scholarship at a reasonable level if we are committed to
furthering Japanese-Australian relationships in this way.

Mr PEARCE: The decrease of $33 206 reflects a reduction in the number of scholarships to
be awarded under the scheme from four to two in 1987-88. This estimate was assessed as
follows: Air fares, $7 000; payment of initial grant, $6 000; payment of living allowances.
$43 000. 1 have not received from the Attorney General a reason why the number of
scholarships was cut from four to two.

Item 34: National Safety Council of WA --

Mir CASH: The expenditure last year was $850 000. This year it is proposed to be $213 000.
I assume the reduction is because of the change in the functions of that council, but the
Minister can explain that in due course by way of his notes. The Opposition does not believe
the Government has necessarily made a wise move in stripping that council of the functions
that it formerly performed. I know that the Minister at the time argued there was duplication
of a number of functions being carried out; that is, the Government's other departments were
perfrming similar functions, and there would be a general saving to the community if that
duplication were cut out and other departments specialised in their various areas. That does
not seem to have worked the way the Government may have wished although at this stage
they may really only be teething troubles and it is something we will continue to watch.

I ask the Minister whether he can advise as to the future of the land that is currently occupied
by the National Safety Council in Mt Lawley? It is prime real estate and it was suggested
earlier that the Government's Land Review Committee was looking at that site.

Mr PEARCE: The reduction is $637 000, reducing the item to $213 000. That reflects a
very different role for the National Safety Council of Western Australia. The Government's
view is that the safety council was fulfilling two roles: One was the general promotion of
safety issues, particularly road safety issues, and that is important; and the other was to run
driving courses. The driving courses seemed to us to be not significantly different in scope or
content from those run by private enterprise operators and we saw no reason why we as a
Government ought to subsidise a driving school in competition with established private
driving schools. I thought that would be a principle which the Opposition might have
endorsed.

The land on which the National Safety Council existed in Mt Lawley has been signed over to
Landbank, which is the Government's land development agency, and I have negotiated with
Landbank on behalf of the Western Australian College of Advanced Education to organise a
swap for Landbank's. land at Mt Lawley and the WACAE's land at Mt Claremont so that the
Mt Lawley land will be used as a significant extension of the Mt Lawley College of the
WACA-E. That growth will be as a result of the sale by the WACAE of the Nedlands campus
to the University of Western Australia and the concentration of its metropolitan campuses
from a current four -- or five, if we count Joondalup -- to three.

Mr Cash: Why does the university want to buy the Nedlands campus?

Mr PEARCE: Because the university site is itself a constrained one. It has growing student
numbers and is making a provision for its own future. The Commonwealth Government has
agreed with that three-way swap; the State Government has agreed to it; the Commonwealth
will be providing some funding to enable the university to buy the Nedlands College in the
next financial year; and as a result of that the land swap is going ahead.

Mr Cash: Thank you.
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Item 35: National Trust of Australia (Western Australia) --

Mir CASH: There is an increase in expenditure from $116 000 last year to $300 500 this
year. Could the Minister explain the reason for that significant increase?

Mr PEARCE: Yes. Obviously the role of the National Trust is important to the Government.
it has given a great emphasis to heritage matters since the last election, particularly with the
appointment of myself as the State's first Minister for heritage.

There are two components to the increase. One is the fact that the Government has been
prepared to increase the National Trust's allocation in order to pay fringe benefits tax to the
Commonwealth on the free rental provided to unpaid caretakers and wardens occupying trust
properties in 1986-87 and 1987-88. Two years' tax is involved in that because under the flew
FBT arrangements people getting free accommodation have to pay a tax on the cost, and
really the State is picking up that tax for the National Trust. Also, there is a significant
increase in funds -- although I do not know the figure -- under the bicentennial
commemorative programme because the National Trust is getting its share of bicentennial
money forkis own heritage matters. In all, the increase totals $184 500.

Item 37: Para plegic-Quad ri plegic Association of W.A. --

Mr BRADSH-AW: I noticed there has been a decrease of $50 000 this year in the allocation
to that association. Obviously it is a worthwhile cause and I want to know why there has
been a decrease and whether the allocation will continue to decrease or whether it will be
looked on more favourably next year.

Mr PEARCE: With regard to organisations like the Paraplegic -Quadriplegic Association of
WA, each year officials of these associations discuss with Treasury officers their needs for
the year, other sources of income, and the like. I guess the reason for that is so the
Government can properly assist organisations which require it but equally so that we are not
spending money in large quantities on organisations which have access :o the funds that they
require from other sources.
The Minister for Budget Management in this case advises that the decreased provision
reflects an increase in income available to the association from other sources.

Item 38: Radio Appeals --

Mr CASH: This item deals with radio appeals, and $1 000 has been put aside for the vote
this year. I am interested to know exactly what the Radio Appeals item is all about. In
particular I am interested to find out whether money has been put aside for Father Brian
Morrison's Christmas Appeal. I cannot find any reference to it in the accounts we are dealing
with at the moment and I hope it is in this particular item. If it is not I would ask the Minister
to give me some indication whether Father Brian's Christmas Appeal will receive any
funding from the Government this year, as it has in past years.

Mr PEARCE: The answer to that is that the $1L 000 is just a carry-forward to this financial
year of donations made in the last financial year. Two were made: $500 was donated to the
Radio 747 Ringathon conducted in July [986, and the Radio 6PR Nightline blanket appeal
conducted in July 1987. On that information there would not have been a contribution to
Father Brian's Christmas Appeal last year.

Mr Cash: Not under that item.

Mr PEARCE: No; so that is probably the item under which it is done. It is a worthy cause
and I think the State Government would wish to donate to it. I will check with the Mintister
for Budget Management and if a contribution has not been made under this or any other item
I will mrange for the Government to make a suitable contribution to that appeal.

Mr Cash: Thank you.

Item 40: Restaurant and Caterers Advisory Committee --

Mr BLALKIE: I understand that this committee was established to assist the catering industry
during the period of the America's Cup and I would be pleased if the Minister would advise
how the expenditure was arrived at in the previous 12 months, who the people are who
comprise this convnittee, the reason it is seeking a $40 000 vote for next year, the various
purposes and functions it achieves, and whether in fact the Government believes the
organisation is providing a worthwhile and positive service to the State.
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Mir PEARCE: The commirttee arose out of efforts by the Government to get a greater level of
coordination in the hospitality industry generally, which was facing a number of problems
prior to the America's Cup. A number of meetings were held wit a large number of industry
representatives, chaired by die Premier and including the Minister for Labour, Productivity
and Employment, the Minister for Tourism, and me as the Minister for Education because
TAFE is the main training provider in die area.
As a result of those meetings and at the request of the industry the Government agreed to set
up the Restaurant and Caterers Advisory Committee to coordinate approaches to the
Government by restaurantews and caterers' organisations. It is a very mixed and diverse
industry and there are a lot of different interests running in different directions. In order to
have a proper policy it was essential to get the industry together to have fairly common
policies.
In order to set up that committee and make it worthwhile the Govenmnent agreed to
contribute $40 000 for each of the last fiancial year and this financial year. By the time the
committee was established there was not a full year left of the 1986-87 year and so the full-
year cost was not required. This year, 1987-88, is the second year for which $40 000 was
promised, but we anticipate the whole of it being required because the expenditure will be
based on a full year instead of the situation last year, where it was less than a full year.
Although themr is a theoretical increase of $14 822, that increase is only because the
committee did not work a fuill year last year. I do not know who is on the committee.
Mr Blaikie: What did it achieve last year?
Mr PEARCE: Perhaps the member should ask the Minister for Tourism or the Minister for
Labour, Productivity and Employment, who are closer to the work of the committee than I
am. What the cormmittee has achieved is a greater level of agreement amongst the industry
about the general policy directions that ought to be followed by that industry with regard to a
range of matters, including some licensing matters, and also about the training provisions for
people in the hospitality area. That might seem a fairly amorphous statement of achievement
for $40 000, but one has to remember that die tourism and hospitality industry -- particularly
tourism -- is one of the largest employment and income-generating areas in Western
Australia, and we believe that a capacity to raise standards in this area is important. That
kind of expenditure is necessary to achieve that.
Mr BLA[KJE: I thank the Minister for his explanation but I believe the Government ought to
have a further look at this organisation to see where the money is going and whether the
organisation is running something beneficial to the State. While the Minister said it served a
function of being a coordinating body within the general catering industry, two organisations
in this State traditionally have had that role -- the Guild of Cooks and the Western Australian
branch of the Catering Institute of Australia. Both of those organisations are reputable and as
far as I am aware they cover the mainstream of people involved in the catering industry in
this State. The CIA, the Guild of Cooks, L'Toque Blanc and other industry organisations
contribute to the general wellbeing of the industry and do not receive Government benefits.
During the America's Cup period I took the trouble to inquire about what this organisation
was doing to bring people to Western Australia. I believe its initial function was to bring
people involved in the catering industry to Western Austalia to meet an expected shortfall of
staff. 1 do not know what success it had but I anm certainly aware that overseas people
involved in catering applied as a result of this organisation's advertising. If one or two
people came to Western Australia as a result of that, I would be quite surprised. If the
Government is going to spend money on organisations, it should make sure that the State gets
value for money. While I am not in a position to say that the State has not received value for
money, I believe the Minister should inquire into this organisation to ensure that it is
providing a satisfactory service and a benefit that cannot be provided elsewhere. My concern
is thai the benefit can be provided by organisations which have existed for 20 or 30 years. I
question the wisdom of the Government in spending $40 000 apparently without any question
of performance.
Mr PEARCE: The fact that the Government is prepared to allocate $40 000 means that it
believes it is getting value for money in this area. The member puts it too simply in referring
to those organisations; there is also die Australian Hotels Association, which has an interest
in this area, through to restaurants in hotels. The caterers as a group, small unlicensed
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restaurants as a group, licensed restaurants as a group and restaurants in hotels are all
different areas of the industry which in many ways have competing interests. The
Government has had great difficulty with coming to grips with the needs of this industry, as
did previous Governments, because the industry itself does not have a view. Each group
looks to its own interests and not to the interests of the industry as a whole,
We set up this committee after meetings with industry representatives generally and could not
get the kind of advice and consensus required, so we set up a mechanism to do it. There is no
guarantee of providing funding past this year. There was a guarantee of funding for two
years and the situation will be reviewed at the end of thar time.
Item 41: Returned Services League -- State War M~emorial -

Mr STEPHENS: There is an allocation here of $3 000. Am I correct in assuming that this
amount is the State's contribution to the maintenance of the War Memorial in King's Park?
Mr Pearce: Yes.
Mr STEPHENS: The Return Services League has done a tremendous job over the years in
looking after the welfare and interest of returned servicemen. However, with the effluxion of
time there are fewer returned servicemen left. In view of the amount involved it is time the
Government gave consideration to meeting the entire cost of looking after the War Memorial
at King's Park. It is there as a tribute to those who died during the war and I believe it would
be reasonable for the State to assume that responsibility and relieve the RSL of the burden.
Would the Minister give consideration to that approach?
Mr PEARCE: The Government is happy to consider that request. It is not one that I am
aware has actually been made by the RSL, which funds the other half of this.

Mr Stephens: It was made to me by a member of -the RSL.

Mr PEARCE: The Government is happy to look at that. It is nor a large. sum of money. The
memorial was built in 1929 by funds raised by public subscription.' The Gov ernment had no
role at all until 1977 when the RSL had to raise funds, to repair the War Memorial, which was
deteriorating with time. At that stage the Government contributed $5 000 towards.the general
appeal and, at the same time, agreed to meet half -the cost of maintenance. That'agreement
has been honoured ever since. I am not aware of an official request by the RSL for the
Government to take up the whole job of maintenance. Although I am not the, Minvister
responsible, in my view it is not an unreasonable request and the Government is prepared to
consider it on an official approach from the RSL.

Item 413: Royal Lire Saving Society -

Mr MacKINNON: The allocation under this item has dr~opped from .$22 500 to Wi 500. I
would appreciate an explanation from the Minister as to*. why that allocation has been
reduced.

Mr PEARCE: The donation of $12 500 is the society's regular annual donation. Last year
the Government agreed to provide an additional $10 000 as a one-oft grant -- and the Royal
Life Saving Society knew that was the case -- partially to relieve the society's liquidity
situation. That one-off grant having been madte, we return to, its normal level of subsidy.
Item 45: Royal West Australian Institute for the Blind-
Mr MacKIN4NON: A person who is known to me and who is a donor to the'Royal Western
Australian Institute for the Blind received a letter from the institute tanking him for his past
support but indicating that the institute Was very concerned about the fact that it had lost a
long-standing contract, which the Government had granted to the institute and which the
institute had held for the past 20 years; for the construction of cast iron-frame cane lounge
suites. These were mainly used in north west Government offices. The-institute advised that
on average the contract was worth abbut $250 000 per anhumn and represented over
30 per cent of the institute's total production.. The Work was carried out by blind workers,
who are not paid normal salaries. In fact the average blind worker earns $60 to $100O per
week. It is work carried out by disadvantaged sectiont of our community. -However, after 20
years the institute lost the contract for the wor~k to a small company,'which I understand
imports the cane furniture from overseas. The interesting point is that- the institute found
itself in a very delicate position, having the Minister responsible for the Tender Board, the
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Minister for Labour, Productivity and Employment, on its board of directors. Of course, he is
die Minister responsible for tenders, but he is also on die board, and because of that, this
places him and the board in a difficult position.
It has been extremely difficult for the institute to manage the workload for the blind workers.
It has sought alternative arrangements, and to give it credit it has found them to some extent.
It is not easy for the institute to make up 30 per cent of the income it lost.
The contract comes up for renewal in the near future. Applications will be lodged in die
second week of December and the final decision is expected in March 1988. 1 would
appreciate an assurance from the Government that it will do all it can to work with the
institute so that it will be reallocated the contract. We know it has to be competitive in its
prices, but it does tremendous work,
Mr PEARCE: I am not aware of the details of the contract. Sheltered workshops and groups
of the kind referred to by the Leader of the Opposition competing against small private
industries for Government contracts is a vexed question. The Government has received a
number of approaches from both sides, including small businesses which feel they are at a
cost disadvantage when competing with the likes of the institute because they are subsidised.
We have to try to get a fair balance not only in terms of cost, but also in terms of fairness to
both parties.
I am happy to ensure that the Government give close consideration to the institute's position
when that contract comes up for renewal. At the same time, it will continue to make that
$40 000 donation available so that the institute can continue to do the good work that the
Leader of the Opposition has outlined.
[tern 50: Smash Hit Musical Production
Mr MacKINNON: Will the Minister advise the Committee what this allocation is about?
Mr PEARCE: I launched tis progranume myself four or five weeks ago. Members may
recall that two years ago an effort was made by people working in education and areas such
as the National Safety Council and the Road Trauma Committee to put on a stage musical to
educate, in an entertaining way, young people about the dangers of drinking and driving. The
musical toured with semiprofessional actors throughout many of the country areas and had an
impact on young people, who are the highest risk group for road accidents because of their
excessive abuse of alcohol and speed. It got them to think about the consequences of their
actions and instilled in them strategies to avoid becoming accident statistics.
The stage production was extremely successful but it was limited because of the costs
involved in touring. People sought to revise the script of the stage musical to make a movie
of it. That movie has now been made and will also tour schools and other youth groups
throughout the State. It will be reproduced on video.
Item 60: Western Australian Dear Society -

Mr MacKINNON: The society has done a lot of good work on behalf of the deaf
community. Many of the deaf have not developed speech skills and rely on sign language to
communicate. This year the society employed a community worker-interpreter under a
Government grant. That young girl has done an outstanding job in the past 12 months in
assisting the deaf community. She was recognised recently in the Jeans West Young
Achievers Award. Recently the society approached the Minister for Health for additional
support to enable it to retain her in its employment. I believe that approach was unsuccessful.
Will the Minister indicate if consideration is being given to an increased allocation to the
Deaf Society, bearing in mind that the $15 000 allocation has been the same for many years?
Mr PEARCE: It has been the same for only about four years, because the allocation before
then was $30 000. It was cut back in 1983-84 following the sale of the society's premises in
Hay Street and its relocation to Leederville which put the society in a better financial
position.
The Leader of the Opposition made a good point that organisations tend to receive the same
annual amount over time. Maybe it is time to do a CPI adjustment over, a two or three-year
period for many of those amounts.
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Item 61: Western Australian Greyhound Racing Association --

Mr BRADSHAW: [ believe this is die first time this allocation has been made because the
association was in financial trouble earlier this year. Will this be an ongoing allocation or is
it a once-only payment?
Mr PEARCE: The Government certainly hopes it will be a once-only allocation. The
greyhound racing industry has been in financial difficulties in recent times. In order to
maintain its financial viability in the interim, the Government is making this $200 000
allocation available to it pending legislative changes to formalise the management arid
organisarional structure of the industry. That grant is given on the understanding chat the
association brings its financial affairs into balance by 30 June 1988.
Item 66: Fremantle Port Authority -

Mr CASH: Last year the vote for the Fremantle Porn Authority was $111 000, but the actual
expenditure was $540 000. This year it is anticipated that expenditure will be in the order of
$205 000. Can the Minister explain what the $205 000 represents and why last year's vote of
$111 000 ended up being expenditure of $540 000?*
Mr PEARCE: The large jump last year is matched by the decrease this year and reflects a
non-recurring payment of $400 000 in 1986-87 to the Fremanule Fort Authority for
America's Cup operating expenses stemming from the conduct of the America's Cup and the
world [2-metre championship yacht races.
The item -- $205 000 -- provides for the debt servicing costs for a period of three years, on a
borrowing programme of $1.255 million required for the acquisition. of properties in the
Kwinana beach industrial area.
Item 71: Rottnest Island Board -

Mr CASH: Expenditure last year was $131 343. The vote this year is $689 000 which is a
considerable increase. Would the Minister explain what comprises the $689 000?
Mr PEARCE: T'he increase is $557 657 and it reflects the State's contribution to the Rounest
Island management plan and towards the restoration of the Olivers Hill Battery under the
State bicentennial programme.
The Government has agreed to meet repayments on borrowings of $220 000 repayable over
20 years from 1976-77 to provide sewerage and water supplies to the settlement at Geordie
Bay/Longreach and to meet debt service charges on further borrowings of $90 000 to develop
underground potable water supplies. Annual repayments total $39 200. The Stare will also
provide a grant of $15 800 to meet 75 per cent of the cost of servicing a loan raised by the
board to finance the installation of a sewerage treatment plant for the T1homson Bay area.
The State gave $50 000 towards the restoration of the Olivers Hill Battery. I do not know
whether members have seen that, but I was there only a few weeks ago and it is certainly an
exciting and useful programme.
On 2 February this year Cabinet approved a Budget allocation of up to $600 000 to enable the
board to commence the implementation of the Roitnest Island management plan over a period
of five years.
Item 72: State Energy Commission -- Board Services and Registration Fees --
Mr MacKIN4NON: I would appreciate an explanation of this item which is a vote for
$500 000. It is a significant increase compared with last year's vote of $40 000. The
expenditure last year was $128 615. T ask the Minister for details of the expenses.
Mr PEARCE: Fees collected under the State Energy Commission Act regulations are paid
into the Consolidated Revenue Fund in accordance with section 64 of the Constitution Act
1889. As the work of examination and collection of fees is carried out by the State Energy
Commission, a recoup is made to the commission to cover administration expenses. The
increase this year of $371 385 reflects the increased board services and registration fees
effective from [ July 1987.
Mr MacKJNNQN: This has b een going on for some time. Why have the service fees
increased so much in one year? It does not seem logical for the service fees to increase so
dramatically in one year. I would have thought there would have been a service charge
increase of perhaps between 10 and 15 per cent each year.
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Wr PEARCE: I am not able to give the Leader of the Opposition any further information to
the advice given to me by the Minister for Budget Management. However, I am happy to
discuss the mailer with the Minister for Budget Management and I will advise the Leader of
the Opposition in writing.

Item 77: Bunbury Waler Board --
f-& BLAIKIE: Before I speak to this item I want to refer to the tedium of the question and
answer response of this Committee stage. I suggest to the Government that what it should
look at doing in subsequent years -- it will only have one more year in which to do it -- is to
make available to the House a list of schedules so that members can satisfy themselves on
particular items and then extend the debate with the Minister in charge as need be.

Last year the vote was $67 000, but the actual expenditure was $127 580. This year the
estimate is $95 000. Last year I raised this question and my understanding was that the
allocation relates to a subsidy that the Government is paying to the Bunbury Water Board to
offset certain works that the water board has been carrying out over a three year period. It
also provides a benefit to the Bunbuiy Water Board to offset the cost of pensioner rates -- the
three per cent compulsory levy that all other water boards have to pay.

Mr Bradshaw: Does Busselton get a subsidy?.

Mr BLAIKIE: No, and neither does Harvey.

If that is the reason for the allocation of $95 000 -- the only other remaining water board does
not receive a similar benefit -- then the actions of the Government are grossly unfair. While
it treats one town in a favourable way, it is obliged to treat other towns in a similar way. I
ask the Minister to explain what the $95 000 is for. In previous years I have expressed my
indignation with the Government's action, If this allocation is for a similar benefit, I will
again express my gross indignation and advise the Government that it has to treat people in
different towns in a more reasonable way.
Mr PEARCE: The simple explanation is that the Government is trying to move carefully and
cautiously towards the position it wants, as is its wont. The member will notice that the
Division for the Bunbury Water Board of $95 000 is, in fact, a decrease of $32 580 on the
amount contributed last year. The reason for that is that during 1984-85, the Government
agreed to continue the funding of the pensioner rates rebate scheme for three years and
concurrently reimburse the Bunbury Water Board for the cost of phasing in a three per cent
Government levy on water charges for the same period.
Mr Blaikie: The same benefit applied to Busselton.

Mr PEARCE: I assume that because of the financial situation of the Bumbury Water Board
its needs were greater.
In fact the pensioner rebate scheme is to be phased out over three years as follows --

1. 10.85 - 1.10.86 1/3 of 50 per cent rebate
1. 10.86 - 1.10.87 2/3 of 50 per cent rebate
1. 10.87 - 1.10.88 nil

The board will be in a comparable position wit other water boards in the State. The three
per cent levy is being phased in as follows --

1985-86 1 percent
1986-87 2 per cent
1987-88 3 percent

That will bring the position precisely to where the member wants it.

Mr Blaikie: Last year the vote was $67 000, but the actual expenditure was $127 000 which
is almost double. What was die reason for the doubling of the expenditure?
Mr PEARCE: The amounts would have been based on those two aspects -- the extent to
which the pensioner rebate scheme was required and the extent of the phasing in of the levy.
The phasing in of the levy relates to turnover on water as does the pensioner rates rebate.
Obviously, last year the expectations of those drawing up the Budget proved to be an
underestimate. In reality it tuaned out to be different, but we are winding back the situation in
the way I have indicated.
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Mr Blaikie: The same circumstances could apply this year.
Mr PEARCE: It is always possible that a Budget estimate can be inaccurate for some reason,
particularly when dealing wit relatively unknown areas of activity. People's demands may
change over time. In the light of our experience, we are not anticipating that we will be
blowing out the estimate for this year, but it is always possible.

Mr BLAIKXE: I thank the Minister for his explanation but I place on the record my total
indignation at the Government's action. Theme is complete abhorrence for what has happened
and I thank my colleagues for their assistance. It was indicated to the Government when it
introduced the new water charges and set out what water boards could or could not do, that it
would make it difficult for the water boards to survive. The Government accepted that
argument in part and proceeded to subsidise the Bunbury Water Board, for purely political
purposes. The members for Bunbury and Mitchell may have had a win by convincing the
Government to provide that subsidy but the subsequent results in the by-election
demonstrated that the people of the south west, including those in Bunbury, thought the
Government's actions were gros~Iy unfair.

Already the Harvey Water Board has indicated that it can no longer operate and that area will
go back to the Water Authority. The Government's actions priced it out of existence. If that
water board had received the same favourable conditions as the Bunbury Water Board, it
would still be in operation. I appeal to the Minister to give the same financial assistance to
the Busselton Water Board as the Government has given to the Bunbury Water Board. If the
Government does not do so, it will be seen to be politically motivated.

Item 79: Fertiliser Freight Subsidy -- Reimbursement to Westrail --

Mr CASH: Will the Minister explain why the vote this year is only $40 000 when last year it
was $450 000. I am not complaining about the Government not spending money but I ask for
some explanation of this significant reduction.

Mr PEARCE: The $40 000 is a carryover payment for June 1987 on a programme that was
finalised on 30 June 1987. We entered into a two-year arrangement in 1986 for 1986-87 of a
competitive fertiliser rail freight schedule which represented a package of fertiliser freight
rates competitive with road transport charges that Westrailwere contracted to introduce for a
two-year period ending 30 June 1987. This item provides for the payment to Westrail of an
amount to offset the revenue shortfall resulting from the implementation of the scheme. It is
finished now and there will be no cost in next year's Budget.

Item 88: State Energy Commission of Western Australia -- North West Shelf Gas -

State Assistance --

Mr CASH: I ask the Minister to explain what this subsidy is about.

Mr PEARCE: There is an increase of $1 235 570. That provision has been made for further
financial assistance to the SEC in 1987-88 for commitments under its gas purchase
agreements. The assessment of the amount of assistance is based on estimates of the State's
share of petroleum royalties to be collected from the domestic phase, DOMGAS, of the North
West Shelf project, the amount of Commonwealth DOMUAS royalties to be transferred to
Western Australia, and collections from the three per cent levy on SEC sales of North West
Shelf gas. Details of the actua payments in 1986-87 and estimates for 1987-88 are: State
DOMGAS royalty in 1986-87 was 51984 000 and the estimate for 1987-88 is $2 100 000;
the three per cent levy on SEC gas sales in 1986-87 was $2 8 10 000 and the estimate for
1987-88 is $3 900 000; the Commonwealth DOMGAS royalty in 1986-87 was $935 000 and
the estimate for 1987-88 is $1 000 000. The adjustments to previous year's payment is
$35 430 in 1986-87 and a nil estimate for 1987-88. That gives a total of $7 000 000 for
1987-88, compared with $5 764 430 for 1986-87.

Item 89: Aboriginal Lands Trust -- Remuneration for mining on Aboriginal Reserves --
Mr BLALIKE: One of the difficulties when dealing with Aboriginal affairs is the late arrival
of the 1986-87 annual report, which arrived only a few days ago. I am not able to raise all
the issues I would like to but I ask the Minister to indicate why the estimate is substantially
lower than the amount received last year.

Mr PEARCE: The item represents a decrease of $20 708. It provides for the repayment to
the Aboriginal Lands Trust of rents and royalties derived from Aboriginal reserves for the 12
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months ended 31 December 1986. It is a question of economic activity and that figure
represents the actual repayment.

Mr BLAYKIE: The Minister indicated that they were funds paid over for mining on
Aboriginal reserves.
Mr Pearce: There is a sliding scale of the amount payable to Aboriginal communities -- or in
this case the Aboriginal Lands Trust -- as remuneration for mining on their lands. A mining
company mining on Aboriginal Lands Trust land or Aboriginal reserves will be liable to
certain payments to the State, a proportion of which on a sliding scale is paid to the
Aboriginal Lands Tmust. If there is no mining it gets nothing and if there is a lot of mining it
receives a fair amount. The figure will vary from year to year depending on the level of
mining activity on Aboriginal land. This $62 900 represents the actual amount that the
Aboriginal Lands Trust is entitled to as a result of the level of mining activity on Aboriginal
land.

Item 90: Acquisition of Land and Property --

Mr BLAYKIE: In 1986-87, 5200 000 was allocated to this item, and $53 606 was spent. This
year $1 096 000 has been allocated. It seems to be a significant amount of money to allocate
under a miscellaneous section and not perhaps slot into the particular department which may
be acquiring the land. I ask the Minister to explain the specific land which may have been
budgeted for, and why it appears under "miscellaneous" rather than a specific department?

Mr PEARCE: The amount last year for the acquisition of lands and properties was for
miscellaneous expenses and rates and taxes. No actual purchase was involved; it was simply
a question of the payment of rates and taxes on properties already purchased. This year some
significant purchases are proposed, and $500 000 is proposed to buy a portion of the
Leschenault Peninsula from one owner, Majestic Homes, and another portion of the
Leschenault Peninsula from W.S. and J.F. Greenham for $200 000. A lot of that money is
involved in the reclamation of the Leschenault Peninsula.

Mlr Cash: Why would that not go against a particular department which is acquiring the land?

Mr PEARCE: I cannot answer that, except to say that this is a provision for the acquisition of
land and property. I suppose it is a silly answer in a way --

Mr Cash: It is a significant amount of money to put under 'miscellaneous' when you know
the land you are about to acquire.

Mr PEARCE: Where we are making acquisitions, it is not for any particular department. For
example, public building in East Perth, $174 000. I suppose it will be owned by Government
departments later. We are buying further land in the cultural centre. The Department for The
Arts does not have provision for the purchase of land because that is not an area it has been in
in the past, and we would not like to write a capital item on the basis of one single purchase.
That is my belief for this being done.

Item 91: Act of Grace Payments --

Mr CASH: Last year act of grace payments amounted to $148 574. Can the Minister advise
in general terms who received that money and what sort of reasons they would have received
those act of grace payments, and whether he is aware of any payments which have been made
for 1987-88?
Mr PEARCE: Obviously allocations for act of grace payments must be a guess, and that is
what has happened here. I will give some brief details of payments made during the course
of last year. Mrs P. Wise was given an act of grace payment of $998.69. That was an act of
grace payment made to Hon F.J.S. Wise to supplement the high office component of his
pension payable under the parliamentary superannuation scheme. He died and we agreed to
continue to pay two thirds of that to Mrs Wise.

An act of grace payment of $3 098.35 was made to Sir John and Lady Mary Virtue as a
supplement to their pensions. Because Sir John retired during the course of the year without
paying due attention to the effect the exact date would have on his pension, he did not receive
certain allowances. The Chairman of the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal examined the
matter and recommended an act of grace payment.
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Mr Cash: As there are obviously quite a number, would you be prepared to provide a copy of
that to the Leader of the Opposition?

Mr PEARCE: Certainly.

Item 92: America's Cup --
Mr CASH: We beard earlier that certain funds were now not needed because the America's
Cup was well and truly finished. An amount this year of $841 000 is allocated against the
America's Cup account. What does the Government propose in respect of that expenditure?
Mr PEARCE: The America's Cup lives with us still. This item makes provision for final
costs associated with the America's Cup Festival of Sport and oilier related costs pertaining
to the defence of the America's Cup. These are the estimates, consisting basically of two
items: One is the payment of $788 000 to the America's Cup Festival of Sport, which
finalises the costs incurred in sporting events which surrounded the America's Cup, and the
second is an underwriting commitment made by the Government to the latest navigational
equipment for $53 000. That item was to compensate that group which provided navigational
equipment for the use of control and marker vessels and competitors. There is a high
commercial cost in that undertaking, involving locating the buoys accurately. The users of
that equipment sought an underwriting for the investmnent involved from the Government.
The Government committed itself to underwriting $150 000 maximum over two years. The
provision of $53 000 in 1987-88 represents the expected shortfall in terms of the
underwriting agreement.

Item 94: Burswood Island Casino -- Relocation of SEC Pylons --

Mr COURT: I would like the Minister to explain this $900 000. Was this part of some
agreement the Government had with the casino?
Mr PEARCE: This is ani agreement that the Parliament has with the casino, because under
the terms of the Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement Actof 1985, which I recall well -- I
think I dealt with it myself -- we agreed to the relocation, the cost of which is detailed in the
Budget.

Mr Court: That was two years ago.

Mr PEARCE: Yes.

Mr Court: That has been done?

Mr PEARCE: It has been done.

Item 98: EventsCorp --

Mr MacKINNON: I would appreciate it if the Minister could give us an explanation of the
detail of the payments made. Last year it was a total of $349 197. What are the items to
come under the budgeted amount of $444 000?
Mr PEARCE: EventsCorp is an offshoot of the Western Australian Development
Corporation and was set up to try to get major sporting and other events of international
significance into Western Australia for two reasons: Firstly, to promote tourism in the State
and, secondly, to bring people and dollars to our State.

Mr Court: If it is part of WADC, why does it need additional funding?

Mr PEARCE: I am not sure of the exact legal structure. EventsCorp is managed by the
WADC, but it does these things on behalf of the Government. It uses seed money to try to
get events here. If the events come, WADC does not get the profits which the State might
make; the profit is disbursed throughout the community. It is a mechanism by which the
Government funds people to try to attract events to Western Australia. Somebody may want
to bring a major event here. He might well go to WADC with a proposition. A commercial
rule is rn over it by the WADC, and an attempt might be made through EventsCorp to allow
that person to make the bid. The sum of $269 000 of that $444 000 is reimbursement to bids
which have already been made. The balance of $175 000 represents the estimated costs of
EventsCorp in the development and bidding for major events in Western Australia during
1987-88.
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Item 103: Interest and Instalments (not otherwise provided For) --

Mr& MacKINNON: I would appreciate it if the Minister could provide me with the payments
made uinder this item in 1986-87 and the budgeted allocation for 1987-88. What is that
allocation for?

Mr PEARCE: These are for miscellaneous interest payments and instalments. In 1986-87 a
payment of $57 007 was made for principal and interest charges on loans taken over by the
Government as a result of variations to the original sale agreement of the Wundowie
Charcoal Iron and Steel Industry to Agnew Clough Limited. The estimate for this year is
$62 000. Debt charges on loans totalling $660 000 raised by the Western Australian Teacher
Educational Authority to finance construction of college buildings led to a payout of $66 741.
That is estimated to cost $67 000 in 1987-88. The sum of $420 000 has been allocated for
1987-88, but not allocated in 1986-87 following Cabinet approval that the liability for
outstanding private borrowings relating to the Midland Abattoir complex be transferred to
Treasury. Finally, arrears of loan repayments by the Wyndham Communmity Club amounted
to $17 315 in 1986-87 and $14 000 is estimated for 1987-88.
Item 107: Racecourse Development Trust --State Contribution --

Mr BRADSHAW: This is an amount of $228.000, which is fairly small time when compared
to the contribution made by the racing and trotting industry in Western Australia. I
understand that the money comes from unclaimed dividends at the TAB. Does the Minister
know whether the amount for unclaimed dividends has risen as it has been around $200 000
since I have been here?. Does this amount relate to unclaimed dividends and, if so, is it not
time that the Govemnment considered increasing this amount to give the racing and trotting
industry an increase, and particularly country clubs, because this industry plays in important
part in the community, if one considers the people employed in it such as farriers and
merchants and all the people associated with it? How did the Government arrive at this
figure?
Mr PEARCE: This is a legislative provision in accordance with section 102 of the Act under
which the Government is required to contribute an amount equivalent to 25 per cent of
unclaimed dividend and betting moneys from horse races. An amount is supplied by
Treasury and a matching contribution is provided by the Western Australian Turf Club in the
ratio of 60 per cent to 40 per cent respectively. As this is a legislative provision, the
legislation would have to be changed for it to be changed.

Item 109: Salaries and Allowances Tribunal .
Mr CASH: The Salaries and Allowances Tribunal has been around for some tune. This
appears to be the first occasion on which it has been listed under miscellaneous. Will the
Minister say where this amount was listed in previous years and why it is now listed under
this item?

Mr PEARCE: In 1986-81 the expenses of the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal were met by
the Public Service Board and the Department of Premier and Cabinet. It has been transferred
to this division to differentiate the financial operations of that section from the normal
operations of the Public Service Board, which has undergone a restructuring. The Salaries
and Allowances Tribunal is not part of the Deparment of Premier and Cabinet, so this is
done to make this amount more easily identifiable.

Item 113: Wittenoom Assistance Scheme --
Mr CASH: The actual figure under this item has reduced from $898 000 last year to an
estimated $52 000 for this year. Will the Minister explain that dramatic decrease and does
this reflect any actions that are currently being carried out against the Government in respect
of the Wittenoomn project generally -- perhaps I should say the Wittenoom problem?

Mr PEARCE: With regard to the last matter, the claims mentioned are with regard, I
suppose, to asbestosis that are being made against the company Midalco.
Mr Cash: There are some against the Minister for Transport.

Mr PEARCE: I am not aware of those. In the event there are payments to be made they will
be made through the normal provisions set aside for people who are able to win amounts
from the Government by way of legal action. Obviously, in those circumstances where the
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claim may be contested by the Government the member would not want me to write into the
Budget the amount we think we might have to pay as that would not be very clever.

The Government agreed in 1984 to buy people out of Wittenoom to solve that problem once
and for all and there was a scheme that people could take advantage of. Those people who
wanted to take advantage of the scheme did so in 1985-86 and as we come to 1987 we are
looking virtually to effect a settlement on the balance of properties for which negotiations to
purchase were entered into prior to 31 December 1986 and to meet carryover costs on
demolition for 1986-87; so the scheme is concluded, but we are looking at carryover costs
from its conclusion.

Division 25 put and passed.
Division 26: Taxation, $9 511 000 -
Item 1: Salaries, Wages and Allowances --
Mr MacKIN-NON: I recently thumbed through the annual report of the State Taxation
Department. Under the new Financial Administration and Audit Act departments have to
lodge an annual report, and those reports make interesting reading. I believe they are an
improvement in Government reporting. An appendix, J, appears in the report of the State
Taxation Department outlining staff numbers in detail. The total number in that report is
shown as 236 people while this report shows a figure of 211 people. The annual report
shows the figure for June 1986 as 187 people, but I do not have the Budget papers figure for
the same period last year to do a comparison. However, that shows a significant increase.

There are the following positions: One commissioner is shown in the report and one in the
Budget papers; one senior assistant commissioner is shown in the report and one in the
Budget papers; three assistant commissioners are shown in the report and three in the Budget
papers; administration, 55 in the annual report and 57 in the Budget papers; land tax, 50 in
the annual report and 76 in the Budget papers; stamp duties, 33 in the annual report and 41 in
the Budget papers; payroll tax, 29 in the annual report and 32 in the Budget papers;
temporary assistants, 44 in the annual report, but no comment about them in the Budget
papers.
There is no comment in the Estimates of Revenue about vacant positions. I can understand
why there is no allocation there, but I would have thought that would be under a reference to
allowances for vacant positions, or something like that, in the Budget papers, or is it that
vacant positions are not shown? I would like an explanation as to why the annual report
differs markedly from the published figures, which I assumne should give the same
information but do not appear to do so?

Mr PEARCE: The member is talking about actual expenditure for the last financial year and
not the estimates for the coming financial year. I have not seen the detail to which he refers,
but it seems that the items are bulked together differently in the annual report prepared by the
department and the more standardised information that appears in the Budget. If the bottom
line is the same, as I understand it is, that is the simple answer.
Mr MacKinnon: It is not; one is 236 and the other 211 for staffing.

Mr PEARCE: The answer is probably that we have changed the system of counting staff
from actual bodies in Public Service offices to ful-time equivalent staff members this year,
the reason being that we axe trying to get a handle on the number of people who work for the
Public Service because there are people on the unattached list, there are unfilled vacancies
and some people work part-time, so it is difficult for the Government to control its Budget
when there is no control on the establishment in departments.

We have turned the system around to give the departments not just the Budget figures but
Budget and establishment figures expressed in equivalent full-time staff numbers. The
average operative staffing level for the State Taxation Deparment is 211 full-time staff, but
that may equate at a particular time with 236 people actually working in the department.

Mr CASH: One sees in item 1 that there is $917 million this year and $301 million generally
coming from the stamp duties area. A number of solicitors and settlement agents in Perth
have said that they are finding that there are inordinate delays at that office in the stamping of
documents.
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It seemed to me when the Leader of the Opposition read out those particular staffing figures
that there was going to be an increase in staff for the year, but the Minister then explained
that it is really die full time equivalent versus the actual number of people on the staff. Will
the Minister Live an undertaking to refer to the Attorney General the complaints of these
people, which I think are very genuine? Given that we are going to raise $917 million in
taxation -- $300 million from stamp duty - and take people's money, I think the least delay
that can occur, the better.

Mr PEARCE: I was listening to die Treasurer on talkback radio a few weeks ago, and the
same question was raised by a man who did not mind waiting for a number but wished they
had dealt with his number during the course of the day when he was there instead of asking
him to go away at the end of the day and come back tomorrow.

Item 4: Services and Contracts -
Mr MacKINNON: I would like the Minister to comment on the reason for the increase over
last year's expenditur level and to give a breakdown of this year's allocation of $228 000.
Mr PEARCE: The higher allocation, which is an increase of $91 618, mainly provides for
"once-off' programming costs of $25 000 associated with the replacement of the
department's receipting terminals during 1987-88. In addition, allowance has been made for
increased legal fees, $18 000; higher computer costs, $7 000; additional printing
requirements, $27 000; and provision for cost escalation, $5 000.

Division 26 put and passed.
Division 27: Valuer General's Ornice, $6 439 000 --
Item 4: Services and Contracts--.
Mr MacKINNON: What is the reason for the increase and what is the breakdown of the
$636 000 allocation under this year's vote?

Mr PEARCE: This represents an increase of $331 549 and is mainly represented by
increased data processing charges resulting from the continued development of the
department's gross rental valuation system. $320 000. -

Division 27 put and passed.

Division 28: Corrective Services, $68 853 000 --

Mr CASH: This year will see some dramatic changes in this area in that only today a Bill
was passed through this place which would result in a different system operating in respect of
the sentences imposed by courts and the parole conditions that may attach to those sentences.
I asked the Minister earlier today whether, in view of the complaints that there are more than
enough prisoners in our gaols in Western Australia, he could advise the impact of the changes
in the system that the Government is proposing. The Treasurer was unable to answer that
question today, and I wonder whether the Leader of the House who is handling this mailer
can give me an indication of any changes in numbers as they reflect in the financial tables we
are looking at. When we look at the items I would be keen to follow up the estimates for the
education officers and training officers, where there has been a 100 per cent increase.
Mr PEARCE: Additional places have been provided for in this year's Budget. There is a
provision for an additional 19.5 full time equivalent staffing positions, and the amount
allocated for that is $525 000. An additional $134 000 is allocated as provision for additional
overtime for die training of prison officers. An amount of $848 000 is provided to cover
anticipated award increases during 1987-88. An amount of $450 000 has been allocated for
costs associated with the introduction of the rank restructure. The rest of the increases are
really award increases that are anticipated.

Item 2: Other Staffing Costs --

Mr CASH: I ask the Leader of the House for an explanation of this item.

Mr PEARCE: The increase here is $900 654. The increased allocation is represented by the
following main factors: Additional provision for workers' compensation insurance,
$103 000; provision for fringe benefits ta, $384 000; costs associated with the establishment
of the metropolitan security unit, $28 000; provision for training and travel costs of prison
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officers in accordance with the staff utilisation review committee report, $97 000; provision
for introduction of the driver training programme for prisoners at attendance centres,
$17 000; and other increases, including provision for cost escalation and costs associated with
extensions to the Albany and Canning Vale prisons, $271 654.
item 4: Services and Contracts -

Mr CASH: I ask the Leader of the House for an explanation of this item.
Mr PEARCE: The increase here is $190 468, which mainly reflects costs associated with the
introduction of attendance centres, $72 000; the extension of the driver training programme
and sex offenders treatment programme for prisoners, $63 (100; extensions to the Albany and
Canning Vale prisons, $ 10 000; and provision for cost escalation, $34 000.
Item 9: Community Based Corrections --
Mr CASH: The amount last year was $340 000 but the actual expenditure was $652 647. It
is estimated this year that expenditure will be $528 000. Can the Minister explain what the
community based corrections scheme is and why there should have been such a dramatic
blow-out last year, where it increased almost 100 per cent on the anticipated vote?
Mr PEARCE: The reduced provision reflects non-recurring computer equipment purchased
during 1986-87 for the programme. The item provides for travel, parole board fees, bail
hostel expenses, pre-sentence report expenses, tools for the community service order scheme,
sustenance money for offenders on probation or parole, and provision for a volunteer support
service for probationers and parolees.
Division 28 put and passed.
Division 29: Community Services, $88 384 000 -

Item 9: Non-Government Agency Support -
Mr BRADSHAW. I refer to Ngal-A. to which organisation the Government has taken a
dislike over the last couple of years and has set up an inquiry into the services it provides. I
feel that the Government knew what the committee was going to come up with before the
conmmittee sat to investigate Ngal-A. In 1985-86 the amount allocated was $1 394 000 and in
1986-87 it was the same amount. I remember the Minister on one occasion saying that there
has not been a reduction in funding, but when we consider inflation there certainly has been a
reduction in real terms. I ask the Minister what is the amount for [987-88 and whether it will
be the same amount or an increased amount?
Mr WILSON: I do not have those details but I will ensure that the member is provided with
the details in writing as soon as the Minister has been able to consider the remarks.
Division 29 put and passed.
Division 30: Local Government, $2 916 000 --
Item It: Bkcycle Policy -- Contribution to Trust Fund
Mr CASH: Could the Minister advise just when this programme started and how long it will
last? There has been some commuent in the paper recently that suggested it was only for a
limited period and that any helmets or safety hats had to be bought within that period for the
rebate to apply.
Mr BRADSHAW: I also have had some people talk to me about the fact that if one wants to
get the rebate one must go through the R & I Bank. The Minister has accommnodated the
people in my electorate by allowing the agencies to provide application forms. What it
means is that if one wants to purchase a helmet and get a rebate one has to go to the
R & I Bank and get the form, go to the shop where the helmet was purchased and have the
form filled out, and then go back to the R & I Bank to claim the rebate. That is rather
complicated. Those who live in country areas where there is no branch of the R & I Bank
find it difficult. I know the Minister said people could do it by post but many people do not
like to do that, so it made it difficult for some of those shopkeepers.
I have since found out that the rebate was restricted to certain hehnets. I understand that
because it is no good giving a rebate on a helmet which is not up to a satisfactory standard.
However, if that had been pointed out sooner some of the people selling the helmets would
have made sure the helmets they stocked complied with the standards specified by the
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Government on the form. *It turns out that many helmets do .not qualify and a lot of
shopkeepers will be stuck with those helmets.

Mr CARR: In response to the member for Mt Lawley with regard to the duration of the
scheme, the scheme 'is actually in two parts. There is a December-only scheme which
involves the allocation of $100.000 -- which obviously will provide a rebate for 10 000
helmets -- for those helmets to be purchased through normal retail outlets for school-aged
people or people up to the age of 17 years. That was regarded as a one-off exercise prior to
Chrstas.

The second part o f the scheme involves a further $ 100 000 and that will apply during the
school year. In fact we propose over the next three years to have a programme of $100 000
each year. That will be handled through the P & Cs and P & Fs. A kit is in the process of
being prepared and it may even have been completed and sent out to the P & Cs and P & Fs
detailing how that scheme will work, but it will work through the schools. The December-
only scheme is limited to $100 000.
Mr Cash: Is it working? What has the response been like?

Mr CARR: I understand it is working very well. I was given a figure the other day which
indicated that about 550 rebates were being paid each day. If that figure is correct, that
would probably work out to be about right for the duration of December. Hopefully it will
work out correctly.

With regard to the comments by the member for Murray-Wellington, he and I did have a
discussion a day or so ago concerning the workings of the scheme within the country areas.
It is true that the scheme requires people to pick up a form from the R & I Bank, to have it
validated by the retailer, and they must return the form ro-the R & I Bank to receive the $10
rebate. We were concerned to have some organisation which had branches in most parts of
the State involved in administering the scheme for us, and in fact the R & I Bank has been
extremely cooperative. There are some isolated 'problems where the RI & I Bank does not
have branches in country areas. The R & I Bank has' been very cooperative in terms of
making special arrangements in some particular cases., notably in some very remote towns
where P & Cs have been the only bodies in the past to have been involved in retailing
helmets. If there are certain places where there are problems, members should contact either
me or the bicycle policy unit, Bikewest. which is located in the Department of Local
Government.

With regard to the selection of helmets to which -the scheme would apply. we have simply
adopted the Australian Standard -- I think it is AS 2063, if my memory serves me correctly.
We have said we will pay the rebate on any helmets that conform with that Australian Design
Standard but we do not believe it is appropriate for us to be making a Government rebate on a
helmet that does not meet the Australian Design Standard.
Mr Bradshaw: Will the P & Fs sell the helmets, or just handle rebates?

Mr CARR: The helmets will be handled through the P & Cs and P & Fs. They will be
involved in the retailing and will have the opportunity to add an extra rebate to that offered
by the Government, if they wish. However, I expect it will probably be handled by those
organisations on a non-profit basis.
Division 30 put and passed.
Division 31: keep Australia Beautiful Council, $184 000 -- put and passed.
Division 32: Regional Development and the North West, $2 610 000 --
Mr COURT: I ask the Minister for some clarification. This division refers to Regional
Development and the North West, but later on there is reference to Aboriginal Affairs and the
North West.

Mr Car The whole department is called the Department of .Regional Development and the
North West and is one department with me as Minister responsible for it. However, we have
within that department an Office of the North West which reports directly to my colleague,
the Minister for The North West, as do two of the regional development advisory committees,
which all generally come to me but the Pilbara and Kimberley ones do relate directly to the
Minister for The North West. But I have overall responsibility for the deparment. The
arrangement is a little unusual but is working fairly well.
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Mr COURT: I just want to make a couple of comments. It is one thing to say that the
Government is committed to regional development, but it is another to achieve these things.
Last year when we were debating this matter I raised the subject of Kalgoorlie's being
developed as an industrial area and the different projects that were being worked on there to
try to attract industry which was being planned mainly for the Kwinana area. As members
know, a private group of people is working on an industrial concept for Kalgoorlie.

Could the Minister explain what work has been done in trying to encourage industry to the
Kalgoorlie area? We know that the gold industry currently is going through quite a boom
period but the whole idea the local people bad was to try to encourage industry to the area
before there was a downturn -- because the gold industry does tend to be cyclical - so that
when there was a downturn an emiployment base would be there to keep the place going. The
sorts of developments being talked about for that area required an extension of the gas
pipeline to the area. Mtt might sound like a big deal but, as members know, the previous
Government made the decision to put that new powerline to the area and that has turned out
to be a rather good decision, to the point where it is now nearing its capacity. I would liketo
know whether the Minister has done anything to try to attract some industry to that area
because there is a strong willingness on the part of the people there to have industry in the
area whereas generally there is a reluctance in other areas to have industry. The Minister
might also report on the big push to get more action around Geraldton. There was a lot of
activity in and emphasis on that particular area in the lead-up to the last State election.

I recently visited the Pilbara and the Kimberley. One does not hear much publicity about the
effects of the fringe benefits tax on the smaller operators there. The larger mining companies
have been able to absorb this tax into their cost structures. Sure, they complained but it has
started to hit home for the smaller operators what this tax will mean -- that is, that they are
taxed on the benefits they give to their employees. It really knocks them around because they
have no choice but to provide quite a high level of fringe benefits in order to attract people to
work in that area. I will be interested to learn whether the Government has done any surveys
in respect of the smaller operators to determine the effect of the fringe benefits tax on them.
There is still a long way to go in the development of the north west. We have been quite
successful with the major resource projects there but there is still quite a way to go in respect
of the tourist-oriented projects.

I do not want to become involved in a debate at this stage about Aboriginal matters - not just
the problems, but also the positive and negative sides of that issue in the north. I believe the
north is still very much a pioneer country; much needs to be done, but it requires positive
incentives to counteract the high expectations involved. For example, although the electricity
tariffs in the north are the same as in the metropolitan area, if one is running an air
conditioner constantly, one's costs become very high by comparison. I would like to see a
far more attractive taxation incentive arrangement to encourage people to go into that area. If
operators take the risk of investing the money necessary to lift the whole area, they will
require taxation incentives to do so.

As a slight diversion, I was fascinated --

Mr Bridge: Do you know that it is the extent of the development up there which is causing
concern to people, not the lack of it? It is the sheer magnitude of development in the north
which is causing local people concern.

Mr COURT: In what areas?.

Mr Bridge: In the Kimberley and the Pilbara. The two points you raised are matters that
have been intensively canvassed, The Pilbara Regional Advisory Committee held several
seminars during the introduction of FET, which included not only the larger companies, but
also the smaller operators. They had an input into those workshops to see how FBT would
impact upon them.

Mr COURT: We made a lot of noise and protest about FBT before it came in but in recent
months it has been brought to my attention by a number of smaller operators -- who struggle
at the best of times to make ago ofit -- that FBThas been afarbigger burden than they
initially thought it would be. The Minister is saying that the problem in the Kimberley is that
there is too much development --

Mr Bridge: I never said "too much"; I said that the extent of development is causing people
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to address that feature. You are saying that because of these things, development could be
stifled. I am saying it is the other way around.

Mr COURT: I am saying it is stifling investment, particularly by smaller operators. I think
we need that balance in the community. One does not want only the bigger operators in the
north; one wants a balance of operators.

Mnother problem is that of land shortages. The situation in Broome received publicity but it
never ceases to amaze me -- and the same could be said of the situation under previous
Liberal Governments at different times -- that people find it difficult to get land in these
places. We have argued about land rights in this place but to be able to get suitable land in
these towns is very hard.

Mr Wilson: It is hard to estimate the demand because it varies from time to time.

Mr COURT: I know it costs a lot of money to have land developed for sale in these
subdivisions but some years ago the Liberal Government allowed a private enterpnise
development --

Mr Wilson: The super-lot development by private enterprise in Broome folded. Private
investors are just not interested in those areas.
Mr COURT: It never ceases to amaze me that we have the problem of availability of land in
these towns. It seems to be a problem wherever one travels in the north. Although there is so
much land there, I realise the difficulties involved in developing it and it is hard for a quick
release of land to be achieved.

I do not know whether the Minister for Regional Development has been to China but in that
country 80 per cent of the population lives in the rural areas and only 20 per cent lives in the
city areas, which is the reverse of what we have here. When one looks at the problems, I anm
sure --

Mr Stephens: One-vote-one-value would be a fairly reasonable proposition under that
situation.

Mr COURT: Chairman Mao learnt that very early in the piece. In China the peasants, who
comprise 80 per cent of the population, are the wealthiest people.

However, I was impressed that, having 80 per cent of its population living in rural areas, a lot
of China's industry was located there. The problem we have in Western Australia --
particularly in our wheatbelt towns which are solely dependent on agricultural industries -- of
distance from major industries does not exist in China where they have diverse industries in
these rural centres. I know that with a centralised form of Government it is easier to force
industry to locate in rural areas but I was impressed by the diversity the Chinese were able to
achieve in country towns. I am sure we have a lot to learn in that respect. We have the
attitude that industry has to be in the metropolitan area and that it is not accepted outside.
There are many advantages in having industries in some of these areas. I would appreciate
the Minister's answers on the matters I raised in relation to Kalgoorlie.
Mr CARR: I acknowledge the role that the development committee in Kalgoorlie has played.
I know it has undertaken some quite significant initiatives and the member for Kalgoorlie has
been very supportive of its efforts.

Kalgoorlie generally has been fairly successful over the last few years during the gold boom.
We have a responsibility to help it to plan for any difficulties that might arise in the future,
given the historical fluctuations of the gold price. We accept the need to plan for the time
when gold prices might not be as high as they are now. We have made an allocation of funds
in the Budget which will assist in fuinding a strategy study into the Kalgoorlie area to attempt
to minimise the fluctuations that might come from any lessening of the gold price. The
Government has attempted to embark on a strategy in regional development which it calls
"focussed development'. That acknowledges that every community in the State is different,
has different strengths and weaknesses and needs to be addressed in a different way.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition referred to major industries in Kalgoorlie and said he is
as aware as anybody that decisions on the locations of industry are usually made by the
companies on economic grounds.
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Mr Courn: I do not accept that. I think Kalgoorlie has the good example of Western Mining
putting in a smelter there years back. It did not want it to but I don't think it has regretted it.

Mr CARR: The member may say that decisions are not private industry decisions. However,
I stand by the view that decisions as to where industries are located are made by the
companies. I also agree that the Goverrnent has a role to play and the Government is keen
to see development take place in the Kalgoorlie area.
The member asked me to comment on the Geraldton situation. A very successful strategy
study has been undertaken there over the last 12 to 18 months. It produced a series of
documents which chart a very comprehensive strategy on how the economy of that area can
be best facilitated. It does not talk about massive development projects but sets out to
realistically assess what is possible in the area and lays down the steps needed to bring about
developments that might be possible for the area.

Mr Court: What was that plant that caused the pollution problem, and has it solved its
problems?
Mr CARR: It was the synthetic rutile plant. It seems to have solved its problems. The
Minister for Conservation and Land Management placed an order on it some months ago to
fit new equipment. It has been installed and two weeks ago an announcement was made that
the company was able to operate without the previous restrictions which were placed on it.
The work has been successful because there have been no complaints in the last couple of
weeks about smell and pollution problems.

In relation to the comments about the difference between decentralisation in China and
centralisation here, we acknowledge the centralised problem of Western Australia. We are
the most cenuralised State in Australia. We have a big city with over one million people and
the next city in size has only 25 000 people. That has pushed us into promoting regional
centres as quickly as possible.

In relation to the existence of industries in rural areas I refer to the new enterprise initiatives.
These exist in half a dozen places around the State but follow a successful initiative in
Esperance where the strategy was developed of having a new enterprise facilitator to assist
small operators wanting to start new businesses. In the first 12 months in Esperarice 58 jobs
were created in 35 different small industries of one sort or another. Since the success of that
scheme, they have been established in half a dozen different places, and we are looking to
formalising the operations.

Mr Court: You mentioned the Government funded 35 schemes. We have received feedback
that some of those have not been successful which is to be expected. People competing
against them have complained because the Government is helping people to go into
competition against them when they have not received any assistance and done it the hard
way.

Mr CARR. The scheme has been operating for two or three years in Esperance. Most of the
other schemes are less than 12 months old. After two years it appears to have been very
successful. I certainly accept that some enterprises would fail to be effective. I do not agree
with the comment that the Government has done a lot to assist individual projects. It has not
given any financial assistance. The Government has played a facilitating role. Many people
in the country areas have good ideas, but have no management abilities and are unable to put
their ideas into practice. We find all they need is a bit of advice and friendly assistance to cut
through the red tape and so on. By funding facilitators to help them, we find that people who
might otherwise be not able to put their iniciatives into practice can do so. I accept it is still
early days but the indications from Esperance have been very good. There are certainly a
couple of notable successes in the businesses that have started at Esperance. The smoked
tuna business is an outstanding example. I do not know whether members are aware, but
after having had a tuna industry in Esperance which was based on high volume and a low
value, we now have a successful smoked tuna industry -- the product is used on Ansent
Airlines, first class, and in some of the best hotels around the country. It certainly has been
an outstanding success.

Mr Court: That is a typical value-added industry in which the Chinese became involved.
They get a specialised product like that and these smaller places can provide facilities for
these things.
(1443
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Wr CARR: The point is well made. I was o *nly speaking about the new enterprise scheme in
the context of the member's remarks about China, in an attempt to say that while we are in a
different situation to the Chi 'nese, we do realise the value of small operators in country areas
and we are trying to move in that diiection.' For example, if 58 jobs were created in 35
businesses in Esperance in 12 months, that is just as valuable to the community as having one
new business that employs 58 people. - e see those schemes as having considerable
potential....1
Item 4: Regional E9conomic and Social Ddvelopment

Mr CSH: his tem nctases frm L32618 as the actual expenditure last year, to
$547 000 this year. Would the, Miitr:dise why, there has been such a significant
increase?
Mr CARR: The item covers the operating costs for the regional offices at Kununurra,
Karratha, Camarvon, Northamn, Kalgoorlie and Esperance. It also includes a provision for the
establishment of the Mid West Authority-that will take effect from I January 1988 and the
operating costs for the Geralton Regional. Office for the first six months of the financial
year. An additional provision was also made for the establishment of the Bunbury
information centre and the one-stop-Shop this year.
Division 32 put and passed.
Division 33: Great Southern Development Authority, $516 000 --

Mr WATT: I want to comment briefly on the Great Southern Development Authority. I
know that it has been rather difficult to determine the achievements of the authority. I know
that the Minister has been irritated with me and the Albany community generally, because we
have been critical in what we perceive to be a lack of progress in that area.
The Minister and the authority would be much better off if they opened up the lines of
communication with the community and told the public what is going on. The truth of the
matter is that the criticism is no -doubt because of a perceived lack of action. If things are
happening that the iomfmuniity dcies anot know about, it should be told. The authority might
do well to have* a monthly segment in the newspaper to advise the local people of what is
happening. Nevertheless, that is how the public perceives it and I do not think it is an
unreasonable perception, given the situation. I certainly do not get told what is going on.
The most recent example was the presentation to the authority of the report recommending
the most suitable options for the relocation of the railyard. It would not have been at all
unreasonable for the local members who represent the area in both Houses of Parliament to
be given a copy of that report.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The level of background chatter is most unreasonable. Obviously
we will be here for a few minutes longer and if members want to hold meetings, they should
hold them outside the Chamber.
Mr WAfl: I have gone out of my way to try to cooperate with the authority and I am sure
that the executive director. will agree with me. It is very difficult when one does not know
what is going on. If the Minister looks carefully at opening the lines of communication with
the community the authority and the community would probably work more harmoniously
together and there would be less friction between them.
In mid-September I asked a question of the Minister about the achievements of the "Albany
Tomorrow" programme which relates specifically to the authority. Quite frankly, I was
disappointed with the answer. No doubt his departmental officers prepared the answer -- I
would expect that because I would not expect him to have that information stored in his head.
The answ er contained many. things which, in all honesty, could not be claimed to be
achievements of. the authority or the Governmient. It' referred to the completion of the first
two stages of the North Albany High School. Goodness me, the high school was opened
before the Government came into office.. It referred also to the upgrading of the Albany
Regional Hospital -- it was up and rnning before "Albany Tomorrow" was dreamed of. Let
us keep the game clean. If the Government wants to boast about its achievements it should
make sure that it achieves them first. Do not dig up all the old things that have been achieved
over a period of years and say that it was the Government's idea because it simply is not the
case.
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in question time today, I mentioned that two advertisements are currently running in the
newspaper for two research officers to be employed in the Great Southern Development
Authority. Members of Parliament would dearly love to have access to a research officer. It
is very difficult indeed to undertake one's research, be in Parliament and do the constituency
work. I am sure that most members of Parliament would give their eyeteeth to have access to
a research officer.
In addition to the staff the authority already has, it is to have two new research officers. The
Minister was uncertain about what they will be involved in.

Mr Can: I did not say that. You asked me whether they were new or current positions. I
said that I was not sure but they would be part of a total of nine.

Mr WATT: The question I asked was what they were to research -- my question was in three
pants and the Minister certainly did not answer the last part of the question. The point I am
making is that if it is only a question of bringing the department up to .the strength of nine, I
do not necessarily agree that it makes good sense. It should be demonstrated that there is a
need to increase the staff and that is the reason I asked that question. The authority already
has a reasonable staff. If we do not know the extent of the activities in which they are
involved, we can neither support nor criticise without that knowledge. I repeat the question:
What will the extra staff members be involved in?
I do not want to drag out the debate, but I advise the Minister that the information he
provided me about the achievements of this programme were grossly exaggerated. In the
second part of my question I asked what were the authority's goals for the 1987-88 financial
year and the answer was a repeat of what it claimed as its achievements. It really did not tell
me anything.

I could talk about some of the things which the Governmnent indicated were likely to happen
during the 1986 election campaign. Not many of those things have yet seen the light of day.
I have made my comments so the Minister will know that I am not trying to be nasty about it:
I believe I am reflecting the community's perceptions about the authority. I want to see it
work and I am sure the community would like to see it work, but we would like to know what
is going on.

Mr STEPHENS: When the legislation was introduced to create the Great Southern
Development Authority, I said that the problems in Albany were different from those in
Bunbury and we could not expect any rapid improvement in the Albany situation. I have
waited more than 12 months and was prompted to ask a question without notice this evening
to find out whether there had been any significant achievements. As an interested bystander I
have not been able to see any.

I notice that there is a considerable increase of $200 000 in the estimates for the coming year,
bringing the total to more than $500 000. I have not been critical to this stage but after two
years I think the Government should do a cost-benefit analysis of the proposition to establish
whether it has achieved anything in the region. Many of my constituents who live outside the
Albany town and the shire feel that it is not a regional development but rather an Albany
development. The authority should concentrate on getting into that region and demonstrating
by its actions that it is interested in the wider community.

Mr CAfl: I am not peeved at the comments made by people expressing disappointment; I
understand that people in. Albany wanted the foteshore development to happen very quickly,
they regarded that as the flagship of "Albany Tomorr ow" and I know they were disappointed
when there were difficulties with Westrail in deciding where the marshalling yards should go.
People in Albany have drawn comparisons with Geraldton and said that the move has
happened very quickly in that town. That is true, it was easy in Geraldton to identify where
the marshalling yards could be moved to and that has not been the case in Albany. That
problem now appears to have been resolved with the report published which indicates a
proposal acceptable to all parties.

I was disappointed to hear the member for Albany say that he believes that there are
communication difficulties. I have not been acquainted with concerns from anybody else that
there was not an appropriate level of communication. If there is not, I will agree that
communications should be improved and I am happy to speak with people involved in the
Great Southern Development Authority about that point. Communication is a two-way thing
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and I do not bnow what efforts the member has made to seek information. Perhaps he has
been seeking information and has been refused, or perhaps he has not put himself as close to
the authority as may be appropriate and sought information. I agree with hini that he should
have been made familiar with the report published with regard to the land -- whether or not
he was given a copy for himself, he should have had an opportunity for a full briefing on that
report. If he did not have that opportuity, I agree that improvements must be made.
The same sort of thing can be said about the research points he raised. To say he is not aware
of the issues in which the authority is involved is a reflection in two directions: It is a
reflection on the fact that the authority might not be communicating its efforts well enough
but it is also a reflection on him because it is perfectly appropriate for all members of
Parliament to walk into the office of that authority, or any simrilar authorities, or regional
development departments, where they may be the applicable agents, and be briefed by the
officers of the organisation on the issues in which it is involved.

Mr Want: If you know something is going on and you ask, the staff are very good. But you
cannot go in on a fishing trip and ask what has been happening this week.
Mr CALRR: Members of Parliament can do that in a regional development centre situation.
You should meet the director of the authority on a regular basis and be brought up to date on
what is happening. I would expect the authority to have a system -- I shall be surprised if it
does not -- whereby it invites members of Parliament to lunches held in conjunction with the
regular meetings of the advisory committees so that members can be briefed.

Mvr Watt: [ have never been to one.

Mlr Stephens: When they had meetingsin Mt Barker I was invited.

Mr CARR: Without spending a lot of time on this, I am happy to speak to members of the
GSDA about the general importance of relationships with members of Parliament.

With regard to the record of the authority in its first 12 months -- it has been in existence for
slightly more than 12 months -- the answer given in my absence overseas to question 1 712
on Wednesday 16 September sets out a fairly substantial record of achievement. I accept that
some of the items were undertaken by other Government agencies but it is important to put mn
context that the authority is more a coordinator and facilitator than a prime doing agency. It
is true of almost everything in the regional development agencies. They are facilitating
projects that need to be undertaken on behalf of the region. I do not believe it is unreasonable
for us to provide a list of issues in which we have been involved to one extent or another. I
will not say that every item has only happened because of the existence of the authority --
that would be wrong. But, by the same token, the authority has been involved in those issues
which have occurred in Albany since the authority has been in existence. It is also true that
members of Parliament claim to have an involvement in areas in which they had a fairly
peripheral involvement but they are justified in saying that they were involved.
The member for Stirling queried the increase in the Budget from $300 000 to $500 000. That
relates to the fact that this is the first full year of operation. In the previous year the office
was operating as part of the Regional Development Department, it started with a fairly
modest staff and has increased to the full complement of nine during the course of the year.

Division 33 put and passed.

Division 34: Education, $839 017 000 --
Mr HASSELL: The other day we had a debate in the Chamber on education and I tried to
make a few points about education and what I felt was the direction of education from the
perspective of a parenit. Perhaps my comments were caught up in the nature of the debate,
which was an MPI, and the fairly highly charged political atmosphere in which the Minister
responded. I want to take up that theme very briefly, as I am not here to write a book of
Hansard. I want to put a couple of things to the Minister for his reaction.

I have a very longstanding interest in education. I have been through quite a number of kinds
of education myself, because I went to many schools, and I was on correspondence and went
to all sorts of different places, country and city. I have followed the subject over the years,
but the situation I raised the other day, and which I raise again, is the situation I see as a
parent.
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I have a child who leaves primary school this year to go to high school next year. She has
been well treated at the school she goes to, and in that respect there is no complaint and never
has been. On only one occasion in the past seven years have I been to the school to
complain; in fact I have assiduously kept away from it in terms of poking my oar in. We
have been pretty normal parents. We belong to the P & C; we have been along occasionally
but have never tried to get the school to do this, that or the other. I am now at the point
where I have in my own child what might be called an educational outcome. My daughter
has been through the primary school system, and she is about to go into high school, so she is
12 years old.
She is computer illiterate. I add to that that she has no second language. As a parent -- never
mind what we are here for, but as a parent --I consider that to be a pretty unsatisfactory
outcome after seven years of primary schooling. The Western Australian system ought to be
doing better. I know the Minister has all sorts of plans to make changes, and I know he is
making changes. I know there is conflict over the changes, and I know there are problems
with the union and so on. I do not personally disagree with all the proposals for change.
There may be problems in some areas with their implementation, but in terms of what is
being achieved today, I wonder if we are doing well enough in terms of excellence and the
achievement of what ought to be achieved.
After the debate the other day I had a twinge of fear chat I might have said something which
was not factually accurate, so I rang my daughter and told her that I had just said publicly that
she was computer illiterate. She said, "What does that mean?" I said, "It means you cannot
use a computer. When did you last have a compute r lesson?" She said to me, "Last year, but
what you have said is correct. When we. had our last computer lesson it was only to play with
the computer anyway." I said to my nine-year old son two days ago -- I think he is in year 4,
although I have never been able to work out the years properly -- "When did you last have a
computer lesson?" I think he said, "Three weeks ago, but all we did was play games on it."
I am only taking those two examples. I think my daughter has had a pretty reasonable
grounding in how to read, how to write, and she did the Westpac maths exam and did all right
in that; in fact she did rather well. Although I got in a private tutor for one lesson because
she was a little worried, that one lesson did not make the difference; the school produced the
capacity. So in those three skills she is up to what might be called a reasonable standard.
She is certainly up to a reasonable standard in sport; there has been a heck of a lot of that, and
that is good in its way.
Teachers over the years have uniformly cared about how the kids behave, their attitudes, and
they have sought to instil in them some pretty reasonable values, but it seems to me that in a
couple of pretty vital areas we are not doing nearly enough. The Minister can reply, as be did
the other day, and say, "Your Government did not do anything about computers, and we have
bought a whole lot of computers." That is not really an answer at all. The truth is that there
are a lot of computers sitting in schools which teachers are not using because they are dead
scared of them. They have had no training on them and really do not know what to do with
them. Perhaps one teacher in the school has taken the trouble to learn, and he or she keeps
that computer under lock and key for his or her own class.
I mentioned the other day that in a poor country, China, they start teaching children on
computers from year one. The fact is that it is a pretty imnportant skill. It is also important as
a skill that we ought to be training children in a second language as a matter of course, and it
should not start when they are in high school; it should start in a pretty solid way when they
are in primary school.
I want to put those points to the Minister in a non-confrontazionist way to see what his brief
answer might be in trns of what he sees as the objectives of our current education system in
those fields, when those objectives might be reached, and what kind of commitment there is
generally to those values in education as he sees it, or as his department sees it.
Mr CRANE: I want to touch briefly on four matters relating to education because they are of
some, concern to me in particular, and I am sure you, Mr Chairman, will not mind my
Jumping from one to the other.
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I am talking about the Central MiCdlands Senior High School. We still seem to have a
problem which was operating a long time before this Minister became Minister for
Education. I am not suggesting that he is not doing his job, or that the Education Department
under him is not doing its job. I refer to the longevity of the principals appointed to these
schools. We in Moora have suffered ever since there has been a high school there. As they
say, we change our principals more often than we change our socks. That is almost true. We
want our principals to stay a limte longer, and I am sure the Minister is aware of this problem.
I am sure many other schools in this State are suffering from the same problems where
principals leave after 12 months. What effective steps are being taken to remedy this?
I suppose we cannot direct people what to do, but the Education Department spends a lot of
money on accommodation for principals and staff. I have niot been backward in
endeavouring to persuade this Minister and other Ministers to provide this accommodation.
On many occasions principals use the accommodation supplied from Monday to Friday and
live in the metropolitan area. At a school such as Moora, which is about 100 miles away
from the city, there is this problem of principals not staying for more than 12 months. Will
the Minister give some idea about what is being done in relation to this ongoing problem?
Hostels are a part of high schools in country areas. I have approached the Minister on a
number of occasions to extend accommodation in the St James Hostel. This was resisted by
the Hostels Authority because it felt that once a high school was started in Jurien Bay or the
coastal area we were likely to lose the children who have supported the district over the
years. I thank the Minister for starting the district high school in Jurien Bay, which we had
been endeavouring to get for a number of years. However, it will make no difference to the
number of children going to Moora, so the hostel is bursting at the seamns and requires further
accommodation. We have cooking facilities for 100 students and accommodation for 80.
We would like that accommodation expanded and for the Minister to give that matter serious
consideration. There is a good building at the senior high school which could cater for about
100 more students. If we could have those additional students at the school there could be a
wider variety of subjects offered to the benefit of all students. I anm sorry that all of these
problems apply to one particular school, but they affect people in the area greatly and I ask
the Minister to note my comrments.

I turn to the yacht Evening Star, which the Education. Department bought a couple of years
ago to train school children in yachting. I commended the department for its foresight a
number of years ago when it bought its previous yacht, I think called The Vivien of Si'rachan.
I think that Mr Jones was Minister for Education when that yacht was purchased. The idea is
a good one. However, I do not believe that the Evening Star was a good buy. It has cost the
Education Department much money. Has the Minister had that ship surveyed, as I believe it
will cost a great deal of money in the near future?

We are fortunate in Western Australia in having the Leeuwin built as a sail training vessel. It
is running into problems because of the tremendous cost of keeping such a vessel in
operation. Has the Minister considered the desirability of dispensing with the Education
Department yacht and concentrating on the Leeuwin, which would be capable of use for all
sail training for schools and would enable better use to be made of that yacht and would help
to balance its budget? I have raised this matter because I fear that there will be considerable
expense with the Evening Star. If the Minister is nor aware of that matter, then I suggest he
has the vessel surveyed. It will cost thousands of dollars to maintain in the future, and I
wonder for how long. This State is not big enough to afford the luxury of two such vessels.
If the Education Department joined with the Sail Training Association we could make better
use of the barquentine Leeuwin, which is a fine vessel.

Mr PEARCE: The member for Cortesloe raised the matter of computers and language studies
in schools. I do niot disagree with the general proposition that primry school children lean
computing and foreign languages. The Government instituted a comprehensive programme
involving free computers for all schools and back-up teachers who can use them properly.
One of the drawbacks in making any kind of improvement in a situation like that is that it
cannot be done retrospectively. I can assure the member that when his daughter goes to high
school if she has not had computer education at primary school and goes to a Government
high school she will be well placed to learn computers. There will be one computer for every
40 high school students as of this year, so she will benefit from that.
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I have a ministerial committee on languages and Dr Susan Kaldor of the University of
Western Australia is reporting on the ways in which language problems can be improved in
pnimary and secondary schools.

The member for Moore raised the matter of the Moona District High School and the problem
of the turnover of principals in country schools. One way to overcome this problem is to
compulsorily lengthen the time of the stay of people in those positions, another is to offer an
incentive package. It is the intent to put such a package in place next year to get people to
stay longer in country areas. Another problem is that some smaller high schools, because the
schools are ranked in different categories, are not particularly attractive for principals to stay
at and I am considering that situation.

The question of housing comes under the matter of country incentives. We were happy to
establish the Jurien Bay District High School, and it will have an impact on the Moora hostel
once its students reach year 10. If Moona can make a case to the Country High School
Hostels Authority for expansion we will consider providing funds for that service.

The Evening Star is in good survey. I bnow that there have been mmrouirs about its state of
health. The boat was bought second-hand from Brunei by a group called the Sail Training
Foundation on which many Liberal Party members sat. They probably did make an
injudicious purchase and calculated that the boat would pay for itself over the America's Cup
period, an assumption that was not well-founded. I warned them about that at the time.
However, in the end we got a good boat as it is very expensive to build a boat that size. It
fulfils a different purpose from the Leeuwin, which is a sail training ship in the Outward
Bound sense or the more old-fashioned sense where people clamber over the rigging and sail
the ship. The children who use the Evening Star could not clamber about the rigging of the
Letuwvin as some are only primary school children, so the two boats fill different purposes.

We have helped with the Leeuwin. The public education endowment trust gave the Leeuwin
a $100 000 establishment grant as a contribution and guaranteed $10 000 a year for 10 years
for running costs. When the Leeuwin ran into problem with its financing I offered to
commute the $10 000 a year for 10 years into a $100 000 cash payment making a total of
$200 000. We continue to advertise for school children to use the Leeuwin but it is in a
different category from the Evening Star. I understand the member's advocacy for the
Letuwin but would not be prepared to cancel the Evening Star, which is for a sail training
system of a different kind for many hundreds of Western Australian students.

Item 1: Salaries, Wages and Allowances --
Mr COURT: The two matters I wish to cover are similar to those mentioned by the member
for Cottesloe. When I went through school and the university I was not taught to type, as it
was not a compulsory subject. When I went to my first job in the United States I found that
all the people who had come out of the university at the same time as I could type. I found
also that it is a compulsory subject at their schools, and that was well before *computers were
on the scene. They could all type as quickly as one could handwrite. I am now cursing
myself for not having those skills, because it would have been easier to take advantage of the
tremendous advances that have taken place with computers if we had been taught those basic
keyboarding skills then. I support the comments made by the member for Cottesloe that
learning keyboard skills is very important and it would be easy to teach that at schools, yet
we are not doing that. One of my children, the younger one, is fortunately being taught those
skills, but it is not a compulsory subject, and I think it would be of tremendous advantage if it
were.

The second matter raised concerned the teaching of languages. It was perhaps good enough
10 or 15 years ago to get a tertiary education in a skill such as engineering, architecture, or
business, and go out and get a job and make a good living, but these days, when we hear
much about the need to be internationally competitive and to be able to break into new
markets, it is essential to learn a language. I know there is a risk involved because if a person
is going to leamn Japanese, for example; he has to make a long-term decision about which
country he wants to conduct his future career in, but it is important to learn a foreign
language these days. Countries such as Japan and the United States, where people are
learning foreign languages, have a distinct advantage over our engineers, architects and
doctors, for example, when they try to expand into these other countries. I cannot stress
strongly enough the need for us to encourage the learning of other languages and their
associated cultures.
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Mr PEARCE: There is a move towards teaching keyboarding skills as a result of new
approaches to computer education, but all the experts in computer education say the right
way to start is not by teaching keyboarding skills but rather letting students appear to play
with computers. Members aught not to be concerned if their children come home from
school and say all they do is play on the computer. They are learning how to use the
computer by using special programmes that are made entertaining for children because they
look like games. They are not playing Space Invaders or anything like that; they are carefully
structured exercises for young people to introduce them to computer skills in a way that
seems like playing games to them so it will attract them and hold their attention.

Mr Court: I was making the point I wish we had been taught how to type 15 years ago -- not
in relation to computers, but just as a skill.

Mr PEARCE: I agree. When [ was first a member of Parliament I went to Edwards Business
College and paid them $80 to do a three-week sight and sound course. That is the kind of
thing members ought to do because it is a very swift and efficient way of teaching people to
type. I am not proposing to introduce that on a compulsory basis for high school students
because I am advised that the technique, which is akin to brainwashing, does not necessarily
produce the best result in relatively young students. Also, a course such as that requires a
heavy commnitment; it is not something that can be picked up in a weekend. If we are going
to have student choices for subjects, we have to give them the capacity to do those subjects.
There is not one student in a high school who could not study keyboarding and typing if he or
she wanted to. There is a capacity for both male and female students to do that. In our day,
boys could not make that choice, but now they can.

I have already made the point that I agree there needs to be a greater emphasis on language
teaching. I have tried very hard to give an impetus to the debate about that in the community.
I already have working a group on the teaching of languages other than English in schools,
headed by Dr Susan Kaldar. That group has been meeting for a year and is due to report in
February next year. I have made approaches to the Commonwealth to get a share of the
foreign language money which it is making available. I have given a strong impetus to the
creation of teaching programmes in Asian languages particularly. I have been able to
generate a system around Australia where the States share the curriculum in Asian languages
between them, and we have taken the responsibility, along with Queensland, for extending
the Japanese curriculum; Victoria is doing Chinese; and the Northern Territory is doing
Indonesian. So processes are in train to improve the language situation, but again we need to
convince people it is something they need to do. We can make the learning of languages
compulsory, but people will drop out as quickly as they can and forget what they have
learned; or we can try to indicate to young people in a general school programme that there
are benefits in learning a language, and when we do that, people will choose to learn
languages. At the moment they are not choosing to do that.

Mr Court: What is the time-lag involved? It seems to me that music is taught these days in
schools and has become more acceptable than it was in the past, but it has taken 10 years to
get that trend going. Is that the sort of trend we would expect to put language teaching into
schools?

Mr PEARCE: There will be a time-lag. For example, I am anxious to have a much greater
emphasis placed on the teaching of Chinese in schools. We have at the moment only three
Chinese teachers in the whole of the Education Department. The number of potential
Chinese teachers in the community probably does not run to more than a dozen. So there is a
lead time involved in the production of teachers of Chinese, and that lead time is, say, a three-
year tertiary course. If we had natural Chinese speakers and gave them a one-year teaching
course, or something like that, we might do it faster. It would probably take eight to 10 years
to turn around the decline in language education in our schools which has taken place over
the last 20 years before we had a satisfactory situation.

Item 2: Central Administration and Operations --
Mr CASH: The expenditure for this item has increased from $2 067 000 last year to
$3 608 000 this year. Could the Minister indicate why there should be such a significant
increase in this area?

Mr PEARCE: This item reflects the administrative and computer operating costs associated
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with the policy and resources division and includes the directorates of policy resources and
information technology and resources. The increase in the 1987-88 Budget relates to the
inclusion of $1.3 million recurrent computing expenditure funded in the capital Budget for
1986-87, so it is a pick-up from the capital loans of last year.
Item 3: Assistance to Private Schools -

Mr CASH: While there is an increase from $39.38 million last year to $45.559 million this
year, because it is set out clearly in these Budget papers there is really no need for us to ask
the Minister to stand up and read something that would be pretty simple to understand if it
was in print form. It is clear if we go down the other items that have been listed that there
have been significant increases, but they are set out and most members can understand them.
I suggest to the Minister that rather than have members stand up and ask him to read his notes
about a particular item, it would be easier if we were to see those notes beforehand and we
could then place some questions on notice rather than sit here at three o'clock or four o'clock
in the morning, playing games.
Mr PEARCE: I do not disagree with that. I suggested at one stage that the Committee notes
generally for Bills ought to be handed in with the Bill. I put that proposition to the Standing
Orders Committee, but for a range of reasons the commnittee recommended against that. 1 am
happy to raise the matter with Cabinet and perhaps come back to the Parliament.
ItemS5: Central Administration --
Mr CASH: This amount has increased from an expenditure last year of $13 276 608 to an
estimate this year of $17 531 000. Could the Minister explain why there is this substantial
increase?
Mr PEARCE: The major increase in expenditure -- which is an amount of over $4 million --
relates to the new structure of the Education Department in that the number of new district
offices for school districts has increased from 13 to 29, and because of the more dispersed
nature of officers of the department in those offices there will need to be a provision for
motor vehicles. That amount is $ 1.188 million for this year and relates to the new structure.
There is an increase of $1.57 million in works programmes and a provision for fringe benefits
of $560 000, which previously we did not have to pay.
Mr COURT: Under this item of maintenance I want to cover briefly the question of cleaning.
If we look at the very large costs involved in the cleaning of schools -- and I do not want to
rerun the argument we had earlier this year about the use of contract cleaners -- I ftuy
support the concept of moving more towards contract cleaners and I would be interested in
the Minister's comments. Has he changed his mind on this issue, and will he allow more
schools to be cleaned in this manner?
Mr PEARCE: The Governmrent has made its position in this matter quite clear. What we
have sought to do is to negotiate with the Miscellaneous Workers Union, representing the
cleaners, a more cost-effective way in which all schools are cleaned. I suppose we could get
comparable cost savings and maybe greater cost savings by putting all schools over to
contract cleaning, but at the time we became the Government about 10 per cent of schools
were cleaned by contract and 90 per cent by a very expensive day-labour system. We have
actually reduced the number of schools cleaned by contract to Mround five per cent, but at the
same time we have negotiated a much more efficient package for the 95 per cent of schools
which are cleaned by day labour, so there are very significant net savings in the approach that
we have taken.
Mr Court: Which were achieved because the contract cleaners put the pressure on. They
proved themselves to be that much cheaper.
Mr PEARCE: We could argue the toss about that, but the fact is that there has been a net
decrease and to some extent that is reflected in the decreases in this item.

Division 34 put and passed.
Divisions 35 and 36: Western Australian Post Secondary Education Commission,
$1 107 000; Secondary Education Authority, $3 914 000-- put and passed.
Division 37: Academy of Performing Arts, $3 130 000 --
Mr COURT: Recently it has been announced that there will be changes in this area. The
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college at Nedlands is to be sold and changes will take place with the Claremont campus of
the Western Australian College of Advanced Education.

Some time ago I asked some questions about whether that campus would become the home
for the Academy of Performdig Arts. I asked the Minister whether it was intended that that
campus be used for that purpose and whether it was intended that the Claremont School of
Art -- which is at present past of the Wembley Technical College -- also be brought oflto that
campus. The Claremont campus would have to be one of' the most beautiful and well-located
campuses in the world and [ ask the Minister if the Government has plans for that to occur. I
think they are a little stretched out at Mt Lawley and the intention is to do a building project
to expand the Mt Lawley campus if they can get the land from which the National Safety
Council was operating. I ask the Minister whether that is correct.

Mr Pearce: Yes, I explained that earlier in the day.

Mr COURT: Perhaps the Minister could inform me whether that is the Government's plan
for the Academy of Performning Arts.

Mr PEARCE: Some people at the Academy of Performing Arts would like to see the
academy moved to the Claremont campus. In fact I had an informal approach from the
academy in recent days to that effect, and this is what I said to them: The Government has no
objection to the academy's transferring itself to the Claremont campus but the academy must
understand that respective State Governments have spent a lot of taxpayers' money to build
facilities at the Mt Lawley college. If there were to be a shift to the Claremont college we
would expect that shift to be done in a way which would produce a comparable level of
facilities at Claremont; because although it is a beautiful campus it does not have things like
the performance theatres or the dance space that the academy currently has. They will have
to organise that transfer to get the same level of facilities on the Claremont campus that
currently is being paid for by the Western Australian taxpayer at the academy site. If they
can do that equivalent-level transfer free of cost to the State -- or effectively to the
Commonwealth, because we do not want Commonwealth funds to be turned towards doing
something that does not give an additional benefit to the State -- then as far as we are
concerned that will be fine. However, they cannot look to the State to subsidise the move
because we have already paid for their facilities, and we Cannot expect the State to accept a
lesser level of facility because that would mean that in a year or two they would come back to
us and say, "Build us up to the level that we had." I do not see enough benefit in the move to
pay for it, but if it can be done for free, that is fine.

Mr Court: What about the Claremont School of Art? That has been a problem, hasn't it?

Mr PEARCE: Although we have done some building at the Claremont School of Art, we are
looking at the whole situation there. The Claremont School of Art is a TAFE facility funded
by the State: the Claremont campus of the WACAE is a federally-funded facility. Although I
suppose the State would originally have paid for Claremont it is now a campus of an
autonomous tertiary institution funded by the Commonwealth. We do not have any plans to
relocate the School of Art to the Claremont campus; however, I understand the WACAE
maybe looking at some rn-based activity at the Claremont campus and may well make us an
offer in that regard.

Division 37 put and passed.
Divisions 38 to 41: Hedland College, $4 288 000; Kalgoorlie College, $3 853 000;
Karratha College, $3 736 000; Country High School Hostels Authority, $1 946 000 .. put
and passed.
Division 42: State Planning Commission, $14 573 000 --

Mr COURT: I would like to take this opportunity to try to discuss with the Minister in a
rational way the issue of the Swan brewery development. There has been a lot of concern
about the proposed redevelopment of the brewery site and the Minister has taken a very
strong approach on it. The Western Australian Development Corporation came up with its
proposals and the Minister basically has supported a commercial, large-scale -- or even if it is
scaled down, a commercial -- redevelopment of the site. I believe that the Minister and the
Government have misunderstood the opposition to the proposal. It is not an opposition that is
just anti-development on the waterfront or whatever, but there are a number of aspects to it. I
am one who supports waterfront developments provided they meet certain requirements.
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For example, I support the concept that has been put forward to redevelop the bottom of
Barrack Street. I think that is a very sensible sort of proposal but there are a number of quite
serious problems with this particular site. I know what the area was like when the brewery
operated, and I know of the decision that was made to shift the brewery from that location. I
am also aware of how it should tie in with Kings Park. Kings Park on the weekend is chock-
a-block with people. It is extremely popular now but in 30 or 40 years' time it will be like
the parks one sees overseas -- people flock to them and one can find only a little bit of free
space.
This development will mean that car parking facilities will be used there so that people can
go down to the brewery development and people will be using car parking facilities on
Mounts Bay Road. At the same time there will be a combination of cars and drink upsetting
what is a beautiful and peaceful part of Perth. The Minister has heard the arguments; he has
come out extremely strongly and said that it is just a western suburbs-type reaction to the
development. That does not seem to be the case. OVer 700 people attended a recent meeting.
These people came from various suburbs in Perth; they were not merely limited to the
western suburbs. Signatures were collected, so the figure I have cited is accurate.

I ask the Minister to reconsider the stand he has taken to see whether he cannot come up with
a proposal to overcome this problem. When the Government bought this site, initially many
people breathed a sigh of relief, believing that it was going to be turned into a passive
redevelopment of that area. That relief has tumned into real annoyance at the fact that the
Government changed its mind and decided to go ahead with this proposal. The Minister
should not underestimate the feeling which exists about this particular subject: Many people
would appreciate a reconsideration of his stance on the matter. *
Mr PEARCE: The Government has no intention of reconsidering this matter. It has
considered it and reconsidered it as many times as any matter raised in the time I have been a
Minister.

The simple fact is that there is a diversity of opinion in the community about this subject but
equally I do not think there is the strength or volume of feeling that the member believes
exists. The anti-brewery group has never been anything like a mass movement; at its protest
meetings the same number of people, and pretty well the same faces, appear. There is a
group which is upset, but it is not a large group. Theme probably is some feeling in the
community generally -- there often is -- about this issue. The.Govemnment is not detracting
from the sincerity of people who are opposed to its desire to keep this building nor. is it
saying that there is something wrong with people who want to have a park; it is simply that
the Government's commitment to heritage matters in this State leads it in a different
direction. I believe the project will meet both ends. I know it is currently the subject of a
development application by a very close examnination by the State Planning Commission; I
understand the SPC is pulling on very rigid conditions with regard to parking, road access
and so on to ensure that the problems that arose with the old brewery will not be repeated.
Under those circumstances I do not think it is reasonable to ask the Government, at this iate
stage, to reconsider its opinion.

It is tine that I have taken a fairly firm stand on this issue when representing the Government,
but the letters I receive about the brewery these days are almost solely from people saying,
"Don't back down and give up under the pressure because of the loudness and antics of a
few." That is a view with which I agree.

Division 42 put and passed.
Division 43: Western Australian Heritage Committee, $545 000 -- put and passed.
Division 44: Conservation and Land Management, $58 286 000
Mr BRADSHAW: The allocation for this item has dropped considerably. It has gone from
$61 652 000 last year to $58 186 000. It concerns me that, as more national parks are
established, more demands are placed upon CALM and its officers in various ways. CALM
has to control what goes on in the national parks, to maintain them and to pay due regard to
the fire control requirements in the national parks and forests, -Last summer there was a huge
fire in the Nornalup National Park and one of the contributing factors to the intensity of that
fire was the fact that the prescribed burning had not been carried out for some time and there
had been a large increase in the amount of fuel there.

Mr Hodge: f will put your mind at rest. I know it appears as though there has been a
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decrease but in fact there will not be. CALM underspent last year by $3.1 million, which has
been credited to its account. When that money is added on to the $58 million, it will bring
the total allocation practically to the figure spent previously.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Minister is saying that CALM underspent by $3 million, but the
amount of actual expenditure for 1986-87 is the same amount as the allocation, so how could
the department have underspent by that much?
Mr Hodge: I am just telling you it was. That is the advice the department has given me.
Mr BRADSHAW: [ thought the Budget was to give us an idea of what was actually spent.
However, if that is the case, it still was not sufficient; and it is strange the department did not
spend the amount allocated to it because I have had dissatisfaction expressed to rme about the
fact that these areas are getting more national parks which are not being looked after
properly. For example more national parks are comdig into being in the Shire of Murray and
I know that the Dwellingup office of CALM is concerned that it has to look after more areas
when its manpower is probably going to be decreased. Similarly the Benger Swamp in the
Harvey area must be looked after, and when one considers the number of national parks put
through this year, CALM has other problems to deal with as well. Even if the same amount
of money is allocated, it is still not enough. A couple of weeks ago I spoke with a worker
with the Department of Conservation and Land Management who said he was concerned that
workers were disappearing from the department and that it was becoming top heavy with
many administrators and bosses and not many indians. It is a sad state of affairs when the
Government tries to keep costs down by getting rid of the workers.
There is concern in the community about the indecision by the Minister on whether there
should be mining and exploration in national parks. Recently the Minister attacked the
conservation movement for its criticism of the Government on this issue. The Government's
attitude seems to be to bring in money at all costs. I will not go into Bernie's situation but
that is an example of what I ant talking about.
I am concerned that the Governiment intends to increase the rental paid by the Kings Park
Tennis Club and yacht clubs in this city. It seems to be under the impression that everybody
who belongs to these clubs is rich and that it is getting at the tall poppies. Not everybody
belonging to these clubs is rich. In fact many families belong to them and get quite a lot of
enjoyment from participating in the sports they provide. It is part of the Government's plan
to increase costs for the people of Western Australia. It cannot even be said that the land is
used exclusively by the clubs because people have a right to enter that land.
Mr BLAtKIE: The Government has moved away from its stated policies on many issues.
One of its policies is that it is opposed to mining in national parks. However, it is now
proceeding merrily on its way in a different direction. That is not a problem for the Liberal
Party because we do not make those sorts of cornmitrnents to the commnunity. I believe that
the Government is about to allow mining in the Rudall River National Park and encroach on
two of its main policy areas, the first of which is its consultation with Aboriginal people and,
secondly, mining in national parks.
Members axe aware of the Labor Party's predisposition towards any form of new
development of uranium mines. T'he information that I have is that CRA will develop a
uranium mine in the Rudall River National Park. I believe also that it is part of the
Governiment's strategy to move Aborigines out of the area in which mining will take place.
This Government is a Government of rhetoric. The Prime Minister parades around Australia
talking about Labor Party policies, but when the chickens come home to roost it is apparent
to the wider community that policies mean nothing to the Australian Labor Party.
The Minister for Conservation and Land Management is the custodian of the environment of
this State and the conservationists look to him to be the protector. I believe that they are
entitled to think that the Minister has let them down. I do not kniow whether the Minister
does not have enough persuasion in the party room or whether he is being rolled by the
numbers. However, one thing is for sure: The Labor Party's written policy does not provide
for Aboriginal people to be shunted out of these areas and for mining to take place.
As I said, this is an Australian Labor Parry policy problem, not a problem of the Liberal Party
because we approach things in a different way. We are honest and the people understand our
honesty. The Labor Party's dishonesty is catching up with it.

The Government commissioned the Bailey Report into mining in national parks. The report
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has been around for many months and the Government has not made a final determnination
about whether it will accept the recommendations. The Minister for Conservation and Land
Management should be the Minister to advise the Chamber on the Government's policy and
ensure that the Bailey report is implemented. Basically, that report said that national parks
should be locked up for some years and any future decision on mining made by the
Parliament. Many people in the conservation movement appreciated the Government's
actions in setting up that inquiry. They are now awaiting a decision by the Government on
whether it will accept the recommendations in whole or in pan. This is the Minister's report
and I can assure hint, as he would be aware, that there are many people, both inside and
outside the environmental movement, who are anxious to see what his response will be. This
debate w ill give the Minister the opportunity to advise the Chamber.
I want to refer briefly to the greenhouse effect. Two days ago the Minister aranged a
briefing on this subject at the Environmental Protection Authority as a result of my seeing
the Minister some 10 days earlier to ask him whether he could arrange an information
programme for members. I thought that this sont of programme was important not ony to
members of Parliament, but also to the public. The Minister arranged a prograrnme, but
unfortunately I had a minor difficulty the morning on which it was held and I arrived late.
The problem I had was aranging a matter of public importance to put before the Parliament
that afternoon. I can assure the Minister that I was well engaged in a purposeful way. I
acknowledge the excellent work that has been carried out by officers of the EPA regarding
this matter. I implore the Minister to ascertain whether the briefing programme could be
extended to the public around the State.
There is widespread concern in the community about the greenhouse effect. Part of that
concemn can be attributed to a degree of hysteria and part of it can be attributed to a lack of
infonmation. The Minister described the public's reaction as being similar to the situation
which arose when the AIDS problem was first identified to the public. There is a need for
public education and information. Perhaps the expert officers of the department could travel
the State to explain to the public the consequences of the greenhouse effect so that the public
is better informed.
Finally, I refer to a report which was commissioned by the Department of Premier and
Cabinet. I compliment both the Premier and Cabinet for commissioning the report, which
was tidled "Land Resource Policy Council' and was about the conservation of vegetation in
farnning areas. It contains a series of very positive and worthwhile recommendations, same
of which relate to the encouragement of voluntary retention of uncleared native vegetation;
an examination of the rating powers under the Soil Conservation Act with a view to their
revision by the Department of Agriculture with a view to their equitable use as an incentive
for vegetation retention and maintenance; and having the Government seek the support of
farmer organisations when approaching the Commonwealth to ensure that income tax
deductions are available to people who have been involved in programmes of retention and
the establishment of native vegetation.
For 150 years in this State we have had all the programmes that have encouraged people to
clear the land, but there have been no incentives given to people who have retained bushl and.
After 150 years the time has come for the Government to look at incentives that encourage
people to retain bushland. This can be done by way of assistance with local government
rates. In that sense, some worthwhile contributions could be made to the enhancement of this
State and also to combating the problems of soil and wind erosion and salinity.
I compliment the Government on the report. It is one of those reports that, while it is only a
fairly simple document, contains recommendations which will have a widespread effect on
the community. More importantly the effects will be widespread for literally decades should
they be implemented. I took forward to the Minister's response to the matters I have raised.
Mr HlODGE: I thank the two members who have contributed to this section of the Budget. I
will attempt to briefly comment on most of the issues they raised.
The member for Murray-Wellington raised a point about there appearing to be reductions in
the number of workers actually in the field and an apparent increase in the number of head
office bureaucrats. I do not know what gave him that impression, but I can assure him that it
is not correct. Last year there was a general three per cent reduction in staff members of
Government departments and my department had to comply, along with the other
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departments. I made absolutely certain that the reductions which made up the three per cent
were equitably distributed across the department. The clerical, administrative and research
sections of the department took their share of the reduction as did the outside work force. In
this Budget there is provision for five additional positions. One is in connection with the
management of the Leschenault Peninsula-Kemerton Park; two in connection with the
Aboriginal development programme; and two are for the wood utilisation research centre at
Harvey.
The member for Murray-Wellington conmmented about increases in rental fees for yacht clubs
and the Kings Park Tennis Club. I am disappointed that he is critical of that because I
thought there would have been Opposition support for the Government getting a realistic, fair
and equitable rental for those properties. I do not believe that the rent increases are in any
way unfair or unreasonable. For many years the Kings Park Board has been anxious to
obtain some form of rental for the very valuable property it rents to the tennis club. The club
has considerable earning capacity from international tournaments, restaurant and bar facilities
and other activities. The club acknowledges that it should be paying rent and the only dispute
was about how much rent should be paid, how quickly it should come into effect and how it
would be indexed in the future. The club never disputed the fact that it should pay rental.
After discussions and negotiations an amount of rent was agreed between the club and the
Kings Park Board.

Mr Bradshaw: Was it agreed to or was it struck?

Mr HODGE; It was agreed. It was much less than the Kings Park Board was hoping for, but
it was an amount agreed by both parties. I am no longer responsible for the Kings Park
Board; that responsibility has been transferred to my colleague, the Minister for Tourism. As
I understand it, the Kings Park Tennis Club is happy with the arrangement that has been
entered into.

The members for Murray-Wellington and Vasse questioned the Government's policy in
relation to mining in national parks and nature reserves. It is quite correct that the
Government commissioned the .Bailey report to advise it on policy and what the
administrative framework should be for handling applications for exploration and/or mining
in national parks and nature reserves. That commnittee took a considerable timne to complete
its investigations and prepare its report. The report was comprehensive, detailed and
sensible; the Government made it available for public comment for a number of months; and
public interest was considerable with hundreds of submissions being made from interested
members of the public. A great deal of time and effort was then spent going through and
analysing those submissions to see whether those submissions could form the basis of the
policy. It has been a long involved process and I am happy to say that it is almost concluded.
The Govemnment should be in a position in the fairly near future to announce its decision in
these matters. The member for Vasse kindly invited me to make an announcement tonight; I
will decline that very kind offer although I appreciate it. We will make our public
announcement when we are ready and, as I have already said, it will be in the fairly near
future and will be well worth waiting for. The Government's policy will be excellent and
will serve the State well in the coming years.

The member for Vasse mentioned the briefing arranged one morning at the Environmental
Protection Authority and I agree that it was an excellent briefing conducted by Barry Carbon
and senior officers of the authority. It is a pity that other duties prevented the member for
Vasse from being present for the entire lecture. I will pass on the comments made by the
member for Vasse about the material on the ozone layer and the greenhouse effect to see
whether it is feasible for the EPA to present information and material on a State-wide basis.
It is quite a small statutory authority with a very small staff and budget and I am not sure
whether it has the staff and resources to do that. It has only recently completed a tour of
various country centres explaining the operations of the new Environmental Protection Act;
that was a very good move but it was expensive in terms of manpower and funds bearing in
mind the small budget and staff. There is merit in the comments made by the member for
Vasse and I will pass his suggestion to the chairman to see what can be done.

I thank the member for Vasse for his complimentary commnents on the land use policy report.
It is an excellent report and the task in front of us is to work out how we can implement the
excellent recommendations in that report. I understand that it is proposed to establish a
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special committee to oversee die implementation and I ant not directly involved in that. In
fact, it is proposed that' the chairman of the committee be a senior officer from the
Department of Agriculture. I understand that is in hand.. I tank the Committee for its
support of this section of the Budget.
[tern 1: Amount required for Services for the year.
Mr BRADSHAW: I believe there is excess staff in the bureaucracy of CALM. Under policy
and administration 345 people are employed, under forestry field officers 375 staff are
employed and fur-ther under contingencies there is an amount of -almost $4'rnillion for other
staffing costs. Will the Minister advise whether fthre are too many staff in the administration
side compared with the actual workers? I query whether the item forestry field officers
includes only the professional foresters, with the workers being included under other staffing
costs.
The Functional Review Committee has been going. through various Government departments.
Has it investigated CALM and, if not, does it intend to?
Mr HODGE: From memory, CALM employs about 2 500 people so I imagine the officers to
whom the member referred are professional officers and not wage workers. I do not believe
there has been any dramatic change in the number of policy and administration officers in
recent years. As I said before, when the three per cent reductions occurred they went right
across the board and certainly theft has been no money in this Budget or the previous Budget
for putting on extra administrative or professional staff.
Mr Bradshaw: I am not saying there are more but it appears to be top-heavy.
Mr HODGE: I am not sure. Bearing in mind thiat CALM employs 2 500 people throughout
the State, the percentage in policy and administration does not seem to be out of kilter with
the administration of that number of people. There are a number of very difficult policy areas
in CALM in respect of the management of national parks arnd nature conservation areas. Of
course CALM has a large research staff carrying'outsitudies into wildlife and native flora and
fauna. The department needs a larjc numiber of sciientits to advise it on the proper
management of the State's conservation areis, and.ty can 6e added to that figure. 1 do not
believe there has been a dramatic increase -in the numb6er of professional officers in recent
years or from when the three departments wexe being run. '
Every Government department will have its oun in dui course with the Functional Review
Committee and I believe some members of the functionil review team are looking at the
department right now.
Mr CASH: The Minister said he did not believe there had been an increase in the

Srofessional staff. However the actual expenditure for forestry field officers for 1986-87 was
8.7 million and the estimate foi this year is $9.7 million. If that does not reflect increases in

the staffing area, why is there such a dramatic increase in the vote? Another area of concern
relates to grants, subsidies and transfer payments, which will increase from 511.5 million in
1986-87 to $12.5 million in 1987-88.
Mr HODGE: In response to the member for Mt La'wley, I do not know why there is an
increase in the allocation. I can only imagine -it is because of wage and salary increases.
There has certainly been no dramatic increase in the number of staff.
Mr Cash: It is a dramatic increase in money.
Mr [HODGE: Yes, it is.
Mr Cash: Would you be good enough to check it out and let us know why it is $1 million up,
which is 16 per cent?
Mr [HODGE: Yes, I will do that. In respect of land subsidies and transfer-payments, the bulk
of that money, in fact approximatly $10 million, represents interest payments on borrowings
made by CALM. That reflects an increased interest bill to CALM to service its borrowings.
Division 44 put and passed.
Divisions 45 to 48: Kings Park Board, $2 288 000; Waterways Commtission, $1 484 000;
Zoological Gardens Board, $2,264 000; Environmental' Protection Authority,
$6 057 000 -- put and passed.
Division 49: Mines, $36 309 000.
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Mr COURT: Could someone teUl me who is handling this?

Mr Taylor: I will handle it.
Mr COURT: I realise the Minister is overseas, but I have a couple of points to raise. The
first concerns a couple of people who were working in the coal industry who believe they
have been hard done by as far as their retirement package is concerned. They have written to
the Minister for Minerals and Energy in connection with this problem, which relates to
equitable compensation for pre-1979 retirees from the coal industry who suffered severe loss
of forrnightly pensions when they were commuted to lump sums.

This is a letter to the Minister which says that this matter is now under consideration by a
consultant actuary appointed by the Minister. The writer says that he has taken the liberty of
communicating with the Minister to set out the precise details. These people have set out
their concerns to the Minister. Without going into the detail of the matter --

Mir D.L. Smith: This was covered by the Standing Committee on Government Agencies in
its last report.

Mr COURT: I know, but this has been going on for some time. Only a handful of people are
involved, and they feel very aggrieved by the situation. They have explained their siluation
at some length. Because only a few people are involved and they believe they have a very
good case, they have been put in a difficult financial situation,. The Government could have
been a little more sympathetic in its detennination of this matter.

I would appreciate it if the Minister could bring this matter to the attention of the Minister for
Minerals and Energy. [ will be writing again to support them in this matter, and I am sure a
little give and take will resolve the issue.
[tern 1: Salaries, Wages and Allowances --
Mr COURT: I would like to bring up three points. The first is the Argyle study, which
amounts to $36 000. 1 would lie an explanation of that.

Item 4: Services and Contracts -

In this ktern there is an increase from $1.6 million to $2.26 million, and I would like an
explanation of that, please.

Item 13: Chemical Laboratories -
Mr CASH: There has been a dramatic increase in the vote from $1 053 281 to $2 402 000
this year. But irrespective of the increase in the vote, what is the future of the Government
Chemical Laboratories? The Functional Review Committee went through that place during
the year and made certain recommendations to the Government. I understand there was
discussion generally as to whether the Government Chemnical Laboratories should remain in
Hay Street, East Perth, or be located at Bentley or in a new building at some other location
around the metropolitan area.

Obviously the staff of that organisation are very keen to know what their future is to be and
where they will lfinish up. During this year there was a fair amount of capital expenditure on
the building itself, having regard to the new building next door, which required the
Government Chemical Laboratories to put in special ventilation equipment to get fumes
generated in that building clear of the new building. The Minister may have some
information without having to rely on notes as to the future of the laboratories, and as to the
increase in expenditure, which is 140 per cent or thereabouts.

Mr Taylor: I do not have that information here, but I will make a note of it.

Mr CASH: That is a pity if the Minister has no information on the Government Chemical
Laboratories.

Mr Pearce: A decision has not been made. There has been a proposal to shift it out to Curtin
University but a decision has not been made.
Mr CASH: I would be obliged if we could have information on that later, because many
people want to know their future.

Mr Taylor: I think their future is quite bright.

Mr CASH: May I suggest the Minister goes to talk to some of them, because that is not the
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way they feel, and that is not the way the Civil Service Association feels.

Mr COURT: It wil be interesting to see the reason for chat large amount of money. There
may be a relocation expense.

Item 18: Argyle Social Impact Study Group --

Mr COURT: I would appreciate an explanation of the continuing work taking place there
and what is being spent on it.

Division 49 put and passed.

Division S0: Resources Development $6 370 000

Mr COURT: I mmr to the matter of the State Batteries. As changes have occurred, I guess
they operate under Cold Bank and Westmill.

Mr Brian Burke: Wesunill is a division of the Mint.

Mr COURT: Is that not all in Gold Bank?

Mr Brian Burke: Gold Bank has not been proclaimed.

Mr COURT: I turn to the sale of the battery at Marble Bar. The Marble Bar Prospectors
Association Incorporated has expressed considerable concern that the battery was sold but
was not put up for tender. They are keen to know more details about this matter because they
feel that they have been left out on a limb. They would like to know what the battery was
sold for. They say that it was the onily treatment works for all of the prospectors in the
Pilbara area. I have had much communication with them and have advised them to talk with
the people at Westnill and to explain their situation, but they are not satisfied.

Mr Grill: It has been announced that it will close, has it not?

Mr COURT: I understand that it has been sold. 1 think that it will be closed, because the
person concerned is building a new, modern plant nearby. I think that these people are now
buying an old plant from somewhere off their own bat. I do not know the exact details of the
matter, but they need funding to help with the proposal that I am putting forward and that is
why I am raising the subject during the Estimates, to point out, first, that the people are
concerned that the Battery was not put out to tender and, secondly, because they want to
know the details surrounding the sale. They need a hand to establish the mill that they are
looking at.

Mr Taylor: What does the member mean by "need a hand"?

Mr COURT: Financially. They are small prospectors who find themselves in a situation of
not being able to have their ore treated. They are either looking at purchasing a plant
themselves so that they can combine to operate their own battery --

Mr Taylor: I would have thought that would be a difficult argument to mount nowadays, to
give any handout as such to any groups in the gold mining industry, given the profitability of
that industry.

Mr COURT: They had that facility at Marble Bar and are concerned about this matter
because they possibly would have purchased that battery but apparently it was not put to
tender so they did not have an opportunity to do so. All the prospectors in the Pilbara now
find themselves out on a limb. I would appreciate an explanation of what took place. I am
only getting one side of the story and that is why I have raised the subject tonight.

I turn now to resource development and to oil and gas. We hear concern expressed a lot
nowadays that Australia will run into many problems in future because of its declining oil
reserves. Forecasts show that we will run into a big problem as Bass Strait reserves start to
run out. There is a pressing need for more activity to be encouraged and a need to ensure that
there are plenty of incentives in place for more oil exploration.

There is an interesting situation in Australia, and particularly in Western Australia in that we
have world-class gas reserves. If we are struggling to prove and find the necessary new oil
reserves it is about time we started doing more work in an attempt to take better advantage of
our gas reserves. It has been explained to me that the chemistry required to convert gas into
different types of transport fuels has made many advances. This is an area in which we
should be doing much more work than we are doing currently.

New Zealand and South Africa, in particular, through the necessity forced upon it, have
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become leaders in converting coal and gas into gasoline. It could well be that this is the
direction in which we should be going in an attempt to ensure that we are leading in the
required technology so that we are able to take better advantage of our gas reserves. Instead
of doing that, we take the attitude -- and have a mentality -- that we have plenty of gas and do
not warn to find any more. We should know how to better use that gas as a fuel resource.
Theme is great concern for the industry in relation to exploration and the effect of the Federal
Government's resource rental tax. The big concern held by the industry is char it limnits
recovery of exploration expenditure to the area immnediately surrounding a discovery. The
industry says that this does not make it possible for it to recover the true expenses related to
discovering the oil in the first place. I would be interested to bear what the State Government
is doing to ensure that its Federal colleagues do not undertake a course of action that will
severely discourage exploration and production in this industry. If the Minister was here he
would no doubt express views on this matter and I would appreciate hearing those views.
I turn now to the matter of resource development. The Solar Energy Research Institute does
not now have a vote because it comes under the Minerals and Energy Research Institute and
SERIWA is in the process of being wound up. I will repeat the views that I put forward
recently in relation to this matter I believe chat we have lost our drive arid emphasise chat we
should be directing our attention to developing energy sources such as solar energy. We
were leadens in many parts of this industry and I would like to think chat we could once again
take the initiative to ensure that we are again in the forefront of solar energy. Every time I
travel through the Pilbara and the Kimberley I really have it hit home to me that the climate is
ideally suited to the better harnessing and use of solar energy, particularly when I see all
those air-conditioners chewing up the electricity, and the huge power bills that go with them.
Many people do not appreciate the costs because they are being paid by their employer, but
the smaller operators who have to pay those power bills would appreciate, I am sure, some
breakthroughs that would enable thenm to cut down those costs. I would like to think that
some day those breakthroughs will be achieved, with research and development taking place
in the States and with the end product being offered in this State.

I know there is some work being carried out. I have met with a number of people who are
working in that field of trying to develop an air-conditioning system chat would work in chose
circumstances and particularly one chat would be able to store power or energy so it can work
during the night as well. We have also seen tremendous breakthroughs and advances in car
designs, as I said before. I would like to think chat under the new Minerals and Energy
Research Institute some special priority is given to this field, not just for solar energy but also
the further development of wind and tidal conditions chat can be used.
Mr Bradshaw: Nuclear energy.
Mr COURT: The nuclear argument is in our lifetime going through a circle, and it is
interesting to note that many of the members opposite now support the concept of mining
uranium to be sold for use in nuclear powered generation. I believe it is onily a matter of a
year or so before we will start seeing the development of uranium mining in this State, and
that is something I will support.
I will not at this stage go into the other areas of resource development, such as the iron ore
industry, alumidna bauxite, and the like, because we have recently had debates on those
matters. We hear a lot about the need for us to get into these new technology-based
industries, and I think it is fair to say that Australia's recovery in the next couple of years will
be a commodity-led recovery, a resource-led recovery. That is not to say I do not support
moves to make sure char we can widen our service and manufacturing industries, but the
reality is that with woolyprices jumping up some 50 per cent this year and with some of the
other commodity prices finning, whether they be for alum-ina, nickel or whatever, that is what
will help this country recover in the next couple of years. I hope we do not squander the
opportunity we wilt get if we get a reprieve because of the recovery in those commodity
sectors and stop concentrating on those other areas that are so necessary for us to move in.
The changes that have taken place to work practices in the iron ore industry have been
necessary and have enabled that industry to better prepare itself for a very competitive period
ahead. We now have a number of other countries offering us fierce competition, and it is a
very hard job for those countries to maintain their sales, let alone improve their production
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and, hopefully, their profitability.
Another question I would like the Minister for Consumer Affairs to raise with the Minister
for Minerals and Energy when he returns concerns a smaller mining operation. quarrying,
being canried on in the metropolitan area on the Darling Scarp. Someone contacted me to say
there is a possibility of a new quarry opening in the hills area. I do not have the details --
they are being posted to me today -- and I would appreciate it if the Minister could tell me
whether the Government is planning to give timbher approvals to some quarrying operations
in the Darling Scarp, and if so, where will they be?
I mentioned that I believe Australia will have a commodity-led recovery in the next couple of
years, but it is going to be very interesting to see - and I would be interested in the
Government's predictions -- what the demand for many of our resource products is going to
be after the ramifications of the stock market crash start coming through the economy; and
whether the Department of Resource Development has done any work on this to see how this
will affect the demand for those commodities. 'The Opposition would appreciate that
information.
As I understand it, prices are finning up in the nickel industry, and nickel producers Mround
the world, instead of doing what they have done previously, which is to start dramatically
increasing their production, have decided this time around to not jump into increased
production but to rake advantage of the increasing prices to make some profits. So that is an
example where, even if the demand does not grow a great deal in a supply and demand
situation, they can still be profitable.
Mr D.L. Smith interjected.
Mr COURT: I think that is one of the reasons. A lot of these people overextended
themselves when the demand was there by putting in new plant, but this time they are not
making those investment decisions.
The final point I raise is the need for us to develop the Further processing of our resources,
and that is an area where a great deal of work needs to be done, but the opportunities are
certainly there. We had the example raised earlier by the Minister for Regional Development
of the smoked tuna industry that has developed in Esperance. That is a very good example of
how the fuirther processing of that product adds dramatically to its value. We have to take
that route in many of our resource industries. I would appreciate if those comments could be
raised with the Minister for Minerals and Energy.
Mr TAYLOR: I will pass them on to the Minister.
Item 13: Energy Policy and Planning--g
Mr CASH: I do not know whether the Minister for Consumer Affairs could answer thtis
without his notes, but the expenditur has increased from $35 134 last year to an estimated

expndiurein 1987-88 of $1 185 000. Does the Minister have any i-d ofwat energy
policy and planning means?
Mr Taylor: No, I do not.
Mr CASH: It is a pity, the Minister does not have his notes because it is almost a situation
where we should adjourn to a later time so we can come back when those notes are available
and actually go through these things in a reasonable way.
Mt Court: That would be an interesting one.
Mr CASH: I would be most obliged if the Minister would let us know what that one is all
about.
Division 50 put and passed.
Division 51: Arts, $5 081 000-
Item 4: Services and Contracts -

Mr MacKINNON: I do not think it is very good of the Government during the Committee
debate not to have any notes at all from the Minister, nor that the Minister for Health is
having to carry the can for the Minister who is kbsent overseas. I hope that, in future,
Ministers will be here. It is their responsibility to be here during this inmportant debate. At
least we should have the notes and not have to wait for who knows -how long to receive the
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information we seek. In this instance I would like details of what the Services and Contracts
item is all about. The estimated expenditure is $215 000 and I would appreciate receiving in
due course some information about the reason for the increase and a breakdown of that
$215 000 estimate for 1987-88.
Item 8: Arts Support -- Grants and Loan Assistance --
Mr MacKINNON: My second comment really does highlight what I said before about our
not having the Minister here. I would like some comment from the Government about the
Instant Lottery grant contribution. I understood that grant was pegged to $3 million, yet the
figure for last year was $3.16 million. Therefore my first question is, how does it get above
$3 million? Secondly, why is it still pegged at $3 million, and is the Government giving any
consideration to increasing that figure, bearing in mind that this is a very important pant of the
Budget papers? I would appreciate knowing the Government's thoughts in terms of the
Instant Lottery grant and whether there are any plans to increase it in the immediate or
foreseeable future.
Division 51 put and passed.
Division 52: Perth Theatre Trust, $4 389 000 --

!tem I- Amount required for Services for the year --

Mr MacKYNNON: My question relates to the Perth Entertainment Centre. I do not know
what the situation is but there appears to be an anomaly. The figures for the Perth
Entertainment Centre last year were expenditure $1 078 000. income $412 000 in round
figures. This year the expenditure is estimated to be $3.4 million, yet an income of only
$60 000 is budgeted. I would like an explanation from the Government. Did the
Government spend a lot of money on the centre before it sold it? If so, on what was the
money spent?
Secondly, I would like to know what is happening with the Perth Entertainment Centre. Is
Mr Stokes going to rake it over now that he has sold his equity in the new Channel 10, or will
Channel 10 take it over? What will become of the centre? What will it be used for? Has
there been any discussion with Mr Stokes about that whole area, including the centre? They
are the sorts of questions surrounding that item which die Government has a responsibility to
answer, especially the one about the large increase in expenditure forecast for 1987-88 --
bearing in mind that I understand the centre has now been sold, whether to Mr Stokes or to
somebody else I am not sure -- and the very small amount of budgeted income. It would
seem on the face of it that the Government has spent a lot of money on doing the place up
before it was taken over; or maybe it is paying out past loans. Whatever it is, I think we are
entitled to know about it.
Mr Cash: It may have been discussed in Cabinet.
Mr Taylor: No, not the actual detail you have asked there.
Mr MacKINNON: Well, I would appreciate the Minister for Health's asking the Minister to
provide us with the answer to those queries.
Division 52 put and passed.
Division 53: Western Australian Art Gallery, $4 602 000 --

Item 1: Amount required for Services for the year
Mr CASH: This item deals among other things with the maintenance of plant and equipment.
Last year the estimated expenditure was $57 302; this year it is nine times more, at $529 000.
I would be obliged if the Minister could provide some detail as to why the maintenance of
plant and equipment should rise so dramatically in a 12-month period.
I note that last year the maintenance of plant and equipment had an income of $329 328; this
year its anticipated income is $90 000, They are dramatic, substantial changes. The
expenditure in respect of plant and equipment has gone up considerably, and the income has
gone down. There must be some reason for it. I am sure that it is a reason that the Minister,
had he been here with his notes, could have provided without our having now to go back to
the public servants and ask them to prepare written answers to those questions. However, we
can only regret once again that there are no notes on that item.
Division 53 put and passed,
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Division 54: Library Board of Western Australia, $20 706 000 -
Mr MacKINNON: Last year a grant. was made to the Talking Book Library run by the
Institute for the Blind -- or I might have the wrong name, but it was one of those institutions.
This year the grant was cut. The Talking Book Library is a library of cassettes and tapes
primarily for people who are blind or approaching blindness and who for one reason or
another find it difficult to read. It is a very useful service. I understand that after pressure
was applied to the Government by both the Opposition and members of the public there was
discussion to the effect than that grant would be returned to the institute on the basis that it
gave the Government some undertakings about its efficiency of operations. I would
appreciate some advice from the Government as to what is happening in that regard. Is that
$50 000 funding to be continued in 1988? If so1 on what basis; if not, why not?
Mr COURT: I raise two points. The first is in connection with the operation of the library
and the State's archives. I do not know whether all members received a copy of this letter I
have received from the Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Material.
Basically it explains that a lot of the paper on which our archives are printed deteriorates very
quickly. The institute is lobbying for the Govenrnent to have a policy to purchase and use
archival paper for the documentation of governmnt. The institute says that the costs
involved are negligible and the information about suppliers is readily available. The institute
sent with the letter an example of what a piece of paper would be like in 50 to 70 years' time.
I have been carrying it around with me and it keeps breaking away. It is quite an interesting
article about China many years ago, and apparently this is what happens after 50 years.
Members can see how that paper just cracks up. The Clerks might be aware of some of the
problems that occur with the paper. I am not an expert on the matter but I would be
interested in some professional comment on it.
Mr Cash: It is like the skin of some of the older members.
Mr COURT: Of course, after 70 years it does go a bit like that.
The other point I want to raise is that one of the local authorities in my electorate has, for the
five or six years I have been a member of Parliament, pun pressure on me by saying it is not
getting adequate funding for its library operations. [ would like to read a paragraph from the
library service report of one of my local authorities. It reads as follows --

The backbone of the library service, the bookstock, continues to cause concern.
While it was very pleasing that increased funding for new books was achieved this
year, reduced numbers of new books supplied since 1980 has resulted in the books on
the shelves being less and less able to meet users needs. Gaps in stock and lack of
currency in certain non-fiction areas is becoming an increasing problem and supply
simply cannot keep up with the heavy demand on fiction titles. Much time is spent on
book selection, maintenance and weeding in an effort to make maximum use out of
the stock. it is hoped that the new book input, currently at 12.25%, will be increased
to the desired 15%, in future budgets.

They have asked me to see whether it is possible for that situation to be improved. Glancing
at Budget figures available, I cannot tell whether the situation which local government is
experiencing will improve with the Estimates now before us. I would appreciate an answer
from the Minister as to whether it would be possible for these libraries to increase the new
book input to the desired 15 per cent level.
Mr TAYLOR: In relation to the last matter raised by the member for Nedlands, if one looks
under "Contingencies" in respect of books, the percentage increase from $5.9 million to
$6.8 million is 14-7 per cent, which is very close to the 15 per cent mentioned by the
member.
Mr Court: There have been a lot of books going into the libraries, I do not know whether that
goes out.
Mr TAYLOR: Obviously they have to do that but that is a figure that libraries would like to
be able to achieve.
The Leader of the Opposition raised the issue of the Blind Talking Book Library. I visited
that a month or two ago and previously visited it about 15 months ago. Since that time the
Governument has taken the payment to that library out of Miscellaneous Services and made it
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through the Library Board of Western Australia. To my knowledge the grant has been
restored. It is important that that prant and the assistance given to that library is now
administered through the Ubrary Board, through the overall control-of the distribution of that
material. The Library Board is giving all possible assistance to that library. I think it is
reasonably happy with its circumstances. I know an officer from the Treasury is working
with the Talking Book Library and the Association for the Blind in this particular area to help
it out, and guide it along the pat to cooperation with the Library Board of Western Australia.
Mr Cash: Where does the Government stand on the proposition advanced to allow local
authorities to charge for the hiring or borrowing of books?
Mr TAYLOR: I do not know where local authorities stand in relation to that matner. I think a
lot of them would believe that it might cost themn more to institute that charge.
Mr Cash: They can't do it at the moment because there is a need to amend an Act.
Mr TAYLOR: I really do not know whether that has been considered by Government; it has
not come before Cabinet.
Mr Cash: Could you seek some advice from whoever is handling that matter?
Mr TAYLOR: Yes.
Division 54 put and passed.
Division 55: Western Australian Museum, $7 041 000 --
Mr MacKIhJNON: I refer to the bicentennial celebration's figure. What is that estimated
$560 000 to be spent on? I have remared publicly that the disappointing part of the
bicentennial celebrations is not that Mrentioned -by Hon H.W. Gayfer in another place,
although I think there is some truth in what he said about the waste of funds in this area, but
that, as a State, we do not have a project we could look back on for years to come. We
should seek out some project that will be significant in terms of the future development of our
community, rather than having -a celebration. --Whie'the celebration itself is important, I
would have thought that investing in a long-lasting asset such as a research institute or the
like would have been a sensible thing to do in. the bicentennial year. It disappoints me that
that has not been done either in this State or nationally. I would appreciate an explanation of
what this allocation is for.
Mr Taylor: I will get that for you.
Division 55 put and passed.
Division 56: Agriculture, $67 508 000 -

Mr COURT: I would like to raise two points in this division. The first deals with the
pesticide problem which has arisen in. the cattle industry. We had a very good briefing given
by two of the Minister's departmental officers who came to Parliament House two weeks'
ago and gave members an up-to-date briefing on the. situation, which I found educational.
There was a big turn up of our members. Last Monday four of us went to the Pemberton
region where we met with many of the farmers who are facing problems. We met about 60
farmers and they are running into a very serious cash flow problem.. Some of them rely upon
their cattle sales between September to January for their cash flow; they cannot get income
from potatoes until February-March or even later for apples. Some of these farmers are
finding that their farms have been quarantined and they cannot readily sell their cattle or can
do so only at a decreased. price. We have had some lengthy discussions and, if it is
acceptable to the Minister, some of our members woul not mind sitting down at a table with
him and some of his advisers to give them some of the feedback we have to outline some of
the problems and some of the ways of helping to assist in the resolution of those problems.
This is a genuine offer to help resolve what we see as a serious issue which has not been
tackled hard enough at this stage.. This-problem, might recur in other areas and- it is important
that this one be controlled. It is imnportant that the farmers who ame now experiencing cash
flow problems are given assistance - I am not saying financial assistance, although that
might be one of the solutions - over the next couple of months. If the Minister is willing to
do that, we would like to have a group meeting wit hint to discuss some of these matters.
one matter, for example, was -the concern expressed about the testing procedures both for
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soil and cattle. Many testing procedures are being introduced both by the Government and
by the private sector. However, many anomalies are showing up in those testing procedures.
Farmers receive their results through the mail and there appears not to be adequate liaison
between die parties. The farmers receive no explanations about what the results mean or
what pants of their properties should be used to help tern out of their predicament. More
resources should be employed to help these people understand their problem and to give them
assistance. Their livelihoods are being threatened.
The second issue I wish to raise relates to professional services provided to the agricultural
industry competing with services provided by the Agriculture Department. I have discussed
the problem being experienced by one of my constituents with an officer of the department.
His company provides a service in relation to salt land reclamation. He believes that officers
from the department have been advising farmers against his service and that his business is
being detrimentally affected by that advice. I believe that legal action will be taken unless
something is done.
Mr Grill: I think you had better give me the details rather than discuss the matter heme.
Mr COURT: I certainly will. I would like to thnk that these types of businessmen are
encouraged by the Government and the Agriculture Department to provide these services.
That would in turn encourage initiative.
Mr BLAMKE: I do not think the public understands how serious the pesticide problem in the
cattle industry is. The growers are now approaching the end of the growing season and there
has been a build-up of cattle on fanns. Unless they can be sold, the effects on the industry
will be devastating.
This problem did not occur overnight. We need to understand why testing procedures in the
past did nothing to salve the problem six or seven years ago. Sheep and cattle were identified
as long ago as that as having high levels of dieldrin and other pesticides in them. The farmers
wvere advised their stock could be placed in quarantine but no further action was taken. There
is a growing degree of hostility by the fanner because he believes that if action had been
taken the problem would not be as serious as it is today.
Mr Grill: Dieidrin was reregistered for agricultural use some years ago.
Mr BLAIE: I will come to that later. In the Manjimup area, 30 per cent of farms are under
quarantine. That is affecting the other 70 per cent who cannot sell their cattle. Buyers will
not buy from the area because of die fear that they may buy contaminated cattle.
Mr Grill: That is why we set up the certification scheme.
Mr BLAJJKE: The certification scheme solves only pant of die problem. I believe that a total
testing system for cattle available for sale should be put in place so that cattle can be certified
as clean and sold. The cattle that have high levels of pesticides in them should then await a
further decision to be made on them. There will be two options open to the owners of those
cattle: Farmers are either provided with sufficient land to graze the cattle until the pesticide
leaves them or destroy die cattle. I believe the situation is as serious as that. Clean cattle
should be sold or the Government will have to became involved in a buy-back scheme,
probably paying 80 per cent of the market value to get rid of the stock off the farms otherwise
stock numbers will build up. Farmers are becoming financially and mentally stressed about
this matter.
The Minister commented earlier about dieldrin. I received a statutory declaration from David
Kelly Watterson and Beverley Irene Watterson both of Fishers Road, Kudardup which
states --

. .. in or around May 1986 we rang the Agriculture Dept of Busselton and asked what
should we do to get rid of white ant nests in our farm paddocks and around the hay
shed on Sussex Location 4552, recently purchased by us.
We were advised by die officer to use the chemical Dieldrin, which we now know
was banned from use in agriculture at that time.

Mr Grill: It was banned for use in agriculture but it was not banned for the purposes of
getting rid of white ants.
Mr BLAMKE: It has been found, subsequently, that, even in getting rid of white ants on
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properties, other products should be used. What has happened is that the farmers who have
used dieldrin under advice from the Department of Agriculture have now found that their
properties have been quarantined. The officers of the department have acted in good faith
and on advice that was available to them. There has been a chain reaction and the end result
has been that the advice that was given to the departmient was wrong and properties have
been quarantined. I could give other examples, but I do not think there is any point in doing
that. We are confronted wit a major problem.
I understand the major problems that Government has in two main areas. I have identified
one which concerns the Department of Agriculture and the advice that it has given and has
been given. It has given advice on a product that was once considered to be safe, but that
product is no longer safe.

The second area of concern rests with the Stare Energy Commnission. I will not go over the
debate that has ensued in this regard, but suffice to say as each week goes by, yet another
property is identified as being contaminated because the SEC has used pesticides to combat
white ants on the property. It all comes back to one thing: The farmers have acted in good
faith, the SEC has acted in good faith. the Department of Agriculture has acted in good faith;
but the farmers have the problem. They should not be held to ransom as such but there
should be some statement of intent by Government. Where a property has been contaminated
because of action taken by the SEC, the SEC should clean up the contamination on the
property and should test the adjoining properties.

Mr Grill: It is already doing the first half of what you said, but it is not doing the second part.

Mr BLAMKE: Where poles on a property have been identified as being contaminated
members must imagine the concern that is expressed by surrounding neighbours. In many
cases their properties have not been tested and they live in fear that their properties will be
found to be contaminated. I do not believe it is the farmers' responsibility but surely to
goodness it should be the responsibility of the SEC.
Mr Court: You don't realise how many SEC poles there are until you drive through the
country.

Mr Grill: That really is the problem. No-one has the resources to check the problem.

Mr BLAMKE: I certainly know how 'many SEC poles there are in this State. I became
involved in a matter with the SEC regarding the lack of maintenance of its poles. It indicated
to me that in the south west land area there are 750 000 poles. The State has a major problem
and the sooner we can identify which properties are contaminated the better.
A great deal has been said about the pesticide problem in the cattle industry, but there are
other industries about which country people are concerned and I refer to the horticulture and
fruit and vegetable industries. I am concerned with what could be found if testing was
undertaken on such properties. We should be seriously concerned about 'whether fruit and
vegetables are affected by pesticides. If' there is a problem in these industries it could be
possible that the problem has existed for between 15 and 25 years. The Opposition
understands that there is a problem but it believes that there should be a far better effort by
Government agencies, particularly the SEC to take the burden off the agricultural community.
The Government agencies should accept a far greater degree of responsibility.

Mr GRILL: I thank members opposite for their responsible and concerned comments mn
respect of the question of pesticide contamination. I am aware that we do have a
considerable problem in the Manjimup and Pemberton region.

In respect of the comments made by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition I indicate that I
would be happy to receive a delegation from the Opposition - I take it that it will be the
Liberal Opposition: Is the National Party included also?

Mrt Blaikie: Yes.

Mr Stephens: We could have one separately over a problem I have in Albany and about
which you are fully aware.
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Mr GRILL: In any event. I would accede to that request and the sooner it can be organised,
the better. Therefore, I do not think I will go too deeply into the problem at this time. It is a
big problem facing the State.

Mr Blaikie: The problem is such that there is no political mileage for anyone. It should be a
full bipartisan operation with all members of the Opposition cooperating with the
Government to overcome the problem and to find a solution.

Mr GRILL: I am happy with that and I congratulate members opposite for their responsible
approach.

Mr Court: How shall we meet initially?

Mr GRILL: I suggest that Opposition members meet my department and me in my
boardroom. A meeting can be held as soon as members like.

There is a general consensus throughout Australia, that Western Australia is doing more and
is leading the other States by a long way in respect of tackling this problem. That is not to
say that we are doing the job perfectly, but we are a long way ahead of other States. Western
Australians are not saying that, but Commonwealth officials, the Commonwealth Minister
and people in the industry in other States are saying it. I am more than happy to have
discussions with the Opposition.

[tern 1: Salaries, Wages and Allowances
Mr CASH: The vote for entomology has increased from $821 807 to $1 .206 million and the
vote for regional services has increased from $6 480 611 to $9.707 million. Obviously there
are substantial changes to regional services and I ask the Minister whether a different method
of accounting has been used. Why has there been such a great increase in this area?

Mr GRILL: With regard to the regional service, as a result of the Functional Review
Committee report greater emphasis was placed on regional service and regionalisarion. That
process is under way with regional officers of the department. In addition, greater emphasis
has been placed on extension services since I have been Minister and a number of computer-
based services have gone to country areas and are proving very popular. We may recoup
some of the costs shortly because we can start charging reasonable costs. I cannot give the
member a complete answer at the moment on his query on entomology but I will endeavour
to get that answer for him.

Item 2: Corporate Services --

Mr MacKIN4NON: The expenditure last year on this item was $5.5 million and this year it is
estimated at $6.7 million. I would like to know the reasons for the increase and a breakdown
of the expenditure under this item.

I& GRILL: Corporate services includes administration division branches of the directorate
and support finance and corporate services, personnel and management services, physical
resources and scientific services. It includes the Minister's office and provision for
departmental Government printing, and stationery and requirements. Significant expenses
provided in this item include departmental motor vehicle replacement programme, workers'
compensation insurance, head office communication, telephone, postage, telex etc,
photocopying, library acquisitions, maintenance of the central private computer, word
processing and minor works and buildings.

Mr MacKinnon: Does this section employ people or are these just expenses related to them?

Mr GRILL: They are expenses relating to those mailers. It does not give a break-up but a
whole range of fairly small items seem to have increased by moderate amounts. It includes
items such as fringe benefits tax, workers' compensation insurance, cost escalations,
expansion of the computer, motor vehicle insurance premiums, microfilm bureau charges,
consultant charges and so on. One large item is the adjustment to the interim motor vehicle
replacement programme.

Division 56 put and passed.

Division 57: Agriculture Protection Board, $10 545 000 -- put and passed.

Division 58: Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation of Western Australia,
$2 070 000..
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Mr GREIG: I wish to deal particularly with a matter raised with me recently: The criteria
used for declaration of drought. Certain circumstances have occurred in our near agricultural
districts, particularly in the Beverley area, in that the nature of the rainfall has been
responsible for quite good crops but the lack of nmr-off for dams and the shortage of water in
the area are leading to significant problems associated with watering stock. I understand that
the primary producers in those areas believe they will not qualify under the time-honoured
criteria for declaration of drought in those shires on the basis that they have a good crop.

When returing from the Eastern States recently I noticed that the dams in the Beverley area
are bone dry and the possibility of carting water is remote. The primary producers in that
area need some reconsideration of the criteria and there should be some liaison with local
shires to establish the drought declarations in those areas. I had hoped to provide more
details but the information has not yet reached me; stated simply, these farmers will have an
average or above average crop and in the normal course of events it would not be a drought
declared area. However, their dams are empty and they have significant problems with
watering stock. I do not know whether this has been reported to the Minister. I understand
the problem is widespread covering areas around Dowerin and going through the Dale area.
Mr GRILL: There are two typs of declarations: One of drought declaration which is more
severe, and the other a declaration of water deficiency, which is a lesser declaration and may
suit the situation to which the member referred. With declarations of drought a whole range
of subsidies and assistance comes into play. With declarations of water deficiency, water is
provided within a 40-kilometre radius.

Mr Greig: I understand that but it is a large water problem and the farmers would need to
cart the water 150 kilometres.
Mr GRILL: The Minister for Water Resources and I have tentatively agreed that that
distance should be changed to 40 kilometres by road which is a further concession. We have
not officially announced that because we are not sure we can achieve it in every case. Our
officers are looking at it and will endeavour to implement it. Actual declarations are made by
me, but on advice from a committee. That committee is made up of personnel from the
Department of Agriculture, from the Water Authority and from the fanning organisations.
The farming organisations have a fair input into those recommendations. I would be
surprised if the things that the member is saying are not coming through to the committee. I
can check that out in respect of Beverley, but it might be better if the member rang Ron
Parker from the department. Ron Parker is an assistant director who has charge of this
matter, and he could probably go through the whole thing with the member. If there are any
further problems, he can conic back to me and I can check them out.

Division 58 put and passed.

Division 59: Western Australian Meat Commission, $1 390 000 -

Mr COURT: Can the Minister tell me who is the Deputy Chairman? Laurie Connell, I
gather, is the chairman.

Mr Grill: There is no deputy chairman.

Mr COURT: I thought I had the answer to a question which said that there was. Was Lee
Steere the deputy chairman?
Mr Grill: Laurie Connell has a replacement, and the replacement is Lee Steere. When Laurie
Connell cannot be there, Lee Steere takes his place.

Mr COURT: Lee Steere is not a member of the commission.

Mr Grill: No.

Mr COURT: Is it legal to have a person as acting chairman who is not a member of the
commission?

Mr Grill: I am advised it is.

Division 59 put and passed.

Division 60: South West Development Authority, $2 110 000 --

Mr BRADSHAW: The increase in the vote this year is fairly dramatic; I think something in
the vicinity of 45 per cent. That is a substantial increase, and it has risen ever since the South
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West Development Authority was set up. The South West Development Authority has been
perceived as having a Bunbuiy perception: it is moire concerned with Bunbu" than with
other areas. This year the South West Development Authority persuaded the company
establishing the silicon plant to locate in Bunbury at the expense of the.Murray area. It is
time that the Murray/Mandurab area had its own authority to look'after that area rather than
the Bunbuiy set-up. I know there is an office in Mandurah, but it consists of three people and
does not have the same influence as the dfrke -in Bunbuny. It is time some body looked after
chat area in a proper fashion.
The office tower is another develop~ment in that. -area. The concept was to try to get more
employees down to the Bunbury region.-
Mr Cash: Did that happen?
Mr BRADSHAW: Unfortunately, no. Th e legacy is that the taxpayer now has a huge cost of
a half-empty tower block for which he is. paying $.1.3 niliion a year. That -money is just
being wasted, so the Government should look to putting private rental people in there to
offset the cost. The Bunbuiy bus service is costing something in the vicinity of $800 000 a
year in subsidies.
Mr D.L. Smith: The residents of Australind get some benefit.
Mr BRADSHAW: They may, but it would be interesting to see the numbers. There was a
fairly rapid cost rise in the area of administration, which went from $226 000 to $636 000
this year. I asked what that increase was and I was told that under administration -

Mr Grill: I think I have answered that, question.
Mr BRADSHAW: Yes, but when I asked the question, services, contracts and so on were
mentioned, and it got down to subsidies and transfer payments. When I asked what the
$362 000 was all about, it was said that was grants, subsidies and transfer payments. I asked
what die debts were, and I was told that flunds Were approved in the Western. Australian'
Government borrowing programme in 1987-88. Boyup Brook was $50 000; Bunbtuy central
district development was $300 000,, which 1 do not see as a bad thing, although it is debatable
whether Bunbury City Cquncil or the CGoverrnent should have picked that up- Then we get
on to the Collie Community C;entre, $500 000; the Collie Day Care Centre, $100 000; land
acquisitions, $505 000. That -goes'towards developing die port. Then there was. the
Manjimup Community Centre, $20 000.. Most of thit money has been spent in Labor Party
seats. Small fry stuff has been spent elsewhere.
Mr Pearce: The majority of seats down there are Labor Party seats.
Mr BRADSHAW: Seats such as Vasse and Murray-Wellington -

Mr D.L. Smith: Murray-Weliington has not done badly.
Mir BRADSHAW: We are talking about what the South West Development Authority has
spent, not other Government agencies.
Several members interjected.
Mr Grill: That is not an all-inclusive list of moneys spent.
Mr BRADSHAW: No, but I did say that chickenfeed has been spent in other electorates, like
$ 10 000 on the Yarloop mill, which is pretty small-time.
Mr Grill: A lot more than that. If you add all thatutp it comes to about $100 000.
Mr BRADSHAW: It is still small-time.
Mr Grill: It came out of different pockets.
Several members interjected.. -

Mr BRADSHAW: Comle also received a new Police and Citizens Youth Club. I cannot be
critical of die hospital development, because that was essential.
Mr Grill: Collie did get a lot in the last Budget.
Mr BRtADSHAW: A lot of that was due to the last election and promises made, such as the
Police and Citizens Youth Club.
Mr MacKinnon: After die redistribution there could be a lot more things going for Collie.
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The CHAIRMLAN: Order!
Mr BRADSHAW: It looks as if some good things are going to Bunbuiy which were
announced during the by-election. When is Lombardo's due to start? It is still on the cards, I
assume?

ft Grill: Yes.
Mr BRADSHAW: Is any date set for it to start?
Mr D.L. Smith: Not until after the bridge is finished.
Mr Grill: Some of these projects are a bit sensitive in die sense that they might want to put
off the starting date for a month or two because of financial factors. However, I do not like
saying those sorts of things.
Mr BRADSHAW: We got the impression during the by-election that it would happen any
day.
Mr Grill: That is still the intention.
Mr BRADSHAW: Elders have now dropped out.
Mr Grill: It will go ahead.
Mr MacKinnon: When?
Mr Grill: They have started work already.
Mr BRADSH-AW: Have they paid for the land.
Mr Grill: Yes.
Mr BRADSH-AW: There was a problem in relation to their asking for an extension of time to
pay for the land. I wondered whether that was a doubtful starter.
Mr Grill: There has been some conjecture about Tilly, bdt the last I heard he said that he
would be able to proceed and he has done a lot of work and spent a lot of money there.
Mr MacKinnon: With whom is he proceeding? Has he a partner?
Mr Grill: H-e has a partner.
Mr BRADSHAW: It was stated recently in the paper that he was not prepared.
Mr Grill: I do not think it is right to talk in this fashion and undermine private enterprise in
this way.
Mr BRADSHRAW: The Minister might know more about this matter, and could put us on a
firmer footing.
N&rGrill: I think that it is all right.
Mr BRADSHAW: I went to Bunbury the other day where I saw a big sign "Tilly Projects",
so I assumed that it must be on because he would not have gone to the expense of pulling up
a cyclone fence otherwise.
Mr Grill: He has done much work and spent much money.
Mr BRADSHRAW: He has carted sand.
Mr Grill: Yes, he has.
Mr BRADSHAW: That will be a great thing for the Bunbury district. The area is looking
smarter than it did in the old days when the railway yards were a bit of an eyesore. Bunbury
is certainly improving.
Mr MacKIN4NON:- I have some questions about the South West Development Authority.
There is an allocation in relation to economic and social development of $370 000 for this
year. The member for Murray-Wellington said in relation to administration expenses that
debt servicing costs were included in economic and social development areas last year arid
that that is why it was dropped. What was the $370 000 allocation for this year?
Promotion and marketing services were spending money on promotions in South East Asia;
was that the only promotion and, if so, where was it done? What is the annual rent of the
tower in Bunbury and where is it allocated as it is not allocated in this area? I suppose it is
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allocated under the general area of rent in the area referring to Government accommodation.
What is the annual rent of the tower?
Mr Grill: $150.
Mr MacKINNON: A square metre?
Mr Grill: Yes.
Mr MacKINNON: Is that all up?
Mr Grill: I could not say.
Mr MacKIN4NON: What proportion of that building is now properly occupied by the
Government?
Mr Grill: I think there are people on all three floors.
Mr MacKIINNON: When are they expected to be occupied?
Mr Grill: In due course. The Government has adopted a policy of not forcing public servants
to relocate and we are happy with the process to relocate.
Mr MacKIhJNON: I agree with the member for Murray-Wellington that that seems to be an
expensive exercise, particularly when the Government promised so much. About 400 public
servants were to be relocated there.
Mr Blaikie: The first lot was to number 600.
Mr Grill: A figure of 400 is still the target.
Mr MacKWJNON: It is an expensive exercise to pay $150 a square metre for three empty
floors. I agree with the member for Murray-Weliington, it seems a wasteful exercise and it
would be a good check to sublet some of the office space for some time to defray the costs to
Government, if possible. Will the Minister answer my question about economic and social
development expenditure and promotion and nmarketing service items.
Mr CASH: My question relates to item 1 and the fact that administration costs are to increase
from $226 485 to $636 000.
Mr Grill: We just went through that.
Mr CASH: The Minister did not go through it with ine, but the member for Murray-
Wellington said something.
Mr Grill: He has alist of that.
Mr CASH: Why has that increased? The Minister made reference to three floors of office
space.
Mr Grill: Let us not waste time.
Mr CASH: The Minister said three floors are occupied.
Mr Grill: The member is duplicating what the other member said.
Mr CASH: What percentage of those floors is occupied and, if the Minister is paying $150 a
square meter, how much does that equate for an annual rental for the building?
Mr GRILL The member for Murray-Wellington first referred to the tower building. The
Government makes no apology about that building, which has engendered a resort hotel, the
Lord Forrest, right next door in Bunbury. We thought that it was important to offer a high-
class resort hotel in Bunbury and that if we were to relocate public servants from the
metropolitan area to Bunbury we needed the sort of accommodation available there that they
were used to in the metropolitan area. They were the reasons for the construction of the
tower.
We said at the time that we would endeavour to use the accommodation available in the
tower exclusively for State Government public servants and so far we have kept to that. I do
not want to depart from that. It is an incentive to Government to keep up the pressure for
relocation to have that building down there available. It is also an incentive for the public
servants. There are no excuses by departments or sections of departments that there is no
space to reallocate into and I think that this demonstrates that we are serious about relocation
of the Public Service and are prepared to spend money on that.
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By and large, the regionalisation process of the Bunbury 2 000 development has been done
on die cheap by any standards. Efforts of this sort in other States and overseas have normally
been expensive and in most cases exorbitantly so.
Mr Blaikie: This Government creamned off the groundwork set by previous Liberal
Governments.
Mr GRILL: I do not think that anyone believes that, but let us not get into that argument
now. It is there as an incentive. We have already relocated a number of jobs into the
Bunbuiy region. I have gone tough the figures recently and, in fact, 131 new Public
Service jobs have been created. Members might say chat is a long way short of the target of
400 -- and it is -- but there is no specific timetable set in respect of the 400 new jobs. We can
be very proud of the fact that a record number of 131 new jobs have either been created or
relocated to Bunbury; not anything even closely comparable with that has ever been achieved
before in Western Australia. We could probably have achieved that at a faster rate if we had
been prepared to use authoritarian tactics or to order departments to relocate their personnel,
but we decided not to do that. We have heard previous Governments of the member's ilk and
of our ilk talking long and loud about decentralisation and regionalisation, and the end result
has been that very few jobs, if any, were relocated to these areas, and in fact the drift has been
in the other direction. We have had a very significant success in Bunbury, one which has
never before been approached in the history of Western Australia. I am proud of the results.
I make no apologies about the bus service in Bunbury; I believe it is run efficiently. It is run
by private enterprise people, which is something I thought the member would have
supported. [ get excellent reports about the Adams family, who run that service.
Mr Bradshaw: They do run a very good service; there is no doubt about that.
Mr GUILL: I think the bus service in Bunbwry is something of a model for other regions.
In respect of the question raised about interest charges, I think we have gone over that already
so I will not cover that again, If the member would be good enough to give some of those
lists that he has in his hand to the member for Mt Ldwley, I would be grateful for that.
Mr Cash: I have received those lists, and although they cover some of the questions I asked,
they do not cover t -he percentage of the building that is presently occupied or the gross annual
rental of that building.
Mr GRILL: I cannot off the cop of my head give answers to that.
Mr Cash: Would you be good enough to get them?
Mr GRILL: The gross annual rental the Government is paying has been made public, but I
can get that information for the member.
Division 60 put and passed.
Division 61: Fisheries, $8 596 000-
Mr CRANE: I am disappointed that I have not had an answer to the question I asked this
week. I wanted to ask this question last Thursday, but unfortunately time ran out and I did
not get the chance to do so, so I put the question on the Notice Paper. It is question on notice
No 2877. This matter concerns me because there is something wrong here. The 1985-86
crayfish or rock lobster pool was down on the returns to the producer compared with the
pools on either side of it, and there is absolutely no reason why it should be down apart from
the fact chat it appears -- and there is evidence to suggest this is so -- that the people
conducting this pool have not been paying ful returns to the producer. I would not expect
the Minister on the spur of the moment at this hour of the morning to give me an answer to
my question, unless he has the answer there, but I would be pleased if he would write to me
and explain whether there is a fiduciary obligation for the processor to account for the
proceeds of producers who subscribe to the pool. I believe there is such an obligation.
There does appear to be something the matter because I know as a positive fact -- and this
concerns me, and ought to concern everyone -- that in this particular pool one processor has
in fact settled with a grower who went to the trouble of taking legal action against him. I am
concerned about all the other producers who have not taken such legal action. Something is
definitely wrong. Was this fellow bought off because he went to the trouble of spending a lot
of money through the legal process?
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I believe this is die responsibility of the Fisheries Department. I am not criticising the
Minister for this, because I believe he has probably been let down by officers of his
department, but I do not intend to let go of this. If the crayfish pool or the rock lobster pool
for chat particular season was down on the others, there is no reason for that except char the
people who were conducting char pool have not paid the full return to the producer chat they
should have paid. This can be substantiated by the fact that producers who have gone to the
trouble of taking legal proceedings have had their cases settled out of court, but all the ether
people who have not gone to this trouble have been diddled; they have not received their full
return.
Mr GRILL: I indicate to the member for Moore that I will shortly be writing to him about
these matters and will give him an answer to the best of my ability.
Item 9: Fisheries Resource Management --

Mr CASII: There has been an increase in expenditure of $1 194 050 in 1986-87 to
$1 687 000 in 1987-88. Could the Minister point out the reason behind that increased
amount?
Mr GRILL: I cannot give the member a definite answer because I do not have the notes with
me, but I can tell him with almost certainty that this increase would be the additional sum of
money allocated under the buy-back scheme to buy back the wet line licences, which is a
joint scheme between the industry and the Government to buy out of the Western Australian
fisheries a whole range of wet line licences.
Item 10: Special projects --

Mr MacKINNON: There has been an increased expenditure for special projects from
$304 127 in 1986-87 to $317 000 in 1987-88. Could the Minister give an indication of what
those special projects were for the expenditure last year and what they are budgeted to be in
this current year.
Mr GRILL: They were a whole array of small projects, and I will have so get the details of
them. I will also get for the Leader of the Opposition the details about the economic and
social development, and promotional and marketing services that he asked of me a while ago.
Division 61 put and passed.
Division 62: Government Employees' Housing Authority, $17 488 000
Mr BLAIKJE: I want to raise two matters with the Minister for Lands. They relate to Crown
land throughout the State and land held by the Crown that in my view should be released for
residential and industrial development. This applies especially to areas in the north of the
State. In recent days we have seen the result of a land sale in Broomne where land values
reached record levels. One could say it was a scandal that the price of land should go as high
as that, bearing in mind that around the townsice of Broome there are literally hundreds of
thousands of acres of land held by the Crown that in one form or another could really satisfy
the demand. I believe the Government is pursuing a policy of stealth in two areas. On one
hand there is a great advantage to the Government in ensuring that it trickles only a small
amount of land onto the market to secure unrealistically high prices in these areas, and at the
end of the day those unrealistically high prices are reflected in the existing land within those
shires or cownsite areas. The result of that is higher land tax and higher land valuations
generally, so there is a big rake-off for the Government. Higher land values have become
very important to the Government's tax cake.
I believe the Government should play a far more important role; that is, by having land
available to meet demand instead of having demand way our in front of supply and people
really pleading with the Government to put land on the market. In October I wrote to several
shires in the north and asked them whether they had any special problems in relation to
getting land on the market. The Shire of Carnarvon replied and said --

Local Governmient has the capacity to resolve many of the problems but is continually
hindered by political inertia and an unresponsive bureaucracy at State Government
level.

That shire said it wanted more land but was having trouble getting any of the bureaucracy to
move to make land available.
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The East Pilbara Shire Council has several towns in its area and said in its reply that in
Newman there appeared to be sufficient industrial and residential land available; in Nullagine
the Department of Land Administration had already released sufficient suitable sites in the
town for the time being; but at Marble Bar there was insufficient land to meet the current and
future needs in both the industrial and residential categories. The council went on to say --

It is the opinion of the Council that the Department of Lands Administration is
involved with Government Red-tape, and cannot react to demand.

This further emphasises the concerns I have. The Shire of Wyndham-East Kimuberley made a
similar comment and said --

The Council is concerned, however, that there will be a shortage of industrial land
available when the present small number of lots are taken up.

The last shire I will refer to is the Shime of Hall's Creek. The first comment that shire made
was --

Many thanks for your letter dated 3rd September, 1987 and in answer to the question
asked, yes, we do have a problem.

The shire went on to say that on 22 September 1.987 the Land Board would release the only
two remaining industrial lots. It advised that there were further industrial lots but the demand
that already existed was outstripping the lots available. The shire further said --

There is a limited number of residential blocks available . .. but the cost is really
prohibitive to the ordinary person seeking to establish his own home.

I would ask members to understand that the Hall's Creek townsite is surrounded by literally
millions of acres of Crown land and it is staggering to find that the price of residential land in
that area ranges from $15 000 to $22 000.
Mr Wilson: Do you think that is in any way related to the cost of developing the land?

Mr BLAIKIE: On one hand, yes, I believe it is related to the cost of developing the land; but
on the other hand there is an obligation on the Government to ensure that greater amounts of
land are made available.
Mr Wilson: But you are saying land is available in Hall's Creek.

Mr BLAJIKIE: Residential land is available in Hall's Creek, but at a prohibitive cost.

Mr Wilson: But isn't chat relative to the cost of developing the land?

Mr BLALKIE: It may well be.

Mr MacKinnon: We have just heard the Minister for The South West telling us he is
prepared to leave three-quarters of a building costing about $400 000 a year empty for time
immemorial.

Mr Wilson: We are talking about a different matter.

Mr BLAIKIE: The Minister and the Government have that obligation and I amn saying, and
the people of Hall's Creek are saying, that the cost of land there is prohibitive. Whether that
is totally related to the cost of services to the land is another matter. I believe the
Government should find some way of reducing the cost of l and to those people.

Mrt Wilson: Subsidisation.

Mr BLAIKIE: All right, perhaps we should look at a scheme of subsidisation; because when
the Government takes its power supplies up to Hall's Creek it subsidises Hall's Creek; when
it goes out to the Aboriginal communities it subsidises their power supplies, water supplies,
and housing charges. For goodness' sake, the Minister should look at assisting the price of
blocks of land. I believe those people are entitled to have similar consideration to that
afforded the people of Bunbuxy.

I refer now to Kununurra where a local organisation, the Kununurra Progress Association,
had two lots of land in the town where it ran the Kununurra picture gardens. It is very
interesting that in 1978 the association was able to freehold one of the lots, which was
freeholded for $3 004. At the time the progress association did not proceed to freehold the
other property because it wanted the money to be used on the community. In 1986 it came
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back to freehold the property and was staggered to find that the price of the lot was $140 000.
That is a clear indication of what is happening in those remote areas of the State. I have no
doubt that the Valuer General who valued the land found it was worth $140 000 on the basis
of supply and demand. What I am saying is that in Kununurra there is still an area of literally
hundreds of thousands of acres of land, and land ought to be made available in advance of
development rather than the other way around. A number of the shires I contacted expressed
a similar concern.

The second matter I want to raise concerns Crown land. While I have made other comments
in relation to Crown land and the protection of it, I believe the Government should review all
of the existing "B"-class and "C"-class reserves currently classified in the State in order to
ascertain whether they should be upgraded or changed. In my electorate, in the area from
Dunsborough to Eagle Bay there is a substantial area of Crown land which is a 'C"-class
reserve. It is currently vested in the Shire of Busselton. If the shire decides to dig for gravel
in it or create a rubbish dump on it, it can do just that provided it is within the vesting order.
That land has now taken on a far greater importance because of the scarcity of land in the
area and, more importantly, the importance of the general area. I believe that land should be
increased to at least an "A"-class reserve and consideration should be given to having it
designated as a national park.
There would literally be scores of areas throughout the State where the Government should
take stock of the land to see whether the classifications that currently apply are appropriate
for 1988 standards and conditions. My view is that once that survey was made many areas of
land would increase in classification and be given the protection they deserve. I look forward
to the Minister's response.

Mr WILSON: If members like the member for Vasse were to air the views he has just aired
here in the presence of land developers, there would be guffaws all around the place. The
member fails to address the realities of developing land ahead of demand and the holding
costs involved in that. He fail "s to take into account the increasing costs on developers as a
result of very high development standards imposed by local government authorities. The
very local government authorities the member claims to be speaking for are those which
impose gold-plated development costs, building in increased casts for land in places like
Kununurra and Halls Creek.

The member for Vasse cannot have it both ways. He spoke about introducing subsidies to
keep the price of land down. I was amazed to hear somebody from that side tailking in those
terms because members opposite have as their normally stated basic philosophy the idea that
market forces should apply. What has happened to that basic philosophy in what the member
for Vasse said?

Mr Cash: You are quite happy with prices in Broome?

Mr WILSON: No, I am not, but if one takes the situation in Broome, one has to understand
that in spite of the fact that it is easy for the member for Vasse to say there is all this land
lying around -- as though it could be created into residential land without major
consideration -- in Broome the stage was reached where existing utility headworks, sewerage,
and water did not have sufficient additional capacity. It was necessary to have those
upgraded in a major way before any further land release could be contemplated. That could
only be done at a very high cost. Anybody involved in land development -- even in the
metropolitan area -- would understand the proportions of cost involved in those major
headworks. When one is dealing with the situation in the north, costs are always increased by
at least 50 per cent. With the installation of two sewerage pumping stations and the upgraded
water reticulation facility, the Department of Land Administration was then in a position to
begin a rolling programnme of creating lots to supply the demand in that area. Members have
to understand that there has to be a rational way of assessing demand, particularly in the more
isolated parts of the State where past experience suggests, after the examination of records of
inquiries made evincing interest in land releases, that only 25 per cent to 30 per cent of those
who made inquiries are genuine buyers.

Mr Blaikie: How do you know that?

Mr WILSON: That was evidenced in the records which have been kept of successive
releases of land. The department therefore reacted to what it believed to be the level of true
demand. That level cannot always be assessed on the number of requests received.
(145)
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Mr Blaiki.:I give you the example of Margaret River, which is not in the north of the State.
It has a demand for 24 blocks and the department subsequently released 12; half the demand
level is unsatisfied.
Mr WILSON: With plans forthe release of a further 14 next year.

Mr Blaikie: It is still not meeting the demand there.

Mr WILSON: People often say that they want land or are interested in land, but the
experience built up in records kept over the years -- not only by the Lands Department but
also by private developers - is that only a proportion of people who say that actually buy the
land.

Mr Cash: Like the people in Broome last week?
Mr WILSON: In addition to that ['believe -

Mr Cash: It would have been pretty tragic if m6re of them had queued up for it.
Mr WILSON: The member may well say that, but as a result of the very great expenditure on
the additional headworks needed to facilitate further development, a furthier 44 lots will be
released in March next year, with a further 100 being released in July next year. That
programme has been facilitated by the massive headworks that were undertaken to allow that
rolling programme of release to take place. If one asked private developers about the way
demand trends develop, one -would find they do not have the sympathetic understanding that
members opposite have about this sort of demand just multiplying as a result of a release like
this. It does not happen that way. I would much prefer to listen to people with experience in
land development than to politicians who are seeking to commend themselves to the people
in the north.

Ms Blaikie: Who represent the country people and understand their difficulties.
Mr WILSON: Other people understand the way land development takes place, and it is not
on the simplistic basis the member suggests. In fact, a considerable amount of work is
proposed for the corning year throughout the State. We have recently reached agreement
wit Treasury to allow a much earlier flow of funds for land development under the control
of the Department of Land Administration. This will allow the department to act with a
greater degree of flexibility when responding to the expressed demands and needs. Members
have to understand -- and it is certainly my experience -- that many local authorities around
this State believe that if only they had a big supply of ready land available, crowds of people
would move in and take up that land. I think that is an overestimate of what is the true
situation. I do not blame local authorities for believing that because every local authority in
this State likes to believe that if it had the land available, people would move in and take it
up. Land developers will take into account the heavy cost of holding developed land which is
not taken up. along wit the very high development costs incurred when local authorities
demand high standards of development. Those are the built-in costs. It is not as though great
profits are being made because the major proportion of those costs have been incurred in the
development process. I assure the member that the reclassification and upgrading of Crown
land is going on all the time. It is constantly under review, and reserves Bills are constantly
being brought before the Parliament. I agree with the member that it may be worth while
looking at a more systematic review process to develop a better system of priorities. That is a
good suggestion, and I will discuss it with the department.

Item 1: Amount required for Services for the year -

Ms MacKIhNhON: Could the Minister explain the increase in the interest charges under the
contingencies heading from $4.9 million to $9.2 million.
Mr WILSON: The Treasury has accelerated the buy-back of properties sold to the
Superannuation Board. In the early 1 970s a funding arrangement was introduced whereby
properties were sold to the Superannuation Board and subsequently bought back. It has
recently been accepted by* the Superannuation Board that that arrangement was
disadvantageous because the leases were not negotiable to third parties. That meant that their
funds were locked in at a very low interest payment. A decision was made by the Treasury to
accelerate that process. As a result, a higher proportion of borrowings by the authority have
had to be made in the private market and hence the higher interest rate.
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Mr CASH: There has been a significant reduction in the amount to be expended on lease
rentals this year. Why is that so, considering GEHA is in the business of providing houses?
Mr WILSON: The 1987-88 estimate is below the 1986-87 actual expenditure because the
authority bought back, at the direction of Treasury, over $10 million-worth of properties for
the reasons I have previously explained.
Division 62 put and passed.
Division 63: Rural Housing Authority, $235 000 -- put and passed.
Division 64: Land Administration, $37 973 000 --

Mr BLAIKIE: This division includes staff of the Department of Land Administration. An
amount is included for seven tea ladies. I have not seen tea ladies referred to anywhere else
in the Budget. Is this evidence of a new level of accounting?
Mr WILSON: I assure the member that I have not met any of the seven tea ladies, but I am
sure they are very conscientious, hard-working staff members of the department. The
department, in its new restructured shape and with its new corporate plan, is very keen to be
able to fully account for the staff that it has and for the increased efficiency that it has
achieved.
Item 7: Regional services -

Mr BLAIKIE: Last year there was an expenditure of $11 500, and this year $45 000 has been
sought. It appears that this increase relates to offices moving to Buinbury. I would appreciate
the Minister explaining what he means by "reasonable expenditure".
Mr WILSON: The member is largely correct. The item relates to the Danbury regional
office. The office opened on 15 December 1986, which means the increase reflects a full
year's costs as opposed to a part year's costs for the previous year.
Division 64 put and passed.
Division 65: Building Management Authority, $67 126 000
Mr MacKINNON: I was invited to attend a dinner last night but declined, although the
dinner was also attended by the Minister for Works and Services. L am surprised that he was
not asked by the Premier to come back tonight and answer questions on his portfolio.
Mr Brian Burke: He offered to come back, but I was not sure what time to bring him back.
Mr MacKIN4NON: Midnight would have been fine. We have one opportunity a year to
question Ministers in detail, and the BMA is one of the most important authorities, as the
Government indicated by reorganising it when it came to Government.
Under both the contingencies and staff items, amounts have been allocated for mowing and
gardening services. Were these amounts previously charged to other areas, or has the
Government taken over the contracts for these services? Administration expenses have
increased significantly from $9 million to $10.8 million. In answer to a question, the
Minister gave me a break-up of the figures. One of the figures in that break-up is for staff
expenses which increased from $1-87 million to $2.203 million. Who are the wages bureau
employees, and to what item were they previously charged if they were not charged to this
item? Also, under that section under administration expenses, the heading of "services" is not
broken up. Ini 1986-87 the estimate was $1.7 million and in 1987-88 it is $1.9 million. I
would appreciate some explanation as to what is covered under that item. The amount for
maintenance services has increased from $27 million to $33 mil-lion, which is a significant
increase. What major maintenance services are carried out under this item; what proportion
are by contract and what proportion by day labouir of the Building Management Authority?
Fintally, there is an item "expenditure of payroll surcharge account -- contribution to trust
fund" of $1 million and I have no idea what it is for. I hope the Minister can provide us with
some explanation as to what that payment refers to.
Mr PEARCE: Knowing that the Minister for Works and Services would not be here this
morning I took control of his notes, but someone has removed them from my desk.
Mr Blaikie: [ have a few over here.
Mr Cash: We would be happy to call it off and come back another time. I hope the Minister
for Transport is here.
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Mr PEARCE: The Minister for Transport is overseas.

Mr Cash: The Minister said that only two Ministers would be missing, but now there are
tree.

Mr PEARCE: I understand it is early in the morning, but I have consulted continuously with
members opposite as well as members on my side of the Chamber about how we should
progress this debate.

Mr Blaikie: We have done a mammoth job.

Mr PEARCE: I am not critical of that.

Mr MacKinnon: Perhaps the Leader of the House will refer the comments to the Minister
and ask him to reply in writing.

Mr PEARCE: I will do that, however the Minister did leave notes with me but unfortunately
someone has taken them from my desk. I will do what has been suggested. I will take the
questions from Hansard and have die Minister reply to the Leader of the Opposition in
writing.

Division 65 put and passed.
Division 66: Office of Government Accommodation. $26 229 000 --
Mr MacKIN*NON: Who heads up the Office of Government Accommodation? 1 understand
that Ray Young, who was a former member of this House, was initially involved. Is he still
involved, or has someone taken his place?

Mr PEARCE: The Office of Government Accommodation comes under the ministerial
responsibility of the Minister for Works and Services. The senior officer is a gentleman
named Ian Johnston. Early in the piece Ray Young was used as a consultant to advise on
bow it might be rationalised. Mr Young is still a consultant to the Government -- he is a
consultant to me and mostly works on the Forrest Place-city station redevelopment project.
He is not involved in the Government accommodation area, except indirectly. He had a lot to
do with the north west-corner building of the Forrest Place project.

Division 66 put and passed.
Division 67: Services, $29 699 000 -

Mlr MacKINNON: [ seek information from the Government wit regard to what will happen
with the Observatory and astronomical services in general. About nine months ago members
will be aware that there was some talk about the Government actually closing the
Observatory. It brought forth a rash of protests, correspondence and telephone calls. I would
appreciate a comment from the Minister now or in due course from the Minister for Works
and Services, about the Government's plan for the Observatory in order that I can inform
those people who have contacted me about the mailer.

Mr COURT: During this year there has been quite a lot happening inside the operations of an
organisation now known as the State Printing Division. For some time the private sector has
been concerned about the way in which the printing division has been operating, because the
private sector believes it can carry out all the functions the printing division undertakes.
During the year the printing division lost the contract to print the telephone directories. It
was a major contract and the department had some very specialised equipment to undertake
the work required. I ask the Minister to explain what effect the loss of that contract has had
on the operations of the printing division. Has it been able to sell off some of the
sophisticated equipment that it required for the telephone directories? If yes, what were the
costs involved in losing that particular contract? I would also like to know what
reorganisation has been made inside the printing division. Has an investigation been carried
out with regard to work practices involved in order to try to make die division more
competitive? I understand that the Functional Review Committee undertook an inquiry into
the operations of the printing division and suggested that all the functions undertaken by it
could be carried out by the private sector. Is the Government considering closing it
altogether?

Another point which has something to do with printing and which, I believe, comes under
this Minister's responsibility concerns the training of printers in the printing industry. An
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education facility was provided at the old Perth Technical School. It is something which I
will never understand, but two schools, one for the printing division and the other for
refrigeration mechanics, were operating on the site. When the Government sold the site in a
deal which is well known by many people, the Government rented back the site and paid
$2 million a year rent for it. It is something that the public do not fully understand.

The printing industry was very keen to leave that site and to have a proper new training
school facility. Again, I would like the Minister to tell us at what stage the Government is at
in making sure facilities will be available for that trade and where it will be located. Also,
how long will the Government be paying rent on the Perth Technical School site?

Mr PEARCE: The Government is no longer proposing to close the Observatory. There was
a recommendation from the Functional Review Committee, and the Minister for Works and
Services tried hard to find alternative funding sources, particularly from tertiary institutions.
He is persevering to try to get someone to pick up the responsibility for astronomical
services. Members will know that an increase is proposed in the Budget for the Observatory.
Wit regard to the printing industry, the loss of the contract for the telephone directories was
a significant one but some reorganisation has taken place and some small loss of jobs has
resulted. It is not proposed to sell any machinery. The Functional Review Commnittee has
looked at the way in which the Government Printer operates and changes will flow from that,
but they will not be as dramatic as selling the whole operation to the private sector.
With regard to the Perth Technical College site, it may seem strange that it was sold and the
Government leased it back for a year or two, but it had to be done. In order to find the money
to build the replacement facilities, it was necessary to sell the site to get the cash in band.
The price paid for the site was well in excess of the Valuer General's valuation; in fact, I
believe it was twice as much; that is, it was valued at $14 million and the purchase price was
$28 million. When we closed the sale we were aware that we would need to lease the
building for two years and discounted that from the price, but we are still streets ahead.

Mr Court: Why did they choose the amount of $2 million? Was it to justify a return on the
purchase price?
Mr PEARCE: I was not directly involved in the discussions but the price for renting back
was a reflection on the capital cost that the developers had paid for the site and, of course,
they would have to show a reasonable return on their books. In the meantime the value of the
property has climbed considerably.

The refrigeration section has been moved to the Carlisle Technical College. A new printing
facility will be built at Wembley.

Mr BLAIKIE: I ask the Minister to explain the administrative services items under the
headings "Supply Services" and "Printing Services". I have seen this type of accounting
before buttI would appreciate the Minister's finding out what the second schedule relating to
administrative services applies to.

Mr PEARCE: It is basically staffing in the administration and printing operations and they
have taken the staffing into two lines.
Mr Blaikie: I would have assumed that these services uinder item I allowed for the cost of
staffing in that level, but there seems to be a second-tier cost in items 9 and 11.
Mr PEARCE: The figures in item 1 are the simple salary costs of the staff. The others are
goods, materials and consumnables for the staff. I will ask the Minister to provide a
breakdown.

Division 67 put and passed.
Division 68: Employment and Training; $22 516 000 -

Mr COURT: A constituent of moine gave me a copy of a letter she had received promoting
women's interests, the Hub project, from the Western Australian Department of Employment
and Training. The letter thanked her for deciding to participate in the Hub project survey. It
stated that businesses started by women are considered to be the newest major business force
in the United States and in other countries. It asked her to fill in an extremely lengthy
questionnaire. She found the first paragraph of the circular rather heavy. She did not have
the time or the inclination to support this bureaucracy. Many schemes, advertising
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campaigns and PR exercises do not get down to the nifty gritty of employing more people.
That seems to have little to do with much of the money spent by this department. At some
stage the Government must call it quits and stop these gimmuicky projects on which the
department embarks from time to time to justify its existence. Small business detests the red
tape and bureaucracy involved in operating a business and these things have a negative effect
on them.

Mr GREIG: I am sorry that the Minister is not in the Chamber to discuss this matter. I seek
some guidance from him as to the anticipated increase in the number of apprentices in the
forthcoming year as a result of the very active and well supported programme by industry in
this Year of the Apprentice. The Committee will be pleased to know that the Western
Australian apprentice of the year took out the national title. I had some personal involvement
in that as a member of the Industrial Training Advisory Council which selected the winner
from- a short list of three excellent apprentices. I want to know whether the Government
intends its instrumentalities to respond to its own advertising and lift their rates of intake of
apprentices in the forthcoming year.

A major step has been taken in consultation with the Commonwealth Government to promote
a scheme for people to take up youth traineeships. I ask the Minister for some indication of
the anticipated increase in that area, particularly as the programme has received wide
endorsement as a training mechanism that should be undertaken in this country to help those
young people leaving school and entering the work force without a defined career path or any
formal vocational training. This will fill the gap which currently exists for those people who
do not enter the work force through apprenticeships or other vocational training paths.

In spite of that programme of youth traineeships. which I have indicated has had wide
support, it has not had a satisfactory level of uptake. In its first year it was almost exclusively
a Public Service phenomenon. The Government sought to get the thing up and rolling, and in
the latter part of 1985 took on something like 500 youth trainees in various instrumentalities.
It has not had a successful run in the private sector, and that is something we should address.
I hope that the consultation and cooperation between the State Government and the
Commonwealth Department of Employment, Education and Training and the Confederation
of Western Australian Industry to have a youth traineeship promotional officer will bear fruit.

Within this section of the department's budget there has also been work at another level in
what is called generally. the Joblink area. These are voluntary schemes, in some cases
attached to churches and charitable organisations, and in some cases sponsored by Rotary.
These were pioneered by the bridging-the-gap programme, where Mr Phillips in Melbourne
had enormous success. That idea has been picked up, and to the credit of this Government it
has been picked up in this State with a lot of success. It is an attempt to provide more
practical assistance to young people who are having difficulty breaking through the cycle of
failure in achieving successful work applications.

My particular concern in this area relates to an adjunct to the Joblink functions. I refer to the
work pools areas which are attached to a number of voluntary institutions, both in country
and metropolitan areas with high levels of youth unemployment. Opportunities are provided
for young people to obtain the discipline and practical experience of work.

I was saddened to hear a question by the member for Narrogin which indicated that the
Narrogin Youthforce programme is to have funding withdrawn. I have had experience as a
member of a tripartite monitoring committee set up by the Minister.
Mr Bradshaw: Was it a Labor seat?

Mr GREIG: It is not a Labor seat at the moment.

Mr Court: Is that the same as Youthlink? Youthlink 'funding in Nedlands stops on 31
December.

Mr GREIG: It is the same sort of thing. Perhaps I could challenge the Minister about cutting
out the funding and ask whether there has been a full and proper assessment of the value of
those programmes. I spent a lot of time on that monitoring commuittee which was set up at
the insistence of the Trades and Labour Council, because it was thought wage rates would be
undercut. To his credit, the secretary of the TLC, Clive Brown, carried the day, because he
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recognised that here was an opportunity for a very viable experience for young people who
found themselves on the streets. I do not know whether the Bedford Youthforce is still
continuing.
Mr Cash: For the time being.
Mr GREIG: Thai is probably in a Labor seat.
Several members interjected.
Mr GREIG: Bedford has had significant success, because young people set themselves up in
self-help businesses. That sont of voluntary cooperation arose in the community and was
assisted by funding from the Government. If that funding is cut off it will be a retrograde
step. It kept young people off the streets, gave them worthwhile assistance and experience,
and also helped people in the community who were unable to undertake gardening types of
jobs themselves. Many pensioners were helped in that way.
A study tour to Europe was recently undertaken by Government, union, employer and
political representatives, including the member for Kalamunda and my colleague in the other
place, Hon Norman Moore. I[wonder if an estimate has been made of the cost of that study
tour? Could the Minister comment on the recent seminar held in Observation City which was
a corollary of that study tour?
Mr PEARCE: I do not know if my memory is good enough to cover all those points. The
member raised the question of apprenticeships and traineeships. I do not know the numbers
for either of those, but in recent times we have had a substantial pick-up in apprenticeships.
At one stage it looked as though it might have been on the verge of collapse. That was when
I became Minister for Education and responsible for TAFE. For a range of reasons the
situation with regard to apprenticeships has turned around quite dramatically and the
Government is anticipating an increase in apprenticeships in the course of the next year.
The traineeship uptake is also disappointing, but Western Australia did very well with regard
to the placement of traineeships, both in the Government and non-Government sectors, and
that programme continued. I do not think anyone has, the great expectations which
surrounded the birth of that scheme. Nevertheless we expect to place a significant number of
young people in traineeships in a range of areas. A number of people in non-Government
areas did niot come through; nevertheless, we have hopes there. -

With regard to the more general comments about Joblink and programmnes available for
young people, we take those on board. Much of the funding for those projects is
Commonwealth funding which has now been cut. The State has taken the position that it will
not replace Commonwealth cuts, because if we do we will find ourselves picking up more
and more of the costs of the provision of Government services when we do not have, through
the Grants Commiission. or elsewhere, the basic financing to make that work. Members
opposite sing the praises of Government's cost-cutting long and loud, yet they tend to support
it in the generality but oppose any new cost-cutting measure.
Mr Greig: These are very small amounts of money.
Mr PEARCE: Many a mickle makes a muckle, as my mum would have said if she had been
Scottish. That is a simple fact. I take the member's comments on board and I will pass them
on to the Minister.
Item 3: Communications --

Mr GREIG: Can the Minister explain the increase for communications from $67 000 to
$140 000?
Mr PEARCE: I cannot answer that question, but will ensure that the Minister responds in
writing.
Item 5: Consumable Suppies -

Mr GREIG: There is also a significant increase here. Why is that so?
Mr PEARCE: That is attached to communications. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition,
when talking about the operations of the Department of Employment and Training, referred
to it as if it were a glorified PR outfit. That was an unfair reflection on the department whose
main task is the promotion of employment programmes and possibilities among young
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people and older people in the non-Government sector. It is not the Government's role to
promote employment by getting more Government jabs.

Mr Court: I did no' say that.

Mr PEARCE: It sounded like it to me.

Mr Court: That the Government increases employment by increasing Government jobs?
Mr PEARCE: The member referred to the DET as "the glorified public relations outfit".

Mr Court: I said it spends too much money on that type of thing.

Mr PEARCE: We feel that the kind of promotion that leads to the employment figures to
which the Premier referred in question time yesterday evening is an outstanding result, and
that is achieved by the kind of promotion activity that the VET does. Items related to
communication and consumnables go into that kind of promotion. The consumnables, and the
cost of communicating them to people, is the raw material of the programmes and the reason
why costs have increased because we put more effort into doing those things.

[tern 9: Industrial Training --

Mr CASH: Expenditure will increase overall by $2 million this year for this department and
$1 mnillion will be in industrial training, on which last year $1 238 846 was spent and the
estimated expenditure for which this year is $2 394 000. Why is this?

Mr PEARCE: Industrial training is an important component of the activities of the DET. I
understand that $900 000 of (hat increase is being applied by the VET to work up a proposal
for a vocational year to attach to the education system. Research work for this was done in
the VET, which is trying to cope with the needs of students from an employer's point of
view. That $900 000 has gone into industrial training and working up a project to give more
employable skills to school leavers.

Item 13: Employment Strategy Fund -- Contribution to Trust Fund --

Mr GREIG: Can the Minister say what is the function of the employment strategy fund?

Mr PEARCE: I do not know exactly how the fund operates. It is a standard contribution. If
the member looks at the contribution for the year before, he will see that the amount has
increased by the rate of inflation.

Mr Cash: We are talking $12 million.

Mr PEARCE: Did the member ask what it was for last year or what it is for this year?

Mr GREIG: Can the Minister say precisely how that fund operates and give details of the
contribution to that fund?

Mr PEARCE: I do not know precisely how the strategy fund operates, or who is in charge of
it, but the Minister will infonn the member of that in writing.

Division 68 put and passed.

Divisions 69 to 71. Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, $9 882 000; Office of
Industrial Relations, $3 425 000; Industrial Relations Commission, $3 032 000 -- put
and passed.

Division 72: Health, $797 595 000 --

Item 13: Interest and Sinking Fund --

Ms BRADSHAW: During the recent Federal election campaign the Federal Government
realised that we have waiting lists in Australia and decided to throw a bit of money in as a
token gesture to overcome the waiting lists for elective surgery in teaching hospitals. The
result is that a situation now exists where the State and Federal Governments have reached an
agreement for this year on a dollar for dollar basis for an amount of $2 442 000 to help
overcome waiting lists at teaching hospitals in Western Australia.

The Government must realise that it is not a matter of throwing money in and saying that that
will help reduce waiting lists, as we must get to the cause of the problem. I was reading an
article in The Medical Observer of 20 November to 3 December in which it is pointed out
that the Soviet Union has opened its first hospital for paying patients and has moved away
from free medical treatment in an attempt to relieve bottlenecks in existing services, and that
27 per cent of district hospitals lack basic sewerage and only 35 per cent have hot water, so
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even Russia is trying to get away from the free hospital system, which is creating problems
for them. They have quite a waiting list over there.

Mr Tom Jones: What is the publication that the member is reading?

Mr BRA.DSHAW: It is The Medical Observer, which is an Australian publication. The
Australian Society of Orthopaedic Surgeons placed an advertisement in The West Australian
on 9 December this year entitled "Medicare failing", in which it explained a little bit about
what is happening in Britain. For example, under the national health system patients wait up
to five years for joint replacements. The Australian Government was forewarned by the
medical profession that with Medicare waiting lists would rapidly become as long as those in
Britain, and it was not only the medical profession that told the Government that.

I can remember debates in this Chamber in 1983 before the introduction of Medicare when
we warned the Government that three things would happen; waiting lists would develop;
costs would skyrocket; and services would decrease -- and we have seen that happening at a
great rate. I know the Minister says that this is a complex issue and not just a matter of
Medicare, but it is strange that the waiting lists only came into being since the introduction of
Medicare. Prior to that there were small waiting lists for some things such as a couple of
months for the removal of cataracts; now people are looking at waiting a couple of years for
that operation.

People are waiting a very long time for other elective surgery. A person called me recently
regarding his brother, who had gone into Royal Perth Hospital to have open-heart surgery.
He actually got to the stage of having a premedication for this operation, and the hospital
suddenly found out it did not have a bed available for him in intensive care after the
operation, so he was discharged. That person said he cannot even remember leaving the
hospital because of the sedative which was contained in his premedication. There are a lot of
other examples where people have gone to hospital, after being told to turn up on a particular
day, and have been discharged because no bed is available for them. It is wrong for the
Government to throw in a couple of million dollars and say that will overcome the problem,
because we have to sort out the basis of the problem.

It is interesting that the President of the Western Australian branch of the Australian Medical
Association had a go at the Minister over his bandaid attempt to patch up the problems with
Medicare. The Minister for Health came back and said that waiting lists result from a
complex interaction of many factors. As I said earlier, it is not a matter of the complex
interaction of many factors; we have got to get rid of Medicare and get back to the great
health system we had before 1984.

The Government is looking now at trying to get public patients into private hospitals. A lot
of private hospitals are not very happy about that system and do not regard it as right that
public patients should be in private hospitals. I know the Government is currently trying to
negotiate with St John of God Hospital in Bunbury to get public patients into that hospital.
The Government is really holding out bait to that hospital by offering it $500 000 for new
buildings with one of the conditions being that it take public patients.

Mr D.L. Smith: A very limited type of public patient.

Mr BRADSHAW: Yes, but I think it was a bit of a political stunt as well, to make it look as
though the Government is trying to do something for the people of Bunbury.
One of the results of Medicare is that costs are rising, and we are now having more costs
pushed onto the State because of this situation. A prime example is the fact that earlier this
year the Federal Government said it was cutting back on the amount of fees to doctors in
hospitals in the country. The Minister said that in the interim he would keep the payments to
those doctors at the same level, and the other day he came out with another Press release
saying that the Western Australian Government had reached agreement with the AMA on a
new fee structure and appointment system for doctors providing services in hospitals. In fact,
the Government has retained that same fee, plus an increase of six per cent, and that increase
and the difference between what the Federal Government will pay will now be picked up by
the State. So we have already the situation where we are paying too much for our health care,
and costs will be put onto the State.

Another area that concerns me is psychiatric services. The Psychiatric Nurses Union has said
there are problems. [ have here an article from the The Western Mail of 4 December,
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headed "Major fault shows up in psychiatric care". I have another article from The West
Australian of 5 December, headed "Plan to force patients out, say nurses". The Government
has a system of normalisation and of getting these patients out of the current psychiatric
institutions and into the public arena. What we are now seeing is that a lot of these former
psychiatric patients are homeless and are lining up at those charitable organisations which
provide accommodation, and this is putting a burden on those facilities. We have also the
situation where people with psychiatric problems are turning up at these places and becoming
dangerous or aggressive. It is not right that these organisations should be looking after them.
It is all very well to say we should be putting these people back into the community, but we
have to ensure that they can live in the community by themselves and have a home to go to,
and that if they require medication either they are able to take that by themselves or they have
someone who can ensure that they receive the medication. Many of those people are now
finding themselves homeless, they are not sticking to their medication, and they are creating
various problems in the community.
I have also another article from The West Auszralian of 8 December, headed "Rise forecast in
mental sickness". We have a situation where the State Government of Western Australia is
closing down psychiatric beds. Heathcote Hospital will close in 1989, and I know that other
beds will be made available in Bentley Lodge and Fremantle Hospital, but from what I can
gather they will not provide the same capacity as we have already- It would seem that this is
not for the good of the people but rather is a cost benefit to the Government, because it is
estimated the sale of Heathcote Hospital will bring in about $40 million, and the Government
has indicated it will spend $8 million on replacement accommodation.
Mr D.L. Smith: The Government will hopefully be able to build some facilities in the
country.
Mr BRADSHAW: I put a question on the Notice Paper to the Minister for Health when he
originally indicated that Heathcote Hospital was going to close. I asked what was going to
happen to those patients who were already in Heathcote Hospital. The Minister said the
Government would set up a working party to work out what to do with them. I asked another
question on 2 December about what will happen to the psychogeriatric patients at the Bentley
Hospital. I asked --

(1) Will patients from the psychogeriatric section of the Bentley Hospital be
moved to make way for psychiatric patients from Heathcote Hospital?

The Minister's reply was --

The role of the Bentley lodge following the closure of Heathcote is currently under
consideration.

I find it appalling that the Government has not worked out an overall plan before it made the
announcement that Heathcote Hospital was to be closed. I know there is a plan for a
recommendation that the psychogeriatric patients at Bentley Lodge will be moved to
Fremantle Hospital, but [ do not think that is necessarily a great move when we consider that
the patients are probably settled into the lodge, they possibly have relatives in that area, and if
they are transferred to Fremantle Hospital their relatives will have to travel a fair distance to
see them. I see this as a step in the wrong direction. The Minister has kept saying that the
Margaret River Hospital is in the Budget but apart from a few words in one of the booklets
there are certainly no moneys set aside in the Budget for the Margaret River Hospital that I
can find. There was a case last week where apparently somebody leant against a wall and fell
through it because of white ants. The present building is in a decrepit state and is certainly
long overdue for replacement. It will be interesting to see when the Government does get
around to building this hospital.
Mr MacKinnon: Not a nursing post but a hospital.
Mr BRADSHAW: Yes, we certainly do not want a nursing post. Margaret River is one of
the fastest growing areas in this State. I cannot remember the figures, but it is growing at a
tremendous rate.
Mnother area of concern is home and community-care funding. I know the Government has
increased the funding in that area fairly dramatically in the last year, but we stilt have a
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problem with the Silver Chain Nursing Association Inc. The demand for home help is
growing at an enonnous rate. This year there has been an eight per cent growth in the
demand for home help services. The problem is that they have had a slight increase in
funding but it has not managed to keep up with demand. They are now setting stricter criteria
for those eligible for home help services, so there could be cases of 70-year old people trying
to stay at home and needing a little home help who find they are taken off the home help list
of the Silver Chain because of the strain on its resources. I am not quite sure how we will
overcome that problem, but it will certainly continue to grow. Everyone knows we are a
growing population and our average age is increasing all the time. We simply do not have
the young people and resources to keep that down.
Another matter that has come to my attention recently concerns sufferers of haemnophilia. I
have received letters -- and I am sure the Minister has also -- from parents and relatives of
haemophiliacs. The haemophilia. association has been calling for a centralised treatment
centre for its members. Currently all the teaching hospitals treat haemnophiliacs but they do
not have a centralised hospital with specialists to deal only with their specific problem. That
is of concern to these people, who feel there should be a centralised treatment area for them.
Nothing seems to have been forthcoming from the Minister although he did say when I asked
him a question about this recently that he would consider the matter. I think it is important
that funds be made available as soon as possible so that people suffering from haeinophilia do
get a centralised service, are given the proper care and treatment, and are looked after in the
night way.
Another area that has come to my notice -- and it is not something to be taken lightly -- is Dr
Jim McNulty's statement last week about AIDS carriers who are still sexually active. [ think
it is wrong that something has not been done to curb the activities of these people who know
they have AIDS and are still prepared to engage in sexual activities. So far the Minister does
not seem to have shown any concern about this matter and I think it is downright wrong of
him not to show more concern and put something in place to curb these people's sexual
activities.
Several Government members interjected.
Mr BRADSHAW: My suggestion is that they be put into isolation somewhere and taken out
of circulation. It is all very well for members opposite to laugh, but it is a serious matter
when a person engages in sexual activity in the community knowing he has AIDS.
Government members think this is a big joke.
Mr Hassell: Somebody on the radio news last night was advocating that the solution to the
AIDS problem in Western Australia was to legalise homosexuality. According to this
spokesman, that was the only -way to solve the problem.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Labor Party treats as a joke the fact that these people with AIDS are
not prepared to take the matter seriously and try not to spread the disease.
One of the things that emerged when I spoke to a medical administrator from Royal Perth
Hospital was the concern at the hospital about its financial position. He said that for the last
three years the hospital had not had an increase in funding. Certainly the numbers of patients
and demands on its services have been increasing, yet its funding has been kept at the same
level. They find that they are sinking under the strain. -What will happen is that the
equipment will deteriorate and morale at the hospital will plummet. Currently the staff still
have a reasonable morale and are providing arrexcellent service in the circumstances, but I do
not know how long that can continue. It is very important that a rationale of balance is
brought back into the hospital system with the public and -private hospitals working in a way
that is best for the people of Western Australia.
Mr HASSELL: I want to take up and add to some of the remarks made by the shadow
Minister for Health in. speaking about the lack of adequate action -- I do not say there has
been a lack of action -- in the current AIDS crisis. The fact is that Dr McNulty made his
public statements last week because of a sense -of desperation among certain health
professionals about the lack of public information and the seriousness of the situation.
Let us be very clear about what is happening. In Western Australia certain AIDS carriers are
spreading the disease by knowingly and wilfully continuing their activities without warning
their sexual partners that they are AIDS cariers; and the Government is failing to respond to
that situation.
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The position arises because there is no adequate register or record of who are the AIDS
carriers, and that is because there is no adequate legislation which enables the public health
authorities to deal with the problem. In the normal situation of sexually-transmitted diseases
the people who are infected go into the medical centres to receive and pursue treatment.
Therefore1 there is a continuing contact between them, the health professionals, and through
the health professionals, the health authorities. However, in the case of AIDS carriers there
are social reasons why many people who are identified as AIDS canriers do not disclose
accurately or correctly their names and addresses. They go back into the community with no
capacity on the part of the health authorities to keep a trace of them. They are able to
continue their activities and spread the disease without the health authorities being able to do
anything about it. It was that context of desperation that led Dr McNulty to speak out. The
Minister has refused to speak out or even to respond to the statement of Dr McNulty and to
tell the public what is really going on.
In this respect the Minister is following in the footsteps of his federal counterpart and there is
every reason to believe that public health authorities, both State and Federal, are unduly
influenced by gay activists and the gay lobby. As a result of those people's activities, the
broader public are not receiving the protection they ought to receive from the menace of
AIDS. It is a strange irony that Dr Neal Blewert, who wanted -- through the Australia Card
legislation -- to register us all, to number us and to introduce surveillance, threw up his hands
in horror at the suggestion that AIDS carriers should be recorded on a register. He was
totally opposed to that but he was prepared to register the whole of the population for his
political purposes.
I want to be a little more concrete in bringing to the attention of this Chamber -- and I hope
the public -- the attitude of the Minister to this matter. A few months ago in this Chamber the
activities of the Western Australian AIDS Council were disclosed, in particular the activities
of the council under a scheme called the "Life Guard Party" scheme. This scheme was
supposedly pan of the education programme to educate homosexual people about AIDS. It
involved the promotion of promiscuous sex. In normal circumstances I regard that as a
matter entirely for decision by the private individual. However, this organisation is the
recipient of substantial funding from bath State and Federal Governments and it has received
that funding on the basis that it has to carry out the community service of acting as a link to
try to prevent the spread of AIDS. It was in this context that disclosure was made of the
lifeguard panties scheme, and it is informative just to refer to one of the pamphlets, which
reads as follows --

A "Life Guard Party" is an informal gathering of up to 12 (or so) gay men. The Life-
Guard Party host/hostess invites their friends to a party at their home using invitations
provided by the WA AIDS Council, which also provides a "Safe Sex Sister" as a
demonstrator, a "beach bag" of demonstration aids, a safe sex video and other audio
visual materials. The party is really completely in the hands of the host/hostess with
the following rough format being suggested.
1) Arrival of guests - offering drinks and phallic snacks as well as "T'he Bag".
2) General chatting and drinking with perhaps a gay porn video.
3) Safe Sex Sisters demonstration from beach bags:

I might say that the Royal Life Saving Society of Western Australia, which is responsible for
saving lives on our beaches, took the strongest exception to the whole use of the lifeguard
theme and the way in which lifeguards are portrayed in the literature. The pamphlet
continues as follows -

4) The safe sex video (explicit 12 minutes).
5) Any comments/questions.
6) Party-on.
'7) Inviting any participant to book a party of their own.
The "Life Guard Partyt' should be really good fun and the input of the Safe Sex Sister
be flexible and as tamp as possible.
If you would lie to hold a party in your home, please fill in and return the booking
form on the adjacent side.
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That is a small part of the material. I have here the price list and order invoice fonm, which
contain a quite interesting series of items.

Mr Brian Burke: Look, I know this is important but it is very late.

Mr Taylor: It was raised by the member for Merredin at the beginning of this session.

Mr HASSELL: It is important but I am trying to make the point that the Western Australia
AIDS Council is an incorporated body and is the instrument used by this Government, and is
the recipient of a lot of public hinds, in the fight against AIDS.
I have already explained to the Chamber that we have a desperately serious situation in which
AIDS carriers are moving around the community spreading the disease. I am sure the
Treasurer and the Minister for Health know that Dr McNulty is one of the most senior and
most experienced public health administrators in this State; he is also one of the most
politically astute in the Public Service sense. He did not speak out lightly. When these
papers were disclosed earlier on, as the Minister for Health said, the Minister was asked a
question on 28 April about the use of these pamphlets. The question reads as follows --

(b) how many of these pamphlets were produced;

(c) at what cost;

(d) what was their distribution;

(e) is it a reasonable deduction that the cost of production was from State and
Federal moneys;

(f) was any attempt made by the Western Australian Health Department to
prevent the distribution of these pamphlets;

(g) if so, what attempt was made and when;

(h) did he, his department or any officers confer with the Western Australian
AIDS Council concerning these pamphlets prior to their distribution;

(i) when did the department first become aware of these pamphlets; and

0) when was action first taken to prevent their distribution?
The Minister's answer was to play down the whole issue, not only in answer to the question
on notice but also in answer to the question without notice which was asked by the member
for Merredin. It was played down and the Minister made out that the Health Department was
not interested in it.
Mr Taylor: That is not true. I recall those questions and the answers, and the question asked
by the member for Merredin. Stop trying to mislead the Chamber.
Mr HASSELL: I am not trying to mislead anybody. I am talking about solid facts.

Mr Taylor: The member should read the questions and answers including the one the other
day.

Mr HASSELL: I certainly will. Part of the answer stated --

The Health Department was not aware of th e publication prior to their production. It
would not have been possible to prevent their production or distribution by either the
WA AIDS Council or the organization which has Apparently distributed to Members
of Parliament almost as many copies as the WA AIDS Council distributed to
homosexual males.

The Minister said that an assurance had been given by the AIDS Council that no -further
material would be produced without consultation with a senior officer of the Health
Department. The point of all that is simply that the Government could have prevented this
material being promoted.

Mr Taylor: How could the Government have prevented it?

Mr HASSELL: By cutting off the funds.

Mr Taylor: How could we do that when we did not know what it was producing? The AIDS
Council is an independent organisation.

Mr HASSELL: The Minister used it as an instrument in the fight against AIDS and he
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acknowledged that. He used the AIDS Council irresponsibly. When I became aware in
recent days about this very serious situation, I asked the Miniister a question about the number
of AIDS cases in Western Australia and whether the Government had received, considered or
rejected recommendations for law to help deal with the AIDS crisis. The answer was --

A variety of different approaches to AIDS have been proposed and considered.

That is not the sort of public disclosure which allows a full and open public debate of what is
really going on. I then asked --

How many times in the last year has Cabinet considered the AIDS issue?

The Minister replied --

Matters related to AIDS have been discussed on several occasions by Cabinet, both in
isolation and in the context of other issues.

My next question was --

Is the Government still supporting the Western Australia AIDS Council?

The Minister replied --

Yes, the Government provides a grant to the WA AIDS Council from
Commonwealth-State cost-shared funds.

I then asked --

Is he satisfied that that organisation is not runniing its former 'Lifeguard" party
scheme or any similar scheme or imitation of it?

The answer to that question was --

This question should be addressed to the council.

Mr Taylor: Quite rightly. Did you bother to address it to the council?

Mlr H4ASSELL: This matter is the Minister's responsibility. I directed it to him because he is
responsible for public funds. The Minister gave an answer to a question in which he said that
certain assurances had been received. He was then not interested enough to ensure that the
undertaking was carried through. He was happy to use this organisation which is promoting
the conduct that is creating the greatest danger of spreading AIDS.
Mr Taylor: That is totally and absolutely untrue.

Mr HASSELL: The point is that the Minister receivdd recommendations for legislation to
establish an effective register. I have explained already that he has no information which
guarantees the identity or the address of known AIDS carriers.

Mr Taylor: Would you tattoo them on the forehead?

Mr HASSELL: There are understandable social reasons why a number of AIDS carriers are
not disclosing their true names and addresses.

Mr Taylor: Tattoo them on the left forearm.

Mr HASSELL: Stop making stupid statements. The fact is that legislative proposals have
been formulated to deal with the problem and the Minister has declined to do anything about
it. When I asked --

Will the Government let the session end without presenting new laws to Parliament?

The Minister replied --

This question is not understood.

As the shadow Minister for Health said, certain measures can and should be taken on this
matter. This community is in danger from AIDS. All the Australian authorities have done is
to put a Grim Reaper advertisement on television with a very softly-softly approach.

Mr Taylor: Do you believe the Grim Reaper campaign was successful?

Mr HASSELL: I am suggesting that the time has come for some toughening up. Other
States, including Labor States, have toughened up their attitudes but undue influence is being
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exercised by the gay lobby on the Federal and Western Australian health authorities. No-one
wants to persecute the gay commnunity or isolate it. We are dealing with a major public
health risk. The measures taken by the Government are inadequate because its attitudes are
wrong. I think it is important that the Minister make a proper disclosure about what is
recommended as a proper course of action and why he is not following it.

Mr TAYLOR: This is an important issue. I am not going to sit in this Chamber and listen to
the member for Cortesloe quite deceitfully attribute. motives to the former Commissioner of
Public Health, Dr McNulty that he did not have. He was an outstanding public servant.
When Dr McNulty spoke on this issue publicly, it was after having spoken to me about what
the community should be doing about the people who may knowingly be spreading AIDS. It
was at my request that Dr McNulty took that action on the basis that he would raise the issue
and I would follow it up as Minister for Health. Despite what the member for Cottesloe has
said, I have since been on at least two radio talkback programmes. I was also on ABC
television last night discussing this issue. It is the sort of issue that should be given a proper
airing in the community before any decision is made by the Government. One must bear in
mind that in imposing penalties or suggesting them, people will be driven away from the very
effective consultation process system which exists in this State in relation to sexually-
transmidtted diseases. The member for Murray-Wellington suggested that people should be
isolated --
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Thomas): Order! There is too much conversation and it is
difficult for Hansard.

Mr TAYLOR: It is not a penalty to suggest a person with category C AIDS shouid be put
away for the rest of his life because he may,. in fact, be knowingly transmitting that disease.
The member for Cortesloe may be suggesting that that person should be incarcerated for a
period longer than any murderer would ever be incarcerated under existing laws in this State.

This State has established an effective system ofcdiisultation with people who have AIDS.
In fact, today I will be releasing documentation that shows there has been a fall of 55 per cent
in notifiable sexually-transmitted diseases in Western Australia, which is an unprecedented
and an extremely welcome development. The only plausible explanation for the 55 per cent
fall of notifiable sexually-transmittable diseases in this State is the AIDS education campaign.
From May to October 1986, 1 201 cases were notified -by medical practitioners; from
November 1986 to April 1987 there were 920 cases, and from May 1987 to October 1987
there were 527 cases. As I said, these figures represent a fall of 55 per cent in the last year.

The trend in medical practitioner notifications has clearly shown a 37 per cent reduction in
laboratory notifications for the same period. This information is available in a report that will
be released on trends in sexually-transmitted diseases in Western Australia from 1974 to
1987 and which was prepared by the Health Department. There can be no mistake that this
trend is an important one from the point of view of bioth epidemiology and the communicable
diseases control branches of the department. They have two sets of indicators in this area,
medical practitioner notifications and laboratory notifications. Those notifications coincide
very closely in relation to this downward trend. It is a very encouraging and positive trend,
and given the rapid development in this area there is no doubt that the AIDS education
campaign -- for example, the Grim Reaper and others at a State level, on which the member
for Cottesloe sought to pour scorn -- have been very effective.

Mr Hassell: You are twisting the truth again.

Mr TAYLOR: The member should read what he said. I paid very close attention to what he
said and he mubbished the Grim Reaper campaign. The reason I paid close attention to his
speech is that I knew I had these figures in front of rne-which demonstrated that what he was
saying, was, in fact, completely inaccurate. [ would like to think that even the member for
Cottesloe would find it very good.

Mr Hassell: You wanted me to rubbish it so you could be smart, but I didn't.

Mr TAYLOR: The member for Cottesloe happened to fall into the trap. Even he would
appreciate the fall of 55 per cent of notifiable sexually-transmitted diseases in the State in the
last year is something of which we can all be very proud. There is no doubt that it can be
related back to the effective campaign we ran in this State.
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As to the basic issue raised by the member for Cottesloe, I have asked Dr McNulty to raise
the issue and I will follow it through, because it is an important commity issue which has
to be discussed and debated in the community before the Government decides which path it
should take. When I have the feedback from the community I will consider the comments of
the member for Cottesloc. The Government will make a decision based on all the
information it has before it.

Over the last few months the department has been examining the question of legislation in the
area of sexually-transmitted diseases and what should or should not be done from the point of
view of people who knowingly spread diseases such as AIDS. It is a responsible approach
and the approach of the AIDS Council in promoting safer sex among the homosexual
community is also a responsible approach.

Mr COURT: Would the Minister advise on the central agency responsible for haemophilia.

Mr TAYLOR: I did meet with the society and at the moment there are three haemnophilia
treatment centres in Western Australia -- in most other capital cities there is only one centre.
The centres are at Fretmantle Hospital, Royal Perth Hospital and Princess Margaret Hospital.
The centres cover a wide area; if we had only one centre which was based at the Fremantle
Hospital it would seriously disadvantage those people who live in the northern suburbs or
elsewhere in the metropolitan area. I have asked the society to consider that position and
have requested the medical superintendents of the three major hospitals to have another look
at the situation and provide me with advice.

Item 2: Administration Expenses --

Mr BRADSH-AW: There has been a substantial increase in funding from $6 044 739 to
$7 .973 million in this item. Could the Minister explain the reason for the increase?

Mr TAYLOR: A major increase in workers' compensation premiums accounts for nearly
$1 million. To some extent that amount will be offset in the future because the Government
has placed a large amount of money in the industrial foundation of accident prevention to
examine the question of industrial injuries in the health system. Already the work of that
organisation, with cooperation from the unions, is starting to bear fruit as far as the Health
Department is concerned. In this part of the financial year I have received reports from the
department and both the rate of injury and the cost of injury have decreased significantly.

Item 17: Anti-Smoking Campaign --

Mr BRADSHAW: An amount of $2 million has been allocated to the anti-smoking
campaign. This is the third year in which the allocation has been made and when the
campaign was introduced the Minister said that the campaign would be run over a period of
three years. I ask the Minister whether it is his intention for the campaign to continue. When
reading the annual report of the Health Department I found that out of $2 million allocated to
this campaign, the adinistrative costs for 1986-87 were $587 864. 1 consider that to be out
of proportion when only $2 million was allocated. The only good thing is that the amount is
less than it was last year. I wonder why the administration charges are so high and I query
whether that will continue in the future.

Mr TAYLOR: The campaign will continue because it has been very successful. The reason
for the high charge is that a number of health education officers who are employed as part of
that budgetary programme have wider responsibilities than the anti-smoking campaign. They
are spread throughout Western Australia in regional areas and other areas and, therefore, this
programme is picking up part of the cost of that health education system.

Item 20: Australian Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service --

Mr GREIG: I query whether the amount allocated to this service is adequate and I ask the
Mfinister to assure me that the Red Cross Blood Transfusion Service has sufficient funds.
When I gave blood the other day it seemed to me that in recent years the service has been
pared down. The Minister should ensure that this excellent serice is able to continue -- it is
the best type of transfusion service in the world, based as it is on voluntary contributions.
Some consideration should be given to expanding the mobile unit service, I understand that
the cost of establishing such a unit is $300 000. At the moment the mobile unit calls at six-
monthly intervals and with a further unit it would be able to reduce chat time to three months.
I understand that the blood contributed at these mobile clinics represents 20 per cent of total
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blood contributed to the Red Cross. Therefore it would be possible to considerably increase
the amount of blood collected. People will not always attend the Wellington Street clinic if
they have other commitments, but the mobile clinics have access to a captive group. The
Government should be expending money to ensure that the rising demands placed on the Red
Cross Blood Transfusion Service, as a result of the advances in surgical techniques and the
increase in heart by-pass surgery, can be met. I ask the Minister to ensure that the service
will be able to continue meeting the demands placed upon it.

Mr TAYLOR: As far as I amn concerned the service is able to meet the demands placed upon
it, although at certain times of the year the demands are much higher. There is no doubt that
it is an absolutely outstanding service and is one of the best, if not the best, in the world. If
steps can be taken to improve the service I am happy to talk to the people involved about
such steps. I know that the Health Department is holding talks with the transfusion service as
well as other services.

Item 22: St John Ambulance Association --

Mr BRADSHAW: There is only a minor increase over the amount allocated in last year's
Budget. The St John Ambulance Association in Western Australia is the most cost effective
in Australia as far as providing service on a per capita basis is concerned. With inflation
running at eight per cent, I would have expected at least that amount to be added to last year's
expenditure. The increase is virtually nil and I ask the Minister the reason for that.

Mr TAYLOR: We have taken into account increased revenue to the St John Ambulance
Association of $600 000, so that amount can be added to the figure shown. Also, we are
discussing with the St John Ambulance Association the level of service provided.

Division 72 put and passed.

Divisions 73 to 83 postponed, on motion by Mr Brian Burke (Treasurer).

Division 84: Water Authority of Western Australia, $29 629 000 --

Mr BLADJUE: The Minister agreed to have an inquiry into the Water Authority earlier this
year. The report has been concluded and it is in the Government's hands. It is important for
the Government to act in relation to water drainage and I beseech the Minister to act
promptly. Something like 900 drainage ratepayers are waiting for the Minister to respond to
the report of that inquiry. The Government should abolish drainage rates mn Western
Australia.

Mr BRIDGE: I can assure the member that I am as keen as the residents of the Busselton
drainage district about the release of that report. As soon as I am able we shall make the
details known, and I do not expect that to take too long.

Division 84 put and passed.

Division 85: Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority, $11 483 000 --

Mr BLAIKIE: I was extremely disappointed that the annual report of this authority was late
in being tabled in the Parliament. The report was tabled on 3 December and it did not give
members an opportunity to fully appreciate the workings of a very sensitive area of
administration in Western Australia. I shall not lightly accept a recurrence of the delay in
tabling the annual report of an instrumentality such as the Aboriginal Affairs Planning
Authority, bearing in mind that the Budget item relating to this matter were circulated in the
department.

The report has a number of shortcomings in that it does not properly detail the workings of
the department, and there has not been adequate time to research the material. It may not be
well known by members, and it is certainly not weUl known by the public, that the
Government pays the Aboriginal Lands Trust fees received from mining companies mining
on Aboriginal land. No detail is provided in the annual report of the fees received by the
Aboriginal Lands Trust. On 24 November I asked the Minister question 2452 relating to the
number of mining projects mining arn Aboriginal reserves --

(2) Further to (1), what royalty has been collected by the Government in each
instance in each year since 1985?

(3) From each venture on Aboriginal land or reserves since 1985, what is the
amount the Government has paid to the Aboriginal Lands Trust far --
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(a) mining royalties;
(b) other fees?

(4) On current production, what is the projected amount that will be paid by
2000?

The Minister's response was that the information was being collated and he would advise the
member in writing as soon as possible. That is simply not good enough. In each year since
the commencement of the Government's policy, I have asked what amount has the
Aboriginal Lands Trust received in royalties for mining and other fees. The Minister has
replied that it is being collated. Surely that matter has been going on for two years. The
information should be available. Why is the Minister not providing that information? It is
not good enough to say that it will be collated, because it is pertinent information which this
Parliament needs to know.
I refer to a further issue which I raised with the Minister earlier this year concerning kava. I
wan to take strong exception to the direction the Minister took in this matter, which I regard
as sensitive to the Aboriginal people. The Minister will know of the private discussions I had
with him. They are not private now, but I saw the Minister in my capacity as spokesman for
Aboriginal affairs. I told him that a problem would develop over people who had lcava in
Broome, and that the Government should act very quickly to prevent the sale of kava because
it would add to the misery which was already being caused by alcoholism.
I had subsequent conversations with the Minister, and I told him he should go ahead and
make a statement and I would see if the Opposition could back him up. But the Minister did
not act. The people who were going to sell kava went to Broomne. The leaders of the
Aboriginal commuunity in the Kimnberley area all went to Broome and held protest meetings.
At the eleventh hour the Minister rushed up from Perth to address the Aboriginal people. He
told them that he was not prepared to ban kava. He subsequently met two people at the
airport who were selling the kava and they agreed voluntarily not to proceed with the sale.
That was a dereliction of duty but, more importantly, the Minister continuously says that he
acts in accordance with the wishes of Aboriginal people. I this instance he did not, and he
still has not done so. The Minister said at that stage that there would be a voluntary
moratorium. The only reason there was a voluntary moratorium was because the people
selling the kava. pulled it off the market. It was those people who did it, not the Minister.
Mr Taylor: They did it because the Minister asked them to.
Mr BLAJJUE: This Minister has the horse behind the cart too. Subsequently the Minister
agreed to a number of people in the Kimberley region travelling to the Northern Territory to
see for themselves the effect that kava was having on people in the Northern Territory. My
view is that kava ought to be banned. A considerable body of evidence is now coming
forward to indicate that that is the positive direction to take.
The Minister for Health in the Northern Territory, David Dale, issued a Press release dated 26
November in which he said that the results of a kava study conducted by the Menzies School
of Health Research showed that kava had identifiable detrimental effects. He said he had
received a report from Professor John Matthews. The preliminary results of that report
showed that kava drinkers are more likely to suffer from general ill-health, including shortage
of breath and a characteristic skin rash, malnutrition, loss of body weight, particularly body
fat, and other biochemical changes, liver damage with biochemical changes similar to those
induced by large doses of alcohol, and other changes in red blood cells, white blood cells and
platelets.
This was a preliminary inquiry, and these are the results to date. What I have said has been
nothing but the absolute truth. Further studies arc being carried out.
Mr Taylor: That is correct.
Mr BLAIKIE: David Dale said that the alcohol and drug bureau of his department had
already discussed the results of other research in a comnmunity where the research had been
conducted. He went on to say that the priorities were now to obtain funds for further
research, and to let the people who use kava know its effects. He said, "I strongly advise
people who use it to'stop. If they cannot, then they should eat properly so that they do not
become malnourished."
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That is the prebiminary result. In Western Australia we have a product -

Mr Taylor: Which has not been sold; it is not being used.
Mr BLAMKE: It has been voluntarily withdrawn from the market. It ought to be banned
from sale. The State has gone into an expensive information programnme telling people not to
drink kava, mid die most satisfactory way of -stopping this project is to ban its sale. The
Aboriginal people requested the Minister to act and asked for kava to be banned, yet the
Minister comes here time and time again indicating the understanding he has of Aboriginal
people; that he is giving them an area of self-determination. This is one area of self-
determination where the Minister did not respond, and I take the Minister to task over that.
I refer to the statement made by the Federal Minister, Mr Hand, in Canberra yesterday. I am
concerned that this matter will create a division within the community. Rather than bringing
a sense of nationalism to the Australian community, the very concept being promoted will
divide the Australian community.
I would like to refer to some sections of the preamble of the Aboriginial and Tortes Strait
Islander Commission Dill, which says --

AND WHEREAS the people whose'descendants are now known as the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Australia were the prior occupiers and original
owners of this land;
AND WHEREAS they were dispossessed of their land by subsequent European
occupation and have no recognised rights over it other than those pranted by the
Crown;

It goes on to speak of past injustices and continues -

... to ensure for all tinie~that the Aboriginal and Tonres Strait Islander peoples receive
that full recognition and status within the Australian nation, to which history, their
prior ownership and occupation of the land, and their rich and diverse culture, fully
entitle, them to aspire;

That is saying that th~y have prior ownership of the land, an~d the Commonwealth
Government is moving on track to see that claim recognised. Worse than that, the State
Minister has commu-itted the State to agreeing with that without understanding. Our own
Minister said he did nor understand what it was all about. During question time today he said
he had not had time to see what the compact was about, but it is all about recognising that
Aboriginal people have a prior ownership of the land. That in itself will be of great concern
to many people, but it will also give Aboriginal people an expectancy. I believe the Labor
Party will be damned for providing for Aboriginal people an expectancy of false hope. Its
very nature will cause the Australian community to be divided. Aboriginal people will have a
hope because this charter says that they are the rightful former owners of the land, and
landowners in Australia will fear'that they may be subject to legal challenge by Aboriginal
people seeking to take land from liem. This will be the start of a very divisive matter for the
Australian people. The tragedy of all this is that the Labor Party, through the Prime Minister,
has sought to buy off the Aboriginal people with this deed of tokenism in order to get some
peace during the 1988 bicentennial celebrations. I raise this matter because it is one of great
concern and one that will be debated from one end of this country to the other, and rather
than having a bicentennial celebration that all people can join in it will bez a bicentennial.
division with black versus white. That is hot the object of the Liberal Party, but it is-certainly
the divisive means of the Labor'Party, and that is what the Minister will achieve.
My final comment follows -a statement made today by Chris Miles, shadow Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs in Canberra when he said-the following -

The coalition will not jump into .a constitutional and legal minefield by
acknowledging "original owners' in legislation with no advice as 'to the legal
consequences of such a statement.
We are not writing history here -- whatever the facts involved -- we are drafting laws.
You cannot make statements like this without regard to the legal consequences of
them.
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He said later --

The coalition will vigorously oppose any measure which could threaten the unity of
the Australian nation.

He said that --

... the coalition would never accept a 'Treaty". A nation cannot make a treaty with
itself.

The Minister's continued use of the term "Treaty" is indefensible because of its
divisive nature. The term threatens the broad community and threatens a broad
conciliation".

Those comments become so very important because the Labor Party has set the scene across
Australia for a debate that will be based on racism. The tragedy of this is that the State
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, without understanding the full consequences, the lull
circumstances and the whole of the ramifications that would follow, has agreed to an
arrangement that is leading this State down a path that I can assure him people on this side of
the Chamber will contest at every opportunity because we do not support a State that is
divided. We want to see the development of Aboriginal communities as Aboriginal
Australians, but what the Government has succeeded int doing will be seen as probably the
most divisive matter to have occurred in the history of this State.

Sitting suspended from 7.00 to 8.00 am (Friday)
Mr HASSELL: I intend to take a few moments during this debate on the Estimates relating
to the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority to refer to a matter on which the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs has abused the Opposition in the last few days. When I was driving home
a few minutes ago, I heard on the 7.15 am ABC news -- and I only heard the headlines -- that
the Opposition had been accused of being racist because of its opposition to an Aboriginal
treaty or compact. It is the oldest trick in the book for someone who is confronted with
something they do not agree with to not debate the issue but simply abuse their opponents,
and we have seen a lot of that in this Chamber in the last three days.
The Prime Minister announced out of the blue a few months ago that the Commonwealth
Government was to consider some sort of compact with the Aboriginal people for 1988. That
led to considerable controversy, and a backing-off by the Prime Minister. Notwithstanding
that, the issue was taken up by the Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Hand, who is
acknowledged even in Labor ranks as an extreme left-winger and who has clashed with the
Western Australian Labor Government over some of the extremities of his views.

Last Friday, again right out of the blue, wit no public discussion or parliamentary
consideration, the State Minister for Aboriginal Affairs Mr& Bridge, announced that the State
Labor Goverrnent supported in principle the idea of a compact, and the members of the
parliamentary Liberal Party sought to question the Minister about what he meant and what
comrntnent was being made.
During that debate we have been treated to nothing but abuse; and we have only to look at the
Hansard record to see that is the case. Mr Bridge is reported in Mansard of Tuesday. 8
December, as saying -

The member for Cottesloe should be the last person to make utterances in this
Chamber about Aboriginal affairs ... The member is in a unique position ... of
joining two other persons in this country who, in a very strong way, sought to
discredit Aboriginal people ...

His speaking in rather nasty terms at times about Aboriginal people only defines that
the member for Cottesloe shared with those other two people in what I think was a
way in which his political career was suddenly jolted. If we look at the history of the
member for Cottesloe's position, that of dhe former Leader of the Country Party in the
Northern Territory and, more recently, that of the former Premier of Queensland, we
can see where they all ended; yet they were all pretty good advocates of getting stuck
into Aboriginal people ...
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The old saying is that if you kick a dog bard enough he will turn and bite ...

Sadly enough, it seems chat understanding and compassion are missing, if the
sentiments of the likes of dhe member for Cottesloc do in fact reflect those of the
Opposition in this Chamber.

On page 107 of the Mansard daily proof, Mr Bridge said -

Members opposite are a sick bunch of fellows ...
*... they have not advanced their mentality on this issue at all.

I am treating the question with contempt. I am making a farce of what the
member ased ...

On the final page of the Questions without Notice for Tuesday. 8 December, Mr Bridge
said -

It is pitiful to see the member for Cottesloe trying to be smart, and I feel very sorry
and sad for him.

That was the substance of question time arn Tuesday when members on this side of the
Chamber sought to question the Minister responsible about what he meant by committing
Western Australia to the principle of a compact, and those volumes of abuse were the
substance of the reply. It was nothing more than abuse; there were no answers to the
questions.

The Minister is trying to be smart and rude to the Opposition as a way of deflecting
legitimate questions that ought to be answered in this Chamber. I remind the Minister we are
dealing with an issue as fundamental as nationhood itself because the idea of a compact or
treaty involves the proposition that there are already two nations, because it is not possible to
have treaties between the people of one nation; treaties are between the people of two nations.
It is not possible to have~a compact among a single community; a compact must be between
the people of a divided community. The Minister has presumed that the situation exists in
which it is legitimate to endorse in principle the establishment of a compact or treaty. The
Minister did not use the word "treaty" in his statement; he used the word "compact'.

Mr Bridge was very keen to do a deal with or to be seen to be supporting Mr Hand, and is the
only Minister for Aboriginal Affairs in Australia to do so. Mr Hand believes in a treaty, and
has made that clear. Mr Hand yesterday took his proposition one step further when he
introduced legislation proposing that we give official recognition to the Aboriginal people as
the original owners of Australia.

The city edition of today's The West Australian, on page 5, under the heading "Blacks win
recognition" says --

The recognition of prior ownership came in a speech to Parliament by the Aboriginal
Affairs Minister, Mr Hand, outlining sweeping changes to the administration of
Aboriginal policy.

But the recognition, contained in the preamble to a proposed Bill, could have serious
implications for land rights claims and High Court compensation cases.

The Minister has sought to avoid the issue by abuse, and he repeated that late yesterday in
question time. I have only the uncorrected Hansard proof so I will not quote, but what I will
do is identify the eight occasions during which questions were directed to the Minister for
Aboriginail Affairs; he did nothing but abuse the Opposition and call it names, instead of
dealing with the vital issue about the future of Australia. There is no way this Government
can go along with the idea in principle of a compact or treaty without having already reached
certain conclusions about the nature of our present society and the nature of the society that
we want to have in the future. Would it not be reasonable to expect that a responsible State
Government with a responsible State Minister for Aboriginal Affairs would have considered
those implications and at the very least made a major policy pronouncement, by way of a
ministerial statement to Parliament, which could be discussed and considered before
proceeding headlong down the path the Minister has taken? But we know precisely what is
going on. We know that this Minister is absolutely commuitted to the end result and we know
from experience that he is very good with the soft sell -- with the idea of saying, "Don't get
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excited about what I have said. AUl I have said is I am agreeing in principle. We will discuss
the derails later." Of course, if one commits oneself to a course of action, that is the major
position and what one does down the track in terms of implementation or working out the
derail is not half as important as the basic commitment.
We saw a repetition of Tuesday's abuse on Wednesday in the absence of the Minister when
this side of the House brought on, absolutely properly and in accordance with parliamentary
procedures, a matter of public importance as the only means available to us at that time to
have discussed in this Parliament the issue of whether Western Australia should be
supporting a treaty. What we do nor know is the, position of the State Government, and we
certainly did nor find out on Wednesday because, once again, we had the Minister standing in
for the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, the Minister for ]Labour, Productivity and
Employment, resorting to abuse. I have identified that abuse in Mansard for Wednesday, 9
December -- on page 5, two examples; 'on page 6, one example; on page 7, four examples;
and on page 8, three examples. On page 9 the member for Welshpool started his speech and
there were four examples of his abuse on that page and one on page 10. That is as far as I
went in searching out the abuse.
So the situation is that on this major and fundamental issue relative to the nature of Australian
society the response of the Government of the State is to make a significant commitment to a
principle in the absence of a formal public discussion or a formal parliamentary debate or
resolution; to announce that, and then when the Opposition raises questions, to accuse
Opposition members instantly of being racists. That is what members opposite have done --
they have accused us of being racists over and over again because that is the best they can do
for an argument. The truth is that they do not want to have a debate about an issue; they hope
that if they make these kinds of statements it 'will roll along unnoticed until it becomes
inevitable.
Well, [ want to reli the Government what our position is in reinforcement of what has been
said by our shadow Minister. We are now, as we ever were, totally opposed to the division of
this country and this State on racial grounds, and the idea of having a compact or a treaty
necessarily involves the division of Australia into black Aborigines and white non-
Aborigines -- there is no other way in which we can have a treaty. No-one has spelt out who
is going to sign the treaty. Aboniginal leadership is referred to from time to time. The most
prominent Aboriginal leadens in Australia at the national level are Michael Manseli, who has
an established record of extremism in dealing with Colonel Gaddafi; Garry Foley, who has a
major criminal record; and Charles Perkins, who is a Federal civil servant. We have in this
State some other Aboriginal leaders. They,'I am glad to say,' are much more moderate
people.
However, it is also true to say there is no single Aboriginal leadership in Australia which
speaks on behalf of all Aborigines and it is as insulting to Aboriginal people to believe that
they could be dealt with as one homogeneous group without individuality as it would be
insulting to us to treat us in that way. The fact of the matter is that there are vast divergencies
between the Aboriginal people. There were -vast divergencies when the First Fleet arrived.
They were a tribal people who were never a sinile nation. They never had a single
spokesman or a single head of state. They did not live in that style or with that social
structure.
Today we have Aboriginal people who are full bloods who live in a traditional lifestyle, we
have Aboriginal people who are nomadic, we have Aboriginal people who have a smaller or
larger percentage of non-Aboriginal blood running through their veins, we have Aboriginal
people who seek to merge themselves and make themselves indistinguishable from the rest of
Australia, we have Aborigines who vigorously assert their aboniginality and want to continue
to assert it while living a European lifestyle. All of this only goes to show that the idea of a
single treaty or compact to resolve issues between Aboriginal people, whoever they are, and
Australians, whoever they are, are ridiculous.
I believe that this State Government has the clearest of obligations at this time -- obligations
which the Minister has so far failed utterly to fulfil. The first obligation is to reaffinn the
promise given by the Premier of this State repeatedly, and advertised repeatedly in the lead-
up to the 1986 election, that there would be no land rights. It flows from that promise and
undertaking of the Premier that he will necessarily be opposed to the legislation announced
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in Canberra yesterday, and therefore the second obligation is for the Minister, on behalf of
the Government and as the responsible Minister, to come out clearly and unequivocally and
say that the Western Australian Government is opposed to that legislation and will do
everything it can to see it defeated because that legislation involves a commnitiment to land
rights which the Minister's Premier promised faithfully we would not have, because the
Premier knew that land rights was a totally discredited concept that the Australian and
Western Australian people would not accept. The Minister knows very well that his Premier
went on television in paid advertisements day after day, hour after hour, night after night in
the lead-up to the 1986 election in his desperation to put the land rights issue to bed,
promising in his voice and by his simulated writing that there would be no land rights.

Now, is the Minister going to keep that promise and fulfil it in the spirit in which it was given
by disclaiming association with these new movements emanating from Gerry Hand and his
band in favour of land rights, or is he weakly going to go along and allow this State to be led
down the path to the destruction of our State in a physical sense -- because of its physical
division and the creation of a second nation -- and the destruction of the nation socially by the
division of its people?

This whole mailer has come to the fore because in 1988 there is to be what has been
described as a celebration in Australia of the Bicentenary. There could be arguments about
whether the Bicentenary is really the Bicentenary of Australia or the Bicentenary of New
South Wales, and some people have expressed the view that the Bicentenary is not a valid
celebration for all of Australia but rather should be a celebration for New South Wales, and
that we should celebrate our Centenary as a nation on I January 2001, which is the Centenary
of dhe creation of the Commonwealth of Australia -- the joining of the States. That is the
centenary of the creation of the Commonwealth of Australia, the joining of the States. That is
an argument I do not happen to agree with. I think we should be celebrating our bicentennial
next year because it is the year of the foundation of the nation. It happens to be the
foundation of the whole nation because the Aboriginal people who occupied this land were
never a nation in that sense. They have become a pant of our nation and increasingly have
contributed to it. However, the measure of their contribution will be confounded and
destroyed by the divisive action of extremists. It is indeed sad that the State Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs, who has consistently sought to present a face of moderation, should ever
have allowed himself, in his enthusiasm for a treaty or compact and his personal views, to be
drawn by association down the track of people like Gerry Hand who is recognised, even in
the Labor Party ranks, as an extremist.

The Minister must face up to his responsibilities in these matters. He is not an Aboriginal
member of Parliament; he is a Minister of the Government. If one wants to avoid the tag
"racist" being thrown around, firstly, one should not use it against one's opponents as a
substitute for debate and argument; secondly, one should not put oneself in the position of
pursuing racist ideologies, as the Minister is very close to doing. It is time the Minister faced
up to the fact that there is a vital issue to be determined -- that is, what sort of Australia will
we have after 1988? I can tell members one thing for sure and certain: It will not be the sort
of Australia we have known, a single nation of people with a high level of goodwill among
them if this Minister persists with others -- some of them extremists -- in promoting the idea
that we should recognise in a formal sense the division of races in this nation.

For the last 30 years we have been conscientiously pursuing a policy aimed at breaking down
the racial barriers. We have introduced legislation to prohibit discrimination. There are
people who do not agree with that legislation but it has become part of the system. We have
taken out of the State's legislation all kinds of discriminatory provisions. It was only in my
days as a schoolboy that Aboriginal people were granted citizenship. It is an unthinkable
proposition today that they should ever have been denied it but that is how recent and
fundamental the changes are. Having gone as far down the track as we have in breaking
down these barriers, we now find that we are having a replacement of white racism with
black racism, being a sort of apartheid in reverse.

I will not apologise to this Minister because I am opposed to those things; neither will I run
away from the Minister's abusive tag of racism. If my determination, which I have displayed
consistently over the past few years, to stop this nation being divided into two leads him to
accuse me of being a racist, so be it. He will make the accusation; he will give the abuse.
However, he can expect to get equal in return; he can expect to get from me an analysis of
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his position and understanding of what he is really about. I do not intend to resort to an
argument based purely on abuse, as the Minister has done these past three days in Parliament.
He has used an absolutely empty argument -- with no content whatsoever -- a jack of
courtesy to the Opposition and a lack of recognition of the essential and proper role of this
Parliament in examining an issue which is probably more fundamental than anything we have
debated in the whole of this parliamentary year.

It is simply not acceptable for the Minister to stand up and say, as he did on Tuesday, "I am
treating your questions with contempt.' He can treat our questions with contempt but he will
reap the harvest of that attitude, which will be a hardening of our attitude towards him. We
have given him a fair go but we expect a proper return and proper debate. We do not expect
that when we raise an issue the only response is abuse. The Minister should think long and
hard about what he has done this week; he should read the Hansard and he should get on
with the job of presenting a public debate. Firstly, he should take the mailer to Cabinet. I
very much doubt that his statement last Friday after the Aboriginal Affairs Ministers'
Conference had the endorsement of the Cabinet before it was made.

Having made it, the Minister put the Government in the position of being commnitted, and it is
not easy for the Government to back down or back away from a public commnitment given by
a Minister. I am a realist in politics and I know how the system works, but if the Government
is not committed to the principle of a compact, it should say so. If it is prepared to have a
debate about the thing, it should say so and start pulling up the facts about who the compact
will be negotiated with, and what it will lead to. I tell the Minister clearly -- because there
was a reference by the Minister for Labour, Productivity and Employment on Wednesday to a
possibility of a bipartisan approach on this matter -- that there is no chance of a bipartisan
approach on the question of a compact or treaty. Apart from anything that my colleague, the
shadow Minister, will do, I feel very deeply about this issue and I will campaign against it
because I believe it is wrong for Australia and for the State in which I am bringing up my
children. I think it will destroy what we have done. It will not advance Australia at all; in
fact it will not advance the cause that the Minister purports to be concerned about. It will
undermine that cause and create division which will destroy the 1988 celebration.

My attitude about the people's right to protest is very simple. If Aboriginal people in
Queensland want to conduct lawful and peaceful protests outside the Expo, they should be
entitled to do so. They are free Australians; if they want to have nothing to do with the
bicentennial, that is their right, just as it is the right of Hon H.W. Gayfer to having nothing to
do with it. If some Aborigines want to have a separate celebration of their tribal origins, that
is a matter for them. This is a free and open society, but it is not a society to be blackmailed.
The attempt is being made to blackma Australia into recognising a division which does not
exist by the simple proposition put forward by some extremists that if we do not recognise
that division and enter into some compact or treaty, they will dismupt the bicentennial. My
answer to that is to tell them, "Go ahead", but if they break the law, they will be treated like
all other Australians. Protest if they will; separate their own celebrations if they wish; refuse
to take part, if that is their desire; but try to smash up what the rest of the nation is doing, and
they will be dealt wit according to law. That is a simple proposition which preserves
everyone's rights. The simple position in Australia is that we have a very small number of
extremists -- not all Aboriginal, but some associated with what is called the "Aboriginal
movement" -- whose only offering to this nation is to say, "If you don't do what we want, we
will muck up the party." That is what this Minister is promoting. It is time he faced up to his
responsibilities. It is time he recognised his place in this Government and not in a separate
Government. It is time he debated the issues properly in this Chamber and stopped levelling
abuse at members on this side of the House. These are not fanciful suggestions; they are on
the official record of this House. It would be timely, if this Minister wanted to put this
discussion back on to a decent plane, for him to begin his remarks with an apology.

Mr BRIDGE: I regret that today I have to commence my speech by expressing my sorrow
that the speech just delivered by the member for Cottesloe was not televised to the nation.
Mr MacKinnon: So do 1.
Mr BRIDGE: If it had been televised to the nation it would be reasonable to expect that I
would be overwhelmed with support from the people of this country when they saw the way
that I have tried to maintain affection, love, goodwill, and spiritualism for Australia.
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Mr Hassell: Your words are written in Mansard.

Mr BRIDGE: I gave the member for Cottesloc time to deliver his speech uninterrupted and I
expect the same consideration. I would like the member for Cortesloe to afford me some
respect because I will not be nasty in replying to the matters raised by himn. The member
asked me to respond and I will do so.
My colleagues who have sat in this Chamber today and on other days have witnessed what
happens when we try to pursue reconciliation between the Federal Government and the
Aboriginal people. The member for Cottesloe has taken imnmense pride in attempting to
denigrate me. He must feel extremely happy for what he achieved as he stood and I sat in my
seat. He towered over me -- an Aboriginal person -- and gave me a decent serve. He did it
very well and seemed to enjoy it.
I am generally regarded in this community with respect. Many people in Western Australia
have a high regard for me and accept me. I have some status in this society and I accept that
respect with a feeling of humnility at being pant of this society. Yet, the member for Cottesloe
attacked me today in a most vicious way. T'hat attack illustrated to me that, if the member is
prepared to attack me in such a manner -- a man with standing in the community -- the
Aboriginal as a group of people will have little hope of ever receiving understanding or
respect from him.
As I said the other day, when I came into this Chamber eight years ago I came very
determined that I would open up a sincere and meaningful debate about the Aboriginal
people in this State. That is still my intention. Despite that and despite the degree of
acceptance from some members of the Opposition, there are still people in the Liberal Party
who pursue the attitude evidenced today by the member for Cottesloe. It leaves us with no
option but to consider mechanisms which will give some hope to this nation and which will
bring our people together as we go beyond 1988.
One thing I can tell members very clearly today is that it is not now and has never been my
intention to commnit the Aboriginal people to a path of destruction or despair or to lead them
into troubled waters.
Mr MacKinnon: Don't you think you did that when you pursued land rights?
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I allowed the member for Cottesloe to speak without interruption
and I allowed that on purpose. I have been awake as long as the Leader of die Opposition
and [anm just as testy. I will not tolerate interjections while the inister is speaking and I
will take necessary action if he is interrupted again.
Mr BUIDGE: I am committed to Western Australia and to the people of Western Australia. I
will not lead the Aboriginal people uf this State down a path that would cause any
embarrassment to die State. If there were any likelihood of that happening, I would take the
rap for it personally. I would never involve my party or do anything that would reflect on it.
I would state publicly my wrongdoing and carry the can for it. I give my colleagues and the
people of this State the assurance that I would never do anything intentionally to harm them.
I hope the member for Cottesloe got great enjoyment out of giving me this caning this
morning. Despite his feelings, I believe there is plenty of goodwill in this country. I cannot
understand why we spend hours of our time debating these sorts of issues when there are
more important things to be done in the community. We should be setting goals and
directions for the people of this nation. The youth of this nation are seeking leadership. I can
only express my feelings today by using the words of a song of mine -

How do I know what the young folk feel,
Blindly reaching out to feel,
Something solid, something real,
To lead the Australian people.

That is my commitment for the youth of our nation. Despite the fact that I arn of a different
colour I am theirs as much as they are mine -- we are all one.
The Federal Goverrnent and the Aboriginal people intend to take that course and accept that
commitment with the compact of agreement launched by the Prime Minister, If, in 1988, we
accept the commuitment as a nation to work together, our futures will be secure. If we do not
take advantage of the meaning of the Bicentenary and continue to fight each other, we will
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lose everything. That is why the views expressed by the member for Cotteslee must never be
allowed to prevail. If we continue to exchange negative and divisive views we will head
down a path of turmoil, tension and division which will only make this problem more
difficult for our children to solve.The reason chat I did not reveal the mechanics of the
compact of agreement is chat the mechanics had not been determined. Nobody has made that
determination. Why should I, as a person with that commitment, not be prepared to stand up
in this country and be counted on a matter of principle? Why should I have to duck Mround
corners simply because I am a political figure and be not prepared to show my commitment
to matters of principle concerning this nation? I am not in Parliament to do that. If the
institution of Parliament requires me to go around corners and be deceitful about something
which I think, in my beant, is right and not be able to display my feelings to the nation, I may
as well walk out of this institution. There is no place for me in this Parliament if I cannot
display my honest belief in a principle which I believe is dear to the people of this country. It
was on that basis that I sought to indicate support for the Prime Minister's call for a compact.

I hope that all members in this House who listened for 30 minutes to dhe comments; of the
member for Cottesloe will understand why it is that average Aboriginal families in this State
have no hope for the future. What hope do they have under that sort of administration to gain
any recognition, any measure of compassion, any preparedness on behalf of a member of a
Government --

Point of Order
Mr HASSELL: Mr Chairman --

Several members interjected.

Mr HASSELL: The Standing Orders of this House require that a member direct his remarks
to the Chair and not to the Gallery.

Several members interjected.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I find that a most frivolous point of order and it is overruled.

Committee Resumed
Mr BRIDGE: I feel the point has been made very ably by the member for Cottesloc. He has
made abundantly clear the reason this country needs the leadership which I believe is
essential as we proceed down the path to the 1988 bicentennial celebrations.

Mr Court: It is a dangerous course.

Mr BRIDGE: That is the Deputy Leader of the Opposition's opinion.

I take this opportunity to restate to the Chamber what I said in a media statement about the
compact so that it is recorded in Hansard and there can be no midsunderstanding about what I
said. It reads --

State Aboriginal Affairs Minister Ernie Bridge has supported the concept of a
'compact of understanding' with the nation's Aboriginal community.

Mr Bridge said after careful thought he had concluded that such a compact was a fine
ideal and the Commonwealth had his support in proceeding to draft it.

We are talking about what die Commonwealth Government is doing. It continues --

He made the comments to a meeting of the Australian Aboriginal Affairs Council.
Mr Bridge is the AAAC Chairman.

"It's essential that we acknowledge where we have been as a nation if we can ever
hope to deliver to our children a clear idea of where we are going beyond 1988,' Mr
Bridge said.

"It is an absolute must that Aboriginal self-esteem be enhanced so they can assume
their rightful place in our nation with pride."

He urged the Commonwealth to strive for a document which promoted national
reconciliation and an inspiration for all Australians, in particular the Aboriginal
community.
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He said it would be an acknowledgement that history had put Our Aboriginal people at
a distinct disadvantage, from which they had still not fully recovered.
"A compact would signal our firm intention as a nation to make a concerted effort to
put Aborigines on an equal footing in their own country," Mr Bridge said.
"Aborigines should be looking positively to the future and continuing to work hard to
improve their social standing. and preserve their unique culture.
T"hey should do that with dignity so their children can be proud of their achievements
and proud of Australia."

That is what I said. I doubt whether there would be too many Western Australians who
would reject such sentiments being displayed on their behalf as we approach 1988.
Government members: Hear, hear!
Mr BRIDGE: I turn briefly to the questions raised by the member for Vasse. He raised about
four issues prior to the breakfast suspension. He indicated his disappointment at the laze
arrival into Parliament of the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority's annual report and said
that because of that he had not had sufficient time to make a proper analysis of its contents. I
amn unable to give an explanation as to why the report was late because it is something about
which I was not aware. I have no involvement in the timing of the presentation of the report
to the Parliament.
Secondly, the member for Vasse was critical of the fact that there were matters within the
report which he would like to have raised with me, but because of its late arrival into the
Parliament he was unable to obtain thedetails he required. If any member is prepared to read
Hansard for the last two years and note the questions, on notice which have been directed to)
me as Minister for Aboriginal Affairs he will find that they take up a large percentage of the
questions which were asked. The answers are very detailed and a tremendous amount of
research has gone into every single question put to me in respect of Aboriginal Affairs. The
answers have readily been made available by my department and me.
Thirdly, the member for Vasse criticised the Governme nt -in its handling of kava and said that
it should have been banned from day one of the announcement that kava was available in
Western Australia. The Minister for Health and I put in place a moratorium on the sale of
kava in Wistemn Australia to allow time for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people to assess
its impact. It also allowed time for die Government to determine how it should deal wit
kava. That has been in place and it is working well. To the Government's knowledge there
has been no indication that kava is being consumed by anyone in-the north of the State. It is
interesting to note that the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs in the Northern Territory, Mr Dale,
said recently that the banning of kava was not the way in which Governments should be
looking at minimnising, or denying people the use of Icava.
I have answered the points raised by the member for Vasse and I am sorry that he is not in the
Chamber to hear my answers. I hope I have made a worthy contribution in response to the
member for Cotresloe. I hope he goes away from this place today feeling proud that he was
able to deal a nasty blow to an Aboriginal sitting in his chair.
Item t: Amount requited for Services for the year -

Mr MacKEhION: The Minister who just resumed his seat really made what I thought was
an empty response to a very detailed attack on the Minister, for Aboriginal Affairs in this
Parliament. Whether or not he is an Aboriginal is irrelevant to the point that was made by the
member for Cottesloe.
Several members interjecte.
The CHAIRMIAN: Order!
Mr MacKXNNON: The attack by die member for Cottesloe was against the policy and the
statement made by this Minister who has committed this State, the first State in Australia to
be so committed, to the compact or treaty that Mr Hand, the Federal Minister, is now
committing the Federal Government to. I remind members again that Mr Hand said on 6
December that the treaty or compact would be more binding and more effective than any
legislation could be. I have just as much love and affection for the people of this State as has
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. Just because he is an Aborigine it does not mean he
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loves those people any more tha any other individual in this Parliament or that he has a God-
given statms or recognition in the community. I respect the Minister and most people in the
community respect him, but what has that to do with an Aboriginal policy, a compact or a
treaty? It has nothing to do with it. We do not want smooth, silky words; we want a
statement about where the Minister stands. We do not want him to go around all the corners
and say he did not really mean it, he is not committed to it, and the Commonwealth
Government is responsible. The Minister and his Government have committed this State --
the first State in Australia to do so -- to a compact that the Opposition rejects, not because the
Minister is an Aborigine, not because of the race or colour of any person on that side of the
Chamber, but because it is wrong and will hurt the people it is designed to help most -- the
Aboriginal people in this State.
Not once did the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs explain how the compact will unite the
Australian people. I do not believe that separating Aborigines from non-Aborigines and
formunlating a compact will solve the problems of the Aboriginal people in this country. This
Minister had the gall to say that he would never commnit himself to any action that would
divide this State or nation, having been a Minister in a Governm-ent which divided the State
on the land rights issue, such as it had never been divided before. The Government divided
the State right down the middle and it backed off when it realised that. The Treasurer
appeared on television and washed his hands clean by saying that he would not introduce
land rights. What is the compact about? What has Mir Hand committed at the beginning of
his statement to the Parliament other than a recognition of the prior claim of the Aboriginal
people to Australia? The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has the gall to talk about love and
affection -- we all have love and affection -- saying that he does not want to do anything to
divide Australia. That same Minister led the division in this State that his Premier and
Goverrnent had to back away from.
The youth of this country, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, are looking for leadership, and
something solid and real. They are looking for opportunities in education and the Minister
said that under a Liberal Administration these people could not look forward to that. He
knows that the Liberal Party led the way in providing a quality education to the Aboriginal
people of this State. The evidence of that is at Mt Margaret and at missions such as Le
Grange; many of the people the Minister represents were provided with a quality education
and he knows it. The present Government has built and improved on that education as it
should have done. However, it should do more for education, housing, and health. It should
also lead the fight against alcoholism, the biggest social problem facing Aboriginal and
European communities in this country. That is our challenge for 1988 -- a national
programme to attack the biggest social disaster in Australia. Yet the Minister has given
priority to and spends all his time on trying to negotiate a compact or twreay that will not
address any of the issues of education, housing, health and alcoholism. The Minister will
seek only to divide this countty-
The Minister has unequivocally supported a compact; the Prime Minister may have launched
it and Mr Hand may have drafted it, but the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs is the first to
support it. He should not try to distance himself; he is totally committed to that course of
action which will significantly impact on the people of Western Australia. It might be
initiated by a national Government; a national Government tried to introduce the ID card
which would have impacted on the people in this State. The member for Cotte sloe was at the
forefront of the campaign against the Australia Card, as were other members on this side of
the Chamber. That national proposal was supported by this Government but the people
rejected it. The Liberal Party in this State -- with me as its leader, the member for Vasse as
shadow Minister, the member for Cottesloe and every other member arn this side of the
Parliament -- will fight just as vigorously against the imposition on our people of a compact
or treaty as it did against the Australia Card. The people of Western Australia will do just as
they did on that issue; they will rise and throw out the proposition. The Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs has no mortgage on love, affection and feeling for people -- Aboriginal or
otherwise. Members of the Opposition share the same feelings and that is why we feel
strongly about this divisive and destructive course of action on which the Minister has set the
Government.
[Applause.]
Mr CASH: The allocation for the Aboriginal communities development programme has
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been increased from $4.3 million last year to $11 037 000 this year. Will the Minister
explain the programmes scheduled for this year. I am also interested in his comments, as
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, in respect of Aboriginal people in gaols. It is fair to say that
Aboriginal prisoners farm the majority of the prison population in Western Australia and
regrettably a number of Aborigines have died in prisons throughout the State in recent times.
I ask the Minister for his views on suggestions nude to establish open prisons in the north of
dhe State so that tribal Aborigines, or those who are accustomed to living in the outback, are
not imprisoned in metropolitan or regional gaols, which appear to be the cause of the
problem. That suggestion was reported in The West Australian on 4 December by an
Aborigine from Derby. The Minister may know of the case. It was suggested that he serve
his sentence on one of the missions , and Mowanjum up Derby way was mentioned. Could
the Minister give his views as to whether he considers that to be a reasonable proposition, not
just for this prisoner but for Aboriginal people generally?

Would he indicate whether the schemne we have operating at the moment, with Aboriginal
aides, who were originally to liaise between the Aboriginal community and the police officers
in various towns, is working? It has been reported to me that they now tend to carry out the
duties of police officers rather than those of liaison officers, as was originally intended. I see
that as a weakening of the original system which I believe would have operated particularly
well. It has been weakened now to the extent where there is some animosity to these aides by
members of the Aboriginal community, because they see them as carrying out the role of
police officers rather than of liaison officers. My understanding was that that was never to be
the case.

Mr BRIDGE: I thank the member for Mt Lawley for raising those points. In respect of the
first, the information I have would probably provide the answers. There is a joint
Commonwealth-State initiative providing $10 million per year for five years commencing in
1986-87. The aim is to improve the social and material circumstances of the Aboriginal
people in Western Australia. The allocation for 1987-88 includes funds input in 1986-87
rolled over to 1987-88. The programme encompasses a number of areas such as land
management, community management, arts and culture, justice, social programmes,
economic enterprise and so on. So that is rolling over those additional amounts.

Mr MacKinnon: That is community development?

Mr BRIDGE: Yes.

In regard to the other two points, the communities have always expressed a desire to see
prisoners detained in areas close to the communities. That has been a preferred choice of the
communities. Some communities are keen to see the Aboriginal Communities Act brought
into operation in a number of communities where punishment, or the way in which offenders
should be dealt with, can be considered by the communities. That would lead, one would
expect, to the likelihood that those offending would be held in custody or under the control
and surveillance of the communities to a greater extent that the system allows now.

Mr& Cash: You see some value in that, do you?

Mr BRIDGE: Oh, yes, there is no doubt about that. I was recently at Warburton, and that
community is keen to see such a facility put in place there. It would be used to enable
patrolmen from Laverton to stay overnight, and also short-term offenders could be dealt with
at Warburton itself.

Mr Cash: Especially when one considers that it costs $1 000 a week on average when a
prisoner is admitted to a prison in the metropolitan area.
Mr BRIDGE: That is right.

In regard to the third point, the JP system has operated successfully in many areas, and has
had shortcomings in other areas. We should probably look at some of the areas where we
may be able to improve its functions. It set out originally to create a liaison link between the
communities and the police officers. That was the puxpze of bringing in Aboriginal police
aides, and it has gone in various directions since its commencement.

Mr Cash: It seems to have moved across more towards the police role.

Mr BRIDGE: We will have to target it down a practical path, which may be slightly different
from what it was 10 or 12 years ago.
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Mr BRADSHAW: The Mini'ster was speaking about the Aboriginal development
programme, and said it was a joint Commonwealth-State funding programme. Last year,
when the Federal Government and the State Government made that announcemeait,
$50 million was to be put in over five years, making $10 million a year. The Minister said
that some of that was left over from last year, and $4 318 S37Twas spent. Is that the money
the Minister is talking about, the $10 million per year, for five years?
Mr Bridge: Yes.
Mr BRADSHAW: Theft should be nearly $6 million left from last year, which would bring
it up to about $16 million, but we have onldy $11 million. Is that money somewhere else for
some ocher reason, or is $10 million not being spent every year?
Mr BRIDGE: My information is than that amnount is roiled over from the year before. Taking
the operations of the year before into account, that was not a full year. The programme
commenced last year, so there was a lengthy period getting the administration in place to
cater for the funding mechanism. That is the reason for this carryover, but in a
straightforward year like this one, and one hopes next year and the other years leading up to
the five-year period, the total allocation will be expended in the way designed.
Mr RUSH-TON: I am interested in this item as it relates to what is happening in these
Aboriginal communities.. We have the same problem with whites, but at the moment we are
dealing with Aborigines. The Government has a pepper and salt policy of buying houses and
putting families in them. This is not working; in fact it is creating a very big backlash, not
only for the Aborigines but for the whites in these communities. These communities are
being destabilised and problems like vandalism are occurning, -My suggestion is that this
money should be used in a different way. This pepper and salt policy is not humane to the
Aborigines. They are placed in these areas where they are not always comfortable. The
Minister would agree that they are unhappy being placed amongst a lot of white people who
are nor of their sam economic standard, and they have difficulty in being assimilated.
I wonder if it is possible under the Government's programme to have a stagig mission, or
whatever die right word may be. These people who cannot establish themselves in a
moderate way 'in matters of health, law or things of that sort, should have a staging area
where they can demonstrate that they can make it into -the nornal community. We are
bringing people in in good faith, and charging Homneswest with putting them into these
communities. Homeswest is'not responsible for these people; the Government is, as a result
of its pepper and salt policy. I urge the Government to think again about these Aboriginal
people and this policy. Resentment is created when a family which is not equipped to cope in
that locality gets into trouble. There is a lot of goodwill, a lot of help, but it is not practical to
expect a disadvantaged family to become assimilated: it shows up in the schools and in the
communities. There is a lot of anxiety out in the-community at the moment, not only among
the white people but also among the Aboriginal people who have been asked to go faster than
they can in certain circumstances. Can the Minister influence the Government to change its
pepper and salt policy -- putting people indiscriminately into communities, buying houses in
isolation, and expecting these people to be assimilated? More domestic work needs to be
done and extra training provided for these people, who have to overcome years of
inexperience as they come from a different environment. There is sometimes a family
breakdown and a foster mother and the children are alone, creating greater difficulties than in
a situation where there are two parents and children. We should not charge Homeswest with
this responsibility. This item should go cowards creating an establishment like the one in the
north of Perth.
Mr Bridge: Cuilacabardee.
Mr RUSHTON: That is situated in an area in which I established a reserve and in which they
have now established a village. Some people are reluctant to go there, where they could be
under the influence of elders of their race, which would help their retraining and give them a
helping hand towards being accepted in the community thereby enabling them to be useful
citizens. There would then be no adverse impact in the local community. The Minister and I
know that many people have moved happily into those areas and have settled in with
everything being lovely. However, there is a minority of cases which cause much distraction
and concern, and I ask the Minister to give special consideration to that fact.
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Mr BRIDGE: There is a programme currently in place that we worked up in consultation
with Homeswest, the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, the State Planning Authority and
other interested organisations, and through that programme we are considering the whole
question of how housing arrangements can be planned to accommodate and overcome those
sorts of situations that confront us from time to time. We have seen examples of such
difficulties in recent times, particularly in the metropolitan area.
A significant feature that needs to be understood over and above that, and something to
which the Leader of the Opposition ought to listen, relates to what he was saying about all dhe
wonderful things done before the commencement of this package. We found at the
commencement that there were few, if any, established Aboriginal communities in Western
Australia that had a reliable water supply so that they could have a drink of decent water.
There are other features of this package that are important. At the current rate of
development, under our programme over 70 per cent of all these communities in Western
Australia will have been supplied with a reliable and proper water supply by the end of this
year. That is one example of the transition that has occurred towards providing the basic
facilities that these communities are seeking around the State. That is also important in the
health area. There are housing programmes to complement the development, so important
advances are taking place in a wide area of Aboriginal needs in this State at the moment.

Division 85 put and passed.
Division 86: Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee, $844 000 -- put and passed.
Postponed Divisions 73 and 74 now taken, on motion by Mr Taylor (Minister for
Health).
Division 73: Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons, $53 627 000 --

Item 1: Amount required for Services for the year-
Mr CASH: The amount allocated for residential services will increase by about $1 million
this year. What service is the Minister referring to when he talks of residential services?
What is the Government's policy toward assimilating intellectually handicapped people into
the community generally? As the Minister would be aware, there has been conflict from time
to time with residents and local authorities in some areas who are concerned that the
department has been purchasing residential homes in their areas. Some residents argue that
their areas already have too many institutions in them. This has caused conflict. I cannot see
any provision for the acquisition of property. Can the Minister say whether this amount is
allocated for that area?

Mr Taylor: It is capital.

Mr CASH: Will the Minister make a general statement as to the Government's intention in
this regard?

Mr TAYLOR: This increase applies to salaries and wages.

The whole question of residential services is a path that the authority wishes to go down, and
it is an important one. For example, I am not happy with the hostel facilities at Devonleigh in
Peppermint Grove. The nature of the services is not inappropriate, but what is inappropriate
nowadays is to have 20 young, and sometimes very young, people brought together in an
institution-type situation.

Mr Cash: It is too big.

Mr TAYLOR: It is, and difficult to manage. The member for Murray-Wellington is aware
of the difficulties that we have had at that institution. We are seeking to get out of that
institution-type care into residential care as far as possible. However, we have a problem: It
is a worthwhile and positive objective, but it is much more expensive to run group and small
homes than to run big institutions. The number of staff required, for instance, to rn a
duplex-type facility -- given the number of people -- makes it a very expensive exercise.

At the moment the authority is considering the whole question of staffing and how we may
deinstitutionalise our Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons while at the same
time doing it in a manner we can afford. It would be foolish to go down that path and find
the kind of services that we were able to give in group home-type facilities were of a lesser
standard than those provided in an institution-type facility.
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As to the question of a mix of chose sorts of facilities in the community, the working parry
was set up by the Minister for Planning and, as I understand, found that there was a need for
communities to accept that in years to come there will be a mix of these sorts of facilities
throughout the metropolitan area and the State as a whole.

Mr Cash: That is almost marketing an education programme in itself.

Mr TAYLOR: The Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons has not had any real
problem in seeking to achieve that objective. What it has done is approach the local authority
saying that it wants to buy a block of land and put a duplex on it, and that these are the people
whom it wants to put into that duplex or home. Or it has said that it wants to buy an existing
home or duplex and has checked with the local authority to get its blessing, hopefully -- and
that is usually the case -- and it goes on from there talking to neighbours in an attempt to
involve them in the exercise; not just the people on either side and over the road but right
around the area for two blocks. They attempt as much as possible to have those people
understand what they are seeking to do and to explain the sorts of people who will be living
in that particular accommodation.

I think at all times we have to explain to people what is happening and who is going to be
living there, and if we do so they will in the end welcome it with open arms. That has been
the experience of the authority, and I know that was the experience of the Slow Learning
Children's Group in Bayswater. At about the time the difficulty was occurring mn
Bassendean, I attended the opening of a facility by the group in Bayswater. The Mayor of
Bayswater was at that opening and was very supportive. ALl the neighbours. from around that
area came to the opening, and brought cakes and pots of tea, and it was an absolutely
magnificent occasion and proved the point that where people are involved in that sont of
process and they understand what is happening, 99 per cent of them will think it is an
excellent idea and will support it to the hilt. So that is the way to go, and the authority has
my approval and full support because it is doing an excellent job in this area.

Division 73 put and passed.

Division 74: Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority, $7 388 000 --

Mr BRADSHAW: The non-Government agencies certainly feel that they are underserviced
with this vote because they will receive in 1987-88 just under $1 million out of $7 500 000,
and their attitude is that they probably treat 80 per cent of the people with drug and drink
problems, whereas the Government agencies treat perhaps about 20 per cent. I do nor know
whether these figures are accurate because I must admit I am taking their word for it. The
non-Government agencies have to justify the money they receive by putting in returns. They
complain that the Government agencies do not appear to have to justify the services they
provide and whether they give value for money.

It is interesting that earlier this year the non-Government agencies pulled out of the
committee that was formed to combine the Governent agencies and the non-Government
agencies, and they felt they were being used to promote the central detoxification unit. I
remember the Minister saying last year, when I brought up the notion that the non-
Government agencies were not necessarily keen about the idea of having such a grandiose
central drug or detoxification unit, that the non-Government agencies are represented on that
committee and the commnittee has supported the central detoxification unit. The non-
Government agencies felt they were being used because not one of those agencies supported
this idea.

The other matter that is being implemented at present is the court diversion scheme, which
was set up so that people who have drug or alcohol problems do not necessarily go to gaol.
This is a step in the right direction. We have to try to keep as many people out of gaol as we
can because we have problems with overcrowding and it is also a very expensive process and
not necessarily the best place to have people with drug or alcohol problems; they should be
treated in a way that enables them to get over those problems.

Mr CASH: This item deals with the Alcohol and Drug Authority. I have for some rime had
difficulty understanding the role of that authority, notwithstanding I have received its annual
reports for the last five or so years. The member for Murray -Wellington mentioned the court
diversion scheme. I introduced some information into this Chamber about 12 or 18 months
ago about a course that was avaiable from the Edith Hart Foundation in South Australia. I
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am sure the Minister for Health is aware of that programme because most members were
circularised with that information. The chairnan, who is now presiding over this committee,
was approached, and I know that at one stage he wrote a letter, as I did, supporting the
general concept of that programme.

The programme in general sought to address the problem of alcohol at source; that is, when
someone was picked up by the police for an alcohol-related problem, rather than being
charged with an offence that person was processed into the courts and the court was given an
option to require that person to attend a particular course, in this case the course conducted by
the Edith Hart Foundation. The Edith Hart Foundation was running specific courses and is
still doing so today. It seems to me that with the success that foundation has had with al the
people who have attended its courses over the years, the Government should give more
attention to the foundation.

I said earlier that I had some difficulty understanding the role of the Alcohol and Drug
Authority. Part of that problem was related to the fact that there seemed to be some conflict
between the Alcohol and Drug Authority and the Edith Hart Foundation. I have no idea of
the reasons, but I presume there was some confrontation because of the letters that have
flowed from those two organisations to me; and I know the Minister for Health has also been
invol~ved in some of those discussions. The conflict developed to the point where the Edith
I-art Foundation suggested that the Alcohol and Drug Authority was white-anting its
programmes; that the Govemnment-sponsored Alcohol and Drug Authority was really cashing
in on the work done by the Edith Hart Foundation over the years and was now creating its
own programmes to deal with exactly the same work that was being performed by the other
organisation. That obviously did not cause a friendly relationship between the two groups.

I ask the Minister if he can tell me what he understands to be the rote of those two
organisations in respect of their diversionary court programmes, because I would be
interested to understand where the Government stands on that matter. I know that the Edith
Hart foundation has approached most members on the Government side to raise the matter
with them, but as yet, some two years or more down the track, they do not seem to be having
much luck. The Minister has said about the Alcohol and Drug Authority on a number of
occasions -- and certainly at a meeting that I attended with him, the Leader of the National
Party, and the Opposition spokesman on health matters the other day -- that the Governm-ent
is introducing an alcohol education programme this year. The Minister referred to the fact
that that was included in the Budget. I have not been able to identify that amount of
$500 000.
Mr Taylor: That was part of the Health Estimates in the Budget.

Mr CASH: I see; it is not a specific item. I thank the Minister for that comment because I
can identify his tobacco education programme at $2 million but not his alcohol programme. I
am a little concerned that there may be some duplication in respect of the advertising material
that has been put out. I have here an alcohol awareness brochure put out by Curtin
University. The person who now heads this area is a former Director of the Alcohol and
Drug Authority, as the Minister would be well aware. The Health Department is putting out
basically the same type of brochure, again highlighting the amount of alcohol one can drink
at any one time, exactly the same as the first one I showed the Minister. However, the
brochure produced by the Curtin University would probably cost $1 or $2 to produce whereas
the one put out by the Health Department, which provides almost the same information,
would cost probably only 30c or 40c. I do ask the Minister to make some comment in that
regard. Here is another brochure called "Alcohol and Health" put out by the Health
Promotion and Education Services of the Health Department. I think that department within
the Health Department does a pretty good job in trying to get information brochures around
the town generally so people understand and are very aware of the problems that can be
caused by overindulging in both alcohol and tobacco.

I support the comments the Leader of the Opposition made earlier when, although he was
talking on a different item at the time, he suggested that perhaps alcohol was a far greater
problem in the community than, say, tobacco. The Health Department, trough this
Minister -- and [ must say I congratulate him -- has embarked on a fairly intensive campaign
to warn young people of the dangers of tobacco. I just hope that the $500 000 alcohol
awareness programme that is being talked about for this year will be one of the first signs of
414r5)
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a bigger campaign in the future. I am sure that, if it is a success, that is die way the Minister
himself will see it.

If one goes through some of the statistics for drug-related deaths, one sees that tobacco causes
by far the most drug-related deaths in Australia today. Second to that comes alcohol-related
deaths, whether they be by straight alcoholism or Alcoholic cirrhosis, or alcohol-related
deaths in respect of traffic accidents. That is obviously a matter that concerns this
Parliament. Various propositions have been put forward and I do not have to remind the
Chamber that the Government put forward a proposition for random breath-testing. I remind
the Minister for Health that during a debate on random breath-testing the other day when the
Government decided not to proceed with clause 6 of the message that came from another
place, I did ask the Minister for Police and Emergency Services where the Government stood
in relation to considering 0.03 per cent instead of 0.08 per cent as a blood-alcohol limit. In
view of the statistics which are clearly provided on the dangers of alcohol I would be
interested to know his views on the matter.

Mr Taylor: Can you tell me what you think?

Mr CASH: I am still trying to analyse all the information, and that is not a cop-out because I
think the Minister would agree that there is massive documentation in favour of 0.05; also
there is an equal amount of documentation suggesting that it makes little difference. In
answer to a parliamentary question recently, the Government said that the Traffic Board had
recently considered the mailer and had decided not to recomnmend 0.05 rather than the current
0.08. No reasons were given by the Traffic Board for making that determi-ination, although so
far as I can recall the Minister for Police and Emergency Services in his reply did suggest that
he agreed with the general proposition as outlined.

Mr Gordon Hill: You didn't even ask me ihe question. You are wrong for a shift.
Mr CASH: I am sorry, it was another member.

Mr Gordon Hill: I did not refer to it at all.

Mr CASH: The Minister for Police and Emergency Services did not refer to what?

Mr Gordon Hill: You did not even ask me, so I did not refer to it.

Mr CASH: As I recall, the member for Muirchison-Eyrc was the person who gave me a copy
of the question he asked. Surely the Minister isnot denying that the question was asked?
Mr Gordon Hill: As to whether or not I agreed to lowering it to 0.05?
Mr CASH: No, as to where the Government stood in respect to 0.05 -- whether it was
considering introducing 0.05.
Mr Gordon Hill: You asked that question of somebody else, not me.
Mr CASH: No, I did not ask it; another member asked it and gave me a copy.

Mr Gordon Hill: It was not asked of me.

Mr CASH: I am sorry, I am talking about a question on notice. I think the Minister is
referring to the debate the other day.

Mr Gordon Hill: That is right, but so were you a moment ago. A question on notice has not
been asked of me on that matter.

Mr CASH: Perhaps it was asked of the Minister for Health.

Mr Taylor: Sorry, what was the question?

Mr CASH: Whether or not the Government was considering 0.05 rather than 0.08.
Mr Taylor: No, it was not asked of me.

Mr CASH: I know, because it was asked of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
and if!I had time I would look up the question and get a copy.

Mr Gordon Hill: It was not asked of me.

Mr CASH: I stand corrected. It does not really matter. Without question, it was asked. I
was given a copy of the question on notice. Irrespective of whom it was asked of, which
does not really matter at this stage, my understanding is that the Government's reply was that
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the Traffic Board had recently considered the matter and had made a determination that it
would not be recommending 0.05. 1 san in fact answering the Minister's question as to
whether or not:! have a particular attitude.
Mr Gordon 11ll: You are quite right, I remember that now.
Mr CASH: It was only two weeks ago. I think the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services thought I was referring to the debate the other day, when I did raise the matter. The
written question was asked by someone else only a few days ago.
I ask the Minister for Health where he stands on this matter because if we are going to pour in
the amount of money that I trust the Government will be pouring in in due course to try to get
that message across, especially to the young people in our society, it will be interesting to
know just where he stands. I accept that there could be some different viewpoints expressed
by the health professionals as opposed to other advisers of the Government. I leave those
matters with the Minister.
Mr TAYLOR, The member for Murray-Wellington raised the issue of non-Government
agencies. He may not be aware that there is a non-Government agency support programnme
and also the national campaign against drug abuse, the Aboriginal substance abuse
programme, research and education services, and public alcohol and drug services. Funding
is given to all those sorts of areas that go towards these non-Government agencies. In fact,
the rate of increase in funding for non-Government agencies since the implementation oE the
national campaign against drug abuse has been very significant indeed -- I am just guessing.
but the increase was probably in the order of 30 or 40 per cent or more. However, there is
always the problem in these sorts of areas where people believe they do not have enough and
therefore they will present themselves to the ADA and say they are doing more work and
therefore should receive a greater proportion of the funds. I am attracted to the proposition
that we can give a great deal more work to those non-Government agencies to do. Most of
them do their work very well indeed and it is a matter of trying to reorganise and reallocate
resources to see that happen.
The central drug unit has been a difficult issue for some time. Certainly WAANADA
supported that proposal at one stage, then went back and decided it did not really want to
support it. The ADA has talked to them again, and the proposal has waxed and waned over a
period of time. At the moment the situation is that we are going ahead with the construction
of a central drug unit. I think it is an important proposition from the point of view of care of
people so far as court diversion and so on are concerned.
Mr Bradshaw: They thought it was a bit grandiose.
Mr TAYLOR: Yes, and they also were concerned that we should ensure we checked it well
and saw that it was doing its job well -- that there be a regular assessment of the unit. In fact
I think that is very important and we will endeavour to do that but I am very reluctant to use
scarce resources to put statisticians into jobs to check that people are doing exactly what they
ought to be doing. We must be careful how we move down that path.
The matters raised by the member for Mt Lawley included the Edith Hart Foundation and
certainly there has been long-running correspondence on that issue, even before I became a
Minister if I remember rightly. It reached the stage of quite strong words and letters being
exchanged between the then Director of the Alcohol and Drug Authority and the Edith Hart
Foundation, and almost reached the stage at one point where the Edith Hart Foundation
people were being virtually slanderous or libellous in terms of their comments and exchanges
with the then Director of the ADA. In this area of alcohol rehabilitation there are two schools
of thought, each of which believes it is right. One encourages people to give up drinking, and
the other advocates total abstinence and takes a very hard-headed approach. Both work,
according to the person involved. Therefore, a programme must be put together combining
the two to deal with each person's problems.
The other issue concerns the Edith Hart Foundation and road traffic offences involving
alcohol. My feeling about that is that it would require an amendment to legislation within the
province of the Attorney General rather than that of the Alcohol and Drug Authority. I have
not heard from the Edith Hart Foundation for some time.
Mr Cash: It may be that the Minister for Police and Emergency Services has heard.
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Mr TAYLOR. Somebody from the Edith Hart foundation has written to me, the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, and the Attorney General.
Mr Cash: I think the Minister for Police and Emergency Services has said that he expects to
make an amendment.
Mr Gordon Hill: They have written to me in respect of drink-driving. I have indicated that I
am certainly sympathetic to their view, and will look at the whole question.
Mr TAYLOR: This Budget has allocated half a million dollars to alcohol education, which is
more than has been set aside by any other Government in Western Australia. That is a
recognition by this Government of the issue raised by the members for Murray-Wellington
and Mt Lawley. It is a problem which is not going to go away whether we like it or not.
As far as I am concerned half a million dollars is only the start. If we thought the Quit
Campaign was difficult, a similar campaign in relation to alcohol will be far more difficult.
With a Quit Campaign one can honestly tell people that smoking does them no good. If one
were to tell people the same thing about alcohol, they would dismiss it as a wowser
campaign. It is a very difficult message to get through to people, and is made all the more
difficult by the high profile of alcohol advertising these days. Mr Justice Olney referred to
this only a week or two ago.
The other question concerns the role of the ADA and the Health Department and the central
drug research unit at Curtin University. The split between the ADA and the Health
Department has always been that the ADA concentrates on education from the point of view
of the professional, and the Health Department concentrates on education from the point of
view of the general public. The half a million dollars in the Health Department budget is for
the Health Department to educate the public about the use of alcohol.
An example of how important this education is is the impact alcohol abuse has on the number
of people in prison, the number of family breakdowns, and the number of people admitted to
hospital. I imagine the cost to society from those problems is far greater than from problems
relating to smoking. This is a very important issue.
Mr Brian Burke: I have stopped both.
Mr TAYLOR: The Premier is an example to everyone in Western Australia.
I have some figures, as another example, from the Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital. The
admission rate to that hospital for people suffering from alcohol-related abuse is 40 per cent
of total admissions. The figure for the general mun-of-the-mill hospital admissions is 20 to 25
per cent. There are other areas in the State where the figure is probably higher than 40 per
cent. Alcohol abuse costs us a lot of money and the Govermnrt is tackling that problem.
I was absolutely astonished at the opposition to random breath-testing from this Opposition.
It was beyond belief. However, I will not pursue that matter any further.
The issue raised by the member for Mt Lawley of 0.008 or 0.005 blood alcohol limit is not
one which has been considered by the Government. My personal preference, in my role as
Minister for Health, is that the lower the figure the better it must be for society as a whole.
Certainly the Government has made no decision on this.
Mr Cash: We are talking about health promotions trying to get their message across. I think
they are pretty good.
Mr TAYLOR: The pamphlet to which the member for Mt Lawley refers is part of the
campaign which will get under way in 1988. "It is released by Curtin University. and if they
have got money to release that sort of pamphlet perhaps we should be taking another look at
its budget.
Mr Cash: You can get five times as many.
Mr TAYLOR: That is correct. I agree entirely.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Mr Brian Burke (Treasurer).
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BILLS (2): RETURNED
1. Motor Vehicle (Third Party Insurance) Amendment Bill.

Bill returned from the Council without amendment.
2. Reserves and Land Revestroent Bill (No 2).

Bill returned from the Council with amendments.

TRANSPORT CO-ORDINATION AMENDMENT BILL
Returned

BUi returned from the Council with an amendment.
Council's Amendment: In Committee'

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Dr Lawrence) in the Chair; M r Pearce (Leader of the
House) in charge of the Bill.
The amendment made by the Council was as follows -

Clause 6.
Page 5, lines 10 to 18 -- To delete proposed section 47AE and substitute the
following section -

47AE. It is an implied condition of every licence for a ferry granted
by the Minister that the provisions of any law applicable to the ferry
and its operation be complied with.

O3m motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), resiolved -

That the amendment made by the Council be agreed to.
Report

Resolution reported, the report adopted, and a message accordingly returned to the Council.

House adjourned at 9.SO am (Friday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

STATESF{IPS
- - Losses

2782. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Will he advise the- loss sustained by- Stateships for the finiancial years
ended -

(a) 30 June 1984;
(b) 30OJune 1985;,
(c) 30 June 1986;
(d) 30 June 1987?

(2) Given the continued losses sustained by Stateships, what is the justification
for maintaining such a service?

(3) In view of recent media comment on the attempts by the Prime Minister to
encourage privatisation of public authorities and utilities and the Premier's
recent general support for the principle of privatisauion, is the fll or partial
privatisation of Stateships supported by the Transport Department?

(4) If not, why not?
Mr TROY replied:
(1,) Prior to 1987, the Stateships financial reporting period as evidenced by

audited accounts was on a calendar year basis. Accordingly, the losses,
adjusted to current costs, are -

(a) twelve months to 31 December 1984 -$20 344 807

(b) twelve months to 31 December 1985 $517 756 784

(c) twelve months to 31 December 1986 - $18 452. 232

(d) twelve months to 30 June 1987 -.$16 320 886

(2) The member will note the significant improvement in the six month period
31 December 1986 to 30 June 1987, which is continuing in the current
year. In real terms the improvement since December 1984 is in the order
of 20 per cent and increasing.

I have previously referred the member to a reading of the Transport
Strategy Committee Report of 1986 into the benefits of subsidising
Stareships services to the north. I now also refer the member to the
corporate objectives which accompany the commission's annual report for
1987, tabled in the House on I December 1987. These two documents
provide all the justification necessary for maintaining Stateships services,
and I remind the member of my response to .his earlier question 2708
regarding the Papua New Guinea trade.-
Quite apart from the socioeconomic considerations of servicing the north,
Stateships now. facilitates same $80 million of WA exports per annum to
interstate and overseas'destinations:. It provides competitive alternative
transport for imrports into the State at what is demonstrably a lower cost
than any other transport mode for the goods concerned. The member
should consider the implications to WA industry and employment in the
absence of these services, and certainly this Government will not
contemplate discarding Stateships while the benefits detailed in the
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documents and comments referred to above continue to accrue to the
people of Western Australia.

(3)-(4)
Answered by (2).

FREMANTLE PORT AUTrHORiTY.
Industrial Ac dons

2785. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Transport:
(1) What action does the Fremantle Port Authority rake when members of its

staff refuse services to -a ship due to illegal black banning or illegal
industrial actions against individual ships?

(2) What action has the Fremantle Port Authority taken in maintaining normal
commercial operations while its staff were instigating illegal bans and
stoppages?

Mr TROY replied:
The strategy adopted by the Fremantle Port Authority in relation to
industrial disputation is based on --

minimising industrial disputation by ensuring that all avenues of
discussion, conciliation, and arbitration are exhausted where
possible before bans or stoppages occur and, if not, as urgently as
possible thereafter,
where stoppages or bans cannot be prevented, action is taken
wherever possible to ensure that the dispute is isolated and confined
as far as possible so that normal port operations can proceed while
the processes of conciliation and arbitration continue.

The strategy has prov'ed successful in reducing the number of disputes
within the port and in reducing the direction and consequences of
individual disputes. The Fremantle Port Authority is only one employer
within the Port of Fremantle, and many of the disputes within the port do
not involve the Fremantle Port Authority directly. In those cases, the
authority examines very carefully the role of its employees who are
members of the unions party to the dispute, and rakes all measures within
its influence to see that the matter is resolved consistent wit the Strategy of
confining the boundaries of the dispute to the parties directly concerned
and ensuring that normal port operations continue.
The yery successful role of the Government-appointed 'port conciliator" in
addressing disputes within the port and facilitating a speedy resolution of a
number of potentially serious and lengthy disputes should also be recorded.
It is certainly an integral part of the Government's and the port authority's
strategy for resolution of industrial issues by conciliation wherever
possible.

FLORICULTURE
Report: Action.

2799. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Industry and Technology:
(1) Did he observe the report in The West Australian of 24 November under

the heading "Native flower potential ignored, says expert"'?
(2) What is the view of the Government in relation to these comments?
(3) What Government action would be considered appropriate in response to

available unfulfilled potential and opportunities?
Mr BRYCE replied:

I will advise the member in writing as soon as possible.
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FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY
Political Strikes

2803. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) What action is taken by the Fremantle Port Authority when politically-
directed strikes -- South African, etc -- occur?

(2) In particular, is any disciplinary action taken against those involved, or any
penalty involved?

(3) Are wages lost, actually, by the participants or is there make-up by
overtime and replacement work?

(4) When such strikes occur are other workers engaged and paid when they
cannot productively be employed?

Mr TROY replied:
(1) Stoppages or bans of a political nature -- for example, apartheid protests --

are generally directed at a national union level and, in the case of
apartheid, bans are applied at all major Australian ports at least as severely
as in the case of Fremantle. In December 1985, the Fremantle Port
Authority made a strong submission to the ACTU outlining the potentially
disastrous effect of apartheid bans on the Port of Fremantle.

(2)-(3)
The imposition of political bans such as apartheid bans is not limited to,
and may not substantially involve, FPA employees. Thie decision is taken
at a national level and involves all members of the unions involved,
employed privately as well as by the port authority. Action by private
employers is a matter for them to determine. As to the policy of the
Fremantle Port Authority, I refer the member to my answer to question
2785.

(4) No.

PORTS AND HARBOURS: FREMANTLE
World Comparisons

2804. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Transport:

(I) Referring to his remarks in the House last week concerning the record and
productivity of the Port of Fremantle compared to other Australian ports,
what comparison has been made with the Port of Singapore?

(2) What comparison has been made with the Port of Hong Kong?

(3) What comparison has been made with any United States port?

(4) If any comparison has been made of the relative costs and productivity,
what are the results of any such comparison?

Mr TROY replied:

(1)-(4)
The record and productivity of the Port of Fremantle have not been
compared with the Singapore, Hong Kong, or any United States port. At
the initial meetings of the Western Australian part operations task force,
there has been discussion on the question of undertaking a meaningful
comparison of the Port of Fremantle's operating performance, not only
with other major Australian ports, but also with the major ports of Asian
trading partners; and some preliminary work has begun on gathering
relevant information. When a meaningful comparison of port performance
with relevant overseas ports can be, and is, made, it may indeed show that
Fremantle and other Australian ports are disadvantaged in terms of
productivity costs, but the aims/objectives of SIRC and the Western
Australian port operations task force are directed to addressing the factors
which affect port performance and improving the performance and
productivity of Australian and Western Australian ports.
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PORTS AND HARBOURS: FREMANTLE
Trade Competition

2805. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Does he consider that the Part of Fremantle allows for Australian exporters
using that port to be effectively competitive with trading competitors?

(2) Does he consider that such exporters are -

(a) advantaged;

(b) disadvantaged,

by port levies and charges at Fremantle, relative to those applying to
their comparable competitors?

Mr TROY replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) 1 am sure the member would be gratified to know that a recent study carried
out on port and cargo charges for a fully cellular container ship at
Australian ports has indicated that the overall cost of exchanging a
container at Fremantle is the lowest of all the major Australian ports.
While this is no reason for complacency, I am sure that the member will
join me in commending those whose efforts have made this possible.

SUPERANNUATION BOARD
SB Investment Trust: Financial Statements

2830. Mr COURT, to the Treasurer:

(1) Is he aware that the SB Investment Tmust, owned by the Government
Employees Superannuation Board, is yet to lodge its audited financial
statement to 30 June 1987, when it must be lodged by 31 August 1987?

(2) When will these financial statements be lodged?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

(1l)-(2)
The member may be aware that there have been problems in relation to
whether the board or the trustees should have lodged returns in previous
years. I am informed the board expects to receive the auditor's
certification of the accounts shortly, and this will enable the current
financial statement to be lodged. The member is also directed to the
answer to question 2903.

GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS: HEATHCOTE HOSPITAL
Rezoning

2836. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Referring to my question 2582 of 1987 regarding the future use of the
Heathcote psychiatric hospital site, is it intended that the amendment to the
metropolitan region scheme for the rezoning of the hospital land will be
tabled in Parliament?

(2) Has the City of Melville supported the retention of the site for regional
open space or public open space?

(3) When will the Government decide the future use of this land?

(4) Will this land be handed to Western Australian Development Corporation
for development and sale?

(5) Will the rezoning of this land be placed before the public for comment?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Unless such an amendment followed the procedures laid down in section
33 of the Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act, it would not
be required to be tabled in Parliament.
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(2) I understand the City of Melville has discussed matters relating to open
space with my colleague, the Minister for Health.

(3)-(4)
The WA Development Corporation is considering the project under the
assets management programme.

(5) If the land is rezoned, the amendment would be advertised for public
comnment.

AGRICULTURE: RYEGRASS TOXIITY
Research

2847. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Agrculture:
What is the expected expenditure: on research into ryegrass toxicity in the
current financial year, and what was the expenditure in the previous three
years?

Mr GRILL replied:
I will advise the member in writing as soon as possible.

TRADE: EXPORTS
Pro blemis

2860. Mr H-ASSELL, to the Minister for Industry and Technology:.

(1) Has he had referred to his mtention the Daily News report of 2 December,
"This Caps it Off Says Hat Chief'?

(2) Is he concerned about such problems with- our export trade?

(3) What investigation or action has been undertaken by his department?

Mr BRYCE replied:

(1) [ had noted the ankile referred to.

(2) The problem referred to is a legal dispute between a local manufacturer and
one transport company. Other transport options are available to local
manufacturers, and Western Australia's export trade is not under threat.

(3) Prior to the incidents referred to, an officer of the Technology and Industry
Development Authority visited the company and advised the range of
assistance available from the authority. He declined any assistance.

POLICE: REGIONAL POLICING
-Policy

2863. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Has the recently announced regional policing policy been introduced into

the northern metropolitan area?
(2) If yes, is the regional policing policy working effectively?
(3) Is there a greater police presence on the road as a result of regional

policing?
(4) If yes to (3), will he provide details of the increase in police numbers on the

road?
Mr GORDON HILL replied:
(I) Yes, wit the introduction of a pilot project into the inner Warwick Police

Division.
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(2)-(3)
The Commissioner of Police has advised me that the policy is working
effectively, wit a rater police presence on the road as a result.

(4) Prior to the commencement of the new metropolitan policing concept in
November 1984, a total of 65 police officers were attached to the inner
Warwick Police Division. Of those, 40 were available for on-road duties,
but only on arn ad hoc basis. Since inception of the concept, 42 additional
officers have been transferred into the division. This allows a total of 79
staff for on-road fuinction -- an increase of, 39 on the pre-concept figure.
Of the 79 on-road staff, 54 are deployed in a coordinated dedicated mobile
patrol system.

TRANSPORT: TAXIS
Wheelchairs

2865. Mr SCHELL, to the Minister for Transport:
(1) How many wheelchair taxis are available in Perth?
(2) Is this number sufficient?
Mr TROY replied:

() Three.

(2) Yes, normally. However, I am aware that at certain peak times difficulty
can be experienced in booking a multi-purpose taxi.

TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Telephone.Moniroring

2873. Mr LEWIS, to the Minister for Industry and Technology:
(1) Further to question without notice 463 of 1987. has Telecom within the last

12 months installed, devices. to monitor usage -and numbers dialled on
telephones within the Technology and Industry Development Authority,
which was previously the Department of Industrial Development?

(2) Were, the departmental' officers using tihe telephones advised of the
monitoring?

Mr BRYCE replied:,
(1) No.
(2) See above.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL.
-Lynwood: CompudnhgEquzpmtint

2874. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for Education:
Will he advise me under what programme, or programmes, the $36 480
was made available to Lynwood Senior High School for computing
equipment, as outlined by him in his answer to question 2088 of 14
October 1987?

Mr PEARCE replied:
The programmes from which public funds have been made available to
support computer education initiatives at Lynwood Senior High School
include participation and. equity programme, BM.A programmes, and the
dollar for dollar'subsidy programme. In addition, the school has recently
received some -funding under the computer education programme, As a
result of correspondence from Lynwood Senior High School regarding the
size of its computer education grant, officers of the Ministry of Education
are -investigating all grants to the school to verify that all of the funds were
for computing resources.
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FISHERIES: CRAYFISH
Pool

2877. Mr CRANE, to the Minister for Fisheries:

(1) Referring to his answer to my additional question to question 2448 of 1987
referring to the crayfish pool for 1985-86, is it not a fact that some
fishermen have taken legal action in respect of that particular pool and as a
result have had their claims resolved?

(2) If yes, will be instigate an immediate inquiry into the matter and settle it
once and for all by ensuring -

(a) if there is a fiduciary obligation for the processor to account for the
proceeds of producers who subscribe to the pool;

(b) what steps are taken to be sure that processors who operate pools
and are licensed to do so, are made to account fuly for the proceeds
received on account of fishermen?

Mr GRILL replied:

I win advise the member in writing as soon as possible.

STATESHIPS
Crewing Costs

2889. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Transport:

What is the daily crew cost for the -

(a) Irene Greenwood;
(b) Pd/ba ra;
(c) !Coolinda?

Mr TROY replied:

These questions relate to commercial in confidence issues, and therefore
are not available for the public record.

PORTS AND HARBOURS: FREMANTLE
Private Cargo Terminal

2891. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) In view of recent discussions for the establishment of a second private
cargo terminal at Fremantle, is any increase in the 105 000 containers that
were passed through the port in 1986-87 anticipated as a result of the
establishment of a second private cargo terminal?

(2) If yes, how many additional containers does he expect that the second
private cargo terminal will generate in its first year of operation?

(3) Does the current private terminal at the port currently have any excess
capacity, and if so, can he estimate the excess capacity available?

Mr TROY replied:

(1)-(3)
A Department of Transport study has shown that increasing numbers of
deep draft container ships, particularly in the European trading routes, are
bypassing the Port of Fremantle. In order to reverse this trend, the
Fremantle Port Authority is planning to deepen the inner harbour so that
shipping lines will reschedule their services to take advantage of the
improved depth. This, together with the establishment of a second
independent private cargo terminal and the addition of a modem container
crame, combined with the rationalisation of cranage in the port, will create
real competition in Fremantle stevedoring services, greater productivity,
and improvements in ship turnaround time. The completion of this project
winl encourage more trade destined-for Western Australia to be transported
direct through the Port of Fremantle and facilitate the establishment of
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export industry. The economic benefits to the State have been shown to be
extremely important.

AGRICULTURE: RYEGRASS TOXICIT
Research

2899. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Agriculture:
What is the expected expenditure on research into ryegrass toxicity in the
current financial year, and what 'was the expenditure in the previous three
years?

Mr GRILL replied:
Iwill advise the member in writing as soon as possible.

SHEEP LICE ERADICATION FUND
Levy Options

2901. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) With respect to the sheep lice eradication hind, was the option of levying

growers on a per bale basis considered?
(2) If yes, did the administration cost exceed that of the flat-rate levy method

that was finally adopted?
(3) What were the estimated costs of administering the fund under each of the

proposals?
Mr GRILL replied:

I will advise the member in writing as soon as possible.
MR TONY LLOYD

Appointment: Confirmation
2902. MrHASSELL, to the Premier:

(1) Further to question 2854 of 1987, has it yet been confirmed that Mr Tony
Lloyd will take a senior position with Rotliwells Ltd?

(2) If not, when will a decision be made?
(3) Is the Government concerned about the continuing uncertainty surrounding

the position of senior Government officer, Tony Lloyd, occasioned by his
answer to questions 476 and 2854 of 1987?

(4) Does he believe the public has a right to know about the conflicting
positions of trust held by a senior Government officer?

(5) Why does he resist giving full, frank and open information on this matter?
(6) If the matter has been resolved --

(a) what discussions took place with the Government;
(b) when was it resolved, and what notice was given to the

Government;
(c) will he now answer question 2854 of 1987?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(1) No.
(2) This is a matter between Mr Lloyd and Rothweils.
(3) I anm not aware of any uncertainty created by my answers.
(4) I am not aware of any senior Government officer holding conflicting

positions of miust.
(5) All questions that have been, asked of me. in this matter have been answered

accurately.
(6) Answered by (1).
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SUPERANNUATION BOARD
Investments: Perpetual Trustees WA Ltd

2903. Dr GALLOP, to the Treasurer:

(1) Has the State Superannuation Board been an investor in Perpetual Trustees
WA Ltd over the past 10 years?

(2) If yes, what is the maximum investment it has held?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

(1) No, but Perpetual Trustees is the trustee of the Superannuation Board
Investment Trust.

(2) Not applicable.

GOVERNMENT INSTRUMENTALITIES
Investmnenhs: Perpetual Trustees WA Ltd

2904. Dr GALLOP, to the Treasurer:
(1) Have any State Government instrumentalities had any funds deposited with

Perpetual Trustees WA Ltd in the last 10 years?

(2) If yes, what are those instrumentalities and what sums are involved?
(3) Are the deposits secured or unsecured?

(4) Who are the board members of the Government instrumentalities
concerned?

Mlr BRIAN BURKE replied:

(l)-(4)
Question 2333 to the Minister for Economic Development seeks similar
information about deposits by Government instrumentalities with another
financial institution. Information is being sought from all Government
instrumentalities to reply to that question, and the same information will be
sought with respect to Perpetual Trustees. The member wil be advised in
writing in due course.

HOSPITAL
Northam: Equipment Remoial

2905. Mr TRENORDEN, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is it true that equipment is being removed from the Northam Hospital due
to the fact that the town surgeon is leaving?

(2) If so, will he assure the people of Northam that he will stop the removal of
equipment until the region can replace its surgeon?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) No. The equipment was acquired specifically for the surgeon. It is being
transferred to other regional hospitals which have need for this equipment
and have persons who have undergone the specialist training required to
use it.

POLICE: HOUSING
Nort ham

2907. Mr TRENORDEN, to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
With reference to question 1395 of 1987, since part (3) of that question was
not answered, what measures are being taken to urgently correct the serious
housing shortage for police in Northam, other than in the answer given to
question 1393 of 1987?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

It is elementary logic that if the Commuissioner of Police advises me that all
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police personnel in Northam are adequately housed and that the available
houses will be upgraded or replaced as funds become available, I cannot
hold the view, on that advice given in June 1987, that housing for the
police in Northam was urgently required at that time. If the member has a
police officer constituent who is aggrieved by the standard or location of
his accommodation in Northam, .1 will be, pleased to arrange for himn to
meet with a senior commissioned officer in Perth to enable him to present a
case on his constituent's behalf. I am always pleased to assist police
officers and have a record for doing so. However, the member must help
me to help his constituent by providiiig some specific facts; and until that is
done the case cannot be given consideration for attention on the priority
basis imnpliedly warranted by the memn'ber's question.

POLICE: NORTHAM REGION
Manning

2908. Mr TRENORDEN, to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Does the Northamn region have enough police to fuly man its region once

the 38-hour week is introduced?
(2) If not, what steps is he taking to make sure there will be no shortage of staff

in the region?
(3) Can he guarantee that no police station will have its duty roster unfilled in

the forthcoming calendar iear?-
Mr GORDON HILL replied:

The member will be advised in writing in due course.
LAND: NATIONAL PARK

D'Entrecas'eanx: Land Purchase
2911. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) How many hectares of private property were recently bought by the
Government for inclusion in D'Entrecasreaux National Park?

(2) How much did the Government pay for the land?
(3) Will the Government allow the land to be explored for minerals?
Mr& HODGE replied:
(1) The major purchases I announced last week involve an area of 1 983

hectares.
(2) Settlement has not yet been fmnalised. [ will provide the member with the

details in writing as soon as possible.
(3) Any applications which may be received will be dealt with in accordance

with the provisions of the Mining Act.
WILDFLOWERS
Picking Licences

2912. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for Conservation and L~nd Management:
(1) Is he aware of any employees of the Department of Conservation and Land

Management or their spouses being granted licences to pick wildflowers
on Crown land?

(2) What steps does he take to enforce section 50 of the Conservation and Land
Management Act?

Mr HODGE replied:
(1) No.
(2) 1 have not issued any specific instructions on this provision. The day to

day administration of the Act is in the hands of the executive director.
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WA HERBARIUM
Transfer

2914. Mr RUSHTON, to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Is it a fact that the Government is planning to transfer the Western
Australian Herbarium from the Department of Agriculture to the
Department of Conservation and Land Management?

(2) (a) If yes, is it planned to carry out the transfer;

(b) why is the Herbarium being transferred?

(3) Will the emphasis of the Herbarium's research continue to be on the
taxonomy and description of the Western Australian and, in some cases,
the Australian flora?

(4) Will the Herbarium continue to publish its two journals, particularly
Nuytsia?

(5) Is it planned to appoint a new curator on retirement of the current
Herbarium curator?

(6) If yes to (5), is it intended to continue the practice common to all of the
Australian States, the Australian Capital Territory, and Northern Territory
of appointing a qualified plant taxonomist as curator?

(7) If not, why not?

Mr GRILL replied:
t will advise the member in writing as soon as possible.

SPORT AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Grants

2915. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister representing the Minister for Sport and
Recreation:
(1) Will the Minister detail the organisations to which grants have been given

by the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation during the current
financial year?

(2) Will the Minister detail within which State electorates those organisations
are located?

Mr WILSON replied:

The Department for Youth, Sport and Recreation does not now exist. It has
been restructured to form the Department for Sport and Recreation. In
view of this, will the Leader of the Opposition please identify and advise
which particular areas of granting he requires information.

POLICE: NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH PROGRAMME
Budget Allocation

2916. Mr MacKINNON, to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) What is the budget allocation this year for the Neighbourhood Watch
programme?

(2) What was the budget allocation for this programnme for the year ended 30
June 1987?

(3) What sponsorship funds are to be provided for the programme from outside
sources during the year ending 30 June 1988?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(I) $100000.
(2) $100000.
(3) $100000.
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TRANSPORT: BUSES
Charter: Licences

2918. Mr HOUSE, to the Minister for Transport:

With regard to the charter bus and coach industry in Western Australia, can
he provide the House with --

(a) the percentage increase in total dollars earned by the industry over
the past 12 months;

(b) the number of new operators in the industry in terms of total buses
in the past 12 months;

(c) how many new licences have been issued in the past 12 months;

(d) what revenue has this earned the Covenrunenr in licence fees;

(e) how many new Transport Commission licences have been issued in
the past 12 months?

Mr TROY replied:

(a) This information is not available;

(b)-(c)

(d)

(e)

40 new operators have been licensed since 1 January 1987. However, a
number of operators have also left the industry in the corresponding
period. The 40 new operators have licensed a total of 54 vehicles, 15 of
which were previously licensed with other operators. A number of
existing licensed operators have also increased or decreased their vehicle
fleet during the samne period;

the additional 40 licensed operators have contributed $1 650 in revenue;

see (b)-(c).

EDUCATION: SCHOOLS
Libraries: Book Destruction

2919. Mr COWAN, to (he Minister for Education:

(1) Is it true that school libraries are destroying all books more than 10 years
old?

(2) If yes, what is the justification for such action?

Ms PEARCE replied:

(1) No, schools are not destoying all books more than 10 years old.
Discarding material from the school library is at the discretion of the
school, and the staff are encouraged to identify criteria for discarding
resources from the collection. The criteria are based on two factors --

i. physical condition of the material

ii. content of the material.

Consideration of the physical condition includes --

i. Soiled or badly worn materials, particularly those with missing pages,
should be discarded immediately;

ii. paperbacks which have a short life span should be discarded when they
become worn and tatty;

iii. if a non-print item is damaged and therefore unusable, it should be
discarded.

Consideration ofithe content is usually more difficult to evaluate --

i. Some non-fiction materials more than 1.0 years old that are out of date
either in their information or their pictorial format should be discarded;
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ui. materials -which present theories or concepts which have been
disproved or altered significantly should be discarded;

iii. materials presenting stereotypes of race, culture, or sex role should be
discarded;

iv. materials no longer meeting curriculum needs and teaching methods
may be discarded.

PESTICIDE RESIDUES
Testing

2920. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Is die Department of Primary Industry testing for chemical residues in

beef?
(2) Are any other bodies conducting similar tests?
(3) If yes, is there any duplication of testing by die various bodies?
(4) If yes to (3), has any discussion taken place between the Department of

Prinmary Industry and the other bodies to reduce such duplication by
reassigning tasks?

Mr GRILL replied:
I will advise the member in writing as soon as possible.

ABArOIRS: LICENCES
Applications

2921. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Since the removal of die restrictions on the issue of licenices for the

construction of abattoirs, how many applications for such licences have
been received?

(2) Where are those abattoirs situated?
Mr GRILL replied:

I will advise the member in writing as soon as possible.
ABATTOIRS: VOLUNTARY SLAUGHTER LEVY

Collections
2924. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) When was die $2.50 voluntary slaughter levy first collected in Western
Australia for the purpose of funding chemical residue testing in beef?

(2) How is it collected, and what is the total amount collected since its
inception?

(3) How is it expended, and what is the total amount expended since its
inception?

(4) Who determines where the funds are spent?
(5) Is it planned to maintain the levy at the current rate of $2.50?
(6) Is he aware of the decision made a the annual general meeting of the

Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation in regard to levies for
chemical residue testing?

(7) N *hat was the final determination by the meeting of the rate at which the
levy should be applied?

(8) Has any representation been made by either him or the Department to the
Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation in regard to the rate of the
levy?

(9) Has any protest been made to the Australian Meat and Livestock
Corporation over events which precluded many registered Western
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Australian beef producers from transferring their vote to a proxy delegate
attending the annual general meeting of the Australian Meat and Livestock
Corporation?

Mr GRILL replied:
I will advise the member in writing as soon as possible.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Dispossession: Compensation

498. Mr BLAIXIE, to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:
The proposed powers and functions contained in the Comnmonwealth's
Aboriginal and Tonres Strait Islander Commission Bill indicate that, solely
or in cooperation with the States or Territories, compensation will be paid
for dispossession where other measures of a compensatory nature including
the provision of land or special programmes of assistance are impractical or
inadequate.
(1) Does the State agree with the compensation for dispossession

provisions?
(2) If not, what action does the State propose to take?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

It is interesting to see a person as sick as the member for Vasse.
Mr Hassell: Don't start this again. You are a disgraceful Minister.
Mr BRIDGE: T'he member for Vasse is seekinglto pursue this matter to the bitter

end of the parliamentary sitting with the ultimate intent of s~icceeding in
creating an environment of bitterness and division as we go into 1988.

Mr Hassell: That is what you are working to do.
Mr BRIDGE: The member for Cottesloe is even sicker. In fact, he is so sick that

I feel very sorry and sad for him.
The member for Vas'se has had two or three hours to peruse a document
which was presented in Federal Parliament today to -try to obtain the
answers to the questions he, has asked me.--

Mr MacKinnon: He is asking for your view.
Mr BRIDGE: The Leader of' the Opposition should keep quiet. He is not even a

man's bootlace. He acts like a spoilt boy. There is not a man among
members on the front benich of the Opposition. The member for Moore
and the member for South Perth should not be offended because I respect
them both, and I am deliberately keeping them out of this.'

The answers to the member's questions are contained in 'the report released
by the Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. I cannot give him any more
than that.-

Mr Blaikie: Do you believe in compensation for dispossession?
Mr BRIDGE: .1 cannot tell the member any more than that. He can be as smart as

he likes. I aim perfectly at ease with this issue, and the member does not
bother me.

Mlr Blaikie: Answer the question.
Mr BUIDGE: It is simpl& It is contained in the Federal Minister's report. The

report released today reveals the Commonwealth's approach to this matter.
After we examine the report, ii'e will be in a position to comment on it.
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EMPLOYMENT
Statistics

499. Mrs HENDERSON, to the P-ernier:

(1) Has the Premier seen the current ABS employment figures for industry in
Western Australia?

(2) How do the figures compare with those for 1983?

Msr BRIAN BURKE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) 1 hope chat members of the Opposition will rejoice in the fact that the
figures indicate an overall employment growth of 14.4 per cent between
1983 and 1987, which means an additional 82 800 jobs. Some pleasing
highlights include employment growth in the wholesale and retail trade of
23.5 per cent -- an increase of 26 500 jobs -- and an employment growth of
35.2 per cent in finance, property, and business services -- an increase of
18 600 jobs.

Other areas that saw substantial growth include mining. 17.6 per cent;
recreation and other services, 27.8 per cent; construction, 15.5 per cent; and
manufacturing, 12 per cent. Members of the National Party will be pleased
to know that, despite adverse economic conditions in agriculture, that
sector had a modest but significant growth of 6 per cent or 3 000 jobs.

Mr Stephens: That is as a result of the strong representations by the revitaLised
National Party.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I have no doubt that the National Party played its part. It
has been a joint effort; the Opposition has even helped by being there.

It is noteworthy that negative growth was recorded in the areas of public
administration and public utilities. The areas of electricity, gas, and water
experienced a decrease of 14.8 per cent, thanks to the Minister for Water
Resources; and public administration and defence showed a slight increase
of 1.9 per cent. In a period of employment growth, this further
demonstrates the effects of our tight control over public sector growth
while stimulating employment in other industries from 1983 to 1987.
I have a word of special praise for the Minister for Labour, Productivity
and Employment because, despite the things that Opposition members say
about him from time to time, this sort of performance marks him as a
Minister well on top of his portfolio.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Land: Original Ownership

500. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

By way of a preface I did ask the Minister in my previous question whether
the Commonwealth Government, acting either solely or in cooperation with
the States, would be involved in compensation for dispossession.
Following the statement made by the Federal Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs in the Federal Parliament today I ask the Minister -

(1) How does the State Goverrnent reconcile its position with the
Commonwealth Government, again relating to the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Istanders Affairs Commission Bill which states --

Whereas the people whose descendants are now known as
Aboriginal and Tonres Strait Islander peoples of Australia were the
prior occupiers and original owners of the land ...

(2) Does this State Government support the original owners premise, and will
it mean that a legal right will be established with decisions of original
ownership to be settled at law?
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(3) If not, how will the issue of original owners of land be determined?

The SPEAKER: Before I call on the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, I point out
to members that at least two areas of that question should be ruled out of
order. It makes it very difficult for me to handle question time if members
are frequently going to ask questions which are quite clearly out of order.

The historical precedents for this situation indicate that when members
persist in asking questions out of order, previous Speakers have asked that
those questions be handed to them in writing so that they could vet them. I
do not want to do that. I ask the Minister in his reply to the question to
endeavour to leave out those parts of the question which were quite
obviously out of order.

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1 )-(3)
It is difficult to understand why the member pursues this question. He is
dealing with a Federal Government matter.

Mr Blaikie: Which involves land of Western Australia and the people of Western
Australia.

Mr BRIDGE: The question of compensation has generally been considered
widely as a matter for the Federal Government. State Governments and
the Commonwealth Government have in the past accepted that as the basis
upon which they develop their policy. As this Government has considered
these matters in recent times, it has not departed from that. We went
through a period in Western Australia when we examined the question of
secured title to land for Aboriginal people.

The member for Cottesloe may sigh if he likes. He is being very cynical.

Mr Hassell: You wanted to give 42 per cent of this State away on the basis of
race, and you still do.

Mr BRIDGE: Whatever the member's interpretation is of what we sought to
achieve -

Mr Brian Burke: I wonder why tonight he has got the member for Vasse to ask
the question instead of asking it himself. He wrote it.

Mr BRIDGE: Whatever the member for Cottesloe's interpretation might be of
what we sought to achieve, the reality is that we have in place in this State
at the moment a very satisfactory plan for dealing with these matters. We
have widespread support, and there is very little anxiety, animosity, or
division about the way in which the Government is going about this very
delicate matter.-

Several members interjected.
Mr BRIDGE: In respect of the question the member for Vasse asked, it is a

Federal matter. It is not a mailer of this State saying one thing or another
about it. The member should be honest. If the matter is referred to the
State for consideration, we would then and only then consider it. It so
happens that what the member is seeking a response from me about deals
with Federal policy.

Mr Blaikie: You had morning tea, breakfast, and dinner with the Federal Miinister
last week.

Mr BRIDGE: We enjoyed some very nice food including a T-bone steak at
Observation City. The member is right, we did have breakfast together.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Compact: Party Support

501. Mr BLAIKIE, to the.Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) Has the Minister been advised about the answer to a question in the
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Federal Parliament today by Aboriginal Affairs Minister Hand, who said
in part that all panics, in all States, agreed with the concept he was
proposing -- he was talking about the compact or treaty?

(2) Will the Minister ensure that Mr Hand is advised that neither this State nor
any of its political partics support his treaty or compact?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1)-(2)
1 am not in possession of that infornation, so my answer is no. I take this
opportunity to go through this issue so that some members opposite may
understand the situation, as well as some members of the media. What we
are talking about in respect of supporting the Prime Minister regarding the
compact of agreement is a matter of principle which seems to be gaining
immense public support Mround this country. That is what we are talking
about. The final details --

Mr Court: You have to be kidding.

Mr BRIDGE: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is a fine one to talk. He has
the audacity and effrontery to go to an Aboriginal organisation, with a
smile on his face, and say, "Hail fellow well met, it is nice to see you."
The member is a disgrace.

It is a matter of principle, and we are seeking to support the Prime Minister
in this regard. I am sure that aswe go down the path we will gain total
support of chat approach. We will be the judge of it in due course.
It is not surprising for us to observe this debate tonight. We have come to
perhaps the last opportunity in this session of Parliament for the Opposition
to take advantage of the Parliament and the public forum to have another
go at trying to embed in the minds of the public racial tension and
bitterness as we move cowards the celebrations which will commence in a
month or so and which will proceed throughout 1988. The Leader of the
Opposition will be the most disappointed man in Australia if theme is not
any racial tension in 1988. We will, however, try to proceed in harmony
and with goodwill into 1988.

DROUGHT ASSISTANCE
.. Rural Businesses

502. Mr HOUSE, to the Minister for Small Business:

In light of the Federal Government's withdrawal of disaster relief
assistance for rural business in drought-declared areas, can the Minister
assure the House that the State Government will supply funding to assist
rural business in these areas?

Mr TROY replied:

I thank the member for some notice of the question and for alerting me to
this problem in the latter pant of last week. As he indicated, the Federal
Government has made certain adjustments to the drought relief programme
following a recent review of the total package. It is my understanding that
the people who may be described as secondary beneficiaries in the small
business area have been precluded from entitlement to benefits from this
scheme. The focus of the new guidelines, as I understand it, is that it is
directed towards the primary sufferers, the people on the land. An
argument has been put that that would be of greater economic benefit than
providing relief to secondary beneficiaries. That argument is not one which
I share totally, and I have asked the Small Business Development
Corporation to review the Federal reviews very closely. I assure the
member for Katanning-Roe that I will work with the Minister for
Agriculture in order to deterine the State's position and put it to Cabinet.
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HEALTH: DRUGS
Joyne Venture

503. Mr GREIG, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is dhe Minister aware of the existence of a shop trading as Joynt Venture
located on the first floor of 794 Hay Street in die city?

(2) Is he aware that the products sold include htems which advertise and
blatantly promote the use of drugs, or which can be used directly in
consuming drugs -- for example, hookahs, bangs, water pipes and so on?

(3) Does he agree that this form of advertising and sale of these products is
contrary to the public health interest, particularly of our young people?

(4) While it is not an offence to possess these materials but only actually to
use them to consume illegal substances, will he agree that they should be
removed from the marketplace, and will he consider action to outlaw their
production, sale, and possession?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1)-4)
This is a very long question and I will not answer it point by point. I do
not agree with that sort of business being undertaken, but I ask a question
in response to the question, and that is, has the member for Darling Range
reported this matter to any responsible authority which could deal with this
sort of organisation?

Mr Gieig: Yes, to the police.

Mr TAYLOR: That is good. Why is the member asking me the question?

Mr MacKinnon: Because you are the Minister for Health.

Several members interjected.

Mr TAYLOR: I have said we do not agree with it. What we have sought to do in
this State is to work on matters of this sort from the point of view of a non
party-political approach where the shadow Minister for Health and the
Leader of the National Party have joined with me in an approach to drug
issues so that all of us can fight together against this sont of abuse in our
community. That is very important indeed, and this is the only State in
Australia where that sort of approach is taken. Activities of this sort are
not appropriate as far as our State is concerned, and I am pleased to hear
that the member has addressed the mailer to the police.

Mr& MacKinnon: So you will do nothing about it?

Mr TAYLOR: Seeing he has addressed the mailer to the police, I do not suppose
I shall have to follow it up. I take his word that he has taken it up with the
police, and I am sure they will deal with it.

LOTTERIES COMMISSION
Money Management

504. Mr COURT, to the Treasurer:

(1) Is the WADC's FundsCorp going to take over the management of the
Lotteries Commission short-term money market operations?

(2) If yes, when will this occur?

(3) Will this disadvantage the Western Australian funds managers who are
already handling the funds?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

(1)-(3)
In answer to the third part of the question, nothing that we do will do
anything but advantage the State and the people of the State. We do not
see it as our role here to represent sectional vested interests to the
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detriment of the public generally, whether those sectional vested interests
are money market dealers or other financial organisations.

With respect to the first two pants of the question, I am sorry, I do not know
the answer. If the member puts the question on the Notice Paper, I will do
my best to answer it. If there is no time for that, if he drops me a line, I
will write in reply.
GREAT SOUTHERN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

Pro gress
505. Mr STEPHENS, to the Minister for Regional Development:

(1) With respect to the Albany Tomorrow programme, is the Minister satisfied
with the progress being made by the Great Southern Development
Authority?

(2) If yes, what are some of the most significant achievements?

Mr CARR replied:

That is a question which could be answered at very considerable length
because the Great Southern Development Authority has, in its first year or
so of operation, made fairly significant advances. There has been some
publicity in the Albany area suggesting that the advances of the
development authority have been more modest than some people would
have hoped. That view has been based largely on the fact that the
relocation of the Westrail marshalling yards was not able to proceed at as
rapid a rate as some people would have liked because of the difficulty in
identifying the most appropriate place to which the marshalling yards
should be removed. That has necessitated a fairly lengthy study during
recent months, which was only concluded in the last couple of weeks.
Now it has been concluded, the way is clear for decisions to be made with
regard to the use of that marshalling yards land, and that project will
proceed much more rapidly.
Beyond the marshalling yards, the authority has been involved in a number
of projects. A number have taken the form of studies, because the projects
involved required fairly detailed study before being put into place. By and
large, I am happy with the way in which the Great Southern Development
Authority has been working. Significant groundwork has been laid in its
first year of operation, which will lead to a lot more concrete and easily
identifiable results being seen in the next year or so.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Dispossession: Compensation

506. Mr HASSELL, to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) What is the policy of the Western Australian Government towards the

proposals that the Commonwealth should acknowledge in legislation the
prior rights of Aboriginal people in Australia to the nation?

(2) What is the policy of the Western Australian Government towards
proposals that the Commonwealth Government should recognise the right
of Aboriginal people to compensation in respect of their alleged prior
ownership of this country?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1)-(2)
1 have endeavoured to make the position of the State Government
abundantly clear to the Opposition, but it does not seem to have the
capacity to be able to understand anything, no matter how simple it might
be. Rather than hold up the House with an unfortunate continuation of a
sad and sordid debate, provoked and inspired by the member for Cottesloe,
supported ably by the member for Vasse and the Leader of the
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Opposition, I suggest, if he wants same real, clear and written
interpretation of the State's position --

Mr Hassell: The Minister cannot define the Government's policy!

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr BRIDGE: -- along with pictures we will endeavour to obtain for the member,
I suggest he puts it on the Notice Paper. We will seek to summarise it in
written form. The Premier mnight be able to provide some glossy
photographs which we will make available, courtesy of the Western
Australian Government.

Mr Hassell: You are a disgrace!

Mr Peter Dowding: You are a disgrace.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

GREAT SOUTHERN DEVELOPMENT AUTH-ORITY
Research Officers

507. Mr WATT, to the Minister for Regional Development:

(1) Carn the Minister say whether the two positions being advertised for
research officers in the Great Southern Development Authority are
replacements or new positions?

(2) If new positions, why are they necessary?

(3) What areas wil they be required to research?

Mr CARR replied:

(1)-(3)
I had same difficulty hearing that question, but as I understand it, it relates
to positions being advertised.

Mr M~acKinnon: Get the Premier to stop interjecting.

Mr CARR. The authorised strength of that office, as I recall it, is nine. I am not
sure whether positions are currently vacant. I can only presume that if
they are --

Mr Wan: Research positions command fairly substantial salaries.

Mr CARR. Presumably they are part of that authorised strength of nine. I am not
familiar with the applications myself because I have not seen the
advertisements; I can only presume that the office is operating below its
authorised strength of nine and therefore there are vacant positions in that
situation.
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